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imp imperfect
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JC Jo Coeur (informant)
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KLT one orthographic standard used for Breton, standing for the names of three of the four main regions of Brittany: Kernev, Leon, Treger (in Fr. Cornouaille, Léon, Trégor. The fourth region is the Vannetais, centered on the city of Vannes).
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orthographically

P provection

par. particle

pers. person
pl plural (1st pl, 2nd pl first person plural, second person plural etc)
pln place name
pn personal name
PN Pierre Noyer, author of this work
prep preposition
pp past participle
pres present
pres.hab present habitual (applies to bezañ, to be, which has descriptive, habitual and situational forms)
PresInd present indicative
pron pronoun
PU peurunvan, for brezhoneg peurunvan ‘fully unified Breton’
Q question
qqch quelquechose (something)
refl. part. reflexive particle
R réponse ‘answer’
RP René Petillon (informant)
S spirantization
sg singular (1st sg, 2nd sg first person singular, second person singular etc)
sit. situational (applies to bezañ, to be, which has descriptive, habitual and situational forms)
sj subject
sj.pron subject pronoun
Sub. subjunctive
TLD Thérèse Le Du (informant)
unorth. unorthodox: this indicates a form does not exist in PU
v. verb

vb. verbal

vp verbal particle

YG Yves Guyader (informant)

YLD Yves Le Du (informant)

YM Yves Moigne (informant)

YP Yves Petillon (informant)

ZH the orthographic standard used for Breton in this thesis (see 1.4)
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Remarks on the choice of terms of reference

The established trend, in English, when referring to Breton places is to adopt their French names unchanged, except for the region itself, which has an English name, *Brittany*, whereas the French is *Bretagne*. An index of Breton-language place names followed by their phonetic transcriptions and their French equivalents, is found at the end of this thesis (see contents).

1.1.1 Remarks on the toponymic terms

The first remark concerns the very region (*Cornouaille* in French and *Cornwall* in English) in which the dialect studied in this thesis is situated. The phonetic Frenchness of the term ‘*Cornouaille*’ [kɔ̃’nwaːj] as compared to the English ‘*Cornwall*’ [ˈkɔːrnwɔːl] obfuscates the fact that the region is effectively a continental offshoot of Cornwall, having been settled by Cornish Princes from the 5th century onwards. The common origins of Cornwall and its Breton counterpart are obvious in their native names: *Kernow* and *Kernev* respectively, as well as in the general closeness between the Cornish and Breton languages.

While most names used on French-language maps for Breton locations are good-faith attempts at rendering the Breton words both in spelling and pronunciation (which, at any rate, was the most economical course of action for early French cartographers drawing maps of Brittany), the gallicisation of Breton place names tends to obscure their etymological meaning (when it is known, which is generally the case, though not always). The gallicised form of these names is generally a mere phonetic transcription of the French pronunciation of the Breton name and, from a French perspective does not carry any meaning, as the word or words have no meaning in French. The French name *Quimper* [kɛmˈper], for example, is only the name of the city, whereas in Breton *Kemper* [ˈkepɛr] or [ˈkem.peʁ] means *confluence*, since Kemper is the meeting place of the rivers Steir and Odet.

The French form of a Breton placename may, however, also contain a misinterpretation of the Breton. An example of this is the toponym *Stang Jean*, near Gulvain, Canton of Briec. In the Breton of the Canton of Briec (henceforth referred to as BCB), *Stang Jean* is [((a)xastˈjɑ̃] for *ar C’hastel Yann* ‘John’s castle’. It seems that, dumbfounded by the Breton (and with no help from the locals to whom the real meaning of the toponym may have been unknown at the time and certainly is now), a cartographer decided to even the odds of being wrong and based his French translation on two simultaneous interpretations of the same syntagm [stjɑ̃]. Firstly [stjɑ̃], was interpreted as *stang*, a word meaning ‘valley’ in BCB and a frequent occurrence in local toponyms. Then the segment [jɑ̃], in [stjɑ̃], was (correctly) interpreted as the first name *Yann*. The cartographer then seems to have ignored the syllable [xa] altogether and made up an interpretation of [xastjɑ̃] as the plausible, though incorrect, *Stang Yann* ‘John’s

---

1. The name of the city of Paimpol also falls into this category of approximate phonetic renderings that erase the Breton meaning of the word: *Pempoull* = *penn (ar) poull* (head of the pool).

valley’, in spite of the absence of a valley in that location. The part-translation of this misinterpretation resulted in the French *Stang Jean*, thus obliterating the mention, potentially of historical importance, of a castle in that location as well as generating a piece of misinformation about the local environment by mentioning a valley where there is not one.

In light of the above examples, of which many more can be found, of loss of meaning and significance of Breton names through French translation or transcription, one can see that there is a substantial disadvantage in adopting unquestioningly the French versions of Breton names. This is especially the case if one is familiar with Cornish, Welsh and other Celtic toponyms, or if one has knowledge of Celtic languages, as one is then potentially denied access to historical and cultural links with one’s own region (if one is from the British Isles) that one may otherwise detect in Breton-language versions of place names. As this thesis is likely to be read by English-speakers with an interest in Breton and probably in Celtic tongues in general, I was very much tempted to give all Breton place names in their Breton form in this thesis while providing a list of their French equivalents at the end. It was, however, pointed to me that this would make it too cumbersome for readers to identify the places these names refer to. A list of Breton place names in both their French and Breton versions is therefore provided in the Index of place names immediately after the conclusion of this thesis.

Breton personal names of people who use Breton pronunciation or orthography for their own names, are given in Breton. If a person mentioned in this thesis has published work, that person will be referred to by the name under which their work has been published.

![Fig. 1 The Canton of Briec](image-url)
1.2 Geographic and geo-linguistic elements

This thesis concerns the dialect of the surroundings of Briec, which happens to be set in the electoral/administrative area called Canton de Briec, Kanton Brieg in Breton. This dialect is referred to in this thesis as Breton of the Canton of Briec, abbreviated to BCB. Briec is, administratively, the chief city and the biggest urban centre of the canton, with a population of 5500 (INSEE, 2016).

Fig. 2 Welcome to Bro Glazig sign on the D785 road from Kemper to Briec

Fig. 3
Penn ar Bed (Finistère) region of Brittany (Region of study dotted in blue)
The Canton of Briec is located within Bro C’hlazig (highlighted in red on the map below) also spelt Bro Glazik, lit. ‘Land/country of the Little Blue One’ a traditional region thus named after the colour of the traditional costume of its male inhabitants. Bro Glazig is set within the broader Bro Gernev region (see map below).

Fig.4 The traditional broioù of Brittany

Linguistically, Cornouaille is situated in the western part of Brittany, itself known in Breton as Breizh Izel, [bʁeˈziːʒəl] ‘Lower Brittany’, where the natural and by far the main language until at least the 1950s, was Breton, except in the largest urban centres. BCB belongs to the Central Breton linguistic area, which roughly comprises the current area of the Cornouaille region, (itself corresponding to the Évéché de Cornouaille, ‘Bishopric of Cornwall’) and the Bro Dreger area (Fr. Trégor or Tréguier), itself corresponding to the Évéché de Tréguier, ‘Bishopric of Tregor’. The Central Breton area ‘is characterised by a large swathe of Breton dialects that are largely intercomprehensible’ (Wmffre, 1998, 2).

1.2.1 Historical elements of the dialectal variations within the Canton of Briec

Variations occur throughout the Breton-speaking domain of Brittany from one dialectal area to the next, as well as within dialectal areas. The Canton of Briec is no exception, but the variations present phonological features that are strongly reminiscent of the Vannetais dialect (Br. Gwenedeg), in particular, the palatalisation of the phoneme [k], realized in a number of similar ways such as [kj], [kf], [tʃ], [c] or [ç] and the production of the consonant c’h as [χ] by BCB speakers in localities situated in the south-eastern part of the Canton, while speakers from other areas produce [h]).
The reasons for the presence of Vannetais features in the Canton of Briec are not self-evident given that the westernmost border of the Vannetais linguistic domain is ordinarily given as the river Elle (see map below), itself a tributary of the Laita, some 45 km east of Briec in a straight line and more than 60 km by road, quite a considerable distance in Breton linguistic terms. The Elle finds its source in southern Treger, before merging with the Izol (Isole) in Quimperlé to form the Laita, which also happens to form the southern starting point of today’s border between the départements of Finistère and Morbihan.

Fig. 5 Map of the Breton dialects showing the western border of Bas-Vannetais as being the river Ellé (Jackson 1967, 17)

The fact that this border has official administrative existence may reinforce the belief that the Elle-Laita is and always was the natural separation between the Vannetais linguistic domain and that of its western neighbour, Cornouaille, of which the Canton of Briec is part. In addition, Elle and Laita follow a fairly direct north-south course, which is also ordinarily given as the border between the ancient Osismii and Veneti peoples.¹

¹ On historians’ attempts at defining the limits between Osismii and Veneti, Fleuriot (1980, 21) states: ‘We probably seek too simplistic and too definite solutions to situations that have, in fact, been frequently
Considerable research involving archaeological work and toponymic studies, among others, has taken place in order to determine the limits of the territories of the peoples of Brittany at various times in history. As the present work is mainly concerned with language, this is not the place to go into further detail on this matter except to say that, according to Fleuriot (1980, map 9 [end of the volume, no page number], see below), the border between the Osismii nation, to the west and north-west of the river Odet and the Veneti nation to the south in the 5th century, (that is, well past the beginning of the settlement of the area by Britons), was not the Elle-Laïta, but the river Odet which constitutes the southern border of the Canton of Briez.

![Map of the Gaulish nations at the time of Breton settlement of Brittany, showing the Veneti (Veneti) border on the River Odet](image)

It therefore appears that at a certain point in history, the Canton of Briez was a border area fringing territory held by the commercially very enterprising Veneti, who gave their name to the city of Vannes and to the Vannetais dialect. It is plausible to think that there were linguistic differences between both areas and that their territorial border was also a linguistic one.

The Canton of Briez is therefore at least adjacent to, if not part of, a zone of ethnic, and possibly linguistic, to-ing and fro-ing and is well inside a broader area described as a linguistically intermediate area by Madeg (2010, 9). It is therefore plausible that some linguistic features within it, especially phonetic features which, according to Madeg (2010, 142), evolve more slowly than lexical and grammatical ones, may stem from the period in which the Odet was a border between Osismii and Veneti.

In support of the claim that linguistic features of BCB today could plausibly find their origin in very ancient historical events, is the fact that the area in which c’h is realised shifting’ (‘Sans doute cherchons-nous des solutions trop simples et trop tranchées là où il y a eu de maintes variations.’)

‘The name of the city of Venice, which may have been a commercial outpost of the Veneti, possibly finds its origin in the tribe name.
[χ] coincides almost exactly with an area from which toponyms in Plou (which are intricately connected to the establishment of early Christianity in the area, itself connected to Brittonic settlement), are almost entirely absent (Cornec 1996, 772–3).

1.3 Remarks on intercomprehension in the past and today

Dialectal differences within Breton-speaking Brittany are often reported by Breton speakers and researchers alike. Jean Le Dû’s Nouvel atlas linguistique de Basse Bretagne certainly illustrates these differences. Elmar Ternes seems to have experienced this fact to the full, during his study of the dialects of Enez Groe, (the Isle of Groix), off An Orian (Lorient) (Ternes 1970). Its inhabitants, he reports, could only converse with difficulty with other Breton speakers of the mainland coastal fringe, only 6 km away, and not at all with inhabitants of the mainland’s interior even though they all spoke dialects of the same Vannetais group.

Breton speakers have overwhelmingly been and still are agriculturalists. A large proportion, possibly a majority, of fishermen were also Breton speakers up until the 1950s, but as they had more frequent encounters with the French language in the cosmopolitan world of fishing ports, this is no longer the case. Sedentary by nature, agriculturalists travelled little around Brittany and ways of speaking had little opportunity to be shared between dialectal groups. Inter-comprehension between people of different regions who rarely travelled presented real difficulties (Wmffre 1998, 3).

Gwenedeg known in French as Vannetais, the language of the Vannetais region (Bro Gwened in Breton), the south-eastern part of Brittany, is routinely described as too different from the other three main dialectal groups (those of Cornouaille [Br. Bro Gernev], Leon [Br. Bro Leon] and Tregor/Treguier [Br. Bro Dreger]) to permit mutual understanding. Ternes, for one, who had very extensive command of Enez Groe dialects and knowledge of mainland Vannetais, states that: ‘Vannetais, a dialect that is split up in several subgroups, is so different from the other three dialects that, in practice, it might as well be called a different language altogether. Vannetais is totally incomprehensible to the speakers of all the other dialects.’ Yet in reading the IPA transcripts of dialogues at the end of his grammar, I found that, between my knowledge of Bric Breton and that of Brezhoneg peurunvan ‘fully unified Breton’, (also referred to as PU in this thesis), encountered in textbooks and their audio recordings, I had enough resources to understand or correctly guess (albeit through painstaking work) the meaning of most transcripts. Predictably, I found it easier to understand the transcripts given in McKenna’s The Breton of Guéméné-sur-Scorff (1976), a location closer to the Central Breton domain. I hasten to admit that these are not the conditions of immediate oral communication, but it showed, at least to me, that given some time and good will, some degree of inter-comprehension must be possible between speakers of Vannetais and Central Breton. I found, however, the transcriptions made by Hammer (1969, 89–

---

1 ‘Le vannetais, dialecte morcelé à son tour en plusieurs sous-groupements, se distingue des trois autres dialectes à tel point qu’en pratique, il faudrait le qualifier de langue différente. Le vannetais est complètement incompréhensible aux locuteurs de tous les autres dialectes.’ (Ternes 1970 V.)
2 See 1.3.1.
110) of dialogues in Plarnel/Plouharnel dialect nearly impossible to follow without constant reference to the German translation.

On the subjective basis of my personal experience, I would say that the differences between Vannetais and PU are loosely similar to those between Castilian and Portuguese, with PU holding the role of Castilian and Vannetais of Portuguese.

Intercomprehension problems have, in fact, greatly helped denigrators of the Breton language and were used to justify adopting French as the universal language of Brittany. Dialectal variations, however, were not necessarily insurmountable when Breton speakers from different areas had compelling reasons to communicate with one another.

There is testimonial evidence that for those whose profession involved travelling or who were otherwise exposed to other dialects for whatever reason, adjusting to variations was common and communication in Breton between speakers of different dialects could indeed take place, especially if resorting to French was not an option. This view is expressed by a number of authors. Hélias (1970 II 171) recounts that the language of pilhaouerien (traders in old rags) from Brenniliis or La Feuillée (Br. Ar Foullez) in the Are Hills (Fr. Monts d’Arrée, Br. Menez Are), 70 km of winding roads to the north-east, was understood in his native Pouldreuzig, situated in Bro Vigouden (south-western Cornouaille): ‘The ear could hear its meaning, though the tongue could not shape itself to it, nor could the throat.’ Hélias also reports (1970 I 143) how the Breton, based on the Bro Leon dialect, used by priests was easy to follow for people of Bro Vigouden (Bigouden region, South-Western Cornouaille on the very opposite side of the Breton peninsula from Leon) when everyday topics were broached ‘... everyday vocabulary [is] more or less the same’. However, when ‘church words’ were used, they had more trouble following.

I have personally witnessed interaction in Breton in the following circumstances:

— Between one of my Briec informants, MTC, and a travelling garment peddler from Leon who had turned up at the farm. Perhaps to earn the grace of MTC, the woman (in her early sixties) addressed her straight away in Breton. There ensued a long comparative discussion between their respective regions and dialects with use of an occasional French phrase for translation purposes. I participated in the conversation (which lasted approximately three quarters of an hour) during which I could understand the peddler and be understood by her.

— Between my relative AH and HLL/MLL (who are from Bro Vigouden). I could also participate fully in a conversation which went on for nearly three hours.

— I have conversed in much the same way with native speakers from the Kroazon (Crozon) Peninsula, Bro Dreger and Bro Leon.

1 Hélias (1970) mentions such situations in Marh al Lorh (I 143 and II 171)/Le cheval d’Orgueil (146 and 457).
3 ‘Ar skouarn a oar kleved, an teod n’eo ket gouest da blega outañ nag al lañchenn.’
4 P. 146 in the French translation of the book.
5 ‘... o veza ma’z eus atao ganeom demdost ar memes geriadur.’
Reference to intercomprehension over large areas is made by a number of authors. Wmffre (1998, 2) states that the dialects spoken in the bishoprics of Treger and Cornouaille ‘are largely intercomprehensible.’ However, he excludes Bro Leon from that area.

Rohou (2007, 39) drives home what Hélias (p. 36 above) implied: that differences between dialects did not and do not prevent communication between Breton speakers any more than they prevented communication between speakers of the various dialectal groups of the French language. According to him, ‘There were indeed differences in vocabulary and more than anything, in stress and pronunciation. Yet they were not quite enough to prevent people from Leon, Tregor or Cornouaille from having a conversation, especially when they were aware of the tendencies of the other’s dialect, as was the case with traders and other travelling people.’

When it comes to intercomprehension, the notion of goodwill is also crucial. Vallérie (2003, 268) thus expresses his opinion on intercomprehension; ‘... after a few exchanges (or a few classes), dialectal nuances only stop those who cannot be bothered understanding each other and find it less tiring to resort to French.’ Rivalry, prejudice and mistrust between communities in times gone by, though not so long ago, were probably as serious a set of obstacles to intercomprehension as dialectal differences in that they kept communities from exchanging intimately. With the advent of easier and faster communications from the beginning of the 20th century, exchanges between communities were on the increase as was intercomprehension.

At the time the collapse of Breton occurred, a process of growing intercomprehension, referred to by my informant JNM and his parents MM and YM, was underway. It was thwarted by the possibility of resorting to French and the ‘irresistible attraction’ (Rohou 2007, 49) French exercised on the people of Brittany as it spread through its population.

According to JNM, this process was stopped by the generalised use of the French language. This also resulted in an atomisation of local dialects into sub-dialects specific to family groups, as Breton was increasingly being spoken between members of the nuclear family only. Within my own extended family, there are indeed differences in the way of speaking Breton, which find no equivalent in their way of speaking French, which is completely homogenised by the influence of the French they are exposed to in the wider community and through mass media.

It is therefore worthwhile to ask the following question: is it not probable that without the linguistic domination of French, speakers of all areas of the Breton-speaking domain, after the advent of fast transportation and telecommunications, would have gradually developed a unified modus of communication while preserving their

‘Il y avait effectivement des différences de vocabulaire et surtout d’accentuation et de prononciation. Mais elles n’empêchaient pas tout à fait un Léonard, un Trégorrois et un Cornouaillais de converser, surtout quand ils connaissaient les tendances de l’autre dialecte, comme le faisaient par exemple les marchands et autres itinérants.’

‘... après quelques échanges (ou quelques heures de cours), les nuances dialectales n’arrêtent que ceux qui ne tiennent pas à se comprendre et trouvent moins fatiguant de passer au français.’
specificities? With the imposition of French, however, this had little or no chance of being tested.

Mutual intelligibility between dialects implies a high degree of unity over major aspects of the language. Madeg’s Treatise on the pronunciation of North-Western Breton (2010) exposes the substantial features shared by the dialects of this large group, in particular, the phonological ones. He cites, in particular, the critical place of stress, that is common (admittedly with many qualifying comments and complex explanations) to all dialects of a vast area which he defines (2010, 9) as covering ‘all of Leon, most of the portion of Cornouaille contained within the Finistère département, and most of Tregor’.

This includes the location studied in this thesis, which is part of Cornouaille.

1.3.1 Intercomprehension between native speakers and peurunvan (PU) speakers

The term peurunvan, from peur ‘fully’ and unvan ‘unified’, was meant to refer originally to the result of the merging of the KLT orthographic standard with elements of the Vannetais spelling, which saw the emergence of the ZH orthographic standard. I have heard the term peurunvan used, however, in Breton-language schools and other Breton-language organisations on a number of occasions with reference, not only to written Breton, but to Breton, as taught and spoken in Breton-medium schools and in the media. In the context of this thesis, the word peurunvan refers therefore to the Breton taught in Breton-language education and spoken by most media officials such as news readers and show hosts.

The emergence of PU as a written and spoken form of Breton has been determined by a range of factors. I will only mention two of these factors:

a) PU is influenced by written Breton which emerged in the monasteries of Brittany, most of which were located in the north-east, the domain of the Leon dialect. PU vocabulary and some traits of its enunciation therefore tend to reflect Leon Breton.

b) the vast majority of PU users are not native Breton speakers from a particular dialectal Breton group. They can be from any area within Brittany and even from outside of it, as was Claude Nadeau, a native of Quebec and the founder of the Breton-language Paris Diwan school in the early 2000s. The vast majority of peurunvan speakers do not pronounce Breton as it is pronounced in Leon or anywhere else; they simply pronounce it with a strong Paris French accent. This is because they are French native speakers who are surrounded by other French native speakers effectively speaking Breton as a quasi-foreign language as opposed to a native one. It is plausible that a majority of them has never heard Breton spoken natively. By and large, these speakers ignore or resist the notion that they ought to align their pronunciation with native Breton. They are often referred to as néo-bretonnants, a term used to distinguish these Breton speakers who have generally learnt Breton in courses from those who have learnt it natively.

PU is (wrongly) perceived to be essentially Leon Breton by the native speakers from other regions I have spoken to. BCB speakers are essentially unable to understand PU and the way its pronunciation is generally aligned with Paris French (which some see as a deliberate way of fitting within their group) together with the fact it is used in

---

* ‘[...] tout le Léon, presque toute la Cornouaille finistérienne et l’essentiel du Tégor’.
contexts alien to their own realities and interests, further contributes to their perception that *peurunvan* is an artificial and modern construct which has nothing to do with them. They appear reluctant to exchange more than a few predictable formulas with *peurunvan* speakers. This compromises any possibility of testing whether the linguistic gap existing between *peurunvan* and native Breton can be bridged at all.

Derogatory terms used by some native speakers to refer to *peurunvan* are: *breton chimique* lit. ‘chemical Breton’ which could translate ‘plastic Breton’ (as opposed to real natural Breton) and *diwaneg* (lit. ‘Diwanish’, from the name of the network of Breton-language schools called *Écoles Diwan*). People who are professionally involved in Breton language matters may also refer to *peurunvan* as *zédacheg* (lit. ‘ZH-ish’), with reference to the ZH orthographic standard (referred to below).

### 1.4 Orthographic transcription of Breton

Efforts to promote the Breton language in written form in the 19th century led to the emergence in 1907 of the KLT orthographic standard. This acronym stands for *Kernev, Leon, Treger*, the Breton names for three out of four of the regions where Breton is spoken. The fourth Breton-speaking region, Vannetais, to the south east of Brittany, had a different orthographic standard. In 1941, in an attempt to unify orthography, a new standard was created, the ZH standard, which introduced features of Vannetais into KLT.

ZH is the norm used in most printed material, road signage and in Breton-medium education. It is the norm used in this thesis for orthographic transcriptions.

### 1.5 Elements of the state of the Breton language in the Canton of Brieuc

While all informants who have contributed to this work can have unhesitant and fluent conversation with each and everyone of the others, I have observed very numerous and substantial morphological and phonetic variations between speakers. My informant JNM suspects that one reason for these variations is that since the suppression of Breton around the beginning of the 20th century, Breton speakers, including family groups, have become isolated enough from each other to develop or amplify linguistic idiosyncrasies since that time. I observe that, by comparison, their way of speaking French is almost totally uniform. Because they speak Breton with decreasing frequency, BCB speakers lose their assurance in their command of Breton when a researcher such as myself questions them on specific language items. This leads to variations in their answers which may not appear in natural speech. These variations may occur from one speaker to another, as well as within the answers collected from a single speaker. They are not necessarily inconsistencies resulting from a decrease in the speaker’s competence, but may reflect the choice of options available to them for a specific item. An example of this is the seven phonetic forms available for the word *hini* (see 4.1.3.1). As native speakers pass away, social interaction in Breton becomes increasingly sporadic for most of my informants. With regard to the couples amongst my informants, only three (M’nDu/Yves Cadiou, MQ/GQ and MLC/AC) reported/report continuously using Breton in their daily interaction. MM and YM used Breton continuously between themselves until retirement, but have adopted French as their language of communication with each other since retirement. The others, barring MTB and MB,
reported using both Breton and French in various approximate proportions (they often mention using Breton half of the time, but this cannot be considered an accurate figure) with each other at home throughout their lives and using mainly French with their children. MTB and MB reported using Breton rarely with each other, though MB used Breton readily with other Breton-speaking males of his age if no monolingual French speakers were present.

In general, the linguistic journey of my informants is as follows:
— Their parents and older relatives used only Breton among themselves.
— My informants used only Breton with their older relatives.
— In general, my informants born before 1947 used only Breton with their parents and did not know French at all until they went to school. The exceptions are AH, LH, RP, YLD (see their biographical details below), all of whom, however, spoke predominantly Breton at home in their childhood.

All of my informants (except LH), are or were able to have very lengthy conversations in Breton with other BCB native speakers on any subject and regularly do so in my presence.

Their grammar matches almost exactly the grammar presented in Le Scao. However, I have observed hesitation in all of them regarding the use of inflected prepositions of lower occurrence, particularly in the first and third person plural. As inflected prepositions are not directly mentioned in Le Scao’s grammar sections, it is difficult to know if my informants’ apparent lack of competence in the use of these prepositions is symptomatic of a creolisation process in BCB or not.

While my brother and I remember frequently witnessing people speak Breton around Briec in shops, cafés etc. this is now an exceptional occurrence. All my informants born in or before 1947, apart from MTC and HG, seem to shy away from expressing themselves in Breton in public as well as in interaction with family, friends and neighbours, at least in my presence. However, if I engage in a conversation in Breton with one of them while other Breton speakers are present, then all present participate in the conversation in Breton.

None of my 31 informants, except for AzC, MLK and YP were or are able to read or write Breton with a degree of competence similar to that of their French. Though YLD had extensive knowledge of written Breton, this did not enable him to read long texts, let alone books, in peurunvan.

Only three fluent speakers descended from my informants. This includes myself, and the two children of MLC and AC. In my family, I am the only fluent speaker of BCB in my generation. Amongst all my informants and their close families, my younger son born 2009 is the only young child who can follow a conversation in BCB and respond appropriately (although he still mainly does so in French and English). This means that not a single one of my informants’ grandchildren or great-grandchildren (though some have been enrolled for periods of time in bilingual or Breton classes at school) understands or speaks BCB. To my knowledge none speak or understand peurunvan with any degree of fluency either.
BCB speakers mainly have two types of attitudes with regard to their language. I have seen these attitudes fluctuate over time. 

1) Some of the time, they make negative pronouncements about the Breton they speak, describing it as not being *ar brezhoneg gwir* or ‘the real Breton’. This seems connected to a deficit in self-esteem which affects Breton speakers (see Noyer 2010, 287–308). This ‘real’ Breton, being in their eyes the language spoken to the north, in the Leon region and found in the Breton literature of mostly religious nature that they came across in their religious education and in all manner of contemporary texts, from books to road signage.

2) Other times, they qualify their Breton as ‘real Breton’ (‘*vrai breton*’) as opposed to the *breton chimique* described in 1.3.1. This second attitude is, in my experience, currently growing amongst native Breton speakers and their descendants.

There is mutual influence between Breton and French in the Canton of Brieg as in the rest of Lower Brittany. Certainly, there is ample documentation demonstrating that the French of its inhabitants (including of those who do not descend from Breton-speakers) is evidently influenced by Breton. A large proportion of native Breton speakers were still monolingual in the 1940s and French had next to no influence on their Breton. Breton speakers today, however, are not only all bilingual, but have, in fact, done all their schooling in French (except for religious education which was done in Breton in the case of some of my oldest informants) and predominantly use French in their everyday life as social interaction in Breton has all but died out except in the privacy of the home. Their environment is a French-speaking one most of the time if not all the time. Of the small amount of Breton they may hear on radio or from younger speakers, most of it is pronounced so incorrectly and inauthentically as to be unrecognisable to them. They ignore that sort of Breton which makes them feel alienated. It has no influence on most of them and only anecdotally contributes to their vocabulary. A small proportion of the Breton spoken on the media, however, though it is mostly and to various degrees, French-accentuated, is pronounced well enough to be quite intelligible to native speakers. This sort of Breton could plausibly influence native speakers, but does not seem to, except insofar as it legitimizes them as Breton speakers.

Although they steep in French phonology, whether by hearing French or by hearing French-accentuated Breton, native speakers are not greatly influenced by it and their accent remains unmistakably authentic. The main influence of French on the phonology of Breton is on prosody and in the length of accentuated vowels (see §2.1.3). Other phonological traits and all morphological traits remain completely authentic in all native speakers. This may be helped by the fact they often have no integrated orthographic representation of the words they use, as they have done little or no schooling in Breton. Their speech therefore finds its source in the distant past, when the influence of French or of ZH orthography on Breton were negligible. 

It must be noted that native speakers are, in fact, at a stage at which their French is still substantially influenced by Breton phonetics and syntax (use of *avec* in the sense of ‘by’ [see 4.1.5.2] and *passé surcomposé*), and contains some Breton vocabulary. Their Breton intermittently displays a small amount of French phonetic/phonological influence and some ‘lazy’ use of French words where BCB words actually exist, the use of either of which is left to the speakers’ discretion.

The main influence, by far, of French on BCB is actually through the borrowing of French vocabulary, which is accentuated by the falling practice by native speakers of
their mother tongue. This causes them to struggle to recall lesser-used words and to readily replace them with un-bretonised, or little-bretonised French ones. Though today’s BCB speakers are (barring a handful of exceptions) effectively final-generation speakers, they are nonetheless completely fluent in their native language and cannot in any way be considered to be semi-competent.

1.5.1 Relevant biographical details of my informants

1 — Marie-Thérèse Briand (MTB), née Le Gac, b. 1932 in Kerminguy, municipality of Kemeneven, farmer. Only knew Breton until she went to school, age 8. Her grandmother, Marie-Jeanne Balbous (b.1875) and my great-grandmother Marie-Anne (b. 1877) were sisters.

2 — Maurice Briand, (MB) (1926–2015) b. in Goulagêr, part of the Goulit Kêr estate, Cast, farmer. Only knew Breton until he went to school, age 7.

MTB/MB have two children and three grandchildren. None speak Breton, though their daughter, Anne, born 1958 knows a large number of BCB words.

3 — Marie-Thérèse Campion (MTC) née Keneuder, b. 1947 in Kervroac’h, m. of Edern, farmer. Had no French at all until she attended school age 6. Mother b. 1922 in Kerhoantien (near Teir C’hroaz, Briec), father b. 1912 in Landudal.

MTC has three children and three grandchildren. None speak Breton, though her elder daughter understands some Breton.


5 — Jo Coeur (JC), b. 1934, in Skoldi, Gulgain, m. of Edern. Husband of AMC. Had no French until he attended school age 8. Retired farmer. Lived and worked in Skoldi all his life.

AMC/JC have one son who understands Breton but does not speak it. Their grandchildren studied some Breton at primary level, but they cannot understand their grandparents, nor be understood by them in Breton.


MLC and AC have two children (Aziliz b. 1990, Tugdual b. 1989) who both speak Breton fluently. Aziliz speaks with a native accent, but her brother speaks with a noticeable French accent and mannerisms.

9— Angèle Feunteun, (AF), née Jaouën, b. 1930 in Kourit (aka. Ty Nevez ar Rouséau), at the time m. of Landrevarzeg. Retired horticulturalist. Had no French until she attended school age 9. None of her two children or grandchildren speak Breton. Her daughter enrolled in a Breton course but gave up. Angèle’s grandfather, Yann-Louch (Jean-Louis) Balbous (b.1871) and my great-grandmother were brother and sister.

10— Hervé Gueguen, (HG) b. 1938 in Kerganabenn, Edern. Farmer. Had no French until he attended school age 8. HG has two children and three grandchildren. His son has some degree of fluency in BCB.

11— Hervé Guyader, (HG2) b. 1938 in Sulien, Landrevarzeg. Farmer. Had BCB as his first language until he started attending school, age seven.

12— Yves Guyader, (YG) b. 1937 in Sulien, Landrevarzeg. Farmer. Had BCB as his first language until he started attending school, age seven.

13— Annette Haskoët, (AH), née Jaouën (sister of AF and MQ) b. 1933 in Kourit (aka. Ty Nevez ar Rouséau). Employee in a bakery. Had Breton as her first language. As she heard French spoken at home by her elder sisters, she had some competence at French when she went to school.

14— Corentin Hasköet, (CH), (1932–2009), b. in Landrevarzeg, Meil Kerroc’h, Factory hand and miller. Had no French until he attended school age 8. Corentin and Annette have two daughters and one son. None of their offsprings or grandchildren speak Breton.

15— Louise Hemon (LH) (1935–2009), (LH), née Balbous, b. in Kerdelioù, m. of Langolen. Farmer. Had Breton and French as her first languages. None of her two children or two grandchildren speak Breton.

16— Mari’n Du, (Marie Cadiou, née Le Du), (M’nD) b. 1923 in Place Barré, Briec, moved to Stang Jean when she married age 22 (1945), Edern. Retired farmer. She is always referred to as Mari’n Du by all my informants. She was first cousin of YLD. Her husband was Yves Cadiou who passed away before this work was started. Had no French until she attended school, aged 9. Her husband Yves (deceased before this work was started), was born in Stang Jean. M’nD and her husband only spoke Breton at home. Her daughter Anne-Marie, b. 1946, has some command of BCB. Her grandchildren are in a bilingual Breton-French school. They are unable to communicate with native speakers. M’nD had four children and two grandchildren.

17— Thérèse Le Du, b. 1931, (TLD) in ar Wadalenn (La Magdeleine) m. of Briec. Retired farmer. Wife of YLD. Had no French until she attended school age 9. One of her sons and her daughter have some degree of competence in BCB.
18 — Yves Le Du, (YLD), b. 1932, in Lespriten m. of Briec. Retired farmer. First cousin of M’nD. Had Breton as his first language. His parents spoke French and Breton at home and were attentive to the correctness of their speech in both.

TLD/YLD have three children and four grandchildren. One of their sons and their daughter have some degree of competence in BCB.

19 — Michel Le Gall, (MLG) (1897–1981), my grandfather, b. in Koadregat, m. of Edern, raised in Kerdelioù, m. of Langolen mechanical engineer: Michel was raised by his mother’s family, the Balbous family, as his father died before his birth. He was the first person to speak to me in Breton. Had no French until he attended school, aged 8.

20 — Henri Le Loc’h, (HLL), born 1945 near Pont an Abad. Naval officer. Speaker of Bro Vigouden Breton, which was his first language.

21 — Marguerite Le Loc’h (MLL), born 1950 near Pont an Abad. Speaker of Bro Vigouden Breton, which was her first language.

HLL and MLL have three children and a number of grandchildren, none of which speak Breton. The Breton spoken by HLL and MLL was not recorded for the purpose of this thesis, although it is easily comprehensible to BCB speakers. They provided nonetheless useful socio-cultural information and some linguistic elements useful for comparative purposes.

22 — Jean-Noël Moigne, (JNM) b. 1957 in Kervorn, m. of Laz. Electrician and farmer. Both his parents (MM and YM) had Breton as their first language. Although he communicates in French, his knowledge of Breton is native, and unlike my other informants except for Yves Le Du, he is able to explain features of the language and he can fully understand any conversation in BCB.

23 — Marie Moigne, (MM), née Kerneis, b. 1923, in Laz. Farmer. Had no French until she attended school age 9. MM cannot be considered a BCB speaker though her Breton is nearly identical to BCB. Her Breton was not recorded for the purpose of this thesis, but she provided useful socio-cultural information and some linguistic elements useful for comparative purposes.

24 — Yves Moigne, (YM), b. 1923, in Saint-Thois. Farmer. Had no French until he attended school age 8. His son and daughter have some degree of competence in Breton. None of his grandchildren do. YM cannot be considered a BCB speaker though his Breton is nearly identical to BCB. His Breton was not recorded for the purpose of this thesis, but he provided useful socio-cultural information and some linguistic insights useful for comparative purposes.

MM/YM have two children and four grandchildren. The children understand Breton but do not speak it. None of the grandchildren speak Breton.


26 — Francis Nedeleg, (FN), b. 1933 in Briec. Farmer. Husband of AN.

28— René Petillon, (RP), b. 1940 in Sant Seleier. Farmer. Had Breton as his first language, though he had some competence in French when he went to school. None of his daughters speak Breton.

29— Yves Petillon, (YP), b. 1947 in An Niver. Agricultural engineer for Canadian foreign aid agencies. Though his main residence is in Montreal, he is now the only native resident of An Niver where he still owns a house and lives for a period of time every year. He had BCB as his first language until he started attending school, age 7. Yves speaks BCB fluently. He has two children. Neither of them speak Breton.

30— Marie Quéré, (MQ), née Jaouën (sister of AF and AH), b. 1926, in Lan Houlien [lɑn ˈhɔljen]. Café owner. Had no French until she attended school age 9. Marie’s grandfather, Yann-Louch (Jean-Louis) Balbous (b.1871) and my great-grandmother were brother and sister.


MQ and GQ spoke Breton at home till they passed away. MQ and her late first husband had one daughter who speaks some Breton.

1.6 Current state of research on the Breton of the Canton of Briec

1.6.1 Works that directly concern BCB

Two monumental works exist which centre on the Breton spoken in the Briec area. They are: Father Jean-Louis Le Scao’s bilingual dictionaries and André Cornec’s Doctorat d’État thesis on Canton of Briec microtoponyms.

1.6.1.1 Le Scao’s dictionaries and their analysis by Aziliz Cornec

The bilingual French-Breton/Breton-French dictionaries written during the Second World War by Father Jean Louis Le Scao, a native of Briec and the granduncle of René Petillon, one of my earliest informants, is a manuscript work, kept in the library of the diocese of Kemper and Leon (Bibliothèque diocésaine de Quimper et Léon) in Kemper. A digital version of these, as yet, unpublished dictionaries can be downloaded from the website of the library (see bibliography).

Aziliz Cornec is to be thanked for scanning Le Scao’s work, which now enables remote access to it. This has been a fundamental factor in the production of the present thesis.

The reason Aziliz scanned the dictionaries is that their analysis is the subject of her 2013, 229-page unpublished Masters thesis. This work, for which she extensively interviewed relatives of Le Scao who gave her access to family documents, represents an essential adjunct to the dictionaries as it provides an informed view of their contents and helps understand and exploit them more thoroughly.
Le Scao’s dictionaries are not only lexical. As stated by Aziliz Cornec (2011–2013, 3), they contain extra-lexical information relevant to linguistics, sociolinguistics, dialectology and ethnology as well. Each volume has a grammar, phonetics and morphophonology section. Further description of these last two categories is available below in 2.4.1 Existing phonological data on BCB. There is some overlapping between the contents of both of these sections, which, among other things, describe in detail (in French in the Fr.-Br. volume and partly in Breton in the Br.-Fr. one) the consonantic mutations system in BCB, as some examples are common to both. Thus, one has to read both in order to obtain the sum total of Le Scao’s information on the subjects covered.

1.6.1.1.1 Subjects covered in the extra-lexical section of Le Scao’s dictionaries

- The presentation of the phonetic alphabet created by Le Scao to transcribe Briec Breton
- Advice on how to pronounce Briec Breton words in an authentic fashion, including what contractions to observe in order to emulate common speech
- Consonantic mutations
- Suffixes and their semantic values
- Plurals
- Formation of the feminine
- Numbers
- Diminutives
- Comparatives and superlatives
- Personal pronouns
- Possessives
- Formation of nouns from the imperative verbal stem
- Conjugations of irregular and regular verbs in the affirmative and negative forms

1.6.1.1.2 Most salient features, for the understanding of BCB

While Le Scao’s work is of critical importance in many respects, its most salient features from a revivalist’s point of view are:
— The very substantial insights it gives on the pronunciation of Briec Breton thanks to the set of phonetic symbols created by Le Scao and the advice it provides on how to emulate authentic Briec Breton.
— The fact that the vocabulary it contains is the one effectively known to and used by Briec Breton speakers as opposed to some more general bilingual Breton dictionaries which propose a choice of terms which may or may not be known to native speakers from a specific area. The terms contained in his dictionaries are authentic spoken Briec Breton, as expressed by Aziliz Cornec (2011–2013, 22): ‘Father Le Scao did not try to create a pure Breton, cleansed of French influence. The Breton he has promoted, is close to the one spoken in the Canton of Briec.’ As a result, these are the only Breton dictionaries I am aware of, whose author did not have to be concerned either by fairness towards other dialects (resulting in an obligation to provide a large number of dialectal
forms for each item), or by the necessity to operate a choice according to arbitrary criteria.
— The many examples and transcriptions of conversational Breton it contains, which show how the words were used in an authentic non-literary context and inform on Brieck Breton syntax.

1.6.1.3 Le Scao’s objectives

The above is in keeping with Le Scao’s objectives clearly stated on p.3 (see facsimile at fig.7 below) of the Fr.-Br. volume: ‘... all Breton books are written in Bro Leon dialect, but this dialect is only half-understood in Cornouaille and in Bro Dreger. I can still parrot off today some of the phrases I learnt at catechism without any clue of what they meant! Let there be books published in the dialect of Cornouaille, for the people of Cornouaille!’ From this, Aziliz Cornec concludes and repeatedly states (pp.3, 16, 17, 106 etc.) that Le Scao intended to create a linguistic standard for all of Cornouaille. Though this is actually not stated anywhere by the priest himself, it is clear that he expects his dictionaries to be useful for communication with Breton-speakers from Cornouaille at large.

1.6.1.4 Representativity of Le Scao’s dictionaries

Cornouaille, however, is a vast geographic and linguistic region, and declaring his dictionaries, which appear to be entirely based on the Brieck dialect, to be representative of all of it without further qualification, is necessarily excessive. Aziliz Cornec (2011–2013, 109) stresses that: ‘The author’s Breton can be considered to be representative of the Breton of Quimper, but on no account, of the Breton spoken on the periphery of the diocese [understand: of the Cornouaille region, which is a diocese] where influence from the other three dialects is felt, namely that of the Leon and Tregor dialects to the north, and of the Vannetais dialect to the east. Jean-Louis Le Scao’s Breton therefore represents Quimper Breton, rather than the Breton of Cornouaille.’

While it is true that BCB is not representative of the Leon and Vannetais-influenced dialects existing within Cornouaille, one has to bear in mind that the term Cornouaille corresponds to an administrative reality (albeit a religious one), rather than a linguistic one. The fact that BCB is not representative of all the dialects spoken within Cornouaille, as Aziliz Cornec rightly points out, obscures the reality that BCB is nonetheless very much representative of the largely intercomprehensible dialects spoken within the linguistic Central Breton region, which includes all but some margins of Cornouaille and most of Tregor, if not Leon (see Madeg, (2010, 9) and Wmffre [1998, 2]).

“... tous les livres bretons sont écrits en léonard, mais ce dialecte n’est compris qu’à moitié dans la Cornouaille et le Tréguier. Quand j’étais au catéchisme, je me rappelle encore pas mal de ces phrases que je récités en perroquet sans rien y comprendre! Qu’on édite donc des livres en dialecte cornouaillais pour la Cornouaille!’

“Le breton de l’auteur peut être considéré comme représentatif du breton quimpérois, mais en aucun cas du breton des limites du diocèse influencé par les trois autres dialectes, au nord du Léon, et de Tréguier, à l’Est de Vannes. Le breton de Jean Louis Le Scao représente donc plus le breton quimpérois, que le breton cornouaillais[...]’.
Going by my own experience, I can, indeed, report having had conversations in Breton with native Breton-speakers from Lestonan (which, admittedly is only 16 km from Briec in the north-west periphery of Quimper), the Lannion area, various locations in Leon, the Crozon peninsula and the Bigouden region (the two points most distant from each other being Loctudy and Lannion, 158 km apart). In addition, what I can see from monographs I have consulted, is that the Berrien, Saint-Pol-de-Léon and Plonevell dialects also appear to be intelligible to me and that the Plozévet dialect, 42 km from Briec, is very close to BCB.

Le Scao was not a sedentary man and he lived at a time when Breton was still heard in all the streets and all the cafés of Western Brittany, including in large urban centres, like Quimper. In all probability, he had frequent opportunities to meet Breton speakers from a variety of regions in a variety of circumstances, including in the seminaries he attended (in Langonnet, Pont-Croix, Quimper and elsewhere). He had, at least, some knowledge of the extent of the dialectal differences and similarities between the dialects spoken in various regions of Brittany as indicated by the statement he makes at the beginning of his Fr.-Br. dictionary about the difficulty Tregor dialect speakers experience with the Leon dialect. His idea, that his dictionaries could be valid for Cornouaille at large is scientifically arguable and excessive, but it is not completely unjustified.

While on the subject of the Bro Leon dialect, I would like to add that, according to my informants, what was hard to understand for BCB speakers was not so much the spoken Leon dialect, as the contents of religious books (in particular *Buez ar Zent*) presumably written in the Leon dialect, which the priests read as they were written, since it was generally as much a foreign dialect to them as it was to their catechism pupils and parishioners. In addition, the concepts, stories and vocabulary of the Gospel and other religious texts, both in spoken and written forms were mainly alien to the preoccupations and everyday life of the youngsters living at the turn of the 19th century and of their parents; it was generally presented with minimal pedagogical skills and through the often brutal and abusive teaching methods of the times. This context was, for most Cornouaille men, women and children, the only one in which they were exposed to ‘Leon dialect’. This is hardly a context in which its intelligibility to BCB speakers can be judged.

### 1.6.1.1.5 Current validity of Le Scao’s work

In order to determine the current validity of Le Scao’s dictionaries, their contents have to be confronted with contemporary speakers to ascertain whether they know the words listed and understand the accompanying texts and whether the pronunciation specifically given or inferred by the contents is current.

For AzC, who, in spite of her young age, is a native speaker of BCB and for myself, as a fluent non-native speaker with a degree of inherited native-ness, this confrontation was done, to begin with, by reading the dictionaries for ourselves. The conclusion, for me, was that the vast majority of terms listed by Le Scao are known to me and are therefore necessarily known to any speaker of BCB. Further, the coincidence of the extra-lexical content of the dictionaries (phonological data, examples, sayings,
explanations) with contemporary BCB is even closer, leaving no doubt as to the currency of the contents of Le Scao’s dictionaries.

There are, however, some problematic entries in the dictionaries. Firstly, 553 terms (Aziliz Cornec, 2011–2013, 25) were entered in French in the Fr.-Br. volume, but left untranslated. Secondly, a substantial number of terms, unknown to me and to my informants in BCB, which I was hoping to find in the dictionaries, were not listed in them or were amongst the 553 untranslated terms. This leads to the following comment: When I first obtained Le Scao’s dictionaries, I was very hopeful it would help me fill the gaps that seem to exist in my informants’ vocabulary. For example, none of my informants (barring AC and MLC whose interests and profession are centred on the Breton language) are able to provide BCB terms for such common items as: broth, (water) current, dandelion, disappear, lung, ankle, refuse, renounce, snail, square, to stroke an animal etc. The reality is that nearly all the words unknown to my informants are also absent from Le Scao’s dictionaries. This indicates that these words, though it is for some of them hard to believe, may not have been relevant to the Canton of Briec everyday reality. Yet, while it is true that the words unknown to my informants are almost always also unknown to Le Scao, the reverse is not true: my informants were able to translate a very substantial proportion of the words not listed or untranslated by him. It is therefore likely that Le Scao’s residence outside of Brittany for most of his adult life caused him to forget a proportion of BCB vocabulary. The question remains unanswered, however, why neither Le Scao, nor my informants, know the words for such basic items as ‘snail’ or ‘lungs’.

Systematically submitting the whole 9,400 entries and extra-lexical sections contained in Le Scao’s dictionaries to the scrutiny of my ageing informants was not an option for me. Instead, I used the dictionaries as dictionaries. That is to say as verification tools, or to try and prompt my informants’ memory, as the purpose of this thesis is to describe BCB in its current state and not to investigate Le Scao’s work.

I think it is useful, however, to provide the (non-exhaustive) list of terms I was seeking in the dictionaries, but could not find in them or could not obtain from native speakers. This list is displayed at the end of this section.

By contrast, AzC, whose thesis is specifically about Le Scao’s dictionaries, had reason to investigate their contents more thoroughly. Firstly, she submitted a number of terms contained in the dictionaries to the scrutiny of Marie, a native BCB speaker, and collected the equivalent terms, if any, proposed by that speaker. As only Marie was consulted, the results have no statistical significance, but they provide the following:

a) extra BCB vocabulary in the cases where Marie gives alternatives to some of Le Scao’s words.
b) a degree of confirmation of the words Marie agrees with.
c) an illustration, both of the relative decline in lexical diversity of the Breton of BCB speakers and of the strategies used by them to compensate for it.
d) as these strategies mainly involve resorting to periphrases or neologisms to replace unknown or forgotten words, interesting syntactical and lexical data is obtained in the process, as well as potential information on the evolution of the language.
In addition, Aziliz Cornec then took the 553 words which were left untranslated, out of the 6,200 words listed in French by Le Scao, and submitted them to two Canton of Briec informants. They were able to give translations for approximately 70% of them (a percentage that, in my recollection, seems to be congruent with the proportion of the untranslated words which my own informants could translate, though I did not keep statistics on this). Unfortunately, the author did not give IPA transcriptions for these translations. It is important to note that a number of the untranslated words (like écrouelles ‘scrofula’, dépuratif ‘depurant’, or vautour ‘vulture’) were obviously entered by following the sequence of entries of a French dictionary and are irrelevant to Briec daily life. If such words were discounted, the proportion of words Aziliz Cornec’s informants were able to translate would be higher. This exercise provided extra BCB vocabulary and interesting syntactical and lexical data, when the two informants translated words with periphrases.

While there are some discrepancies between Le Scao’s vocabulary and that of my informants, the phonological, morphological and syntactic data (including the examples) presented by Le Scao reflect very closely the Breton spoken by my informants in this second decade of the 21st century.

While Le Scao’s handwriting is generally very clear, some letters and words, due to the old-fashioned writing style he uses, are hard to decipher. Aziliz Cornec, however, has collected all 349 illustrative examples from both dictionaries, and printed them in modern font, thus sparing her readers any difficulty in reading them.

The last area that is problematic in the dictionaries is the phonological and phonetic data they contain. While they provide very substantial insights in these areas they also contain misleading, contradictory and incomplete data as a result of which they cannot readily be used to derive a complete picture of BCB pronunciation without a critical study of their contents and a pre-existing knowledge of the language (which defeats their purpose). For example, they give valuable information on the native pronunciation of most words and place names, on the pronunciation of c’h or on the quality of certain vowels, but they also use a mixture of Breton, French and Le Scao’s own phonetic symbols which cannot to be interpreted without hesitation, as their contents are neither fully phonetic nor fully orthographic. For example, Le Scao uses both k and c for /k/, or he makes undifferentiated use of t or d in word-final position to represent both /t/ and /d/ in some words (like mad, ket and red). Reference to some of these problems will be made in relevant places in the present work.
Avis

J'ai composé ici le Morbihan, sans le second vannex livre, ce dictionnaire français-breton cornouaillais.

Pouvoir ? Parce que j'ai composé du de
mes entités en France que tous les livres
bretons sont écrit en "genre", tandis que
le dialecte n'est composé qu'à mort " dans
la cornwallaise et le breton, quand j'étais
au calvados, je me rappelle encore formé
de ce filtre qui je ne le faisais en personne
sans y être confirmé ! que m'ébute-t-je
des livres en dialecte cornouaillais pour
le cornwallais !

Ma charge d'aujourd'hui, un petit mori-
csent de religieux me laissait pas mal de
temps libre, l'idée m'est venue d'en
profiter et d'aider par ce dictionnaire,
surtout le jété de cornwallais et le
breton. Il faudrait y trouver aide
pour leurs catholiques et leur terme.

Mon alphabet spécial est nécessaire
sans lui impossible. Ecrire certains mots
ainsi, sans ñ à, le "am",
comme ci-dessous : Bânel, genet, na, saim?
- 29 sans ñ — : Qu'as-tu ? oé, appâter ?
- 29 — ñ” — : Où ? sape, Kômp, veillez ?
- 29 — ñ” — : Ónt, timide, ñâra, pluver ?
- 29 — ñ” — : Rûn, crins, Din, lagune ?

Fig. 7 Facsimile of p.3 of the French-Breton volume of Le Scao's dictionary
1.6.1.6 Some common words for which neither Le Scao nor my informants could provide a straightforward translation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Breton</th>
<th>French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>almond</td>
<td>give up</td>
<td>pipe (item of plumbing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agressive</td>
<td>habitual</td>
<td>purr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as soon as</td>
<td>hose</td>
<td>rape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avenge</td>
<td>important</td>
<td>refuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boot (as in ‘wellingtons’)</td>
<td>incredible</td>
<td>renounce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or rubber boots</td>
<td>insect</td>
<td>rinse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broth</td>
<td>interessant</td>
<td>sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bubble</td>
<td>jew</td>
<td>sharpen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>catastrophe</td>
<td>jewish</td>
<td>size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cliff</td>
<td>lung</td>
<td>snail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common</td>
<td>main (as in ‘most')</td>
<td>snuffle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dandelion</td>
<td>important</td>
<td>square (adj.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disappear</td>
<td>misdeed</td>
<td>tradition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disaster</td>
<td>ordinary</td>
<td>unhappy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dissatisfied</td>
<td>stroke (v.)</td>
<td>vengeance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye-brow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Naturally, my informants’ ability to communicate is not in the least encumbered by the apparent absence of these words from their vocabulary. In fast conversation, they simply resort to paraphrases or (less frequently) to more or less bretonised versions of French words.

1.6.1.2 André Cornec’s Microtoponymie du Canton de Briec

This is a 954-page, as yet unpublished, Doctorat d’État thesis defended in 1996 (see how to access this work in the bibliography). It is a detailed study of the Canton of Briec microtoponyms which has taken its author approximately 20 years to complete as a result of the fact that Cornec personally visited all the sites listed in his work to confront the reality of the terrain with the actual toponyms. He also carried out a survey (p. 770) of the pronunciation, within the Canton of Briec, of the orthographic sequence c’h, which varies between /χ/ and /h/. This involved systematically visiting the communities of an area much vaster than the Canton of Briec itself. Therefore, apart from the etymological and historical information it provides, this work is a very rich source of information on the vocabulary, phonology, morphology and even the syntax of BCB, though the syntax of toponyms cannot be considered to always represent contemporary syntax.

The vocabulary it provides is not all in current use, as toponyms often outlive the words of which they are composed. However, I have observed that Breton-speaking Canton of Briec inhabitants, though they may not use the words contained in microtoponyms in everyday conversation, often know their meaning, in particular if they refer to the geographical and farming environments.

The lexicon present in Cornec’s work, which is systematically transcribed in IPA, is therefore of great importance as a way of reviving knowledge of vocabulary that has not completely left the memory of Breton speakers. It does so by prompting recollection
by BCB speakers of rarely used words (particularly technical words, or words relating to the trades or the fauna), which are still current, but are becoming forgotten, under the compounding effects of their infrequency in everyday conversation and of the growing infrequency of the use of BCB itself.

Thanks to the Breton microtoponymic signs which pepper it, the Breton countryside is an open vocabulary book. Most signs are simply describing a location. Many are phrases and therefore illustrate morphosyntactic rules. Works such as Cornec’s give the key to the terms encountered on the signs and have the potential to help speakers and learners of Breton preserve their knowledge of the language. This is the idea behind bilingual signage. The bilingual signage, however, mainly helps preserving the Breton names of cities and promotes neologisms for a small range of modern day realities such as lasterezh ‘rubbish tip’, Kreizenn goñivers ‘shopping centre’, Surentez Sokial ‘Social Security’ etc. Understanding microtoponymic signage, on the other hand, represents access to a vast body of linguistic, geographic and historical data.

The vocabulary topics accessible through Cornec’s work concern:

— Topographic features (elevations, valleys, plains etc.)
— Soil quality
— Types of fields
— Crops and farm animals
— Industries
— Bodies of water
— The climate
— Forested areas
— Plants and trees
— Animals, including birds, insects, amphibians etc.
— Manmade structures of all sorts (megaliths, fortifications, burial sites, roads, bridges, hedges, property markers, dwellings, storage structures etc.)

This has proven very useful to prompt the memory of my informants when I discussed relevant topics with them. It also happened that remembrance of a word would lead informants to elaborate further as relevant expressions or anecdotes came back to them.

1.6.1.2.1 Linguistic data in Cornec’s work

In support of the directly toponymic data presented in his work, Cornec provides an 81-page section of linguistic data, from p. 750 to p. 831 (see facsimiles of the table of contents below).

This section contains 16 pages on the phonology of BCB produced by a native of Briec and a fluent speaker of BCB, himself married to a native speaker (Marie-Louise Cornec Le Goff [abbreviated to MLC]). Their language of communication with each other in daily life is BCB. It contains therefore very authentic and accurate data, which gave me guidance and confirmed most of my own observations on BCB phonetics and phonology.
An example of this is the meticulous way in which Cornec notes the complexity of certain vowels, which is a trait of BCB. In particular, he often notes a vowel where other transcriptions would have a [], thus illustrating the subtle change that a vowel effectively undergoes as it lengthens. Examples are [bjæn] bern ‘heap’ (1996, 761), (which might less accurately be transcribed [bjæn]) or [bwæt] bord ‘edge’ (1996, 761) (which might less accurately be transcribed [bwæt]). This is another area in which, though I was tempted to transcribe the sounds in all their complexity, I was held back by a concern my notation may appear exceedingly fastidious. In this case again, Cornec’s conclusions encouraged me to put forward my own similar observations.

Amongst the information that directly concerns BCB, is section III.2.3 Les deux zones linguistiques du canton, (p. 770). This section deals with the variations within Canton Briec of the pronunciation of c’h in word-initial position, generally pronounced /χ/ (a typical trait of eastern Breton dialects) in the eastern fringe of the canton, while it is pronounced /h/ elsewhere. This discrepancy in the pronunciation of c’h is a trait of BCB. Cornec infers from this that Canton Briec is likely to be situated on a border between western and eastern dialects. This provides some inkling that the linguistic variations, which exist within the canton, may be the result of the suspected presence of this linguistic border on the territory of the canton. It could also be of importance to a better understanding of the history of the region, in particular its ancient history, as it might cast new light on the position of the western border of the territory of the Veneti Gauls (see above pp. 31–32), a commercially powerful Gaulish nation that played a prominent role in the trade between Brittany and Britain and in the struggle against Roman domination of Western Gaul and Britain.

The scope of Cornec’s work makes it a big hill to mine. The time constraints that faced me as a result of the urgency of my recording work in the face of ageing informants and data analysis in other areas of BCB did not allow me, however, to exploit its contents as extensively as I would have liked to.

1.6.2 Monographs on Breton dialects

The monographs I could access and have consulted are:

— Cheveau, Loïc 2007 Approche phonologique, morphologique et syntaxique du Breton du Grand Lorient (Bas-Vannetais).
— Goyat, Gilles (2012) Description morphosyntaxique du parler breton de Plozévet (Finistère).
— McKenna, Malachy 1976 The Breton of Guéméné-sur-Scorff.
— Ploneis, Jean-Marie 1983 Le parler de Berrien.
— Sommerfelt, Alf 1978 Le breton parlé à Saint-Pol-de-Léon.
— Wmffre, Iwan 1998 Central Breton.

I was, unfortunately, unable to access:

— Favereau, Francis 1984 Langue quotidienne dans le parler de Poullaouen.

And I only had access to excerpts from:
All the works listed above represent highly valuable resources which provide a considerable quantity of exploitable data. The main contribution of these works, from the point of view of this thesis, has been to provide me with guidance in the approach to the description of BCB, to offer me the possibility to compare certain dialectal trends with those of BCB and insights on the layout and presentation of my work.

Furthermore, each of the authors of these works has chosen their own examples to illustrate the various areas of the dialects they studied and certain features they might have found striking in these dialects. This has attracted my attention to certain points about BCB, which I may, otherwise, have omitted to talk about, thus increasing my own awareness of phonological/phonetic, grammatical or lexical features of BCB. The bibliographies in the above works have also helped me identify further research resources.

In spite of the diversity of the dialects studied in the above works, they are all Breton and they are all intimately related. All their features potentially relate to BCB. All can be and are useful for understanding BCB better. Studying these monographs was particularly useful as a way of prompting investigation of various areas of BCB and even of prompting remembrance of lexical items, or turns of speech forgotten or left disused by my informants or myself. This illustrates the importance of preserving dialects and detailed data about them and avoiding the simplistic temptation to hastily unify people’s speech by discarding their language to the naively presumed benefit of simplifying communication: in reality dialects enrich each other, while rushed unification impoverishes communication, which can generate a lethal disinterest for a language.

The practical difficulties I sometimes encountered using the above monographs have also awakened me to the discrepancy that can exist between what an author assumes to be self-evident to their readers and what really is. This has prompted me to be as explicit as possible in all aspects of this thesis in order to make it easier to use.

The approach followed by all of the authors listed above places phonology first, followed by morphology. This may be followed by syntax or/and lexicon. The study of Celtic phonology involves, in addition, a specific (but not exclusive) area termed morphophonology, which either precedes or follows the morphology section (apart from the case of McKenna, whose monograph was not meant to be a complete description of the dialect of Guémené-sur-Scorff). Morphophonology refers mainly to the mutations of word-initial consonants as both a phonology-based and a grammatical phenomenon with morphological implications.

The sequence followed in the most recent amongst the above monographs is: phonology, morphophonology, morphology, abbreviated in the table below as P/MP/M. These sections may be followed by syntax or/and lexicon, abbreviated to S/L.
I show below which sequences the monographs I consulted follow and whether they actually discuss consonantic mutations from a grammatical perspective. It is, in my opinion, essential to note that, as a native speaker, Le Scao does not link mutations to grammar. For him as for other native speakers I know, mutations are first and foremost phonological, as indicated by the term he chooses to refer to them: ‘Euphonie.’

The table below shows that all authors, except McKenna (see discussion of his work below), present mutations from a grammatical perspective. This, however, does not preclude discussion by these authors of the phonological workings of mutations.

The table also shows that placing morphophonology before morphology occurs in all the more recent works (Cheveau, Goyat, Wmffre), Ternes’ and Hammer’s works being the only pre-1990s work to also deliberately adopt this approach (while Sommerfelt adopts it de facto). This indicates a perception that morphology is, at least in part, a consequence of phonology, rather than the reverse. I think this notion has a potentially critical role to play in moderating the focus usually placed on grammar, to the detriment of pronunciation, in the approach to language study and transmission, which is particularly evident in the case of contemporary Breton, also known as peurunvan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutations as grammar</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutations as morphophonology</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glossary only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glossary and texts</td>
<td>✓ toponymic glossary only</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>37p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texts only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>4p.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples transcribed in IPA as a large proportion of contents</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The potential for transmission of an awareness of sound is reflected in the presence or absence of texts transcribed in IPA in the works above and of their importance in number of pages. All works above provide a large quantity of examples transcribed in IPA (in addition to transcriptions in IPA, Goyat gives examples transcribed phonetically in orthographic form in the syntax section of his work).

While some works do not have a texts section or a glossary section, they all contain many examples from which similar information can be obtained.

1.6.2.1 Cheveau, Loïc 2007 Approche phonologique, morphologique et syntaxique du Breton du Grand Lorient (Bas-Vannetais)
The remarks Cheveau makes (2007, 49) regarding his choice of approach to the study of the dialect of the Lorient region gives a sobering example of consideration given by an author to practical issues. Cheveau explains how the choice he made to opt for an approach inspired by the structuralist model and the work of Ternes on the dialect of Isle of Groaz, was determined by the realisation on his part that recording native speakers was a priority as they were close to the end of their lives. He reports how several of his informants, in fact, passed away since he had first interviewed them. This is familiar to me as I have experienced and continue experiencing the same reality with regard to the dwindling number of my informants. In such a context, as Cheveau explains, one has to choose the path of realism. This means giving priority to the collection of as much native speech as possible and opting for a well-known method of analysis rather than experimenting with less familiar methods.

In addition, the approach Cheveau chooses is that of an author (Ternes) who described a dialect of the same group as his own.

The above considerations have also guided me in my choice of approach to the description of BCB.

This work contains a very extensive presentation of the phonology and morphophonology of Breton du Grand Lorient ‘the Breton of the Greater Lorient region’ (abbreviated below as BOL for Breton of Lorient). This seems an adequate strategy given the superficially alien character of the pronunciation of Vannetais dialects from the point of view of other Breton dialects as well as from the perspective of French and English.

In Cheveau’s thesis, similarities can be noted between BOL and BCB. For example, Cheveau gives the past participle of ober, (graet in PU) as [gwɛj], which is reminiscent of the pronunciation of that word by most of my informants in BCB as [gwɛt]. The pronunciations [gwɛj] and [gwɛt] are remarkable for their dissimilarity with the orthographic form graet. Goyat (2012, 59) gives the pronunciation /gɥed/ for that word in Plozévet. This pronunciation is unsurprisingly close to that of BCB and similarly at odds with the orthography of the word. This raises the question, as graet is a high-frequency word, of whether Vannetais dialects might have somehow influenced the dialects of the south-west of Cornouaille (to which BCB and the Plozévet dialect belong) or vice-versa.

Another example of similarity between BCB and BOL is the word for ‘stones’:
— In BOL: [mɛɲ], in BCB: [mɛɲ] or [mɛɲ]. These pronunciations, also at odds with the orthography (mein) have no correspondence with the pronunciation in Plozévet, which is /меɲ/, as expected from the orthography of the word.

While a systematic comparison between BOL and BCB has no place in this thesis, the information I have gleaned from Cheveau’s work in that respect, leads to the conclusion that such a comparison could be the subject of further study.

---

* An Oriant, in Breton (see index of place names, at the end).
1.6.2.2 Goyat, Gilles (2012) Description morphosyntaxique du parler breton de Plozévet (Finistère)

Of the dialects discussed in the monographs listed above, this is the closest one to BCB. For this reason, this monograph was useful as a way of prompting remembrance of lexical items or syntactic structures forgotten by my informants or myself. It is also useful in prompting an awareness of traits of BCB that are similar to Plozévet Breton.

For example, it has brought back to my attention that the demonstrative pronoun *hini* could be realised in different ways: five in Plozévet (p. 231), while in BCB it comes in up to seven phonetic realisations.  

The 152 pages of microtoponymy the work of Goyat contains, and the fact it concerns a dialect close to BCB, but spoken in a different geographic environment close to the sea, was also useful to me, as a revivalist. With two children I address daily in Breton and a number of people with whom I regularly have conversations in Breton, I find this section of Goyat’s work particularly helpful. This is because the Breton of Briec lacks many words relating to environments and geographical features, in particular those of the seaside, which are part of our everyday Sydney environment, although they are non-existent or rare in Briec. I refer to such words as: sand, seashells, cliffs, tide (high and low), wave etc. As Plozévet lies near the seaside, this microtoponymic section of Goyat’s work contains words or refers to words elsewhere in his work, which have enabled me to fill some gaps left in Briec Breton. This is something a BCB speaker of my grandfather’s generation might have done, if they had had enough contacts with Plozévet dialect speakers, for whatever reason. I hasten to add that, in spite of Briec lying only 40-or-so kilometers (or, in modern terms, a forty-minute drive) from the coast, this had very little chance of happening, because at the time when Breton was still the language natives of Briec and natives of Plozévet would have naturally addressed each other in, my relatives owned no motorcar and only would have gone to the coast on a few occasions over a lifetime. One such occasion would have been the Santez Anna\(^\text{22}\) Pardon, during which opportunities for conversations with locals would have been limited. By the time motorcars had percolated down to people of their status, my relatives no longer addressed strangers in Breton and their Breton could only be sporadically enriched by neighbouring dialects. As a local dialect has very little chance of surviving in isolation, the importance of works such as Goyat’s is potentially critical for the support, validation and enrichment they can provide to all neighbouring dialects.

Goyat’s work is the longest of all the ones discussed in this section. It is very detailed and rich in examples and background information which anchors the Plozévet dialect socially and historically. With 121 pages devoted to phonetics, phonology and morphophonology, it provides solid grounding on how to emulate Plozévet native speakers. While in the phonetics and phonology, morphophonology and morphology sections, all examples are transcribed in IPA, the examples in the syntax section are transcribed phonetically using Roman characters. Transcribing all examples both orthographically and using IPA would have increased the volume of the thesis considerably. Goyat would therefore have had to choose between giving less examples...

---

\(^{21}\) See 4.1.3.1 Definite substitutes.

\(^{22}\) A pilgrimage and procession. See index of place names.
transcribed in IPA or keeping the current number, but only in orthographic form. His choice of writing phonetically in Latin characters is possibly a compromise. Deriving the correct pronunciation for those examples, however, requires a pre-existing familiarity with the dialect or with neighbouring ones, or at least with another Central Breton dialect.

1.6.2.3 Françoise Hammer, 1969 Der bretonische Dialekt von Plouharne

This monograph, whose author is a native of the area, describes, in German, a dialect of the Bro Gwened domain. The presentation is concise and complete. However, the examples given, including in the syntax section, are generally very short, so they lack the support of context. Interestingly, it contains several occurrences of the orthographic sequence *or* being phonetically rendered as [war], (for ex. p. 23) which is a typical trait of BCB.

Hammer’s monograph is an example of the use of abbreviations and symbols that are not explained or listed anywhere (at least anywhere obvious). This makes some explanations and presentations of data difficult to follow, especially at a 45-year distance. Yet, it is now, as the practice of native Breton is very much reduced in the Auray/Quiberon area, that Hammer’s monograph is the most needed for averting its annihilation. Nonetheless, this author together with all others who produced similar works before the time of computers and digital voice and video recorders deserve much respect and gratitude.

1.6.2.4 Alan Heusaff 1996 Geriaoueg Sant-Ivi

This glossary of the dialect of Sant Ivi, 15 km to the west of Kemper and 22 km to the south-west of Canton Brie, is a collection of words and expressions (in use around the 1940s and 1950s in particular), as well as comments on their use. It even mentions words to specify they are *not* used in that dialect. An example of this is the entry for the word *pebezh* (p. 249), which goes: ‘PEBEZH [ˈpebes] in the hymn Aleluia pebezh joa pebezh laouenigekzh, but in ordinary life I do not think you would hear it.’ Note that the fact this entry does not grammatically categorize *pebezh*, is quite representative of the relatively personal style in which Heusaff presents his data. Nonetheless, mentioning that a term, particularly a term that is presented as common by Breton language textbooks, is, in fact, never used in a dialect is precious information. It is a pity that Heusaff does not provide the alternative term actually used in St Ivi. In Brie, where *pebezh* is not used either, the expression (*da*) *pegem* is an alternative.

Another strangeness of Geriaoueg Sant-Ivi is that many entries are not followed by any definition, but all are followed by IPA transcriptions. The author’s preoccupation with documenting the sounds of the dialect appears in the detailed description he provides of the phonetic range of the dialect, which is very close to that of BCB, at the beginning of the book.

23 ‘PEBEZH [ˈpebes] er c’hantik Aleluia pebezh joa pebezh laouenigekzh, met er yezh voutin ne gav ket din e vije bet klevet.’
This work is entirely written in Breton, which means that in order to use it, one must not only be an advanced or fluent Breton speaker, but also have familiarity with grammatical Breton neologisms. In its current form, this document is therefore not easily accessible to ordinary learners of Breton or even to descendants of Sant Ivi native speakers attempting to reclaim their dialect, even if they still partially know it.

The definitions and commentaries given are particularly interesting because they are expressed in colloquial rather than formal Breton and can be models of how to define or paraphrase a word or expression in an authentic way rather than using a neologism of a French word. The atypical contents of this document reflect the atypical character and biography of its author. It is nonetheless full of riches.

1.6.2.5 McKenna, Malachy 1976 *The Breton of Guéméné-sur-Scorff*

This work focuses on the sounds and on the morphology of the verbs and nouns of the dialect it describes. Its approach to sound is phonetic and it is therefore very detailed. It involves an extensive description of the environment in which sounds occur, as well as the more deliberate use of sound in a meaning-driven context. This leads to the presentation of detailed fundamental rules governing phonation in this dialect. It does not include an extensive description of the phonology of the Guéméné dialect. It is the only monograph, amongst the works I have consulted, that does not describe sandhi in Breton in terms of prescribed grammatical relationships between mutations and their triggers.

From this perspective, this work appears to be less directly useable for revival purposes, but indirectly it promotes a fundamental understanding of sound, which is important in the practical understanding of its production in Celtic. It is a thought-provoking work and it stimulated my own endeavour to investigate the phonology of BCB from a more fundamental viewpoint. Two examples of this are as follows: McKenna (1976, § 267–271) reports on the level of stress placed on adverbs, past participles, articles, adjectives, prepositions etc. in a sentence. This is something I had not paid attention to, myself, as I took these phenomena for granted, due to their appearing to me to be endemic to all languages. For example, when McKenna (1976, § 270) remarks that ‘[i]n compound tenses, the stress is on the past participle or the infinitive’, I find that the same applies, for example to BCB, English, or Italian. This has triggered an investigation on my part which I would otherwise not have made.

Another typical situation resulting from consultation of the above listed monographs, was for me to find in another dialect, a notable feature that is also present in BCB. Although this was less likely in the dialect of Guéméné-sur-Scorff, than in a dialect closer to Briec, I did notice that the verbs *mont* and *dont* in that dialect have identical negative forms. While this is not the case in BCB, my confrontation to this feature brought to my mind the fact that, in BCB, these two verbs are often used interchangeably.

However, as a Vannetais dialect, the Breton of Guéméné-sur-Scorff is so different from BCB, that a major proportion of observations concerning it cannot be used in a direct comparison between the two dialects.
1.6.2.6 Jean-Marie Ploneis, 1983 *Le parler de Berrien*

This is one of the most extensive works amongst the ones presented here. Like the work of Wmffre and to a degree that of Sommerfelt, it illustrates the similarities that can exist between the dialects of the central Breton area. A large number of the key phonological, morphological and lexical points stressed by the author in his very useful general conclusion indeed apply to BCB, in spite of the 54 km that separate the locations in which they are spoken.

The summary provided in the conclusion of this work, of the salient linguistic points of the Berrien dialect as they appear in the daily practice of its speakers, is a very helpful resource for those who want to refer to such work in order to learn or relearn this dialect. Such a summary is rarely offered in such monographs whose authors are more focussed on the needs of the scientific researcher than on those of the lay revivalist. This focus also explains why such works tend to use terminology that is difficult even for educated laypersons to understand. While this is justified by the requirements of scientific accuracy, it limits the audience of such works to a small number of specialists.

In a similar way to Hammer, Ploneis tends to provide short examples, which are lacking in contextual information. This is not mitigated by syntactic information, as it does not have a section on syntax.

1.6.2.7 Alf Sommerfelt, 1978 *Le breton parlé à Saint-Pol-de-Léon*

This monograph, written in 1920, was reprinted with alterations in 1978. The phonetic symbols used by Sommerfelt were converted to IPA and commentaries were inserted. Though the terminology used by the author is not always that of more recent works, his approach is nonetheless in keeping with that of current researchers. However, he treats mutations as grammar, rather than phonology, being the only author to do so.

It is a comprehensive description of Bro Leon Breton and it has been a complement to my own experience of it and of how it compares to BCB. It has further confirmed that there is potentially a high degree of intercomprehension between the Bro Leon Breton and Central Breton.

1.6.2.8 Elmar Ternes 1970 *Grammaire Structurale du Breton de l’Île de Groix*

This monograph is the first description of a Breton dialect to follow the structural approach. It is the second-longest monograph after Goyat’s with 394 pages against Goyat’s 690. It is very comprehensive, structured, detailed and easy to use. I can understand how Cheveau can see it as a model for that reason and also because it concerns a dialect of the same group as his. It contains a large body of texts, which is the best way of providing a feel for the language, for those who are discovering it.

The section devoted to phonology is considerably longer than in Cheveau’s work and slightly longer than Goyat’s. It contains ten pages just on intonation, a trait that was obviously striking to Ternes in the Groe dialect.
1.6.2.9 Wmffre, Iwan (1998) *Central Breton*

This work is relatively short and fits in a booklet the small size of which has been an important logistical adjunct to its contents, as it could easily be taken on field trips. It is not meant to be an exhaustive study of a dialect or of major aspects of a dialect. Its size, however, is somewhat deceptive because, its print being very small, it does contain a fairly extensive description of the Plonevell dialect. Its title stresses the fact that the dialect it describes is a representative of the larger Central Breton group characterised by a high level of intercomprehensibility. This is evident in the similarities between the Plonevell dialect, BCB and the Plozévet dialect in spite of the distances that separate them (Plozévet-Brie: 44 km, Plonevell-Plozévet: 92 km). This is still an important notion to spread in the face of persisting arguments relative to the fragmentation, if not disunity, of Breton dialects and the supposed impossibility for Breton speakers from different regions to understand each other.

Wmffre raises some interesting points, regarding the dialect he describes, which are relevant to BCB:

a) He mentions what he calls a ‘preverbal particle’ (57) transcribed laɣ, used, in effect, as a conjunction. The same exists in BCB as [la] and it is used very frequently.

b) Wmffre mentions verbal suffixes in -s and -f in the present indicative, which also exist in BCB. These suffixes have the correspondent -v in Goyat’s work on Plozévet Breton. Though neither author appears to attribute a semantic value to these suffixes in their dialects, in BCB they indicate the habitual character of an action.

c) The definite and indefinite articles given by Wmffre do not include forms ending in /l/ (the likes of al and ul). This is also the case in BCB in which the main forms are [a]/[ɐ] (for the definite article) and [ɔ]/[o] (for the indefinite article) though articles ending in /l/ are occasionally heard.

1.6.3 Other works relevant to the study of Breton dialects

1.6.3.1 The linguistic atlases

From the point of view of the present work, Le Roux’s *Atlas linguistique de Basse Bretagne* (ALBB) and Le Dû’s *Nouvel Atlas Linguistique de Basse Bretagne* (NALBB), provide invaluable mainly lexical and phonetic information on BCB. The scope of their contributions however, is limited by the constraints of time and logistics with regard to the collecting work itself, as well as by considerations of size, weight and pricing. As a result, they are limited to 600-or-so entries each.

In the course of my investigations, they have been extremely useful for verification purposes or, occasionally to prompt informants’ remembrance.

While the only locality of the Canton of Brie covered in ALBB is Edern, NALBB potentially provides information on the trends that occur within Canton Brie, since it includes Brie and Landudal situated respectively in the centre and close to the southern border of the canton, as well as Kemeneven and Tregourez which are situated respectively just outside its western and eastern borders. Highlighting linguistic variations over the Breton-speaking domain of Brittany is, of course, one of the
purposes of these atlases, which is potentially useful in the case of the Canton of Briec due to its suspected position on a linguistic border.

The unlimited storage possibilities offered by computer technology are able to solve the practical issues connected with the size, weight and cost of linguistic atlases and should be used to promote their ongoing extension.

1.6.3.2 Francis Favereau’s Geriadur ar brezhoneg a-vremañ

This is the most complete bilingual Breton-French/French-Breton dictionary in existence. It provides the dialectal origins of the terms contained in the entries (unless the words are deemed to exist in all dialects) and the terms are illustrated by examples collected from Favereau’s personal native knowledge of Breton, his own fieldwork and from his constant consultation of essentially all studies done on Breton dialects.

It is the only dictionary available that reflects the dialectal diversity of Breton and it is probably the only bilingual dictionary on paper in the world, to represent the vocabulary of a language that is not yet unified and extends over such a large area. The challenge is considerable and results in a dictionary of sizeable dimensions (250mm x165mm x 65mm), weighing approximately 1.9kg, in keeping, however, with the dimensions and weight of many bilingual dictionaries.

The dialectal indications are geographically specific. They are broken down into four categories (in decreasing order of size):
1) the four broad dialectal zones, namely Cornouaille, Leon, Tregor and Vannetais.
2) nine specific smaller areas within these zones, which are: Mid-western Cornouaille (Fr. Basse-Cornouaille), the Cornouaille seaboard, Northern Cornouaille (Fr. Haute Cornouaille), Western Leon (Fr. Bas-Léon), Eastern Leon (Fr. Haut-Léon), Western and Eastern Tregor (in Fr. respectively Bas-Trégor and Petì Trégor), Central Tregor (Fr. Grand-Trégor), Western Vannetais (Fr. Bas-Vannetais), Eastern Vannetais (Fr. Haut-Vannetais).
3) very specific local areas referred to as terroirs, of which there are at least 12.
4) specific municipalities.

The entries, which generally provide several orthographic alternatives (according to the various norms in existence) are followed by IPA transcriptions which also provide a range of phonetic variations, at the minimum between the KLT dialects and the Vannetais dialects, if applicable.

The entries are therefore complex. In addition, many examples given are left untranslated, presumably because translating them all would have unacceptably increased the size and price of the dictionary. It even happens that an entire entry does not have a French translation of the Breton word. This is the case for devinñ ‘to burn’ which contains, however, Welsh and English translations (1992, 132).

Using this dictionary therefore requires an experience and a dedication that the average teacher, stage artist, game host, or school student does not have. Priced at 100€, it is beyond what most potential users will accept to pay, even if they are quite prepared to spend several hundred euros on a tablet, games console or smartphone.
This may explain why this dictionary is out of print and very hard to find second hand, which indicates that it is of great interest to a select group of people and of next to no interest to the average dictionary user. A simplified version is available online for free (<http://www.arkaevraz.net/dicobzh/index.php>), but it does not contain dialectal information, nor does it permit one to look up multi-word expressions.

Access to it was critical for the present work as it allowed me to find the orthographic form of many of the terms contained in the glossary of the present thesis, which my informants and I only knew phonetically. This dictionary therefore made the creation of this glossary in its current form possible. Without it, many terms could only have been entered phonetically. In the case of some expressions I would even have had to enter them phonetically without being able to provide the exact word limits.
2. PHONOLOGY

2.0 NOTATION

Though the phonology of a language may be its most durable feature (so long as speakers of the language exist), it is also the most vulnerable one, because sounds are more difficult to record than morphology, syntax and lexicon. Transcriptions of utterances provided in this thesis are predominantly phonetic and they are given between [ ] in IPA using the Microsoft Sans Serif font. These transcriptions are based on utterances effectively heard from the mouths of speakers and they reflect my perception of how actual speakers have expressed the items transcribed. There are variations in the way some specific items are realised. These variations can exist between speakers as well (more rarely) as within the speech of a given informant. The transcriptions displayed in this work reflect these variations, which may or may not be inconsistencies, but reflect a range of existing pronunciations. Since the number of my informants is relatively small, the phonetic items provided in this work, while being genuine, are therefore not meant to be absolute or final. In addition, IPA transcriptions are never more than good approximations and whenever possible, recordings should be consulted. There is still, however, limited experience of the durability of digital recordings. Since the sounds of BCB, are in danger of disappearing with the passing of its last native speakers, written transcriptions are essential and will therefore be as detailed as possible. This is why they are mainly done in phonetic, rather than phonemic notation.

Occasionally, phonemic transcriptions of individual sounds or of hypothetical or generic items are given. They are presented between //.

2.1 RELEVANT HISTORICAL DATA

The phenomena discussed here are presented in chronological order. The most ancient is the potential impact on BCB of a confluence of two dialects, which is suspected to have existed in the early Middle Ages on the territory of today’s Canton Briec. This will be followed by a discussion of the most recent linguistic event involving and affecting BCB: the penetration of the French language into the Breton-speaking domain at unprecedented speed from 1918 onwards. This resulted in transfer of Breton phonological traits into the French spoken in Western Brittany and in the overwhelming superimposition of French phonology onto non-native Breton in the last few decades. All three events are relevant to the present study.

2.1.1 Historical data on the palatalisation of /k/

On the map which deals with the distribution of linguistic features in western Brittany, Fleuriot (1980, map 6 [end of the volume, no page number]), indicates: ‘South-east of line 2 [the line separating Ozismied from Veneti which coincides with the course of the Odet] the palatalised K becomes either K’, or tʃ or even ʃ.’

I have recordings to show that this phonetic feature also extends a few kilometres north of this line.
In his Treatise of North-Western Breton Pronunciation, Madeg (2010, 9) states the existence of a transition zone between Vannetais phonology and North-Western Breton phonology. He describes this zone as a ‘corridor’ stretching from Quimperlé, in the south to Paimpol in the north. This respects the traditional view of the Elle-Laïta line as the western border of the Vannetais domain but it might not reflect the full linguistic history of the region (see Introduction, 1.2.1 ‘Historical elements on the dialectal variations within Canton Briec’). The word ‘corridor’, however, implies a broad surface area. According to Madeg this transition zone, which includes the eastern fringe of the Cornouaille region, close to the area of interest of the present work, is of ‘unequal width’, which means it may well include part of the Briec area. Madeg describes the phonological system of this corridor as ‘a lot more complex [than other areas] and anything but uniform’.

2.1.2 Demarcation line between [χ] and [h] in Canton Briec

Cornec (1997, 770-773), who has made a systematic phonological study of the areas adjacent to Briec, has found an isogloss of the use of [χ] and [h] to pass through the Canton of Briec. He also states a corroborative historical fact: The cartulary of Landevenneg, which contains records from the 9th century to the 11th century, places the locality of Gulvain within the parish of Tregourez and not that of Edern where it is today. Both Gulvain and Tregourez are within the area where [χ] is heard. This area extends roughly east and south-east of Briec, whereas Briec and Edern are in the [h] area. By comparison with the [h] area, the [χ] area, which comprised of only three parishes (or communes in French republican terminology) out of eighteen, is marginal though significant.

A feature related to the above is the distribution of the voiceless consonant trio [χ], [s], [f] and of their counterparts [h], [z], [v]/[vʰ] within Canton Briec: In the Porzay area, immediately to the NW of Canton Briec, my cat, my dad, my son are said: [ma has] (ma c’hazh), [ma za t] (ma zad), [ma v hːt] (ma faotr). South-east of Canton Briec, the same words appear, according to Cornec and to my informants in the pronunciations [ma χa s], [ma sa t], [ma fo t]. Within Canton Briec, however the distribution Cornec reports is as follows: Landrevarzeg, Briec, Edern: [me ha s], [me sa t], [me fo t] predominate. In Gulvain and Langolen, [me χe s] appears, but [me sa t], [me fo t] remain unchanged.

Another feature remarked upon by natives is pronunciation of the diminutive suffix -tg, pronounced [ikj], [ikʃ] or [itf] east of Briec and more often [ik] to the west.

The general implication of these findings is that Briec appears to be situated in a zone of language interference between eastern and western dialects which fits in with the phonetic and lexical differences existing between the areas situated to the east and south-east of Briec and Briec itself, including Landrevarzeg and Edern. In particular,

---

* ‘Le système accentuel y est intermédiaire, beaucoup plus complexe et tout sauf unique.’ (Madeg 2010 9)
* [vʰ] represents a [v] accompanied by a sudden contraction of the diaphragm and the resulting burst of air at its end. This aspiration (l’") gives it undertones reminiscent of a [f] sound without being fully a [f].
* On the transcription of the desinenence -ig see 2.2.2 Palatalisation of /k/ into [c], [k] or even [kʃ].
there is an awareness, in the majority of speakers who use [h], of the existence of the [χ] alternative in pre-vocalic word-initial position in the south-east. My only informant from the [χ] area is JC who was born in Skoldi, just above Gulvain. He does indeed use [χ] in phrases such as [e χik] ar c’hi g ‘the meat’, [e χi] ar c’hi ‘the dog’, [e χeːs] ar c’hazh ‘the cat’, while is wife AMC, born in Landrevarzec pronounces [e hik], [e hi], [e heːs].

While phonetic differences are obvious, lexical and morphological differences between the two sides of Briec are small, and there is complete inter-comprehension between speakers on both sides. In addition, with the increased mobility of people over the last century, dialectal limits within the Briec area are increasingly blurred.

2.1.3 Recent influence of the French language on BCB phonology

The ways in which Breton and French influence each other are mutual and certainly do not manifest in a one-way influence of French on Breton. On the contrary, the French of the inhabitants of Lower Brittany (including of those who do not descend from Breton-speakers) is evidently influenced by Breton and there is vast documentation on the matter. A large proportion of Breton speakers were still monolingual in the 1940s and French phonology could only have marginal, if any, influence on their Breton. Breton speakers today, have done all their schooling in French and use that language far more than Breton in their everyday life as social interaction in Breton has all but died out except amongst friends and family. Their environment is a French-speaking one most of the time if not all the time. French phonology could potentially influence them through the small amount of Breton they may hear on radio or from younger speakers, most of which is pronounced exactly as French. However, that sort of Breton is so unrecognisable to them that they ignore it. A small proportion of the Breton spoken on the media, however, though it is mostly and to various degrees, French-accentuated, is pronounced well enough to be quite intelligible to native speakers and could influence them, but I cannot see conclusive evidence of this.

In short, though native BCB speakers steep in French phonology, they are not greatly influenced by it and their accent remains evidently authentic. The main influence of French on the phonology of Breton, when spoken natively, is mainly on prosody as a function of stress and its corollary: the length of accentuated vowels. The older the speakers are, the lesser this influence is. Thus M’nD, MM, YM stress syllables more strongly and produce longer vowels than younger speakers.

Other phonological traits and all morphological traits with which they are connected remain completely authentic in all native speakers. This may be due to the fact they often have no integrated orthographic representation of the words they use, as they have done little or no schooling in Breton. Their speech finds therefore its source in the distant past, when the influence of French or of ZH orthography on Breton were negligible.

It is must be said, also, that the pronunciation of my informants displays a larger degree of French influence when they are asked to give a word in isolation in an artificial context. When in a prolonged conversation with each other, their speech is restored to very natural and genuinely Breton. In short, the native speakers are at a stage where their French is substantially influenced by Breton phonetics and syntax (use of avec and passé surcomposé) while their Breton intermittently displays French phonetic/phonological and syntactic structures in a minor way.
The main area in which French influences BCB is that of lexicon. This is accentuated by the fact native speakers fall out of practice of their mother tongue and forget many words which they replace with variously bretonised French ones as well as some altogether unbretonised ones.

2.2 BRETON TRAITS IN THE PRONUNCIATION OF FRENCH

A possible first step in the description of the sounds of BCB, could be to study typical Breton traits in the French of native Breton speakers. The very fact that these traits have transferred to French is indicative of them being salient and probably fundamental in BCB. Furthermore, the obvious oddity of these traits when manifesting in French, illustrates and highlights the difference between the pronunciations of the two languages. This has the potential to strike learners and help them assimilate these particular traits. For French-speaking learners, studying a Breton accent in French could, in fact, be a first less intimidating step towards the production of an authentic Breton accent in Breton.

The way BCB speakers of my grandfather’s and mother’s generation spoke or speak French is, in itself, informative for the study of features of BCB in terms of pronunciation and syntax. A number of works, for example by Hervé Lossec, discuss extensively the presence of syntactic and lexical bretonisms in French and it is a field of study in itself. I will therefore only discuss phonological cross-linguistic transfers of relevance to the present study, of which I have had first hand experience.

My grandfather’s strong Breton accent in French played a critical role in giving me a grounding in Breton phonology and an awareness of certain Breton phonemes which are close, in appearance, to French ones, while being critically different from them. This was invaluable in my study of the dialect because it permitted me to recognize, even predict these phonemes in speakers’ utterances, a essential skill for understanding and being understood by native speakers. This in turn permitted me to engage quite early in prolonged conversations with them without them getting impatient and reverting to French, something they have a propensity to do even among themselves.

Thirty-two years after my grandfather’s passing, my half-brother François (Fañch Kozh to my grandfather), our father and I, were still deriving merriment at reproducing his accent in French. Amongst our favourite features (which are not necessarily the most important to Breton phonology) are the following:

2.2.1 producing [œɲ] where French has [œŋ]

My grandfather studied his trade as a mechanic in a location called Mesnières-en Bray, which he often reminisced about and referred to, just as Mesnières. While this word is pronounced [menjeːʁ] in French, my grandfather achieved it as [menjˈjea]. The same applied to ingénieur ([ɛnjeœʁ] in French), a recurrent word in my grandfather’s conversations, which he pronounced [ɛnˈjeœ].

Other favorite: [fo et bjẽ pjẽ pur fe̞ sa] for Faut être bien niais pour faire ça! ([fo et bjẽ nje pur fe̞ sa] in French), ‘You gotta be rather stupid to do such a thing’.
The same [ɲ] sound is found in the unlikely pronunciation of the words [ˈmenʃə] ‘more’ and [pœv ˈvenja] ‘generally’, spelt and pronounced muioc’h [ˈmyjɔx] and peurvuiañ [pœv ˈvyjən] respectively in PU.

2.2.2 Palatalisation of /k]/ into [c], [kj] or even [ʧ]

This is also a favourite, as in [se dlæ bɛl mekjanic] for c’est de la belle mécanique! (French: [se dlæ bɛl mekanik], ‘It’s a nice piece of mechanical engineering’), or [nœvœ ˈkja] for Neuf heures un quart (French: [nœvœ ʀ Ṯ ɛ kjaʀ], a quarter past nine).

This happens in BCB in particular in words ending in -ig, such as tammig realized as [tɑ’miɡ], [tɑ’miɡ], [tɑ’miɡ] or even [tɑ’miɡ] east of Brie, while it is more often pronounced [tɑ’miɡ] to the west. While my grandfather was born in Koadregat, which lies directly in the centre of the Brie area, he grew up in Kerdelioù, close to Langolen on the eastern border of the canton.

2.2.3 Palatalisation [t] into [cj]

This happened in the word moitié, ‘half’ ([mwaˌtje] in French) pronounced [mwa’cje] by my grandfather.

2.2.4 Pronouncing [eːa] for [ɛr]/[e]

This, to begin with, affected my own name [pjɛr] in French, but [ˈpjeːa] for my grandfather or, occasionally, my half-brother who still uses that pronunciation to tease me today. The strategy at play here is determined by the avoidance of the uvular r ([ʁ]) discussed below and in 2.4.2.1.7 Réalisation of r as /æ/ and /a/. The avoided [ʁ] has to be replaced by other phones [a]/[ɐ] or [æ]/[æ], which are close enough to [ʁ] to play its role. Note that [ɛ] and [a] are rarely associated in BCB to form [ɛa]. The more common association is [ea].

2.2.5 Uvular [ʁ] avoided and reduced or replaced by [a] or [æ]

This is done:

a) by replacing uvular [ʁ] with an /a/-like sound or occasionally a hint of [ɐ], often checked by a slight friction.

Example: [ˈgweːa] gwer ‘glass’

This can be traced to a tendency to avoid fully pronounced uvular fricatives [ʁ] and [χ] in some cases, for example in [ˈpɔtɛ], a possible pronunciation of paotred ‘men/boys’. A classic example is the pronunciation of the brand of supermarkets Carrefour as [kɑ’fuːə]/[kɑ’fuːa], while it is pronounced [kar’fur] in French.

b) by systematically replacing [ɔ] or [o] with [w], and replacing [ʁ] with [æ] or [a] in the sequences of phonemes /ɔʁ/ and /oʁ/ pronounced [wa] or [waː]. This is very
important for the learner of BCB to realise this, because it is at first highly confusing. It is a trait frequently commented upon in Kerne Izel, as people find it amusing. It is duly reported upon by Hélias (1975b, 529) in the sentence: Yaka feamer la poate^1 [jaka feame la pwat] ‘All you gotta do is shut the door’, which, in French is [jaka ferme la porte]. On a bad day, my grandfather would say, even less gracefully: [fe^aum la p^bɔt, ‘me^ad !] Ferme la porte, merde! (‘Close the door, dammit!’). In BCB [wae] is a staple morpheme in words such as porzh (courtyard), (P.U. [pɔʁs]), but [pwɔs] or [pwae^a] in BCB). This is an essential point to realise if one wants to understand and be understood by native BCB speakers. This is also discussed in § 2.4.2.1.7 Réalisation of r as /r/ and /l/.

\[par\] 2.2.6 Consonant devoicing (also see 2.4.1.2, 1)

From a French perspective devoicing of /b, d, g/ in final position into /p, t, k/ as well as devoicing /ʒ/ into /ʃ/ and /ʒ/ into /s/ is a notably exotic trait of the Breton language as well as of the Breton accent in French, and it is often poked fun at (the exact same phenomenon occurs when German speakers express themselves in French and appears equally comical to French ears). A classic anecdotal example of this, regularly cited in the press, is that of du vin rotiche [dy vɛʁ buʃ] for du vin rouge [dy vɛʁ bu z] ‘red wine’ in French. My grandfather was a dedicated follower of devoicing, pronouncing fromage (Fr. [ʃɔme]), tige (Fr. [tiʒ]), bêtise (Fr. [betiz]) respectively [ʃɔme], [tij] and [betis].

\[par\] 2.2.7 Producing a hard i [i] instead of a [ɪ]

My grandfather produced a [ɪ] instead of a [i] in some monosyllabic words. The words [mil] for mille ‘a thousand’ (Fr. [mil]) and [pil] for pile ‘battery’ (Fr. [pil]) were examples of this. His pronunciation of the /l/ segment in these words was reminiscent of the same segment in Mildred or Milton. The /p/ of pile was slightly aspirated and thus displayed a quality that tended towards the p of the English noun pill or the surname Pell. The /l/ was also slightly palatalised.

I feel that several factors (though I will not attempt to name them here) came, in fact, into play in the realisation of [ɪ] instead of a [i] by my grandfather. I also feel that the pronunciation of the vowel, in the above examples, impacted one’s perception of the surrounding consonants. The same [ɪ] also appeared in ville, pronounced [vil] (Fr. [vil]), huit, pronounced [uɪ] (Fr. [uɪ t]), tuille, pronounced [twɪl] (Fr. [twɪ l]).

This [ɪ] is also intermittently present in the accent of my informants, when they speak French.

\[par\] 2.2.9 Realising [ɛ] as [e] or even [je]

[ɛ] is much less frequent in BCB, than it is in Île de France French. There is therefore a tendency in BCB speakers to say [ɛ] in French words where there normally would be [ɛ] especially after [i] as in Pierre, pronounced [ˈpje̯] (instead of French [pje̯]). [ɛ] is also often realised as [je] without the proximity of [i], especially by the oldest BCB speakers in the word ferme, in the command ferme la porte! (close

---

^1 Standard orthography: Il (n’)y a qu’à fermer la porte.
the door! [fɛʁm laˈpwat] in French) pronounced [fje-m laˈpwat]. This tendency appears in all BCB speakers in the pronunciation of the word petra ‘what’ pronounced ['pje'].

2.2.10 Pronouncing [æ] where it would be [a] in French

This occurred in the word marre, used in one of my grandfather’s pet expression: Y en a marre! ‘We have had it up to here!’ (with the communist party, the stock exchange which has nose-dived again), the sonic booms from patrolling jetfighters etc.). This expression, realized as [jœna’mas] in French, was pronounced [jœna’maː] by my grandfather. [æ] is not a standard French vowel (though it can occur in Paris French), but it is common in BCB and it is therefore important to be aware of it.

2.3 SALIENT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SOUNDS OF BRETON AND FRENCH

2.3.1 Strong dissimilarity

Though it might seem a truism, it is important to stress than authentic Breton (whether it is BCB or another Breton dialect) and French sound very different. None of the most original traits of Breton phonology, such as strong emphasis on one syllable, strong tendency to diphthongise vowels, nasal diphthongs, nasal vowels attached to nasal consonants as in [ɔm] or [ɔn], are present in standard French. On the other hand, all phonological Breton features except for the last two, are present in English, as will be discussed further on. Of all the neighbouring languages of Breton, French has got to present without any doubt the most unconducive phonological base from which to attempt to learn Breton. Standard French phonological features, especially if they are superimposed on a literal uninformed interpretation of ZH orthography, are the worst possible ones to emulate in Breton.

The main conclusion to draw from this is that, if the pronunciation of a person who is speaking Breton sounds like French, this person’s pronunciation is necessarily incorrect, and the more French phonological features the speech of a person contains in Breton, the less representative of Breton it necessarily is.

2.3.2 Strong stress

A strong stress on the penultimate syllable is the main trait that distinguishes BCB from French. It shares this trait, as stated by Falc’hun (1950, 25) with the other KLT dialects though Falc’hun points out specific qualities of Cornouaille Breton, which is the variety of Breton to which BCB belongs, by quoting the description made of it by the 18th century linguist Dom Louis Le Pelletier. Falc’hun highlights that his own impression of Cornouaille Breton matches Le Pelletier’s description made 134 years earlier in those terms: ‘[…] their throats and lungs are more suited [than those of speakers of Leon dialects] to the pronunciation of their alphabet’s strong spirants. Furthermore, they seem to sing while speaking: they frequently emphasise syllables and their voice goes up and down

---

a Though Le Pelletier’s dictionary was published in 1752, he wrote it in 1716.
as if their words followed musical notes’” (Le Pelletier 1752, 13). The descriptions given to me about my great-grandmother’s Breton and her Breton accent in French match indeed the second sentence of the above passage. Further, in my observation, the pronunciation of my grandfather and of the oldest amongst my informants of Breton as well as French did or does have this musical quality, though it is toned down in younger speakers. 

Stress falls predominantly on the penultimate syllable in BCB, which places it within the majority group of Breton dialects in which ‘maximum intensity, pitch and duration of stress coincide’. It is primarily the non-observance of this trait by most néo-bretonnants, which renders their Breton so inauthentic and French-sounding, so ‘anaemic’ and alienating to the ears of native speakers and of people used to the ‘raspy, vigorous(ly) stressed pronunciation’ of native Breton.

One of the main points about observance of stress is that the quality of vowels placed on either side of it tends towards centralisation, as in the word [bʁe'zɔnɛk]/[bʁe'zɔnɛk], which neo-bretonnants almost invariably pronounce [bʁezɔnɛk], thus mispronouncing down to the very name of the language whose survival they claim to be concerned with. Only a few words display stress on the last syllable. For example: amann [aˈmɔn] ‘butter’, bennak [bəˈnak] ‘some’ and all forms of the conjugated preposition gant ‘with’.

**2.3.2.1 Elision of the last orthographic syllable**

The corollary of the strong stress placed on one syllable is that the following unstressed syllable tends to be muted or reduced and to disappear. Since stressed syllables are generally the penultimate ones, the last syllables are typically reduced in intensity, leading to the systematic elision of endings, in particular past participle and infinitive endings which are implied by other features preceding the verbs, like auxiliaries, prepositions and mutation of the verbs’ first consonant. This is an essential trait of Cornouaille dialects, including of course BCB. Its observance is essential if one wants to sound authentic, be understood by native speakers and understand them.

This phenomenon with phonological origins has morphological consequences and is therefore discussed in the morphology section.

**2.3.3 Diphthongization and falling diphthongs**

The term ‘diphthongization’ is used here pedagogically as a way of attracting attention to and warding off against the misleading nature of ZH spelling with regard to diphthongs. This diphthongization can be illustrated by the word [ˈdɛ:`n] ‘person/human being’.

---

a ‘[...] ils ont le gosier et les poumons plus propres à la prononciation des fortes aspirées de leur alphabet. De plus ils semblent chanter en parlant : leurs accents sont fréquents, & ils élèvent et baissent la voix, comme si leurs mots étaient notés.’

b ‘...l’accent tonique se place régulièrement sur la pénultième des polysyllabes et les maxima d’intensité, de hauteur et de durée coïncident.’ (Goyat 2012, 119).

c ‘le néo-breton anémie’ (Madeg 2010, 105).

* ‘une prononciation [... ] rauque et vigoureusement accentuée’ (Rohou 2005, 44).
In the absence of any reference to orthography, the word [ˈdɛːn] is simply the word for ‘person/human being’ which happens to contain the diphthong [eɪ], a nasal diphthong which is part of the vocalic inventory of BCB.

What is striking, however, is the fact that [ˈdɛːn] is spelt den, similarly to the spelling in Cornish (den) and Welsh (dyn) and these orthographies do not lead to the expectation of a diphthong. As far as I am aware, the words den and dyn are not pronounced with a diphthong in Cornish and Welsh either, nor is the word den pronounced with a diphthong in every Breton dialect. For the purpose of this study, the word ‘diphthongization’ therefore defines itself by reference to the ZH orthographic standard, which was clearly not designed by BCB speakers.

On this basis, one can say that a characteristic of BCB, is that a number of its words contain long vowels which appear to be monophthongs as per ZH orthography, but are, and must be pronounced as diphthongs if one is to be understood by native speakers. There is no point in trying to pronounce den or yen as /dɛn/, /dɛn/ or even /dɛːn/ when talking to native BCB speaker. Most of them will simply not recognise the word.

Similarly, someone who expects den or yen to come out as [dɛn] or [dɛn], [jɛn] or [jɛn] in conversation, will be unable to understand [ˈdɛːn] and [ˈjɛːn].

As appears above, lengthening of vowels is often not achieved through mere lengthening of a single vocalic sound in BCB, but through adding a noticeable hint of another vowel, like [ɑ], [ə], [ɪ], [ʊ] or semi-vowel like [w] or [j]. This is a defining trait of genuinely pronounced BCB. It is reminiscent of what happens in certain cases in English in words like [ɡeɪ] for go in southern British English and [hɛːm] for home in Australian pronunciation. [ɛːnd] for and, [beɪd] for bed (pronounced like bared), [mæːn]/[mɛːn] for man and [bæd] for bad are examples of diphthongization in some Southern US pronunciation. The diphthongs, which are associated with such situations are always falling diphthongs, that is to say, diphthongs in which the second part is pronounced more weakly than the first. This is unknown in standard French, though it is common in Canadian French, an example being the pronunciation of the word faire as [fɛʁ] (though, admitedly, the Canadian diphongue is, in this case, orthographically acknowledged while not pronounced in standard French [fɛʁ]).

French native speakers achieve the same un-genuine pronunciation of such vowels when speaking BCB as they do when speaking English when they are not aware of this phenomenon. The vowels they produce remain bound to the orthographic form, which notes a single vowel, and French speakers end up producing a monophthong when they should be producing a diphthong.

In English falling diphthongs involving /i/ as a secondary element are common. Amongst them is /eːi/ unknown in standard French, but close to the common Breton diphthong /eːi/.

Diphthongization of orthographic monophthongues in BCB is therefore not an isolated phenomenon amongst European languages and French native-speakers have to pay particular attention to it when expressing themselves in BCB. Falling diphthongs are a common feature of BCB and English.

BCB diphthongs are extensively discussed in § 2.4.3.6 Diphthongs and other adjacent vocalic elements.
2.3.4 Nasal diphthongs as a BCB specificity

The word [děːn]/[dẽːn] den ‘person/human being’ mentioned in the previous paragraph or the word [haŋ] haŋv ‘summer’ contain examples of nasal diphthongs. They require particular attention from learners, whether French-speakers or otherwise, as they are not represented orthographically either, in addition to being an uncommon phenomenon amongst European languages, except in the Portuguese and Galician speaking domains.

Nasal diphthongs are extensively described in § 2.4.3.6.1 Nasal diphthongs.

2.3.5 Nasal vowels preceding nasal consonants

There is no occurrence of this in standard French and, again, Breton orthography does not note this phenomenon. Examples are words like: [disˈtɑn] distan, ‘to cool’, [enˈtɑnɛt] entaner, ‘light/on fire’, [mɒm] mamm, ‘mother’, [mɔn] mont, ‘to go’, [dɔn] don, ‘deep’. The temptation is very strong, for learners of Breton who see these words written, to incorrectly pronounce them with a non-nasal vowel.

2.4 PHONOLOGICAL FACTS ABOUT BCB

2.4.1 Existing phonological data on BCB

I had two sources to draw an approach from and corroborate my own findings with regard to the phonology of BCB: The extra-lexical sections of Le Scao’s dictionaries and the linguistic section of Cornec’s thesis.

2.4.1.1 Le Scao’s description of the sounds of BCB

As a native speaker who was not a professional linguist and whose aim was to promote Cornwall Breton by providing a resource to learn it, Le Scao had a concise and practical approach to informing his readers about the sounds of the language. His main objective was for the entries to be read as they are effectively pronounced and he did an excellent job of that, by designing a ‘special alphabet’ (un alphabet spécial [p.3]), effectively a phonetic alphabet, able to achieve reasonably accurately all sounds of BCB, from the perspective of French-speaking readers, with a minimal amount of adaptation to a new notation system. In practice, Le Scao only used Roman letters, grave and acute accents over e to represent [ɛ] and [ɛ], a tilde over o to represent the diphthong /ou/ and a macron over a, o and u to achieve the nasal vowel /᷉/, /᷉/ and /᷉/. So, from a French perspective, the only symbols one has to learn to correctly read Le Scao’s phonetic writing are ō, ā, ō, ā. As for c’h, Le Scao does not provide a symbol for it, instead saying that it has to be learnt ‘par l’usage’ (‘by practicing’). In reality, however, he does very much (though probably unconsciously) deal with the teaching of the pronunciation of c’h by always representing it as h wherever it is thus pronounced, namely in a word initial position, which is where c’h is found most of the time as the spirantisation of K. This is better guidance than what a broadly circulated dictionary like Hemon/Huon’s Dictionnaire breton/français, français/breton (2005, 5) provides when it gives its readers the gravely incorrect advice that c’h is simply (and by implication always) pronounced as German ch in nach [nax].
Noteworthy is the complete absence of use of the letter w in Le Scao’s dictionaries. In all cases in which ZH would use a w, Le Scao notes either u, o or v. Thus, gwall ‘bad’ is transcribed goall and gwell ‘view, sight’ is guël, while war ‘on’ is noted var, which corresponds to the local pronunciation.

All the Breton contained in Le Scao dictionaries is written in his special alphabet. His dictionaries do not follow the ZH orthographic norm.

Importantly, Le Scao makes no mention of stress. This should not be surprising, because, from Le Scao’s insider’s perspective stress is such an ordinary and natural feature of speech, both in Breton, and in the French of the native Breton speakers of his days, that it could easily have slipped his mind. In addition, when native speakers speak Breton, their observance of stress is variable and discretionary, though they certainly do observe the phonotactical consequences of stress (see section on stress below). It might therefore have appeared to Le Scao that stress was a mere matter of choice, rather than a matter determined by rules.

Though Le Scao’s transcriptions tend to be phonetic, a number of words appear not to be phonetically transcribed. Examples are siwazh ‘alah’, or sikour ‘help’. Le Scao transcribes them as siouaz and sikour, implying that their pronunciation in Briez is /sɪwaz/ and /sɪˈkʊʁ/. This triggers my suspicion that, contrary to the implication of his claim that he wrote his dictionaries ‘without the help of any book’ (‘sans le secours d’aucun livre’ [Le Scao 1945, 3]), he might nonetheless have been influenced by orthographic Breton forms he encountered before writing his dictionaries. Indeed, none of my informants pronounce siouaz and sikour /sɪwaz/ and /sɪˈkʊʁ/, but [ʃɪwaz] and [ʃɪkɔʁ], or [ʃɪkʌ]. I therefore believe that if Le Scao had really not been influenced by pre-existing Breton writings, he would have transcribed these words chiouaz and chikour.

I must say, however, that I know at least two BCB speakers, JC and RP, Le Scao’s grandnephew, who pronounce the word chom ‘to stay’, [ʃɔm]. Yet, Le Scao’s transcription of the word is chom in keeping with the majority pronunciation, which is [ʃəm]. There is therefore some possible variation in the pronunciation of initial s amongst BCB speakers.

Exactly like the most recent monographs, Le Scao treats mutations as phonology, rather than grammar, under the heading ‘Euphonie’, attached to the description of the sounds of BCB.

In spite of Le Scao’s native understanding of BCB phonology, his special alphabet clearly does not permit as detailed and accurate a description of the sounds of BCB as that made by Cornec using IPA.

2.4.1.2 Cornec’s description of the sounds of BCB

Cornec’s linguistic data on BCB entirely matches my own observations, barring the absence of a mention of epenthetic consonants on his part. It therefore represents invaluable supportive documentation for the present work.
Cornec starts his description with the consonants in the two tables, which appear below (pp. 755 and 757 respectively). These tables are shown here as samples of his section on BCB phonology.

These tables make several essential points about the pronunciation of consonants in BCB which permit to avert adverse contamination by ZH orthography and to attain an authentic pronunciation.

These points, in their order of appearance in the tables are the following:

1) No utterance in BCB ends in [b], [d], [g], [v], [z] or [ʒ] in pre-pause final position. This is illustrated by the fact that the boxes corresponding to [b], [d], [g], [v], [z] or [ʒ] in the fourth column are empty. This is confirmed by the title of that column: *Position finale (la consonne est sourde)*, which means ‘Final position (the consonant is voiceless).’

Thus, though many words end orthographically in *b, d, g, v, j* and *z*, these endings are pronounced with [p], [t], [k], [f], [s] or [ʃ] in pre-pause final position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position initiale après voyelle accentuée</th>
<th>Position interne à l'intervocalique après voyelle inaccentuée</th>
<th>Position finale (la consonne est sourde)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>mes[ə]p</td>
<td>kap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>'abat abad/âbé</td>
<td>'ab[ə]talon/âble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>'aman[ə]n/âné</td>
<td>'aman[ə]n/âné</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>bòt/bot/chaussures</td>
<td>bo/fô/ferbage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>oadig/petite hauteur</td>
<td>oadig/petite hauteur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>'ao/(an) gëltse</td>
<td>Kanab/Chambr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>m'ical</td>
<td>knaid/petit col</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>k'irj:mu kérigu/petits villages</td>
<td>losti/lenu/en forme de queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>'gès regained/gignes</td>
<td>p[ə]gënois/escarpements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>ko/l koal/chou</td>
<td>Tolak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gl</td>
<td>egen eugen/roussoir</td>
<td>Digoret/defiché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ges</td>
<td>freg'këzh frankizenn/T. e6 indivis</td>
<td>Treg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
2) the consonant /n/ has a strong and a soft variant and is devoiced in pre-pause final position.
Connee’s own terminology to describe the two variants of /n/ is ‘consonne forte’, ‘strong consonant’ and ‘consonne douce’, ‘soft consonant’. The examples he gives as illustrations are [lăn], lann, Fr. ‘lande’ (‘heath’) for the strong variant and [li:n], lin, Fr. ‘lin’ (‘flax’) for the soft variant. Though he does not use different phonetic symbols in the table for strong and soft /n/, he does so on p.756 where he notes the strong /n/ as [n(n)] and the soft /n/ as [n]. The examples he gives are [gɥɛn(n)], gwenn ‘white’ and [jɛin], yen, ‘cold’.

I used to take the existence of a soft and a strong variant of /n/, which I termed ‘resonant’, as a given and I even considered this feature to extend to /m/ and /l/. In the light of the points made by Wmffre in his report on this thesis (the relevant excerpt of which is available in appendix IV), I have now adopted a different view of this issue.

My former view was based on the following elements:

a) My own perception, and I may say, that of my half-brother of the pronunciation by my grandfather of such French utterances as: Ouvre la vanne! T’es encore en panne!? Faut tailler la vigne. C’est plus la peine. Un camion-benne. T’approche pas de la flamme! Te fais pas de bile. De quoi je me mèle!? Y en a mille. Passe-moi la pelle!
In those sentences, most of which delivered emphatically, the last consonants of the last words were pronounced in a way that was different from standard French, which appeared to be characterised by a shortening of the vowel and a strong, uniform and

---

Table. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position initiale</th>
<th>Position interne après voyelle accentuée</th>
<th>à l’intervocalique après voyelle inaccentuée</th>
<th>Position finale (la consonne est sourde)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>c’hwal/courbe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>fon/fossed</td>
<td>‘l’fje n</td>
<td>ofeñu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>wad/ war/sur</td>
<td>pae pavez</td>
<td>a:val</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>soil/sauv/vaches</td>
<td>jo:sko</td>
<td>aval pomme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>zaut (z) saut (les) vaches</td>
<td>dre:zen drezen/roncier</td>
<td>kro:zecヌ petite parcelle en forme de crois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>zia chapel/chausse</td>
<td>lo:fu lochou/butes</td>
<td>ty:zouk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>zav/monture</td>
<td>fr:zis:en terrain fraisation</td>
<td>qve:ze:u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Gulvin et (arc) hawat et langolen (le) B</td>
<td>trihzw:A</td>
<td>gwer:zoe:u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Brie et (arc) hawat et edern (le) E</td>
<td>trihzw:A</td>
<td>melc’houedem/limace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

I noted these ‘resonant’ consonants [n̪], [m̪] and [l̪], as discussed in Wmffre’s report.
sustained vibration that ended abruptly in a way reminiscent of German wann, dann, Kamm, Lamm, fall, will.

It is important to note here that my grandfather was a particularly argumentative man and that my brother and I have a definite and deliberate bias towards reminiscing his most emotional and comical utterances over his more ordinary way of speaking French. I have noticed, however, a similar pronunciation trait since in generally emphatic pronunciation of both Breton and French words by speakers of BCB as well as by some Breton speakers from other regions. One case I am aware of, which does not involve emphasis is the pronunciation of the word même by inhabitants of the Brest region in the sentence ‘À Brest même’ pronounced [a bʁɛst məm]. In that sentence which the [m] displays what could be described a ‘hard’ consonant.

b) Falc’hun (1950, 26 and 44-48 ), identifies a ‘strong n preceded by a short stressed vowel as opposed to a weak n preceded preceded by a long stressed vowel”.

c) Goyat (2012, 87), the Plozévet dialect reports a ‘soft’ and a ‘strong’ version of /l/, noted respectively [l] (soft) and [ll] (strong) in the Plozévet dialect. With regard to /n/ he also reports (2012, 78) two versions: [n] and [nn], though he does not qualify them by using the terms ‘soft’ and ‘strong’.

My view on soft and strong consonants in BCB changed for the following reasons:

d) In his report as an examiner on the present thesis, Wmffre points out that he has personally discussed this with German who ‘has since informed [him] that he no longer subscribes to this transcription convention since he views them as simply allophones of /n, l/ following stressed short vowels and no longer favours their recognition as separate phonemes. [German] ascribes the inclusion of /nn, ll/ in his thesis to the undue influence, at the time, of Falc’hun’s consonantic systematisation (which was justified for Falc’hun’s own Leon Breton).’ Wmffre further posits that ‘Falc’hun was the most experienced active scientific dialectologist and phonetician of Breton in the 1950s and his findings based on the distinct Leon dialect with its strong consonant system [...] was extended uncritically to other dialects in budding dialect descriptions throughout the 1960s, 1970s and beyond.’

e) In a discussion I had with Cornec about this in July 2018, he stood adamantly by his identification of the existence of a final fortis /n/ in BCB under the following conditions:
- it occurs in monosyllabic words.
- it follows a short stressed e (in actual fact an /ɛ/).
- it cannot therefore occur following a diphthong.
- it correlates with the orthographic convention nn.

In the conversation we had, the examples given by Cornec of what is for him a ‘strong’ /n/ were the words penn, lenn and gwenn. He also referred to a ‘strong’ /m/ for which he gave the example of the word lamm ‘fall’. He pronounced these words emphatically to illustrate the strength of the consonants, resulting predictably in a prominence of final /n/ and /m/ in the realisation of these words. I must concede, however, that upon reviewing my recordings of Cornec as well as other informants, I find that the strength

"'n fort, précédé de voyelle brève sous l’accent, différent de l’ñ faible, précédé de voyelle longue sous l’accent.'
"Available in appendix IV.
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of /n/ and /m/ in the same words in normal unemphasised speech is not particularly remarkable and variations of strength appear to be discretionary and to depend on the emphasis the speaker decides to put on the word or not.

f) The following question, raised by Wmffre, also contributed to the reversal of my view with regard to the existence of a strong /l/: ‘Could it be that it is actually the lowered vowel in mille, pile that are responsible for the perception of [l] as being different? PN states that this realisation of ‘resonant’ ll is common in Briec Breton, but can he demonstrate the contrast with French with other vowels (pelle, malle, folle)?’

This supports a notion I have had for a long time myself, that in fact, not only the length, but the quality of the preceding vowel (as well as the type of consonant preceding that vowel) may influence the listener’s perception here. This could well be the case, for example, in the phrase ‘à Brest même’/[a buest məm], cited further above.

I therefore have to conclude that the possible existence of soft vs. hard consonants in pre-pause final consonants in BCB is an unresolved matter requiring extensive investigations probably involving sound analysis which I am not in a position to conduct within the constraints of this thesis.

3) /k/ undergoes palatalisation between vowels or when in final position in BCB.

In table 1, Cornec represents the palatalised /k/ with the symbol [ç]. The examples he gives are [miːcɛl] Mikael and [ˈkwɛːnɛk] kornig, ‘little corner’. I feel the transcription of palatalised /k/, which is a trademark of BCB, needs to be discussed further, as it does not always result in [ç]. Alternatives to the representation of palatalised /k/ are given in § 2.2.2 Palatalisation of /k/ into [ç], [kj] or even [kf].

In addition, in a table on p.760, Cornec points out that [l] too has strong and soft variants as in [pul] poull ‘pond’ (strong) and [kɔːl] kaol ‘cole, cabbage’ (soft).

The rest of Cornec’s phonological presentation of BCB reflects the author’s position on BCB as a revivalist focussed on the transmission of authentic BCB. For example, his phonetic transcription of certain BCB vowels is very detailed, to render their complexity, which is typical trait of BCB. This complexity often results in the emergence of diphtongues where, phonologically or orthographically, there is only one vowel, as in .jface/ for /jen/, yen ‘cold’. The information Cornec conveys is therefore presented in a practical and detailed manner, which highlights the specificities of the language for the benefit of the learner as well as the researcher. This is the approach I will follow in the subsequent pages.

2.4.1.3 Phonetic transcription of BCB

The most vulnerable aspect of a language is its phonology, because sounds are more difficult to record than morphology, syntax and lexicon. IPA transcriptions are never more than good approximations and recordings are vulnerable to ageing. There is still limited experience of the durability of digital recording. The sounds of a threatened dialect like BCB, could disappear with the passing of its last native speaker. Transcriptions of spoken language will therefore be as detailed as possible and are generally done in phonetic, rather than phonemic notation.
2.4.1.4 References to French and English phonologies

As readers of the present work are likely to be either English-speaking, French-speaking, or both, and are therefore likely to be familiar with the sounds of French and English, I think it can be informative to sometimes explain traits of BCB phonology by making reference to French or English phonologies and drawing comparisons between them and Breton. I realise that the terms ‘French’ and ‘English’ require qualification. In general, what is meant here by these terms is:

For French: The variety predominantly used in national news bulletins in France.
For English: The variety predominantly used in UK-wide news bulletins broadcast by the BBC.

If reference is made to other French or English dialects, the type of dialect will be specified.

2.4.2 The consonants in BCB

They are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labiopalatal</th>
<th>Plosive</th>
<th>Fricative</th>
<th>Nasal</th>
<th>Trill</th>
<th>Lateral</th>
<th>Approximant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilabial</td>
<td>p b</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labiodental</td>
<td>f v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveolar</td>
<td>s z</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postalveolar</td>
<td>ʃ ʒ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palatal</td>
<td>c n</td>
<td>ς j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velar</td>
<td>k g</td>
<td>x y</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uvular</td>
<td>χ (rare)</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>R (rare)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glottal</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The consonants of BCB are found in most north-western European languages though [χ, c] and [ʎ] are not found in its two closest neighbours: English and French. [χ] however is easily achieved by French native speakers due to its relative closeness to common French consonants [ʁ] and [ɣ] while English native speakers struggle with [χ] and generally realise it as [h] or [k].

2.4.2.1 Mismatch between orthographic consonants and their phonetic counterparts

Unsurprisingly, orthography based on the Latin characters is unable to represent adequately the total array of sounds which exist BCB. In addition, similarly to the case
of French with regard to orthographic grammatical endings, particularly those of verbs. Breton orthography presents elements that are not pronounced at all in BCB as in many other dialects. ZH orthography therefore gives a misleading representation, not only of BCB phonology, but also of its morphology. Even Le Scao’s orthography, which is much closer to the pronunciation of BCB, cannot completely be relied on for pronunciation.

The way orthographic consonants tend to be interpreted and the way they are actually pronounced in BCB differ greatly. This occurs in the case of $b, d, g, h, j, l, mm, n, l, s, t, v, w, z, zh$. This is discussed in the following pages. There is also a case of mismatch involving $r$ which is discussed in §§ 2.4.2.1.6, 2.4.2.1.7, 2.4.2.1.7.1, 2.4.2.1.7.2 and 2.4.2.1.7.3.

2.4.2.1.1 Voicing of final voiceless consonants in front of vowels

With /út/:

When words ending in /út/ are followed by a word starting with a vowel, /út/ is voiced to /dút/ (or in some cases, to a slightly less voiced /du̯t/).

This involves in particular the ubiquitous negative adverb ket ‘not’.

$Ket$ in utterance-final position is pronounced [ket].

[mɔs ket] Ne meus ket ‘I haven’t.’

When followed by a word starting with a consonant it is pronounced [kɛ] or [kə] by all my informants.

[mœs ke gweːd n‘dwa, xaŋ, ken ‘es de so] Meus ket gouvezet an dra-se, ac’hanon, ken eizh deiz zo ‘I only found out eight days ago.’

[me mo kekleːt ‘xɔt] Me n’em boa ket klevet, ac’hanon. ‘I wasn’t informed.’

In careful pronunciation, however, a /út/ can be heard as recorded by Le Dû (2001, 084) in Brie for ne oar ket ken, ‘he doesn’t know anymore’, transcribed ‘né wæːkɛt keːn.’ In natural conversation, however, native speakers would say [(ne) wæŋ ke kɛːn].

When followed by a vowel, ket is pronounced [kɛd] as in: [pɔs ked e:m] Peus ket ezhommm, ‘You do not need.’ Non-observance of this rule by BCB speakers is extremely rare.

However, in his entry for ket, le Scao (1945b, 55) gives these two examples in which the word is spelled with $t$:

‘nê ket ao’, ‘it is not ripe’ and ‘n’ôn ket ierc’h’, ‘I am not healthy’

I believe, however, that in this instance Le Scao may have been influenced by knowledge of the orthography of the word ket and that his transcription may not be
phonetic. My suspicion is supported by the perception, by a number of BCB speakers that the word for ‘ripe’ is dao rather than ‘ao’ (spelled azv in ZH). This is because the sentence ‘it is not ripe’, which is of fairly high occurrence when fruits are in season, is in fact pronounced [ne ke ’daʊ]. In fact, the word ket appears under that spelling everywhere in Le Scao’s dictionaries in spite of the many examples in which it precedes a vowel and could therefore have been spelled with a d.

Voicing of final consonants appears, in many cases however, to be noted (deliberately or not) by Le Scao for other words in examples such as:

‘Red è lao ar hi klaou-zé’ (Le Scao 1945a, 29) PU. Ret eo lazhan ar c’hi klañv-se ‘This sick dog must be killed.’

Note, however, that Le Scao also spells ret with a d in utterance-final position in ‘Eul leor ebkén zo red’ [ɔ ‘lewe* ep’ke n zo ube:t] Ul levr hepkən zo ret ‘Only one book is necessary’ (Le Scao 1945a, 72, article on catéchisme) and in front of a consonant in ‘Réd vè meîna an hênt-sê’ [ʁeːd ve ‘meːna an nɛn se] Ret e vez meinañ an hent-se (Le Scao 1945a, 182, article on Pierre etc.). One could hardly imagine, however, that in these two examples, Le Scao would have pronounced the d of red in any other way than as /t/ or /d/ himself. He had to choose a spelling for ret and the fact he spells it with a d simply shows his complete familiarity with the fact that orthographic d can be pronounced either in a voiced or devoiced manner.

Voicing of final consonants before vowels also appears in Le Scao’s spelling of the expression ‘Peb hini’ (Le Scao 1945a, 11) Pep hini ‘each one’. In addition, Le Scao’s spelling of hini with h does also betrays a knowledge of Breton orthography, since the h is never pronounced in that word.

Other common words that are involved in this feature apart from ket and ret are: mat ‘good’ and bet, past participle of bezañ ‘to be’. Hence:

[meːd a ʃɔ?] Mat eo ar jeu ‘Is everything ok?/how are things?’ and not /meːtʃɔ/
[mɔs bed ə n] ‘Meus bet un ‘I was given one’ and not /mɔs bet ə n/
[bed ɔn bet de ʃɛs] Bet on bet da Laz ‘I went to Laz’ (and not /bet ɔn bet de leʃə/, as some neo-bretonnants might say, as this could mean: ‘(the) concrete went to Laz’).

The above can apply to any final unvoiced consonant.

Examples:

With /k/:

Beg in isolation is pronounced [bek]. However, /k/ goes to /ɡ/, as in: [’lekn ə be beg e’heːs] Lak anezhan e-barzh beg ar c’hazh ‘Put it in the cat’s mouth’ and not /’lekn bebek e’hes/.

With /p/:
[pəb ɛn n̞ɔs bet] Pep unan (e) neus bet ‘Everyone got some’ and not /pəb ɛn n̞ɔs bet/.

With /s/:

[a jɛz al] Ar chas-all ‘the other dogs’ and not /a jɛs al/
[mɔz ‘eɔn] meus aon ‘I am afraid’ and not /mɔs ‘eɔn /

Applying this basic feature of Breton phonology is as essential to the ability to understand native Breton and to the achievement of a correct pronunciation, as the devoicing issue discussed in the next paragraph.

2.4.2.1.2 Devoicing

As explained by Cornec (see § 2.4.1.2 Cornec’s description of the sounds of BCB) the orthographic consonants b, d, g, v, j and z/zh in absolute final position correspond to the voiceless or devoiced consonants [p], [t][d], [k], [f], [ʃ] and [s] respectively, in a majority of cases. Voicelessness of pre-pause final consonants is an essential feature of Breton phonology, which I personally became aware of through the way my grandfather pronounced French. He would say things like [tyt ɛ əkɔː akuʃe aloːp]! for ‘Tu t’es encore couché à l’aube!’ ([tyt ɛ əkɔʁkuʃe aloːb]! in French) or [japly doʃot!] for ‘Il (n’)y a plus d’eau chaude!’ ([japly doʃoːd!] in French).

Examples:

b → [p] [me:p] mab ‘son’
d → [t] [teːt]/[teːd] tad ‘father’
g → [k] [kikseːI] kig sal ‘salted pork’
v → [f] [e zef] ... a zav ‘... is lifting’
ʃ → [ʃ] [maʃ pliʃ] mar plij ‘please’
z → [ʃ] [miʃ] miz ‘month’
z → [s] [keles] kalz ‘a lot’
zh → [s] [o ˈbeːsjuːt] ur bazh yod ‘a stick to stir the oats gruel’

— z and zh are rarely pronounced as they would be in French, i.e. as a fully voiced [z]. They are most often devoiced, although not always to the point of sounding like a [s] but very close to it. z and zh can be pronounced [s] in word initial as well as in word final position, as in [so] zo ‘ago’, [me seːt] ma zad ‘my father’, [o ˈveis koːs] ur wiz kozh ‘a sow’, [o heːs] ur c’hazh ‘a cat’.

— zh is devoiced and palatalised in between vowels in a non-stressed syllable in the words: [ˈveʃu] a-wezhiou ‘sometimes’, [kuˈweʃu] krozhiou ‘crosses’.

When consonants follow long vowels, however, they tend to undergo weaker devoicing.
Example:

— Note that although gwiz is feminine, the k of kozh does not mutate to gozh in this case.
— [no kɔl ‘keləs gweːd nɛɔ] en do kollet kalz gwad, anezhan ‘he had/(has) lost a lot of blood’.
— [ɔ ‘pɛn beːz] ur penn bazh ‘a stick to prod cows with’

2.4.2.1.3 Palatalisation of s when preceding [i] and occasionally [y]

Examples:

[ˈʃiːku]/[ʃuke] sikour ‘help’
[ˈʃilu]/[ʃulu] selaou ‘look’
[ˈʃiwas] siwazh ‘unfortunately’

2.4.2.1.4 Palatalisation of /k/ to [c], [kʲ] or [tʃ]

What Goyat (2012, 62) states with regard to the phonetic realisation of /k/ in Plozévet can be essentially transferred to BCB. That is to say: the phoneme /k/ is normally realised [k], except after [i]/[ɪ] where it is predominantly realised [c] in pre-pause final position, as in:

[o bic] ur bik ‘a magpie’
[ˈlipic] lipig ‘onion roux’
[ɔn tɔmik] un tammig ‘a little bit’.
[miˈkɑnic], mekanik ‘machine’. (In this word, the first /k/, being stressed, is realised [k], though it does follow [i] and precedes a vowel).

It can occasionally be realised [c] when followed by a vowel, as in:

— [baˈziːcan] barrikenn ‘drum’ (though [baˈziːkan] is more common).

[c] does not normally occur in initial position though it is not impossible for /k/ to present some degree of palatalisation in such a position, as in: [ɔn tɔm kic] or even [ɔn tɔm tʃitʃ] for un tamm kig ‘a piece of meat’, which is reminiscent of Bro Gwened dialects.

Palatalisation of /k/ to [tʃ] does occur in some speakers (like RP) to the point where it can actually be altogether replaced by [t] as in: [o beˈvielt] for ur beradig ‘a little drop.’ RP systematically realises lipig, [ˈliptʃ].

— though palatalisation of the final k occurs in un tamm kig resulting in the pronunciation [ɔn tɔm kic], kig mat, ‘good meat’, is pronounced [kik meːt]
— a similar occurrence can be noted in un tammig, pronounced [ɔn ‘tɔmik], though in the expression un tammig bihan, the pronunciation is [ɔn ‘tɔmik beːn].

2.4.2.1.5 Elision

— t in final position is generally pronounced weakly as [t] or elided altogether, as in:
[bʁɛs] Brest ‘(city of) Brest’, which frequently also pronounced [bʁɛs]
[fɛs' noz] fest noz ‘evening dance and music event’
[dɔn] don’t ‘to come or go’
[mɔn] mont ‘to go’

— ɪ in the consonantal group st is sometimes elided, as in:

[o'hɛsɔl] ur c’hastell ‘a castle’
[o'wesɔl] ur wastell ‘a cake’
[has bɔ'n] hast(it) buan ‘hurry’!

— k in the consonantal group sk is sometimes elided, as in:

[swæ'n] skorn ‘ice’

— v when occurring between two vowels and following a stressed vowel is often elided, as in:

[a'ɛ:l] avel ‘wind’
['kɛet] kavet ‘found’
[de'geu] da gavout ‘(in order) to find/have’
[kle:t] klevet ‘heard’
['se ct] savet ‘raised up’
['skɛ:n] skevent ‘lungs’

— z(h) in intersyllabic position is generally elided, as in:

[ba'dijɛn] badeziant ‘baptism’
[le ct] lazhet ‘killed’
[ye:t] razhed ‘rats’ in the phrase [lu zu ye:t] louzoù razhet ‘rat poison’
[si:t] silzig ‘sausage’

2.4.2.1.6 Other cases of mismatch

— h is not aspirated in words starting with orthographic h, as in:

[en a'te u oe]/[en a'te vɛ] un hanter eur ‘a half-hour’
[ə'nɛn] an hent ‘the road’

— h is pronounced /χ/ in the very common pronoun hini, very frequently pronounced [χwɛ] (though this is not its only pronunciation, see 4.1.3.1 Definite substitutes).

— [h] can occur in word initial position where there is no orthographic h, as in: [me 'hɑ:no, o 'hɑ:no] ma anv, ho anv ‘my name, your name’, [me 'hɛ-n] ma unan ‘myself’.

— c’h as spirantisation of k is pronounced [h] and not [X] or [χ] in word-initial position in most of Canton Briec (except when preceding l), as in:
[ˈɔ̃ haː] ur c’harr ‘a (horse-)cart’
[ˈɔ̃ ˈheːs] ur c’hazh ‘a cat’
[ˈɔ̃ ˈhef] ur c’hef ‘a treetrunk/a collection box (in a church)’
[ˈɔ̃ hiːlo] ur c’hilo ‘a kilo’
[ˈɔ̃ hilok] ur c’hilog ‘a rooster’
[ɑ̃ ˈhostju] ar c’hostiou ‘the sides’
[ɑ̃ ˈhexo] ar c’hraou ‘the cowshed’
[ɑ̃ ˈheo] ar c’haw ‘the cellar’
[ˈɔ̃ ˈhuːt] ur c’hourt ‘a courtyard’

But:

[ˈɔ̃ ˈχlep] ur c’leuz ‘a Cornish hedge’

— j (which would normally be pronounced [ʒ]) in a word-initial position is devoiced to [ʃ], as in:

[ʃoː] Jo ‘Joe’
[ʃewɛn] Jaouen (family name)
[ʃeeːn] jardin ‘garden’

J is occasionally only slightly devoiced to [ʒ] by some speakers.

— s can be voiced to [z] in word initial position, as in:

[zɔn] sonn ‘upright/upstraight’.

— v in word-final position or following n or ñ is pronounced [o] as in:

[hɑ̃.no] anv ‘name’
[beo] bev ‘alive’
[teo] tev ‘fat/overweight’

(Note that the above v is a recent orthographic convention which only came into being with the launch of the ZH orthography in 1941.)

[ɔ] can assume the nasal character of the preceding vowel as in:

[hɑ̃.ɔv] hañv ‘summer’

— w in word-initial position is pronounced [v], in:

[ve] oa ‘was’ (3sg. of bezañ ‘to be’)
[vɛ ˈgwæ] war gorre ‘upon’
[ɔ vɛn] ur wezenn ‘a tree’

In intervocalic position, w is often pronounced [v] as in:
This can be the case in words starting with orthographic  \(w\) in a situation in which these words are placed at the beginning of an utterance, but follow a vowel that is not expressed, but implied.

This is the case with conjugated forms of the verb gwellout ‘to see’ which start with /\(w\)/ (though their first letter is \(w\)) in the following circumstances:

\[\text{vel\(\omega\) ke \(\text{tx}\)e: \(\text{ebat}\)}\] (ne) wellan ket tra ebet ‘I can’t see a thing’. Pronouncing wellan with /\(w\)/ is justified here by the implied presence of the vowel ending the word ne implied, but not expressed in the sentence.

Similarly /\(w\)/ is justified in the following example by the presence of the verbal particle a implied, but not expressed:

\[\text{m\(\v\)vel en d\(\v\)ra va\(\v\)n do\(\v\)}\] (me a) well an dra war an daol ‘I see it on the table.’

However, \(w\) can nonetheless be pronounced [\(W\)] in intervocalic situations, as in:

\[\text{[o\(\v\)wes\(\v\)] ur wast\(\v\)ell ‘a cake’}\]
\[\text{[o\(\v\)w\(\v\)t\(\v\)] ur wa\(\v\)zh ‘a small brook’}\]

It is always pronounced /\(W\)/ in a-walc’h ‘enough’ and derivatives.

\[\text{[wa\(\v\)] walc’h ‘enough’}\]
\[\text{[tu\(\v\)a\(\v\)] wax\(\v\) trawalc’h ‘enough’}\]

— z preceded by i and in final position is palatalised to [\(j\)] in certain words like:

\[\text{[\(\i\v\)l\(\i\v\)] iliz ‘church’}\]
\[\text{[mi\(\i\v\)] miz ‘month’}\]
\[\text{[\(\\i\v\)g\(\i\v\)ni\v\)] gwiniz ‘wheat’}\]

— z is palatalised in between vowels in a non-stressed syllable in the words:

\[\text{[\(\i\v\)z\(\i\v\)] izel ‘low’}\]
\[\text{[\(\b\v\)y\(\v\)z\(\v\)] bruz\(\v\) ‘crumbs’}\]

— r is realised [\(l\)] in a few words such as:

\[\text{[\(e\v\)l\(e\v\)] arar ‘plough’}\]
\[\text{[bl\(\v\)\(\v\)\(\v\)] bri\(\v\)nsoù ‘twigs’}\]
\[\text{[ko\(\v\)me\(\v\)] (more rarely[ke\(\v\)me\(\v\)l\(\v\)] kamarad ‘male friend’}\]
\[\text{[ko\(\v\)me\(\v\)las\(\v\)] (more rarely [ke\(\v\)me\(\v\)lad\(\v\)] kamaradezh ‘female friend’}\]

— Cases of metathesis.
Quite a number of BCB words result from metathesis and therefore contradict KLT spelling. Examples are:

[ˈeːlən] alan ‘breath’, PU anal
[ʃiːmi.lən] chimilen ‘chimney’, PU chiminal
[ˈfu̯ln] funil ‘funnel’, PU funilh
[ˈJuːnəl] jourelen ‘newspaper’, PU journal (the pronunciation [ˈJuːnəl] is also common)

[a ʒy veˈzən] PU ar Juzevien ‘the Jews’

The word [ˈbeːlən] balan ‘broom plant’, is cited by Cornec (1996,761) as a metathesis of banal, itself a form presumably evolved from the Gaulish banatlo (which the Cumbric banadl and the Cornish banathel appear to descend from [Henry, 1900, 25]). This, however, is contradicted by the CNRTL article (<http://www.cnrtl.fr/etymologie/balai>) on the French word balai (‘broom’ (instrument)) which states that an evolution, through metathesis, from banatlo to balain (attested from 1170) and, consequently, to the Breton words balazn and balan is uncertain.

The fact is that the word for ‘broom plant’, in BCB can be [ˈbɑːn], as in [bɔdˈbɑːn], ‘broom shrub’. This supports the view that the first syllable of the word should be ban rather than bal. However it is balan (lenited to valan) in the expression [bezˈveːlɛn] bazh valan ‘matchmaker’ (lit. ‘broom branch’, as he or she carried such a branch to announce for what purpose he or she was approaching the house of the desired girl).

This, by contrast supports the view that the first syllable of the word is bal.

— Cases of rebracketing (or faulty separation, Fr. ‘fausse coupe’).

Cornec (1996, 756) reports a case of rebracketing concerning the word [ˈdɔːə] dor ‘door’:
due to nasal mutation of [d] to [n] following articles, the word is perceived as starting with [o] by some speakers. Thus ‘the door’ [ən ˈnoːə] an nor and ‘a door’ [fn ˈnoːə] un nor undergo rebracketing and become [ən oːə] and [on oːə] leading to the word dor being perceived as [oːə]. This results in utterances such as [oːɑnti] for dor an ti ‘the door of the house’ or [dju oːə] for diou dor ‘too doors’.

Amongst my informants, both pronunciations [ˈnoːə] and [oːə] are heard.

I can report the following similar phenomenon concerning the plural form of the word annoar ‘heifer’.
The singular form ‘a heifer’ is [amodel]/[amodel] for all my informants and, for most of them, the plural form ‘the heifers’, is [ám eˈnɔːat] an annoaret. However, at least one of my informants (MTC) produces the plural form ‘the heifers’ as [ámˈɔːat], as if the word for ‘heifers’ was ɔret or oart.

2.4.2.1.7 Réalisation of r as /e/ and /a/

In postvocalic position, r is very often realised as an allophone of /a/. This is already mentioned in 2.2.4 and in 2.2.5 as a classic phonological trait in the French of BCB speakers and of speakers of Breton from southern Cornouaille in general. This vocalisation of r is quite systematic when r is in word final position. In that position it becomes vocalised as [ʰ], [ʰ] and sometimes [ʰ] often checked by a hint of friction,
noted where relevant as superscript [ʰ] or [ʰ]. The pronunciation of r is discussed further in §§ 2.4.2.1.7.1, 2.4.2.1.7.2 and 2.4.2.1.7.3.

Examples:

['bæːə] berr ‘short’
['djuːː] dour ‘water’
['ʃɪr] fur ‘wise’
['hɪː] hir ‘long’
['ɪr] irvin ‘turnip’
['kær] karr ‘cart, car’
['kʊ] kourd ‘yard’
['lɛn] lern ‘foxes’
['loː] leur ‘floor, expanse of smoothed clay’
['stæt] stard ‘arduous’
['mɛːd] merc’hadour ‘merchant’
['leː] labour ‘work’

The remarkable pronunciation of merc’hed ‘women, girls’ as [mjeːt] in BCB can be traced to this pronunciation of r as /æ/ or /ə/ and, to a point, to the pronunciation of c’h as /h/. Merc’hed presumably pronounced /ˈmeːherd/, would have evolved to /meːærh/, following which, the /h/ was elided, leading to /meːær/. /eː/ would have evolved to /j/, eventually giving /mjeːt/

r can also simply not be pronounced at all, in particular if followed by another word starting with a consonant, as is the case in war in the ubiquitous expression [va’gwæː] war gorre ‘on’. Even if r is followed by an orthographic vowel, it may still not be pronounced, as in:

[vaː ˈdoː] war an daol ‘on the table’ (instead of /vaː an ’doːl/).

As a consequence, the definite article ar is practically always realised as [a], as in:

[a mɔɔʃ] ar moc’h ‘the pigs’
[a ‘bæː] ar bara ‘the bread’
[a poːt] ar paotr ‘the boy’
[a ‘vjeː] / [a ’veː] ar verc’h ‘the girl’
[a ’jeː] ar yer ‘the chickens’

2.4.2.1.7.1 Realisation of or(r) as [wær]

The realisation of r as [æ] and [a] involves a particularly confusing mismatch between the grapheme or + consonant and its realisation in BCB.

With r being realised as [æ] and [ʃ], or in word-final position is realised [oː] as in [doː] dor ‘door’, discussed above under ‘Cases of rebracketing’. Particularly when followed by a consonant, [oː] goes to [wær], a phenomenon I have occasionally witness in north-east-coast American English pronunciation of the word normal
pronounced [nɔːmɔːl] by some New-Yorkers. In BCB, the pronunciation of the borrowed French word normal can, in fact, be [nɔːmɔːl]. In the case of BCB, this is an essential point to realise if one wants to understand and be understood by native speakers.

Examples are:

[ˈfwaːn] forn ‘oven’
[ˈkwaːn] korn ‘corner’
[loˈkwaːn] Lokorn ‘Lokorn/Locronan (name of City)’
[pwaːʃ]/[pwaːs] porzh ‘courtyard’
[ˈpwoʊta] porta (PU politred) ‘photograph’
[ˈswaːn] skorn ‘ice’
[ˈsweɪt] sord ‘lizard’ (see in Lexicon why this word meaning ‘newt’ is used for ‘lizard’ in BCB).
[ˈtwæs] torr ‘break, fracture’

In the words digor ‘open’ and istor ‘story’ the grapheme or is realised [weə], leading to [diɡweə] and [ɪstweə].

When followed by c’h, r is effectively not pronounced. Therefore, the graphemes orc’h and oc’h are pronounced identically [ɔΧ] (more rarely [ɔχ]) as in:

[foΧ] forc’h ‘pitchfork’
[mɔΧ] moc’h ‘pigs’

Other examples with rc’h:

[ɛΧ] erc’h ‘snow’
[juΧ] yourc’h ‘roe deer’

2.4.2.1.7.2 R is realised according to its position in the word (or utterance)

Predictably, the realisation of r depends on its position in the word (or utterance) and on the speaker as well.

a) In initial position.

I find that apart from the cases in which orthographic r is pronounced as in Paris French or close to it, the description of sounds that correlate with r in BCB is problematic, notably because the current range of IPA representations of fricatives does not cover the BCB variants that fall in-between the available symbols. The transcriptions that are given below are therefore not to be taken as final and I stress that when a description uses the phrase ‘may be’, it must be understood to imply that close alternative pronunciations are also possible.

In initial prevocalic position, r may be pronounced as it is in Paris French, namely rather like a velar fricative, close or identical to [ɣ] in French rime, reste, rocher.

Examples:
[ˈyiːɬ] riel·l ‘ice (on road etc.)’
[ˈyeœː] reor ‘backside, arse’
[ˈyeɪt] ret ‘necessary’
[ˈyyː] ruz ‘red’

It can also assume a more guttural quality and change to uvular [ɾ] in careful enunciation or when preceding back or near-back vowels as in French râler or rauque. Examples:
[ˈbuːt] ɾoud ‘track/(foot)print’
[ˈbʊɾət] roched ‘shirt’
[ˈbuːzɛl] rozell ‘rake to spread grain, or crêpe batter’
[ˈbɾɛs] razh ‘rat’
[ˈbɾɛːsɛl] rastell ‘garden rake’
[ˈbɾɛːdən] raden ‘fern’

Some speakers, like my grandfather (MLG) and his cousin AF (whose accents were eerily identical) and of M’nD used this /ɾ/ very readily, both in French and Breton, in initial position in front of back or near-back vowels. AH, AF’s youngest sister, also tends to use /ɾ/ initial prevocalic position though less noticeably. MLG, AF and M’nD also tended to realise /a/ further back, more like /ə/ or even /ɑ/, which would have influenced the pronunciation of the preceding r. Note that AF and M’nD are amongst my oldest informants (as was, of course, my grandfather, though his status as informant is different from that of AF and M’nD insofar as he was not alive when this thesis was started). This correlates with the clear memory I have from my childhood that elderly Breton speakers as well as French-speakers in my grandmother’s Berry region (200 km south of Paris) pronounced /a/ and /o/ further back than in Paris.

b) In non-initial prevocalic position, it may be pronounced in two ways:

Either as the uvular fricative [ɾ] similar to the French r used in careful enunciation.
Or as the uvular fricative [χ] involving strong friction compared to [ɾ], especially, possibly only, in monosyllabic words. Emphasis amplifies this phenomenon.

Examples:
[ɔrɐd̪n] ur vran ‘a raven’
[kʁɛs]/[kʃɛs] kras ‘crisp’
[ˈdɾe] dra ‘this’ (fr. an dra ‘the thing’)
[an dɾe] an dra ‘the thing’
[ˈtʃə ebətl] tra ebet! ‘not a thing!’. (note that the word for ‘thing’ is tra pronounced [tʃɛ]. There appears to be a coincidence between the lenition of /t/ to /d/ following the article, and a softening of /χ/ to /ʃ/).
[ˈtʃeŋ] trenk ‘sour’
[ˈtʃøt] tret ‘lean’
[ʃɛʃ] freñ ‘brake’ (a word borrowed from the French frein).
Words in which \( r \) is realised [\( x \)] can, however, also see their \( r \) assume a more velar manner of pronunciation and be realised with [\( x \)]. Thus [\( \text{ˈnetx\text{e}} \)] is an alternative pronunciation to [\( \text{ˈnetx\text{e}} \) for netra ‘nothing’. Note that my grandfather, M’nD and AF would have pronounced this word something close to [\( \text{ˈnetx\text{e}} \) with the last vowel being in fact lower than [\( e \)] and tending towards [\( ð \)].

After /\( l \)/ \( r \) may be pronounced /\( ðl \). Thus trenk (see above) can be pronounced [\( \text{ˈtrɛn\text{ŋ}} \)]. This is particularly so in the word paoptred, which can to be pronounced [\( \text{ˈpɔt\text{pɔe}t} \) (when it is not pronounced [\( \text{ˈpɔt\text{pɔe}t} \), [\( \text{ˈpɔt\text{pɔe}t} \), [\( \text{ˈpɔt\text{pɔe}t} \)).

When following a stressed vowel, \( r \) is essentially vocalised as a semi-syllabic /\( a \)/-like sound. Only a hint of it is generally heard and it will thus be noted in superscript in this thesis (see 2.4.2.1.7 Realisation of \( r \) as /\( æ\)æ/ and /\( a\)/). This has extensive implications if the stressed vowel is an o (see 2.4.2.1.7.1 Realisation of or(\( r \)) as [\( \text{ˈwæ\text{ŋt}} \)).

If the preceding orthographic vowel is an e, as in: [\( \text{bæ\text{ŋt}} \) berr ‘short’ (see 2.4.2.1.7.3 below), this e assumes the quality an /\( a \)/-like sound ([\( \text{æ} \) in this case).

When \( r \) follows a in non-pre-pause final position, it tends to be absorbed by the sound produced in the realisation of a, whether [\( a \)], [\( æ \)] or [\( æ \)]. It is therefore no longer heard or only faintly heard as a separate sound, hence:

[\( \text{[æ]} \) ar ‘the’ as in [\( \text{[a vjex]} \) ar verc’h ‘the girl’, especially when following certain prepositions such as gant:

[\( \text{[ge po:t]} \) gant ar paotr ‘with the boy’

Other examples:

[\( \text{[gæ:s]} \) garz ‘gander’

[\( \text{ˈkæ\text{ŋt}} \) karreg ‘large rock’

When \( r \) precedes c’\( h \), realised [\( x \)] or [\( x \)], it is assimilated to it and is not heard as a separate sound as shown in the example of ar verc’h above.

Other examples:

[\( \text{[ex]} \) erc’h ‘snow’

[\( \text{[max]} \) marc’h ‘gelding’

In unstressed final position, \( r \) is often (though not always) vocalized, resulting in a semi-syllabic /\( a \)/-like sound, as reported at length by Cornec (1996, see below). Gary German (1984, see below) also reports this phenomenon in his description of the Saint Yvi dialect.

This feature is very similar to the final \( r \) of many German words in pre-pause position, for example: Herr [\( \text{ˈhe\text{ŋ]} \), mehr [\( \text{ˈme:\text{ŋ]} \) or leer [\( \text{ˈle\text{ŋ]} \). While the symbol [\( g \)] is commonly used for German to represent the vocalized \( r \), the superscript [\( ð \)] is used by Gary German (1984:53) in the same context for Breton to represent the vocalised \( r \) in the Saint Yvi dialect. This convention is also followed by Le Dû in the NALBB for words in which he reports a vocalisation of \( r \) such as yer [\( \text{ˈje\text{ŋt}} \) (2001, 376) and ler [\( \text{ˈle\text{ŋt}} \) (2001, 359) in Landudal.\(^*\) This convention completely

\(^*\) Note that these forms are given for Landudal while the forms given for these words for Briece in the NALBB, namely [\( \text{je\text{ŋt}} \) and [\( \text{le\text{ŋt}} \] seem to me to represent careful enunciation rather than the dominant informal conversational pronunciation.
correlates with the subscript [a] systematically used by Cornec in such contexts for BCB. Examples are: [ˈʃoːsa] choaser ‘weir’, [ono:sa] un nor ‘a door’ (1996, 757), [ˈbæə] berr ‘short’ (1996, 760), [ˈɑːnə] annoar ‘heifer’ (1996, 765) etc. However, as was pointed to me by Wmffre in his report on this thesis and as far as I can tell from consulting IPA documentation, Cornec’s subscript [a] is not an orthodox IPA convention. To represent vocalised r I will therefore apply the convention used by German and Le Dû and adhere to the use of superscript [a]. Examples:

[ɔ ˈpɛn] ˈjeː] ur penn yar ‘a hen’
[a ˈjeː] ar yer ‘the hens’
[ˈdæː] adarre ‘again’

With regard to the phonetic realisation of the orthographic endings -er, -our and -ur, my observation is that the phoneme [ə] corresponds best to the vocalised r and may be checked by a hint of a fricative which can be [h], [x].

Examples:

[d ˈoː] [d ˈoːb] d’ober ‘of doing, to do’
[meˈxeː] marc’hadour ‘merchant’
[pli ˈjeː] plijadur ‘pleasure’
[ˈxweː] ur c’hroadur ‘a child’

Note, however, that common alternatives for some of the above words involve a more centralised sound such as [ə] instead of an /a/-like sound, therefore:

[d ˈoː] [d ˈoːb] for d’ober, [meˈxeː] for marc’hadour, [pli ˈjeː] for plijadur, [ˈxweː] for ur c’hroadur are also heard.

Other examples:

[ˈleː] labour ‘work’
[ˈɑːmz] amzer ‘weather/time’

It seems that in realisations involving an [ə], it is more often checked by a phoneme characterised by reduced friction, namely [h] rather than [x].

2.4.2.1.7.3 Er can be pronounced [eː]

If the vowel preceding r is an e (normally pronounced [e]), it appears that the vocalic nature of the pronunciation of r transfers back to it, turning [e] into [eː].

Examples:

[skwæː] skouer ‘example/reference’
[baː] berr ‘short’
[saː] serr ‘shut’

2.4.2.1.7.4 Me a + verb is pronounced [mɛ]

Given that me a is a high frequency sequence, it is critical to note its actual pronunciation is predominantly [mɛ] when following the verbal particle a. In isolation,
me is pronounced [me] and a is pronounced [a]. In effect, [mē] is a contraction of [me] + [a].

Examples:

[mē mœz œn] me a meus un ‘I (do) have one’  
[mē vel ne a’le:s wax] me a wel anezhe alices a walc’h ‘I see them quite often’  
[mēz dy ge’nex] me (a) zo a-du ganeoc’h ‘I agree with you’

2.4.2.1.7.5 Marteze is pronounced [ma´tæ]

As martéze ‘perhaps’ is a very frequent word, it is worth noting that its BCB pronunciation as [mau̯tæ] (by all BCB speakers I have heard say it) is markedly different from its spelling and from the way it is said in many other dialects (in Plozévet, for example, the pronunciation is /ma´tre:he/ [Goyat 2012, 210]).

2.4.3 The vowels of BCB

As a native speaker of French, a hearer of Breton since birth and a speaker of English since my early teens, I have made the following empirical observation:
— The French language is vowel-driven.
— Breton and English are stress-driven.
— Breton and English lengthen vowels to a point unknown in French (except in emphatic speech). French speakers therefore tend to systematically shorten long vowels in both those languages.

Understanding of the spoken message in French relies on the clarity of vowels. In English and Breton, however, the clarity of vowels in multisyllabic words, while being important, is no more important than stress and vowel length.

This may explain why the prosodic features of Central Breton dialects are common to most of them, while there are many variations in pronunciation of vowels including within an utterance, within the speech of the same individual and from one individual to another within a small territory like the Canton of Briec.

Central Breton and BCB being, like English, strongly stressed languages, the sound of their vowels is greatly affected by their position relative to stressed syllables. This is a phenomenon that is largely foreign to the French language and of which PU speakers/néo-bretonnants seem to be unaware or choose to ignore.

A French approach to the treatment of vowels in Breton (and in English), can therefore only lead to an incorrect and inauthentic pronunciation.

The main error to avoid, for native French speakers in Breton, is to adhere to a single way of pronouncing orthographic vowels and, in the process, strive to produce a single distinctively identical sound for a vowel regardless of where it is placed in an utterance.

One example of this point is the pronunciation of the word ilin ‘elbow’. A native English speaker will expect, from experience of their own language, that one of the two
syllables is stressed and that the letter *i* is necessarily not pronounced the same way in both syllables of that word. Potential English pronunciations of *ilin* could be [ˈailɪn] or [ˈiːlɪn], possibly [tɪˈlɪn]. A French speaker, however, even if they guess that the orthographic syllable *in* is unlikely to be pronounced [ɛ] (as it normally is in French), would probably produce [ilin] which is unrecognizable by native speakers.

The BCB pronunciation of *ilin* is [ˈeːlɪn], which is much closer to the potential English than to the potential French pronunciation. In particular:

— the first syllable is strongly stressed.
— the vowel of the second syllable is neutralised and diminished.
— one of the vowels is long, which French speakers typically fail to heed and emulate.

What one must pay attention to, in the following pages is therefore not so much the sounds of the vowels, as the variations they undergo within the phonetic environment in which they are, in particular as a result of stress of the surrounding syllables.

The phonological rule spelled out by Fac’hun (1951, 19) for the Bourg-Blanc dialect and KLT generally applies to BCB, namely that while the length of stressed vowels varies a lot according to the quality of the following consonant, all unstressed vowels are short.∗

The oral vowels of BCB are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FRONT</th>
<th>NEAR-FRONT</th>
<th>CENTRAL</th>
<th>NEAR-BACK</th>
<th>BACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE</td>
<td>i y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAR-CLOSE</td>
<td>ɪ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE-MID</td>
<td>ɛ ø</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN-MID</td>
<td>ɛ æ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAR-OPEN</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>æ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Though BCB can be considered a language of solely oral tradition, discussing the correlation and discrepancies between its phonology and Breton orthographic systems is useful for two reasons: 1) If it survives, it will tend to be increasingly written and read as its contemporary users, who are all literate, will engage in correspondence.

∗ ‘On constate à l’expérimentation les durées les plus diverses [...] En position inaccentuée, toutes les voyelles sont brèves. Sous l’accent, elles sont longues ou brèves, selon la nature de la consonne suivante.’ ‘Experimentation shows a most varied range of length [for vowels] [...] In unstressed position, all vowels are short. In stressed position, they are either long or short, according to the quality of the consonant that follows.’
Furthermore, those who may undertake to learn or relearn it will rely on written material in their consultation of reference documentation and for note-taking. 2) Normative orthography is a static and restrictive tool to transcribe the genuine pronunciation of most languages, amongst which BCB. Given the potential influence of orthography on the phonology of written languages, it is important to provide ways of pronouncing correctly the orthographic forms, which tend not to correlate with pronunciation. The very fact spoken BCB (and spoken Breton in general) and ZH orthography generally do not correlate means that the latter should be supplemented with phonetic notation of some sort.

2.4.3.1 [ɪ]

Note that amongst the vowels shown in the above table, [ɪ] is one which is not mentioned in the monographs I have consulted (apart from McKenna’s). I find this particularly surprising as, in my experience, it is a common vowel in various Breton dialects as well as in the French of Bretons. [ɪ] is a common vowel in English and it is tempting to attribute its absence in the work of the other authors (apart from Wmffre) to the fact that, though they are linguists, they are not native English speakers and may not be familiar with this sound, while McKenna as a native English-speaking linguist is very familiar with it. Another reason for not using [ɪ] could well be that some of these monographs were typed on old-fashioned typewriters which did not permit to type that symbol.

[ɪ] is a frequent enough pronunciation for i In BCB and cannot be realised as a mere [i] in all cases, without a loss of authenticity. [ɪ] tends to be the way the letter i is pronounced in unstressed syllables, for example in:

[ˈiːvɪn] irvin ‘turnip’

The pronunciation of i in a multisyllabic word in which no syllable is strongly stressed also tends towards a pronunciation set further back in the oral cavity, as in:

[pen ˈdaulɪn] pen daulin, (lit. head of two knees), ‘knee’.

[ɪ] is always short and very rarely in a stressed syllable. Therefore, a syllable containing a long i will be transcribed with [iː] or [ɨ], as in:

[pen ˈgliɳ] pen glin, (lit. head knee), other word for ‘knee’.

[ɪ] never appears on its own in word-initial position.

Other examples of occurrence of [ɪ] are:

[diŋ] din ‘to/of me’ (also pronounced [dɛŋ] or [dɛf ɳ])
[fin] fin ‘clever’, which is pronounced exactly as the English surname Finn
[niŋ] nimp ‘we’, also pronounced [nɛŋ] or [nɨŋ]
[ˈʃikəɭ] sikour ‘help’, in fact also frequently pronounced [ˈʃu ɭ] Finn
[viɫ] vil ‘ugly’
The pronunciation of \( i \) can, in fact, go as far in aperture as to be \([\text{e}]\), as in the sentence:

\[ \text{[gu be bə`zɔ:nək?] goùt a rït brezhoneg ‘do you know Breton?’} \]

Authors, however, tend to transcribe the sound of every orthographic \( i \) as \([\text{i}]\). For example Corne`c’s transcription of \textit{irvin} is \([‘iːvin]\), which does actually not reflect the reality of his own pronunciation as I heard it in which he pronounces the second \( i \) further back than the first and rather close to a \([\text{e}]\).

A lack of awareness of the phoneme \([\text{i}]\) is regrettable as realising all \( i \) as in French (i.e. \([\text{i}]\)) always leads to a lengthening of the syllable concerned and disrupts the pronunciation of the whole word.

\textbf{2.4.3.2 \([\text{ʊ}]\) for plural endings in -où}

This symbols corresponds to a range of sounds, which occur frequently in Central Breton and match what I observe in BCB.

It is noteworthy that Wmffre uses \([\text{ʊ}]\) for plural endings. He defines it as follows (1998, 7): ‘The vowel \([\text{ʊ}]\), the common plural marker, is only found in final unstressed syllables and can be considered an allophone of \([\text{u}]\) and \([\text{ʊ}]\) (in traditional songs it can be made to rhyme with \([\text{ʊ}]\) or \([\text{u}]\) and, so that \([\text{peno}]\) ‘heads’ is found written as either \textit{penno} or \textit{pennou}).’

Wmffre only uses \([\text{ʊ}]\) to represent the orhtographic -où endings of nouns in Plonevell Breton, as in: \([‘pɔ ʒʊ] podoù ‘pots’ and \([‘hɛ ʃʊ] hentoù ‘roads’ \) (1998, 14).

\([\text{ʊ}]\) is used by Goyat who defines it in the following terms: ‘The phoneme \([\text{ʊ}]\) is realised as a back oral vowel which, is very closed and rounded \([\text{ʊ}]\). It is slightly diphthongised. It starts from \([\text{o}]\) and tends towards \([\text{u}]\).’ (Goyat 2012, 27).

Goyat uses \([\text{ʊ}]\) to transcribe the graphemes \( o \) and \( ou \). Examples are: \([kɔ:z] kozh, ‘old’ \) (2012, 26) and \([mɔ:ɡa] mougañ, ‘to smother’ \) (2012, 27).

He does not, however, use \([\text{ʊ}]\) to transcribe plural endings in -où.

It is clear that, by resorting to \([\text{ʊ}]\) and \([\text{ʊ}]\) both authors have noted (as I have myself) the existence of a sound that is departing from \([\text{ʊ}]\), while not being fully \([\text{u}]\) and has characteristics of both. These authors show a preoccupation, which I share, with the necessity to transcribe this sound with symbols other than \([\text{ʊ}]\) or \([\text{u}]\) alone, contrary to what is done by many other authors and to what appears in dictionaries and textbooks (which are constrained by the necessity to provide a more universal transcription of the sounds of Breton).

Though the sound \([\text{u}]\) does occur as a plural ending in BCB, using it to transcribe the grapheme \( ou \) in all cases would similar to indiscriminately transcribing \( i \) with \([\text{i}]\) and definitely does not reflect BCB pronunciation.

\begin{quote}
‘Le phonème \([\text{ʊ}]\) se réalise comme une voyelle orale, postérieure, très fermée et arrondie \([\text{ʊ}]\), légèrement diphonguée : elle part de \([\text{o}]\) et tend vers \([\text{u}]\).’
\end{quote}
In BCB the plural ending -où is generally not realised as [ʊ] but as a sound in-between [u] and [o], sometimes very close to [o]. The plural of the word for ‘calf’ is an illustration of this: its singular form is [ˈlœe] leue, while its plural form, leueoù, is pronounced [ˈleoo].

To represent the sound corresponding to -où, I may therefore use [o] when -où is closer to an /o/ sound.

The production of [u] or [o] by BCB native speakers in plural endings appears to be partly discretionary and partly determined by the position of the stress in relation to these sounds. It seems to me that [u] tends to occur in stressed syllables while [o] occurs where stress is absent or weaker.

Examples of possible plural endings:

`ˈe vej` aval ‘apple’, pl. [eˈveːlo] avaloù
`ˈbeːtis` betiss ‘silly thing’, pl. [beˈtiːso] betissoù
`ˈjakot` chakot ‘pocket’, pl. [jaˈkoto]/[jaˈkoto] chakotoù
`i ˈbetik` ibatig ‘toy’, pl. [iˈbetiku]/[iˈbetiko] ibatigioù
`o ˈχlo` ur c’hleuz ‘a Cornish hedge’, pl. [ˈklœjo]/[ˈklœjo] kleuzioù
`kwe jo ʒu]/[kwe ʒo ʒo] krogadoù ‘moments/sometimes’
`ˈliːme` lima ‘lolly’, pl. [liˈmejo]/[liˈmejo] limaiou
`ˈliːseh` lisser ‘bedsheet’, pl. [liˈseo]/[liˈsejo] lisserioù
`po z` poz ‘word’, pl. [ˈpoʃu] poziou
`ta ˈkeʒu` takadoù ‘places’
`twe` tra ‘thing’, pl. [ˈtweu]/[ˈtweo] traou
`ˈtsu jen` trouilhenn ‘rag’, pl. [ˈtsuʃu] trouilhoù
`o veʃ` ur wech ‘a time’ (as in ‘an occasion’), pl. [ˈveʃo] or [ˈveʃu] as in (a) wechoù ‘sometimes’

Note that où (or ou) preceded by postalveolar or palatal consonants [f], [z], [c] and [j] tend to be pronounced closer to an [u] as per the examples above.

The plural of some words is pronounced with [u] only. Examples:

`ˈluːzu` louzoù ‘medicine, drugs, chemical(s)’
[vi] vi ‘egg’, pl. [vjʊ] viou

2.4.3.3 [o] in diphthongised contexts representing o

[o] being a ‘slightly diphthongised’ vowel (Goyat 2012, 27), can be an alternative to [oʊ] in the speech of some speakers and can replace [oʊ] in the following examples:

[koˈwɔ]/[koʃ] kozh ‘old’ (when emphasized)
[tsoʊ]/[tʃo] tro n.m. ‘turn’
[oʊ voʊ]/[oʊ voʊ] ur vouc’hal ‘an axe’
[o] is associated with the diphthong [œə] to form the triphthong [œəo] in the word [ˈstœən] "stoũiñ ‘to lower one’s head, to stoop down’.

2.4.3.4 [ʊ] in other contexts

Examples:

[box] bourc’h ‘small town’
[ˈʃʊkʰ] chaokat ‘chew'/ ‘crease’
[lo:ʃ] lod ‘some/a part of’

The swaying from [o] to [u] has to do with the degree of stress of the syllable. It might also be connected to the nature of the surrounding sounds.

Example of the influence of stress on variation from [o] to [u]:
The word [ˈe:vəl] aval ‘apple’ can be pluralised as [e’ve:lu] avaloù (though [e’ve:lɔ] is also heard).
But in the phrase avaloù douar ‘potatoes’, [u] goes to [o] ([e’ve:lɔ ‘du:əb]) while in the more common vallouar ‘potatoes’ the syllable transcribed ou being stressed goes to [u] and gives [e’luəb].

Example of the influence of other factors on variation from [o] to [u]:
In avaloù douar ‘potatoes’, douar is pronounced [ˈdə:əb] ([e’ve:lɔ ‘du:əb]). But in the phrase an douar ‘the land’, douar changes to [ˈdəwaβ] or [ˈdəwaβ] ([ən’dəwaβ]/[ən’dəwaβ]).

By using [ʊ] and /ʊ/ both Wmffre and Goyat highlight, as I mean to do, that the grapheme ou cannot be pronounced in all cases by producing the very French [u] sound alone.

2.4.3.5 Vowels, including nasal vowels, which are trademarks of both French and BCB.

As most readers of this thesis are likely to be either French-speaking or conversant in French, references to the French language are likely to be useful in understanding certain aspects of the BCB sound system. While Breton in general, and BCB in particular are phonologically very different from French, it is in the area of vowels that most similarities with French occur.

Five vowels are common to Breton and French. They are:

2.4.3.5.1 [y].

[y] corresponds to u as in French tu, sûr, vu. Examples of BCB words with this sound are:

[tɔt] tud ‘people’
[ʃʊɹ] sur ‘sure’
[lyːn] lun ‘Monday’
['ly:di] ludu ‘ashes/fertilizer’
[ˈbyːɡəl] bugel ‘child’
[ˈsetɻ] setu ‘there you are/here is’.

When u is orthographically followed by ñ, the combination is pronounced ĕ as in:

pluːvən, [ˈplɛːn] ‘feather’.

/y/ is also present in the diphthongs [øy] and [œy] (see diphthongs).

2.4.3.5.2 [ø].

[ø] principally written eu and pronounced as eu in French deux, peu, veut. Examples of BCB words with this sound are:

[œː] leur ‘outer floor’
[mø:s] e meus ‘I have’
[n·øs] en deus/e deus ‘he/she has’
[p·øs] o peus ‘you have’

However /ø/ can be represented by other graphemes in words such as:

[a vøː] ar vuezh ‘life’
[ɔ vøx] ur vuoc’h ‘a cow’

The grapheme eu is not pronounced /ø/ in every word. For example ur kleuz ‘a Cornish hedge’ (Fr. talus) is pronounced [ɔχ(ø)].

2.4.3.5.3 [œ].

[œ] is rare, compared to the more closed phoneme [ø].

Example:
[ˈsoeːs] seurez ‘nun’, which comes from the French soeur, pronounced [soɛʁ].

2.4.3.5.4 Nasal vowels.

The nasal vowels of BCB are common to Paris French, except for [Ø]. They are: [ɛ̃, ø̃, œ̃e, ɛ̃, ë̃, ŋ̃].

— [ɛ̃] is a common vowel and typically appears as a realisation of the graphemes on and om as it does in French. However, while in Paris French, both these graphemes are simply realised /ɔ/, in BCB the consonants remain audible, leading to /ɔn/ and /ɔm/, if in final position, as in:

[dɔn] don ‘deep’
[dɔm] deomp ‘to us/ours’
[ʁɔn] ront ‘round’

The graphemes oen and aon are realised [ɔn] in the homonymic words:

[œn] loen ‘animal’
[œn] laon ‘blade’

[œn] however, can also correspond to the graphemes an (see paragraph on /ɑ/ below), eŋ and ezhan, as in:

[jœ ket] n’ezan ket ‘I do not go’
[ėŋ] eŋ ‘he’
[deŋ] dezhan ‘to him’
[neŋ] anezhan ‘him’

an as all or part of a desinence in a declension system is, in fact, always pronounced [œn] except for the word gantañ ‘with him’, pronounced [ˈɡɑtɔ].

— [œn] which is a very frequent nasal vowel in BCB, corresponds to the graphemes an, aŋ and am, and is pronounced as an in French. It is never found in absolute final position. If it is the last vowel of a word, it is followed by a consonant, in particular [n], [ŋ] or [m]. Examples are:

[ˈɑː.nə] annoar ‘heifer’
[ˈdɑː:væt] dañvad ‘sheep (sg.)’
[ɗɑn] dant ‘tooth’
[kɑm] kamm ‘curved/bent’
[stɑŋ] stang ‘valley’
[tɑŋ] tan ‘fire’

It does not follow that an and aŋ are always pronounced /ɑ/. -an, as a first person singular ending for the present indicative is pronounced /ɑ/ by native speakers and the infinitive desinence -aŋ is pronounced [aŋ], [əŋ] or, more likely, not pronounced at all.

— [œe] can be long or short. Examples are in the following words:

[o ˈχlœ] ur c’hleuz ‘a Cornish hedge’
[ˈfœe.tæn] feunteun ‘fountain’, also pronounced [ˈfœetän]
[ʊɛŋ] run ‘hill’
[toe.vɛl] teñvel ‘dark’

— [ɛ] is less frequent in BCB than it is in French. It corresponds to a variety of graphemes. I only know it as a long vowel, except in the word hini (see below). Examples are:

[di,biɛː.n] diblaen ‘slanted’
[leːva] leñañ ‘to cry’
[plɛː.ɛn] pluñvenn ‘feather’
— [Ɛ] often corresponds to the orthographic sequences eñ and en. I mainly know it as a long vowel, except in marteze and me a (see below). Examples are:

[dĕˈvɛt] deñved ‘sheep’ (pl.)
[hĕˈju] henchoù ‘roads’

Examples in which [Ɛ] is short:

[maˈtuɛ] marteze ‘maybe’.

In the sequence me a (first person subject pronoun followed by verbal particle a, [see 2.4.2.1.7.4]) pronounced [mĕ] as in:

[mĕ jɛ] me a ya ‘I go’.

— [ɪ] occurs rarely: Examples are the words din [dɪɨ] ‘to/of me’ (also pronounced [dɪn] and [deɲ]) and nimp [nɪŋ] ‘we’. Its occurrence appears to be limited to the contiguity of [ɪ] with a nasal consonant as in the Plozévet dialect (Goyat 2012, 19).

2.4.3.6 Diphthongs and other adjacent vocalic elements.

The distinction between a real diphthong, that is to say two adjacent vocalic sounds forming one syllable and two adjacent vocalic sounds in hiatus is difficult to make in BCB. This may be due to the fact that stress always falls on one of the two vocalic sound, generally the first, resulting in the reduction of the intensity with which the second one is pronounced, which leads to the perception that it is fused, to a degree, with the first.

This degree varies from word to word.

For example, [ˈsɛvɛt] savet ‘raised up’ sounds to me like it is made of two syllables, whereas [ˈbeɪɲ] bihan ‘small’ does not. Goyat (2012, 33) gives savet (which he transcribes /sævɛt/) as containing an example of diphthong. Cornec (1996, 766) gives bihan (which he transcribes [bein]) as containing an example of diphthong as well.

Trask (1996, 308) defines diphthongs as: ‘A single syllabic nucleus which begins with one vowel quality and changes more or less smoothly to a second quality, as in [ju] and [ai]. Usually one of the two vocalic elements is more prominent than the other, this other consisting only of a preceding glide (an onglide, as in [ju]), or a following glide (an offglide, as in [ai]). The first type is called a crescendo (or rising) diphthong, the second a diminuendo (or falling) diphthong. Diphthongs may be further classified as wide or narrow, as closing or opening, or as backing, fronting or centring.’

The question of whether it is diphthongs or hiatuses, which are present in the following examples and what type of diphthongs they might be does not appear critical to me in the context of the present work and from a revivalist’s perspective.

The examples listed below therefore have to be seen simply as cases of two adjacent vocalic sounds regardless of their classification as diphthongs or hiatuses.

— [ɔʷ] and derivatives
[kɔwˈs] kozh ‘old’
[dɔwˈ] (en) dro ‘back (preposition)’
[o voˈwil] ur vouc’hal ‘an axe’
[ˈpoˌwɔt] pod ‘pot’

— [aj]

[laʃ] laez ‘upwards’
[baʃ] ray ‘will make/do’

— [aɛ]/[eɛ]

[ˈlæt] lazhet ‘killed’
[ˈkeɛt] kavet ‘found’
[ˈkeɛru] kaer ‘beautiful’
[ˈseɛt] savor ‘raised up’
[ˈblesɛ] bloavez ‘year’
[ˈaɛl] avel ‘wind’

— [ao]

[ˈao] azv ‘ripe’
[ˈdɑo] dav ‘necessary’
[ˈɡlɑo] glav ‘rain’
[ˈlɑo] lazhan ‘to kill’
[ˈsaʊ] sav ‘state of being upright or standing’

— [eʊ]

[ˈkɛɐu] kraou ‘cowshed’

— [au]

[ˈlaʊ] Laou, diminutive of the name Guillaume
[ˈlaʊ] laou, ‘lice’
[ˈjaʊ] yaou, ‘yes!’ (in response to a negative statement or question).

— [ɛj]

[ˈbleʃ] bleiz ‘wolf’
[teʃ] teil ‘manure’

— [ɛi]

[ˈɛil] eil ‘second’

— [iɛ]
[ˈʁiɛl] riell ‘ice on a surface’

— [ɛo]/[œ]. These diphthongs are treated in paragraphs 2.4.2.1 to 2.4.2.1.7.3. They are produced when orthographic r is vocalised, which is very frequent.

— [ei]/[e]

[`bein] bihan ‘small’
[ˈbɛeʃk] one pronunciation of Briec.

— [eo]

[ˈeɔ] eol ‘sun’

— [ɛo]

[`leɔ] leueou ‘calves’
[ˈmeɔ] mezv ‘drunk’
[ˈteɔ] tev ‘overweight’

— [eu]

[ˈeul] eoul ‘oil’
[ˈheu] hiziv ‘today’

— [ɛu]

[ˈdœu] daou (also pronounced [ˈdau]) ‘two’

— [œu]

[œu] ivez ‘also’

— [iu]

[ˈʁiu] riou ‘feeling of coldness’
[konɛˈbiœ] koneriou ‘nonsense, bulshit’ Fr. conneries

— [ju]

[dju] div ‘feminine form of two’
[lju] liv ‘colour’

2.4.3.6.1 Nasal diphthongs.

Not many words have nasal diphthongs involving two nasal vowels, but they are common words.

Examples:
Nasal diphthongs involving one nasal vowel and [i] are very common in BCB. Examples are:

- [ɛi]/[ ɛi]
  
  [mɛn] maen ‘stone’
  [lɛn]lein ‘breakfast’

- [œi]/[ œi]
  
  [dœn] den ‘human being’
  [jœn] yen ‘cold’

There is also an example of [ɛ] followed by the vowel approximant /j/ in:

[ˈlɛːn] lien ‘nappy’ (note another pronunciation for this word is [ˈleːn])

### 2.4.3.7 Vowels which are trademarks of both English and BCB.

As most readers of this thesis are likely to be either English-speaking or conversant in English, references to the English language are as likely to be useful as are references to French in understanding certain aspects of BCB phonology.

The vowels which are trademarks of both English and BCB are [ɪ] and [æ]

[ɪ] is discussed in § 2.4.3.1.

#### 2.4.3.7.1 [æ].

[æ], common in English and rare in Paris French is an option in a range of open and open-mid vowels, namely /æ, a, η/ and (occasionally) /ʌ/, available for the pronunciation of a, and of the vowel(s) of the graphemes oc’h and eoc’h in second person plural forms of the prepositional pronoun da and of the verb bezañ. They are often hard to differentiate, as they can be variations from one speaker to the next, or even within the speech of the same speaker. /æ/ occurs in BCB.

Examples:

[daæx] deoc’h ‘to you’
[æx] oc’h ‘you are’
The important point to remember about the ending –(e)oc’h, is that in spite of its orthography containing an o, its natural pronunciation in conversation does not normally contain an [ɔ] or an [ø].

[æ] can occasionally correspond to e, as shown in the examples below and although it is not a very common vowel in BCB, it is a trademark of its pronunciation.

It is present in the pronunciation of the graphemes ar(r), aer, er(r) and or(r) (under certain conditions. (See § 2.4.2.1.7.1 Realisation of or(r) as [wæ⁠æ]).

Examples:

[‘bæ⁠æ] berr ‘short’
[‘bæ⁠æ] bara ‘bread’
[‘dæ⁠æ] adarre ‘again’
[‘kæ⁠æ] karr ‘cart/car’
[‘kæ⁠æ] kaer ‘in-law’, as in [mɛχ kæ⁠æ] merc’h kaer ‘daughter in-law’
[‘hæ⁠æ] her ‘strongly/violently’
[‘næ⁠æ] naer ‘snake’
[‘sæ⁠æ] serr ‘to close’
[‘twæ⁠æ] torr ‘break’

2.4.3.8 Other vowels.

2.4.3.8.1 [e].

[e] generally correlates with the letter e. It can occur on its own or in a diphthong, particularly as [ɛ⁠ə]. It can be short or long.

Examples:

[ən’veo] anavezout ‘to know’
[ən’ve⁠t] anavezet ‘known’
[be⁠t] in the expression: [da be⁠t] da bet ‘in the plural/when there are more than one’
[eo] evañ ‘to drink’
[me] ma ‘my’
[me⁠l] mel ‘honey’
[me⁠s]/[me⁠s] maez ‘countryside/open field’
[me⁠s] mezh ‘shame’
[pe⁠t] in the expression: da pe⁠t ‘so many’
[pe⁠t] pet ‘how much/many’
[pwe⁠s] pouezh ‘weight’

2.4.3.8.2 [ɛ].

[ɛ] is overall not a very common vowel in BCB. It generally correlates with the letter e. It rarely occurs in a diphthong. It can be short or long.
Examples:

[ɛː] ael ‘angel’
[ɛː] aer ‘air’
['bɛme] bemdez ‘every day’
[lem] lemm ‘sharp (of a blade)’
[pep] pep/peb ‘every’

In the feminine suffix of agency -ezh, which is expected to be pronounced /ɛs/ by Breton learners, the vowel /ɛ/ is not present. Examples are:

[gwes'keːs] gwaskerezh ‘fruit press’
[e'deːs] haderezh ‘sowing machine’
[eti'jeːs] hatijerezh ‘straw shaking machine’
[ɛfi'mjuːs] infirmiourezh ‘nurse’
[ma-ts] matezh ‘woman servant’
[two'teːs] trotezh ‘scooter (toy)’

2.4.3.8.3 [a].

[a] generally correlates with the letter a. It can occur on its own or in a diphthong, particularly in [eː]. It is always short, except in words borrowed from French.

Examples:

[aːle] alez ‘alley’ (fr. Fr. Allée)
[kas] kas ‘send’
[sax] sac’h ‘bag/sack’
[tap] tap ‘catch’
[’jaun] yaouank ‘young’

2.4.3.8.4 [e].

[e] correlates with the letter a. It tends to be long. This pronunciation of a, set further back, is more common than [a].

Examples:

[e] a preposition/verbal particle
[e] ar ‘the’, especially when following certain prepositions such as gant and war gorre.
[e'man] amann ‘butter’
[be] e-barzh ‘in’
[bes] barzh ‘while/within/before’
[’xoesthes] c’hoazh ‘again/still’
[o fezæt] ur vozad ‘two joined hands full of something’
[’eːlen] halen/holen ‘salt’
[’keles] kalz ‘a lot/much’
[’le pin] lapin ‘rabbit’
[ve] oa past form of bezan’ ‘to be’
[peˑs] pas ‘cough’
[sebeˑtyat] sabatat ‘surprised/stupefied’
[teˑt] tad ‘father’
[aˑxen] ac’hano’h ‘you’ (this pronunciation, however, is rare. The most common pronunciation for ac’hano’h is [ ’xex].
[oˑheˑs] ur c’hazh ‘a cat’
[oˑxeˑvæs] ur c’hrazh ‘a wheel barrow’ (note that the word [kæˑuiˑl] karrigell is also used for ‘wheel barrow’, though less frequently).
[ ’juk] sikour ‘help’. This is a rare case in which [u] represents i.

In the graphemes -adoù, realised as [eˑdu] and [eˑz]/[eˑʒ], in the plural of words ending in -ad, the a is pronounced as a lengthened [e], as in:

[koˑveˑdu] kovadoù ‘bellyfuls’
[taˑkeˑ3u] takadoù ‘places’

2.4.3.8.5 [œ].

[œ] generally corresponds to the realisation of vowels in their unstressed capacity except for /u/ and /i/. It is therefore never in a stressed position and it is always short.

Examples:

[ ’beˑle] bale(añ) ‘to walk’ (but [ ’beˑle] is also heard).
[bœˑzəˑnak] brezhoneg ‘Breton language’
[ ’diˑbet] debret ‘eaten’
[ ’fœˑten] feunteun ‘fountain’, also pronounced [ ’fœtən]

As noted by Goyat (2012, 25) with regard to the Plozévet dialect, the tone of the vowels [o] and [y] is preserved in unstressed open syllables, as in [ ’goˑlo] golo ‘lid’ and [ ’eˑfy] achu ‘finished’ or [ ’lyˑdy] ‘ash, fertilizer’. He further notes that these vowels are reduced to [œ] in final closed syllables. The latter statement also applies to BCB with regard to [y]. I could not, however, find an example of a closed syllable with [o] and neither could he.

Example:

[ ’byˑten] butun ‘tobacco’ (but [byˑtyˑna] butuniñ ‘to smoke’).

2.4.3.8.6 [u] (also see § 2.4.3.2 [ø] for plural endings in -ou)

[u] usually corresponds to the grapheme ou. It can be long or short.

Examples:

[ ’duˑʊ] dour ‘water’
[gue] gouez ‘wild’
[kʁam pus] krampouezh ‘pancake/crêpe’
[ˈu.zɔn] ouzon, 1st sg. of gouzout, ‘to know’
[skulm] skoulm ‘knot’
[ʃu] chou! ‘shoo! (used for shooing chickens away).

[u] can occasionally correspond to the grapheme i, as in:

[ˈjuke] sikour ‘help’

or to the grapheme e, as in:

[ˈulu] seloù ‘listen’ (note that aou is effectively pronounced [u] in this word). Selaou can also be pronounced [ˈʒi.lu].

or to the grapheme o, as in:

[ˈmuːɔ] mor ‘sea’
[sku:l] skol ‘school’
[ʒuːt] yod ‘oats gruel’

[u] can also occasionally correspond to the plural ending -où (see § 2.4.3.2).

2.4.3.8 [i]

[i] generally corresponds to the letter i, but it can also correspond to e. Further, not every i is pronounced [i] or even [i].

It always corresponds to i in the prefix di-, as in:

[diˈstɔn] distaniñ ‘to cool’
[ˈdifun] difounn ‘slow’
[diˈbloːn] diblaen ‘slanted’ etc.

However, it can correspond to e, as in:

[i.t] ed ‘wheat’
[ˈdi.bɔ] debriñ ‘to eat’
[diˈgɛmɔ] degemer ‘to welcome’
[diˈgweɔ] degouezhout ‘to arrive’
[i] e, he ‘he/his, she/her’
[ˈpimɔ] pemoc’h ‘pig’
[ˈʒi.lu] Selaou ‘listen’ (also pronounced [ˈʃu.lu]).

[i] is also a component of the very common diphthongs /ɛi/ and /ei/.

2.4.3.8.8 [o]
[ɔ] corresponds mainly to o in an unstressed or weakly stressed syllable or in a single syllable word. It is always short.

Examples:

[ˈχɔes] c’hoazh ‘still’ (adv.)
[ˈtɔd] teod ‘tongue’

However, [ɔ] can occasionally occur in a stressed syllable as in the word [ˈkɔtn] kontant ‘satisfied, happy’.

[ɔ] is the vowel generally used in the comparative ending o’ch, though /æ/ and /e/ can also occur in its place, particularly in pre-pause final position as in:
[ˈɡwelɔks] gweloc’h ‘better’ (also pronounced [ˈɡwelɔk]/ [ˈɡwelɔk]).
[ˈbɛɔsɔx] brasoc’h ‘bigger’ (also pronounced [ˈbɛɔsɔk]/ [ˈbɛɔsɔk]) etc.

The second person ending o’ch, whether in verbs or in inflected prepositions is often pronounced [ɔx] (though some speakers pronounce it [ax] or [ɛx]) as in:
[ɔx]/[ɛx] oc’h ‘you are’
[diɔx]/[dɔx] deoc’h ‘to you’
[ɡɛˈneɔx]/[ɡɛˈneɔx] ganeoc’h ‘with you’

Other examples with the second person ending o’ch.
[ɛˈnɔx] ennoc’h ‘in you’ (rarely used)
[diˈwezɔx] dirazoc’h ‘in front of you’ (rarely used)

The case of paotr:

The pronunciation of the vowel in the word paotr varies between [ɔ], [o] and [oː]. Paotr is pronounced with [ɔ] in a majority of cases when following the possessive o ‘your’ or the indefinite article ur, both of which are pronounced [o].

[ɔ pɔt] ur paotr ‘a boy’
[ɔ pɔt] ho paotr ‘your boy’

It is pronounced [ɔt] in apposition as in: [ɔ bɔŋ ɡuin jej ɡa’nwaχ, pɔt?] ur banne gwin ez ay ganeoc’h, paotr? ‘Will you have a glass of wine?’, [bɛpɔ bɛa, pɔt?] bez (ho) po bara, paotr? ‘Will you have some bread?’

It is pronounced with [ɔ] in the following cases:
[me foˈt] me faotr ‘my boy’.
[i foˈt (deθi)] he faotr (dezhî) ‘her boy’.
When following the definite article, as in: [a pɔ t] ar paotr, [a boˈteθ] ar baotred ‘the men/boys.’

Further, the word is pronounced with [ɔ] by all speakers, regardless of the preceding words in the following expressions:


However, if the final ū is pronounced (for example in case of careful enunciation), then the word poatr is pronounced with [ɔ] by most of my informants, as in:

[o pot ˈjaun] ur poatr yaouank ‘a young/unmarried man’.
[o pot ˈtɛ] ur poaotr tre ‘a nice man’

The same applies to the plural form of the word, poatréd, pronounced [ˈpɔtʁad], [ˈpɔtʁ] or [ˈpɔt].

2.4.4 Syllabic stress in BCB

2.4.4.1 Strong emphasis on the penultimate syllable

As discussed in ‘2.3.2 Strong stress’, strong syllabic stress is a critical feature of BCB. While intensity and pitch are combined in stable proportions, the duration of a stressed syllable is the main variable in the speech of my informants. It does not have to be long. However only stressed syllables can be long and all long syllables are, therefore, stressed.

Naturally, the position of stress in a whole sentence can affect the length of the stressed syllable of a word within it (and it can even affect the nature of the vowel present in that stressed syllable), as in the word peder, below:

Speaker 1: [pe t meχ nɔs?] Pet merc’h e-neus? ‘How many daughters does he/she have?’
Speaker 2: [ˈpiːdə] Peder (the first vowel of peder is long). ‘Four.’

Speaker 1: [e bɔ, nɔs ˈpe daʁ ˈveɕ ; dɔɛ ˈnujen ket]. Ah bon, ‘neus peder vec’h (the first vowel of peder is short); dra n’ouien ket. ‘Ah, really, he/she has four daughters; I didn’t know that.’

Other example:

[ben o miʃ] A benn ur miz ‘In a month’ (the vowel of miz is long), but [miʒ hɛ] Miz Heven ‘June’ (the vowel of miz is short).

— Exceptions:

While stress on the penultimate syllable is a main rule governing the pronunciation of BCB, describing its manifestation, in the context of everyday casual and fast speech requires further qualification, as observing the language could lead one to believe that there are many exceptions to the rule. The exceptions, however, are often the consequence of its observance.

For example, one commonly cited exception is the word amann, [eˈmɑɲ] ‘butter’ in which it is the last syllable, which effectively is stressed, though weakly. This apparent exception is, in fact, the result of the fusion, through synalepha, of the last two syllables of the original word amanenn, in which the stress was indeed on the penultimate syllable. This resulted in the last syllable becoming inaudible and disappearing in ZH orthography. Thus, in [e, mɑɲ], the stress is still where the rule places it, on the penultimate syllable.
This phenomenon is at the origin of most words in which stress is now located on the last syllable in BCB, and it particularly concerns the past participle of verbs.

Here is a list of such verbs:

Note that the verbs ending in -aat are effectively already stressed on the last syllable in their infinitive form. Therefore, the place of the stress remains unchanged in their past participle forms.

**Anavezout/anaout** [ān ’veo] ‘to know (connaître)’ pp. anavezet (/ān ’veet/) → [ān ’ve:t]
**Bale** [ ’bale] ‘to walk’ pp. baleet (/ ’balet/) → [ ’bale:t]
**Brasaar** [ ’bree se:t] ‘to become bigger’ pp. brasaet (/ ’bree seet/) → [ ’bree se:t]
**Dimeziñ** [ ’di mezi] ‘to marry’ pp. dimezet (/ ’di mezet/) → [ ’di me:t]
**c’hoarvezout** [ ’xwe veo] ‘to happen’ pp. c’hoarvezet (/ ’xwe ve:et/) → [ ’xweve:et]
**Gwellaat** [ ’gue le:t] ‘to improve’ pp. gwellaet (/ ’gue le:et/) → [ ’gue le:t]
**Koshaat** [ko ’se:t] ‘to grow old’ pp. koshaet (/ko ’sa:et/) → [ko ’ze:t]
**Pareañ** [pa ’bee] ‘to get better’ pp. pareet (/pa’ bee:et/) → [pe ’be:t]
**Paseal** [pa ’se:l] ‘to pass’ pp. paseet (/pa’ se:et/) → [pe’ se:t]
**Taña** [t’a:va] ‘to try/taste’ pp. tañveet (/t’a: ve:et/) → [t’a’ ve:t]
**Tegouezout** [ti gweo] ‘to arrive’ pp. tegouezet (/ti gwe:et/) → [ti’ gwe:t]
**Tostaat** [t’os te:t] ‘to come near’ pp. tostaet (/t’os te:et/) → [t’os te:t]

Other words with stress on the last syllable:

**Diwezhad** [dy ’ve:t] ‘late.’ Here, synalepha is caused by the elision of zh.
**Oferenn** [ɔ ’fɛn] ‘mass.’ In this case, the tendency for r to be realised as /a/ or /æ/ has triggered the probable following process: /ɔ ’fɛ:ɛn/ → /ɔ ’fɛ:ɛn/ → [ɔ ’fɛn]

### 2.4.4.2 Variation in length of long vowels

Long vowels in words such as kazh [kɛ:s] ‘cat’ and tad [ta:d] ‘father’ can vary in length depending on context and phonetic environment. It is therefore generally unrealistic to assign a single specific length to vowels in most words in BCB. Thus:

Thus in /’tad/ ‘father’, the length of /’e/ can vary from being quite short in [tad ’pe:a] ‘Për’s father’ to being long in [me sa:d] ‘my dad’.
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2.5 CONCLUSION OF THE PHONOLOGY SECTION.

The following points are rated as per their importance for the purpose of understanding BCB speakers and being understood by them.

★★★★ critical
★★★ important
★★ significant

— ★★★★★ Central Breton, including BCB, is characterised by strong stress on one syllable, generally the penultimate one, while French is characterised by no stress, or weak stress on the ultimate syllable. This strong stress leads to the weakening or to the elision, altogether, of the following syllable (which is often the last). Thus, vowels that follow a stressed syllable tend to change to an /ə/ and verbal infinitive desinences, are generally elided or just hinted. Past-participle desinences, are not expressed in mainy verbs either. When this is the case, it is the presence of the auxiliary verb that indicates that the compound form involves indeed a past participle, as in *meus gwellet* pronounced [møs ɡwel] and rarely [møs ˈɡwel] and never [møs ˈɡwelət].

— ★★★★★ *C’h* in word-initial position in BCB is mostly pronounced /h/ rather than /χ/ or /ʁ/ except by certain speakers from Langolen, Landudal and Gulvain.

— ★★★★★ Although there are some common features (for example nasal vowels) in the pronunciation of French and in that of Breton, the phonology of Breton, in particular Central Breton, including BCB, and that of standard French are mutually incompatible. According to my informants, a straight French accent in Breton is disruptive and alienating for the native listener and greatly impairs communication.

— ★★★★★ Learners of Breton must keep in mind that orthographic systems, amongst which ZH, generally provide inadequate phonological guidance and cannot, in themselves, lead a learner to correct pronunciation. Learners must rely on native speakers, recordings of native speakers and/or on the phonological data given in monographs such as this one to find guidance for their pronunciation of Breton. They must seek IPA transcriptions of new items in order to be sure of how they are effectively pronounced. They must use IPA to note down new items.

— ★★★★★ Final voiceless consonants are voiced in front of vowels.

— ★★★★★ The grapheme *or(r)* is often realised [wæʔ] (see 2.4.2.1.7.1).

— ★★★★★ Intersyllabic *zh* is generally elided. Do not expect [lɛzɛt] for *lazhet*, but [lɛɛt].

— ★★★★★ Intersyllabic *v* is often elided. Do not expect [kɛvɛt], for *kavet* but expect [ˈkɛɛt].
— ★★★★ Orthographic monophthongs, particularly those involving e are often pronounced as diphthongs involving /i/ as a secondary element to form /œi/ or /œi/ as in [dœ'n] den.

— ★★★ Orthographic r tends to be realised as /ɑ/ in final syllables (see 2.2.4, 2.2.5 and 2.4.2.1.7) and when following a stressed vowel (see 2.4.2.1.7.2).

— ★★★ From an empirical perspective, English phonology is generally quite compatible with Central Breton phonology and vice-versa insofar as English and Breton share a number of common traits.

— ★★ Final t is generally elided or just hinted.
3. MORPHOPHONOLOGY

3.1 INITIAL CONSONANT MUTATIONS

In BCB, as in all Celtic languages, initial consonants of nouns, verbs and adjectives, undergo morphological changes under certain conditions involving phonological factors.

As consonant mutations belong both to the realm of phonology and to that of morphology, researchers in Celtic linguistics place it under the heading ‘morphophonology’.

3.1.1 Preliminary remarks

In BCB, as in all Celtic languages, morpheme-initial consonants with which nouns, verbs and adjectives start, are a major semantic element of the sentence, playing a role that is of similar importance to that of desinences in German, Italian or Russian, for example.

Before describing the morphological changes these consonants undergo in BCB, I think it is important to make the following remarks, which may provide extra insight to the reader who is not familiar with this phenomenon:

The morphological changes alluded to above are called ‘initial consonant mutations’. Of all the Celtic languages, Breton, along with insular Cornish is the one which has retained the broadest range of initial consonant mutations.

3.1.1.1 Perception by learners of Breton

They tend to be presented in Breton textbooks without further qualification, as a set of rules that one has to observe in order to speak and write Breton correctly. The way they are presented conveys, in my opinion, the notion that they are arbitrary. In reality, they are essentially the result of natural phonological phenomena partly determined by the physiology of the human phonatory organ.* In my experience, one can acquire a ‘feel’ for consonant mutations through practice. This can mitigate the fact that they represent a large and confusing body of data to process and memorize when approached out of context.

Mutations create a very serious practical problem for beginners resulting from the fact that mutated forms of words do not appear in dictionaries any more than inflected form of verbs do in any language in which verbs are inflected. As a result, one is unable to look up a mutated word without first identifying its unmutated form. For example, beginners may come across the sentence ma faotr and attempt to look up the word faotr in a dictionary. They will not find the word, as it is the spirantised version of the word paotr ‘man/boy’ following the possessive adjective ma. To address this, some dictionaries provide a list of mutated letters and give their corresponding unmutated

---

* On the phonological origins of mutations see Falc’hun (1950, 84-86), Fife (1993, 8) and Ternes (1996, 270).
forms (of which there can be a choice of up to two) to help beginners find the actual words. However, for the general public, the exaggerated perception that ‘you cannot look up words in a Breton dictionary’ or that it is very difficult to do so, remains.

3.1.1.2 Perception by native speakers

In an extensive discussion about mutations I had with my informants YLD and TLD, YLD illustrated and qualified mutations in the following terms in the dialogue shown below:

YLD: In Un troad, you have a t. With Daou, tri, pewar droad you have d, after that, it’s all back to t, why?
PN: There are things like that in all Celtic languages.
YLD: Weird things.
PN: Not really. It is all based on phonology. In fact, it hinges on the point of articulation of the sound. It’s all based on pure and simple practical and physical reasons... from which, later on, grammar derives.

Then, my informants made the following unexpected comments:

TLD: This is just like some people who come up with such things as ‘quatre-z-années’ ([katyæˈzane] ‘four years’), instead of saying ‘quatre’ [années] ([katyane])...

YLD: Are there? There are lots of celebrants, who will say... even in front of an audience, things like: ‘Les Quatre z-évangiles’ ([le katyæˈzevɔʒil], ‘the Four Gospels’) (Instead of saying ‘Les Quatre évangiles’ [le katʉ evɔʒil]).

The fact YLD and TLD draw in effect a comparison between the utterances [katyæˈzane], [katyæˈzevɔʒil] (as opposed to the correct [katy ane] and [katy evɔʒil]) and consonant mutations is rather insightful, as these utterances are examples of external sandhi, which is precisely the phonological process claimed to be historically at the origin of mutations in Celtic.

My interpretation of this comparison is that YLD and TLD view the very logical but erroneous overgeneralization of one aspect of pluralisation in French, which frequently leads to the incorrect forms [katyæˈzane] and [katyæˈzevɔʒil], as

---

* YLD: Un troad, ça fait un t. Daou, tri, pewar droad c’est d, et après, tout redevient t, pourquoi?
PN: Dans toutes les langues celtes, il y a ce genre de chose.
YLD: Des choses bizarres.
PN: Oh, non. C’est phonologique, en fait, ça vient de l’articulation du... du son. En fait, c’est... des raisons pratiques, physiques, pures et simples... qui, peut-être, ensuite, sont utilisées grammaticalement.
TLD: Ça, ça fait comme certaines personnes vous disent aussi ‘quatre-z-années’ ([katuəˈzane]), au lieu de dire quatre [années]...

* YLD: Ah, bon? Il y a beaucoup de lecteurs, même dans... devant des assemblées, qui vous sortent: ‘Les Quatre z-évangiles’ ([lekatuəˈzevɔʒil]).

* On the phonological origins of mutations see Fife (1993, 8) and Ternes (1996, 270).
* In French, the plural of nouns is phonetically characterised by the presence of the phoneme /z/ at the beginning of nouns starting with a vowel. This /z/ is transferred from the preceding determiners aux, des, les etc. Examples: [zɔʁə] in aux/les enfants, [zɔm] in aux/les hommes.

---
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compelling or irrepressible for some French speakers. This implies that they equally view mutations as a phenomenon that is somewhat compelling or irrepressible for Breton speakers, rather than a matter of correct grammatical observance.

More importantly, however, this comparison denotes an understanding by YLD and TLD of mutations as having to do with the linking of sounds and more generally belonging to the realm of sound rather than grammar.

This perception is not isolated amongst BCB speakers and beyond the notion of linking of sounds, lies also that of sound harmonisation and aesthetics as transpires in a comment by another of my informants, AF: ‘Si tu respectes pas les mutations, ça fait bizarre, ça coule pas.’ (‘If you do not observe mutations, it [what you say] sounds weird, it does not flow’), she said to me some years ago before adding: ‘an dor, c’est moche, an nor, c’est plus joli.’ (‘an dor [incorrect form for “the door”], sounds ugly, an nor [correct form for ‘the door’] sounds better’).

It therefore seems that the way native BCB speakers experience initial consonant mutations involves the exercise of an aesthetic value judgement on what their language should sound like. It points to a perception by BCB speakers of mutations as being mainly phonological/phonetic as well as aesthetic in nature. This seems to be confirmed by the very heading given by Father Jean Le Scao to the section on mutations of the grammar component of his manuscript dictionary: *Euphony* ‘euphony’ (Le Scao 1945a, 4 IV), a word that refers both to the quality of what is pleasing to the ear and to the tendency to make phonetic changes to ease pronunciation.

### 3.1.1.3 Semantic and grammatical role of mutations in BCB

In addition to playing roles associated with their partly phonological status, mutations have a semantic function, though its importance varies.

For example, the fact that the pronoun [ʁe] re ‘(the) ones’ triggers lenition is not a semantically very meaningful feature: whether one says (correctly) [aʁe ˈvʁeɔ] ar re vʁao or (incorrectly) /aʁe ˈvʁeɔ/, the message is still ‘the nice-looking ones’. The main difference between the two is that the ear of the native speaker will perceive /aʁe ˈvʁeɔ/ as odd or incorrect. There is nonetheless a semantic implication in the form [ˈvʁeɔ], which is that it is associated with a plural, not a singular. But /ˈbʁeɔ/ and /ˈvʁeɔ/ mean the same thing. In this case, the mutation is more grammatically than semantically significant.

If, however, one produces the sentence [o ki] while intending to say ‘a dog’ ([o] stands here for the indefinite article *ur* ‘a’ and [ki] ki means ‘dog’), they have produced a sentence that can be understood to refer to a dog, but which is completely different from its intended meaning: [o ki] can only mean *ho ki* ‘your dog’, whereas ‘a dog’ is [o hi], *ur c’hi*. This results from the fact that articles trigger spirantisation of /k/ to /h/ in Breton while the 2nd person pl. possessive triggers provection whereby /k/ remains /k/.

In my observation, what native speakers memorize, however, is not the above rule. Most native speakers have never heard about mutations, but they know that [o hi] means ‘a dog’ and [o ki] means ‘your dog’.
From a learner’s perspective, focusing on the mutations which have a substantial semantic value, is likely to greatly help learners acquire the automatic reflexes which bring native speakers to correctly interpret utterances and correctly produce responses involving mutations. Memorising lists of mutation triggers and their corresponding mutations alone, is less likely to achieve that result.

Le Scao himself considered that only practice could be trusted as a way of acquiring mutations, as evident in his introductory words to the subject: ‘L’usage seul peut faire saisir les règles.’ (‘Only through practice can the rules be acquired.’) (Le Scao 1945a, 4 IV).

The most important aspect of mutations is therefore that in Celtic languages and in Breton in particular (especially in dialectal Breton which tends to have more than the official PU mutations), a great part, perhaps the predominant part, of the meaning resulting from morphological variations, is produced by mutations and is therefore carried by the beginning, rather than the end of words. From an English and French perspective, this is exotic and disconcerting.

As Le Scao puts it: ‘Elle [l’euphony] est l’une des originalités du Breton et la grande difficulté pour ceux qui veulent apprendre cette langue.’ ‘[Euphony (meaning mutations)] is one of the oddities of Breton and the greatest challenge for those who want to learn it’ (Le Scao 1945a, 4 IV).

Le Scao then proceeds to give some examples of mutations followed by a list of letters and of their possible mutated forms illustrated by more examples mainly involving possessive adjectives. This, sums up the explanations he has to give on the matter, thus illustrating how unaware of the rules governing mutations even learned native speakers generally are.

### 3.1.2 TYPES OF MUTATIONS IN BCB

I have observed the following types of consonant mutations in BCB (and in Breton in general):

- **Lenition** (soft mutation), (PU kemmadur dre vloataat, Fr. mutation adoucissante).
- **Spirantisation** (spirant mutation), (PU kemmadur dre c’hwezhadenniñ, Fr. mutation spirante).
- **Provection** (hard mutation), (PU kemmadur dre galetaat, Fr. mutation durcissante).

The verbal particle o, which achieves the progressive forms of verbs and the conjunction ma ‘if’ trigger lenition except for k, p and t, while they trigger provection for d. This is why, traditionally, it is said that Breton has four types of mutations. The fourth type is a mixture of four cases of lenition (/g/ → /h/, /x/ or /χ/, /gw/ → /w/, /b/ → /v/, /m/ → /n/) and one of provection (/d/ → /t/); it is referred to as mixed mutations (PU kemmadur kemmesk, Fr. mutations mixtes). Since they are a mix of lenition (mainly) and provection, some authors (Cheveau 2007, 97, Goyat 2012, 130, Wmffre 2007, 575 et al.) more accurately refer to these cases of mutations as leniprovocation.

Of all the words and particles that trigger mutations, the vast majority trigger lenition. Only one word, [o] ho ‘your’ triggers provection in all cases in which it is possible,
namely for /g/, /gw/, /b/ and /d/ which harden to /k/, /kw/, /p/ and /t/. However, ho is a highly frequent word, particularly in BCB in which, like in modern English, the only form for second person pronouns and possessives, is the plural form. This means that ‘your’ is ho in all cases. In dialects in which the singular second person exists, the word for ‘your’ in the singular is da and it triggers lenition.

3.1.2.1 Non-orthographic or invisible mutations in BCB

These mutations are not orthographically noted, hence their qualification as invisible by Davalan who devotes five pages to them in his Breton textbook (2002b, 220–224). In BCB, the invisible mutations I have observed involve the following phonemes and changes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These changes involve voicing. However, /s/ is not only voiced to /z/, it can also mutate to /ʃ/.

In the case of the mutation from /s/ to /ʃ/, /ʃ/ can be described as a less occluded version of /s/. As both voicing and reduction of occlusion belong to the realm of lenition, I have included these mutations in the lenition and leniprovection sections in the paragraphs concerning the relevant triggers. They are marked out by the mention ‘[invisible mutation]’.

3.1.3 LENITION

Wmffre (1998, 11) describes lenition in a Central Breton dialect spoken in Plonevell near Karaez and related to BCB as having ‘the largest number of triggers’. My observation of BCB confirms that lenition is certainly the most common type of mutation. As such, it is well familiar to BCB native speakers as it is the mutation they most often observe. As they are familiar with lenition, they tend to over-use it and do so where, sometimes, other types of mutations are meant to apply in the speech of some older more competent speakers. If this creates an ambiguity, they address it by adding an extra determiner, such as a possessive pronoun, to the mutated word. When this happens seems to depend on the degree of frequency of the words involved. For example, in my environment, everyday conversation is not likely to regularly involve reference to someone’s head. So, while the correct forms for ‘his head’ and ‘her head’ respectively should be [ibɛn] e benn (lenition) and [ifɛn] he fenn (spirantisation), what, in practice is used by most speakers in either case is [ibɛn]. In either case, the possessives e and he are pronounced identically: [i]. As this could lead to confusion, the distinction between the two forms is achieved by adding [deʒ] dezhi (lit. ‘to her’) when referring to a woman and [deʒ] dezhan (lit. ‘to him’) when referring to a man. So, while it should be enough to say [ibɛn] for ‘his head’ and [ifɛn] for ‘her head’, in practice, what is heard (barring a few exceptions) is [ibɛn deʒ] he benn dezhi, lit. ‘her head to her’ for ‘her head’ and [ibɛn deʒ] e benn dezhan, lit. ‘his head to him’ for ‘his head.’ Whether and to what point this is indicative of a decline in the competence of current speakers of BCB resulting from a progressive loss of practice of their mother
tongue resulting from the passing away of other speakers around them, or whether it is a more ancient trend is a question that deserves researching. Reference to someone else’s father, however, is a more frequent occurrence in conversation. As a result, speakers are more familiar with the use of mutated forms of the word *tad* ‘father’. I have thus never heard */i dad deʃ/j for ‘her father’, but *[iʃe t]* (possibly *[i se d deʃ]/) *he zad / he zad dezhi* and *[i de t]* (possibly *[i deʃ deʃ]/) *e dad / e dad dezhañ* for ‘his father’.

3.1.3.1 Range of mutations through lenition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>gw/gw/ɡu</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>j</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>h/x/χ</td>
<td>v/w</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>z/ʃ</td>
<td>ʒ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that */f/, */s/ and */ʃ/ do not mutate every time it would be possible. Observance of their mutation is somewhat irregular.

3.1.3.2 Lenition triggers

— *[a]* a verbal particle

This particle is almost always omitted in speech since the mere observance of the mutation it triggers implies its presence and is sufficient for conveyance of meaning.

Examples:

(k → g, *kuzuñ→guzuñ*) *[a his ɡeː ato i ’asken]* ar c’hi-se a guz atav e askorn. ‘this dog always hides his bone’, ‘ce chien cache toujours son os’.

(p → b, *peg→beg*) *[diwal eː bek]* diwall eñ a beg. ‘watch out, he bites’.

(t → d, *tapo→dapo*) *[ˈdjuwəl, χi a ’depo o gwisket gabaz juː t]* diwall, c’hwi a dap o gwiskad gant ar bakh-yod ‘Be careful, you gonna get a hiding with the porridge stick’.

(gw/gw → v, *gwellout→well*) *[mɛ vel ne ’bɛmmʊ]* Me a well anezhi/anehañ bemdeiz ‘I see her/him/it every day’.

Note that *a*, verbal particle, does not trigger the lenition of *teu*, a conjugated form of *dont* ‘to come/to go’, as in:

*[ěː tɔ de vɛl ’hɛom o vɛʃ ʦe væn]*] *Eñ a teu da wellet ac’hanomp ur wech tre vare,* ‘he comes to see us once in a while’.

However, lenition of *teu* after *a* does occur in the fossilised expression *[a zjun a zo]* *ar sizhun a zeu*, ‘next week’.

— *[a]* a prepositional particle

* The verb *kuzuñ* ‘to hide’ is pronounced *[kɑːν]*. Its conjugated forms are based on that pronunciation, hence *[ɡeː]* in the example above. As a noun, however, *kuz* is pronounced *[ky z]*, as in the expression *[dɛe gʏ z]* *dre guz* ‘secretly, surreptitiously’, mentioned further on.
This prepositional particle is often omitted since the mutation it triggers implies its presence and is sufficient for conveyance of meaning.

Example:

(t → d, tu→du) [mēz dy geˈneʃ] me zo a du ganeoc’h ‘I agree with you’

— (a) **benn preposition** in the expression (a) benn sul, ‘on/this Sunday’

(s → j, sul msg.→ [ʃyːl] sul [invisible mutation]) [bɛnˈʃyːl] (A)-benn sul ‘on/this Sunday’.

— [a]/[aː] *ar definite article*: see ‘The indefinite article [o] ur and the definite article [a]/[aː]’ below.

— [de]/[de] *da preposition*. (Which is often omitted in speech if it is implied by the mutation of the next word)

Examples:

(gu → v, tu→du) [ɛd ɔn (de) veʃ ˈnēʃ] aet on da wellet anezhañ ‘I went to see him/it’.

(m → v, mùiɔc’h→viuɔc’h) [vy a vy or veŋ a veŋ] Da viuɔc’h a viuɔc’h ‘more and more’ ([vy] and [veŋ] are, of course, abbreviated forms of viuɔc’h pronounced either [ˈvyʃə] or [ˈveŋɪʃ] (sometimes by the same speaker).

(s → z, seminer→ [zemɪˈneːr] seminer [invisible mutation]) [kiˈnigst da zeˈmiːneːr kemˈpeɪ] Kinniget da Zeminer Kemper ‘Offered to the Kemper Seminary.’

— [de/de] *da verbal particle*

Example:

(d → z, denaŋ→zenaŋ) [a mɔx ˈbeʃ nɔ çɔˈwɔŋ də ˈzeʃna] Ar moc’h bihan o doa c’hoant da zenãñ ‘The piglets wanted to suckle.’

(f → v, frignal→[ˈveŋiʃær] frignal [invisible mutation]) [eʃ ve nim lake də veŋə tʃeɪd eˈzɔn] Eñ a oo en em lakeet da frignal treid ar sant ‘He started to gnaw off bits of the saint’s feet.’

(f → z, chom→ [ʒɔm] chom [invisible mutation]) [no ke çɔˈwɔŋ de ʒɔm baˈpeːr] n’en do ket c’hoant da chom e(-barzh) Paris ‘He’she did not want to stay/live in Paris’.

— [ˈdeu] *daou*

Examples:

(k → g, ki→gi) [nɔs ˈdeu ˈgi] E neus daou gi ‘He has two dogs’.

(g → h, goz→hoz) [møs ˈtepəl dju ˈho] E meus tapet div c’hoz ‘I caught two moles’.

(m → v, metr→vetr) [ˈdeu ˈvetr] Daou vetr ‘Two metres’.

(m → v, metrad→vetrad) [ˈdeu ˈvetrəˈt] Daou vetrad ‘Two metres’ (vet and vetˈrət are alternative forms).
— [djʊ] *div*

Examples:

\[(gw → v, gwεz→wεz) [djʊ veʃ] Div wεz ‘Twice’, ‘two times’.
(m → v, merc’h→verc’h) [djʊ veʃ] Div verc’h ‘two daughters’.

— [dœ] *dre* prep

Examples:

\[(d → z, dirak→zirak) [a ‘zaut ba’se: dœ zιweg en ti ’ke:a] Ar saout paseent dre zirak an ti kêr ‘the cows would go past the front of the townhall’.
Ex. (k → g, kuz→guz) [dœ no gwεt dœ gyːz] An dra en doa graet dre guz. ‘He did it (had done it) surreptitiously’.

— [i]/[œ] *e masculine 3· pers. sing. possessive*

Examples:

\[(p → b, paotr→baotr) [i boːt] e baotr ‘his boy/son’.
(b → v, buhez→vuhez) [ped i ’vɛt] e-pad e vuhez ‘during his life’.
(d → z, douar→zouar) [eʃ no lek ka’melje ba i ’zuæ tut] eŋ en doa lakaet kamelia (e-)barzh e zouar tout ‘he had planted camellias everywhere on his property’.

— The indefinite article [o] *ur* and the definite article [a]/[œ’] trigger lenition of singular feminine nouns and of plural masculine nouns referring to persons

Examples:

\[(k → g, krampouezhenn fsg.– grampouezhenn) [ɔ/a guːm’pweŋ] ur/ar grampouezhenn ‘A/the crêpe’.
(p → b, paotred mpl.–baotred) [a boːt] ar baotred ‘the men/boys’.
(t → d, tud mpl.–dud) [tɛn dy] an dud ‘(the) people’.
(g → h, goz fsg.–c’hɔz) [o ho] ur c’hɔz ‘a mole’.
(gw → w, gwastr mpl.–wastr) [o / aʊ wesl bœːs] ur/ar wastred bras ‘A/the Breton cake’.

— Exceptions to lenition after articles
- Although it does not refer to persons, the masculine plural noun ['meːɲ] mein ‘stones’ is lenited when following the definite article ar.
  (m → v, mein→vein) [ɛ:veːɲ] ar vein ‘the stones’.

- Although saout ‘cattle’ is neither a feminine singular nor a masculine plural noun (it is etymologically derived from the masculine singular Late Latin word soldum ‘money’), it undergoes lenition.
  (s → z, saout→['zaut] saout [invisible mutation]) [ɛ: 'zaut] ar saout ‘the cattle’.
  This also applies to sadorn ‘Saturday’.
  (s → z, sadorn→['zaŋn] sadorn, sul→[zyl] sul [invisible mutations]) [deː 'zaŋn a deː zyl] d’ar sadorn ha d’ar sul ‘on Saturday and Sunday.’

- Note that nouns starting with d are preceded by articles ending in n (the definite article [ˈɑn]/[ɛn] an and the indefinite article un, realised [ɔn], [ən] or [øn]). These nouns do not mutate.

- Although plac’h ‘girl’ is feminine singular, it does not mutate after articles or any other mutation trigger: [ɛˈplax] ar plac’h ‘the girl’.

— [næː⁸] en ur verbal particle

(b → v, bale(añ)→vale(añ) [eː zo kweːt næː vele daː pœs] Eñ zo kouezhet en ur vale d’ar puñs. ‘He fell while walking to the well’.

— [gwall] gwall adv. ‘very, awfull(y), great(ly)’

Examples:

(k → g, kaner→ganer) [eː zo o gwel ‘gōːn⁸] Eñ zo ur gwall ganer. ‘He is a great singer’.
(p → b, pinvidig→binvidig) [neke gwal bin’viːdik] n’eo ket gwall binvidig. ‘He/she is not very rich’.
(t → d, teo→deo) [gwel deo jo eːt] Gwall deo eo aet. ‘He/she’s got awfully fat’.

— ['ɑnte]/['ɑtʃ]/[ɑːtːɔx] hanter adv. ‘half’

Example:

(s → z, sot→[zot] sot [invisible mutation]) ['ɑtʃzoːt] hanter sot. (lit. ‘half-stupid/crazy’), ‘nuts, crazy’, ‘cinglé’.

— [ma] ma conj. ‘if’

— See Henry (1900, 239)
Examples:

(p → b, pediñ→bediñ) [ma 'be:dit me:t, due ʃi'lewo] Ma bedit mat, Doue ho selaouo. ‘If you pray well, God will listen to you’.

(gw → v, gwalc’hiñ→walc’hiñ) [me ʃɛʁit ked o 'tawæn', poke duweð de zɔn 'zi:be] Ma walc’hit ket ho tawarn, po ket droed da zont da zrebiñ ‘If you don’t wash your hands, you won’t be allowed to come and eat’.

(b → v, bez→vez) [me ʃeɾ ah ke gw ɛt i 'zɛtɔ, eʃ a vɔ:s] Ma vezér ket graet e [zɛtɔ], eŋ a voŋ. ‘If he doesn’t get his way, he sulks’.

(d → z, debriñ→zebriñ) [ma 'zibɛt ked o le 'gy:maʃ, po ke 'diːse] Ma zebriñ ket ho legumaj, po ket dessert. ‘If you don’t eat your vegetables, you won’t have dessert’, ‘Si tu manges pas tes légumes, t’auras pas de dessert’.

— [ne] ne verbal particle

Example:

(k → g, kanañ→ganañ) [ne gɔŋ ke bɛo] Ne gan ket brav ‘He/she does not sing well’, ‘Il/elle ne chante pas bien’.

— [(ŋ)ne/ni/ne] an hini pronoun (when representing a feminine noun)

Example:

(gu → v, gwen→wen) [nɛ ven] an hini wenn ‘the (f.) white one’, ‘la blanche’.

— [e] re adverb ‘very’

Example:

(m → v, mat→vat) [gɔpɾenɔ ke veɾɔ:t] ne gomprenan ket re vat ‘I do not understand very well/I don’t quite understand’, ‘Je ne comprends pas très bien’.

— [e] re pronoun ‘the ones’

Examples:

(b → v, bihan→vihan) [aɾe veɾŋ] ar re vihan ‘the little ones’, ‘les petits’.

(k → g, kichen→gichen) [aɾe 'giʃəŋ] ar re gichen ‘the neighbours’, ‘les voisins’.

— Lenition in adjectives

Lenition can also occur in adjectives or adjective-like nouns following feminine singular nouns and masculine plural nouns referring to people.

Examples:

I have not been able to identify a PU form for the word [zɛtɔ]. It may be a derivative of the informal preposition deuzoutañ ‘to him’, pronounced [døzuto] or [zuto].
(k → g, kein→gein) [ɔ pwän geˈn] ur poan-gein ‘a back-ache’, ‘un mal de dos’.
(b → v, bras→vras) [tyt vʁe sl] tud vras ‘big people, adults’.
(b → v, bihan→vihan) [ˈmɛŋ vɛŋ] merenn vihan ‘afternoon snack’.
(gw → v, gwerc’hîn→werc’hîn) [ɔ stɔ ˈvɛkɛn ko] ur stèr werc’hîn kouez ‘a washhouse by the side of a creek or fed by a rivulet’.
(m → v, maro→varo) [ɛm ˈvɛro] ar re varo ‘the dead’.

When an adjective follows the pronoun [(ɔ)nɛ/ni/ne] hini ‘(the) one’, it mutates according to the gender of what hini represents.

Example:

( k→ g, kreīv→greīv) [nɛ ˈɡweɔ] an hini greīv ‘the strong one (f)’

— Exceptions to lenition in adjectives

- Although saout ‘cows, cattle’ undergoes lenition after the definite article, it is not always lenited when used as an adjective.

(s → z, saout→[ˈʁɔt] saout [invisible mutation]) [e ˈʁɔt] ar saout ‘the cows’.
(s → s, saout→[ˈzɔt] saout [invisible mutation]) [ɔ po ˈzɔt] ur paot-saout ‘a cow-herd, an electric fence’ (lit. ‘a boy-cow’). However, [ɔ po ˈzɛut] is also heard.

- The plural noun mein ‘stones’ undergoes lenition when qualifying what is probably the masculine singular noun gwele ‘bed’ in the toponym Gulvain (Edern), formerly spelt Gwilevein, Gulevein or Gueuleveaine. Thus, this toponym, in which the segment vein undoubtedly means ‘stones’, possibly means ‘bed of stones’.

(m → v, mein→vein) [ɡʁiˈveɲ] Gulvein/Gulvain.

- The plural of tad, tadoù ‘fathers’ does not undergo lenition.

[ɔn ˈtɛːdu] an tadoù ‘the fathers’.

- The s of the word si ‘fault’ does not mutate.

[ˈdəʊ si] daou si ‘two faults’.

- The masculine singular word troad ‘foot/leg of furniture’ is not only lenited after daou ‘two’, but also after tri ‘three’, pewar ‘four’ and nav ‘nine’, thus:


3.1.4 SPIRANTISATION

In spite of the tendency described previously, for lenition to override other types of mutations, spirantisation remains largely in use in BCB.

3.1.4.1 Range of mutations through spirantisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To</td>
<td>h(\chi)</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that speakers from the south-eastern parts of Canton Briec (Langolen, Landudal and Gulvain) generally produce [x] or [\chi] where speakers from the rest of the Canton produce [h].

3.1.4.2 Spirantisation triggers.

— [me/mi] ma 1st pers. sg. possessive, [i]/[e] he 3rd pers. sg. f. possessive and [o] o 3rd pers. pl. possessive generally trigger spirantisation in all cases. Some native speakers, however, show some hesitation between spirantising /k/ to /h/ or leniting it to /g/ in some words after ma, while others decidedly mutate /k/ to /g/ after it. For example, I have heard both [me huam’pwen] and [me guam’pwen] (ma c’hrampouezhenn, ma grampouezhenn) from MTB for ‘my crêpe’, while MC is intent on [me huam’pwen] and TLD unhesitatingly produces [me guam’pwen] as well as [me ge’mi\text{\`e}n] (ma gamion) ‘my truck’. AH says [me guam’pwen] as unhesitatingly.

The following examples show normal observance, by all my informants, of spirantisation after [me] and [i]:

(k → h, kof→ chof) [lën e me’ho-f] (lit. full is my belly) leun eo ma c’hof ‘my tommy is full’, ‘mon ventre est plein’.
(p → f, paotr→ faotr) [me fo t] ma faotr ‘my boy’ and [i fo t] he faotr ‘her boy’. However, [me bo t] (lenition) is also heard.
(p→ f, penn→ fenn) [me fen] ma fenn ‘my head’
(t → s, tad→ zad) [me sa t] ma zad ‘my father’ and [i se t] he zad ‘her father’, ‘son père (à elle)’.
(t → s, tal→ zal) [me sel] ma zal ‘my forehead’, ‘mon front’.
(t → s/z, ti→ zi) [me si] ma zi ‘my house’and [i zi] he zi ‘her house’.
(t → s, tok→ zok) [me sok] ma zok ‘my hat’, [i sok] he zok ‘her hat’.
(t→ s, traou→ sraou) [me suau] ma zraou ‘my things’, [i suau] he zraou ‘her things’.
(t → s, tro→ zro) [nô ke be va o suc de] (lit. not am not been on their surround to-them) n’on ket bet war o zro, dehe ‘I did not look after them’, ( Fr. ‘je ne me suis pas occupé d’eux’).
(s → 3, soñj→[3\text{\`e}3] soñj [invisible mutation]) [dâm 3\text{\`e}3] da ma soñj ‘according to me.’

While [o] o is a trigger of spirantisation, it has largely fallen into disuse in BCB (potential reasons for this are discussed in Morphology 4.1.2.3.2 Homophonous and
near-homophonous possessive adjectives) and it is routinely replaced by a periphrastic expression using the preposition da or it is sometimes reinforced by the addition of the preposition da after it.

Examples:

[a ˈzaut də] ar saout dezhe ‘their cows’.
[o zi də] o zi dezhe ‘their house’.

Ma, when used as pronoun, can trigger spirantisation of the initial consonant of a verb in the expression:

[dɔd e me ˈhau] deut eo (da) ma c’haout lit. ‘come is (to) me find’ for ‘He came over to (talk to) me.’

— The indefinite article [o] ur and the definite article [ɐ]/[ɐʁ] trigger spirantisation of /k/ to /h/ (or /x/ or /χ/ in Langolen, Landudal and Gulg) in masculine singular nouns and in plural nouns other than masculine nouns representing persons.

(k → h, kole→c’hole) [oˈhoːle] ur c’hole ‘a young bull’.
(k → h, kostezioù→c’hostezioù) [ɐhˈχɔstju] ar c’hostezioù ‘the sides’

— [5n] hon and [oʰ]/[o] hor 1st pers. pl. possessives are given in grammar books and textbooks as triggers of spirantisation (though hor only triggers spirantisation of /k/). However, spirantisation after [5n] is sometimes replaced by lenition. In addition [5n]/[oʰ] hon/hor have largely fallen into disuse in BCB and are routinely replaced by a periphrastic expression using the preposition da ((potential reasons for this are discussed in Morphology 4.1.2.3.2 Homophonic and near-homophonous possessive adjectives.

Examples of sentences with [5n], [o] and [oʰ] I have come across in natural conversation:

[a ʁeˈjazɛn oˈhifɛn] ar re a zo en hor c’hichen ‘the people next door (to us)’
[5n ti] hon ti ‘our house’
[5n teç] hon tad ‘our father’
[oʰ bʊʁˌe] hor breur ‘our brother,

Examples given by Le Scao (1945, 168) and confirmed by native speakers:

[5n ˈtejaɾ] hon tier ‘our houses’
[oʰ hɛ ɣɛn] hor c’herent ‘our parents’
[oʰ byˈgele] hor bugale ‘our children’
[oʰ pɛ k] hor park ‘our field’

[ˈdau hɑ̃]/[ˈdau hɑ̃] daou c’hant ‘two hundred’
[ˈtɛl ɪ hɑ̃] tri c’hant ‘three hundred’ etc.

— **Family names sometimes undergo spirantisation** when following a first name, as in:

[maˈʒ ɛ ˈmə] Marie Quéré
[maˈlu ˈho] Marie-Louise Le Goff. ([maˈlu ˈho] is also heard).

### 3.1.5 **PROVÉCTION**

Only one word, [o] ho ‘your’ triggers provection in all cases in which it is possible. However, ho is a highly frequent word in BCB in which, like in modern English, there is only one form for second person possessive, whether singular or plural. This means that ‘your’ is ho in all cases contrary to the dialects in which the singular second person exists. In those dialect the word for ‘your’ in the singular is da, which triggers lenition.

#### 3.1.5.1 Range of mutations through provection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>gu</th>
<th>gw</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>ku</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

(g → k, gar→kar) [o kaʰ] ho kar ‘your leg’.
(gu → ku, gwin→kwin) [o kuɛn] ho kwin ‘your wine’.
(gu → ku, gwerenn→kwerenn) [o ˈkwerɛn] ho kwerenn ‘your glass’.
(gw → kw, gwele→kwele) [koz doˈkwele] kerzh (en) dro d’ho kwele ‘go back to (your) bed’.
(b → p, bro→pro) ['pəse mod a ja be o pɾo] peseurt mod a ya (e-)barzh ho pro ‘how are things in your country’.
(d → t, dent→tent) [o teⁿ] ho tent ‘your teeth’.

As in the case of spirantisation after ma, when used as pronoun, o can trigger provection of the initial consonant of the verb in the expression:

[dœd ʋ ˈkeŭ] deut eo d’ho kaou lit. ‘come is to you find’ for ‘He came over to (talk to) you.’

Ho triggers an invisible mutation from /s/ to /ʃ/ in the initial consonant of the word soɲi, in the expression [dɔ ʃɔ] d’ho soɲi ‘according to you’. This, however, seems to be a case of provection from /ʒ/ to /ʃ/, rather than a case of lenition of /s/ to /ʃ/, as, in practice, the word /sɔʒ/ is rarely heard in an unmutated form (practically only as an imperative). What is heard, instead, are the words [zɔ] in [o zɔ] ur soɲi ‘a thought’ and [ʒɔ] in expressions such as [dɔm ʒɔ] da me soɲi ‘according to me’ and [de ʒɔ] ‘according to him/her.”
3.1.6 LENIPROVECTION (MIXED MUTATION)

The verbal particle *o*, which marks the progressive forms of verbs and the conjunction *ma* ‘if’ trigger lenition except for *k*, *p* and *t*, while they trigger provection of */d/ to */t/ and occasionally of */gw/ to */f/.

3.1.6.1 Range of phonemes concerned by leniprovection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>g gw b m d s j</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To</td>
<td>h v/f v v t z 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leniprovection only affects verbs.

3.1.6.2 Leniprovection trigger

— *[o]* *o* verbal particle expressing the progressive aspect of an action. Note that *o* is more often implied than expressed is speech.

Examples:

(d → t, *degouezhout*→*tegouezhout*) [mām ]ys† o ti’gueo e° ‘ge:**emaomp just o tegouezhout er gër. ‘we have just arrived home’.

(gw → v, *gwelc’hiñ*→*welc’hiñ*) [me ]ve xe e be’ tajɛu] emañ o welc’hiñ ar bêtaillère, ‘he is washing the cattle trailer’.

Note, however, that *o* does not trigger lenition of */s/ in:

[me ]sel døz ān ’tele] *Eman o sellet diouzh an tele* ‘He is watching television’

3.1.7 Homophonous triggers

While perusing the lists of triggers of the three types of mutations above, one might have noticed that some mutation triggers are homophones. These words are *e* and *he*, both pronounced [i] or, more rarely [e] and *hor* ‘our’, *ho* ‘your’, *o* ‘their’ and *ur* ‘a’ (art.) which can all be pronounced *[o]*, though *hor* is also likely to be pronounced [o°]. As this can create confusion, strategies have evolved to differentiate the above possessives through other means than their original pronunciation. This is done in particular by expressing possession through the use of personal forms of the preposition *da* ‘to’, as in:

- *[e] vy’g:le dōm] ar vugale deomp ‘our children’, lit. ‘the children to us’.
- *[ān ]dowa’h dōm] an douar deomp ‘our land’, lit. ‘the land to us’.
- *[e] mām djōm] ar mamm deomp ‘our mother’, lit. ‘the mother to us’.
- *[e] he:zek djōm] ar c’hezek deomp ‘our horses’, lit. ‘the horses to us’.

Note that both [dōm] and [djōm] are heard.
It must be noted however that with regard to children and parents, BCB speakers are more likely express a connection of that nature without using possessives and simply say [eː ˈvyˈɡo ˈle] ar vugale instead of ar vugale deomp and [mɔm] instead of ar mamm deomp.

The distinction between [i]/[e] feminine and [i]/[e] masculine results from the fact that the former triggers spirantisation (noted S below), which only affects [k, p, t] whereas the latter triggers lenition (noted L below), which concerns [k, p, t, g, gw, gw/gu, b, m, d, s, f] as in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[po t]</th>
<th>paotr ‘boy’</th>
<th>[tet] tadj ‘father’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[i bo t] ‘his boy’ (L)</td>
<td>[i ded] ‘his father’ (L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i fo t] ‘her boy’ (S)</td>
<td>[i set] ‘her father’ (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[tok] tok ‘hat’</td>
<td>[mam] mamm ‘mother’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i do k] ‘his hat’ (L)</td>
<td>[i vam] ‘his mother’ (L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i so k] ‘her hat’ (S)</td>
<td>[i mam] ‘her mother’ (Ø)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distinction between the homophonous determiners in the 2nd person (singular and plural) ho and of the 3rd person plural o, results from the fact that the former triggers provection (noted P below), which affects [g, gw, gw/gu, b, d], whereas the latter triggers spirantisation, which affects [k, p, t].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[bɔbɔ] breur ‘brother’</th>
<th>[ti] ti ‘house’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[o pɔbɔ] ‘your brother’ (P)</td>
<td>[o ti] ‘your house’ (Ø)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[o bɔbɔ] ‘their brother’ (Ø)</td>
<td>[o si] ‘their house’ (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[te d] tadj ‘father’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[o te d] ‘your father’ (P)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[o se d] ‘their father’ (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 1st pers. pl. possessive determiner [o³] hor, however, is not only near a homophone of its 2nd and 3rd persons counterparts, it is also a near homophone of the indefinite article [o] (ar). Similarly, [ɔn] hon is a homophone of indefinite article un(an) when the latter is pronounced [ɔn] (it can also be pronounced [æn]). In addition, both [o] (their) and [o³] (‘our’, sometimes also pronounced [o]) trigger the spirantisation of k, which reduces the possibility of distinguishing one from the other when they occur in front of a word starting with that consonant.

As a result, there are possibilities of confusion in the expression of possession in the 1st pers. pl. and in the 3rd pers. pl. if this distinction relies only on the difference between [o] and [o³]. If we take, as an example, the use of these determiners to express the possession of a truck, the sentence for ‘their truck’ and the hypothetical sentence for ‘our truck’ would be almost identical in sound, being respectively: [o heˈmiʃan] and (hypothetically) [o³ heˈmiʃan]. The same would apply for [o ˈbɔbɔ] ‘their brother’ and the hypothetical sentence [o³ ˈbɔbɔ] ‘our brother’.

This is likely to account for the fact that 1st pers. pl. possessives hon and hor which are given in grammars (kervella 1976, 430, Favereau 1992, xiii) textbooks (Kerrain 2008, 76, Davallan 2002b, 253) and even in Le Scao’s dictionary (1945, 10 and 168) as the

*Note that the most common pronunciation of paotr, among my informant is with [ɔ], in particular following articles, but the vowel goes to [o] following the 1- and 3- person possessives.
1st pers. pl. determiners are, in fact, very rarely used by BCB speakers, except in a few cases, for example in [5n te d] hon tad ‘our father’, which as the oft-repeated first two words of the Lord’s Prayer may be considered a fossilized expression. This is why I used the words ‘hypothetical’ and ‘hypothetically’ in the previous paragraph, as neither [oʰ he’miʃən] nor [oʰ ‘bʊə⁹] are sentences likely to pass the lips of current speakers of BCB. What is said, instead is: [e he’miʃən dɔm] ar c’hamion deomp ‘our truck’ and [e ‘vʊə⁹ dɔm] ar veur deomp ‘our brother’, as well as [o he’miʃən dɔm], [o ‘vʊə⁹ dɔm] and [o ‘bʊə⁹ dɔm].

3.2 Linking and Intrusive Consonants.

Unless there is a consensus that morphophonology is the exclusive domain of initial consonant mutations, which does not appear to me to be the case, it seems that descriptions of the following two phenomena, that is to say the use of linking and intrusive consonants and the contraction of zo into /s/ or /z/ after vowels (see next section) have their place in this chapter.

3.2.1. Introduction

The speech of BCB speakers presents a pervasive, consistent and predictable occurrence of consonants, placed at the juncture of words, which, for the most part, has no equivalent in the orthography and can therefore be described as intrusive. These consonants appear to play a role in linking sounds.

Given that they affect the morphology of words and that they appear to be underpinned, at least in part, by phonological factors, as is the case with consonant mutations, it seems appropriate to classify them under morphophonology.

This phenomenon affects the aspect of words so considerably that it is critical to be aware of it and understand its conditions of occurrence, in order to understand native speech and emulate it so as to be understood when conversing with native speakers. The purpose of this section is therefore to document this pervasive feature of the language, report it and draw attention to it lest it fall into oblivion with the passing of the last native speakers of the language.

3.2.2 Terminology

The first term I considered in order to describe these consonants was *epenthetic*. This term implies ‘The insertion of a segment into a word in a position in which no segment was previously present.’ (Trask 1996, 287). The consonants discussed here, however appear at the boundary of words and not in the words.

A second possibility was to resort to terminology used for a similar and pervasive phenomenon in French, whereby three consonants t, l and s⁹ are routinely inserted in official orthography as in speech, between a word ending in a vowel and a word starting with one. Such consonants are often termed *consonnes euphoniques* or *consonnes antihiatus*. The lack of accuracy and the potential aesthetic bias implied by the word *euphonique* ‘euphonic’ however, preclude its use in a scientific context. As to the

---

* Examples are: Va-t-en!Les choses que l’on voit, mangez-en (the imperative form of *manger* does not have an s in isolation or when occurring in front of a consonant).
second term (*anti-hiatus*), the reality of the role of these consonants in hiatus avoidance is debatable as argued by Morin (2005) and we will see further on, that adjunction of non-orthographic consonants in Breton utterances occurs in situations in which hiatus seems unlikely to be a factor.

I also considered terming these consonants *liaison consonants,* but liaison implies the resurgence of disused consonants and it is not the case here except, possibly, for /ʁ/.

In the end, the case of what is known as the ‘linking and intrusive r’ (Broadbent 1991, 281, Trask 1996, 444 and 396 respectively) in non-rhotic English seemed to offer the most similarities with the phenomenon discussed hereafter insofar as the consonants concerned are, as we will see, mostly neither justified by etymology nor acknowledged orthographically (as is the case with intrusive r) and fit the definition of linking as given by Trask (1996, 444): ‘Any segment which is absent in words pronounced in isolation but which is present in certain circumstances in connected speech’.

It is in the light of the above that I decided to term these consonants *linking and intrusive consonants* at least until a better term is suggested.

3.2.3 Extent of this analysis

With regard to the underlying causes of the use of these consonants, they appear to be rather complex and to depend on a range of factors, including etymology, the analysis of which would rather justify a series of articles or a thesis on its own. What follows is therefore a collection of facts which would probably justify, at the minimum, a different classification as some are possibly unrelated or related to other factors unknown to me. I will consequently only make limited suggestions as to what the factors causing them might be. To what extent the use of these consonants can be seen as part of the phonological system of BCB or as a manifestation of independent strategies developed by its speakers remains to be determined.

3.2.4 Awareness by native speakers

A striking discovery I made in my investigation of this phenomenon is that users of the language themselves are barely aware of the phenomenon discussed in the following pages.

One informant, YLD, who was, at the same time familiar with written Breton and attached to the correctness of the Breton spoken in his family outright denied using the forms described hereafter. He then tried to justify them in implausible ways (Noyer 2014, 83), before finally admitting to using them when confronted with the evidence (Noyer 2014, 92). This demonstrates how even pervasive traits of a language can go undetected and are therefore at risk of being overlooked unless documented.

---

*Hiatus* is meant here as ‘the occurrence of two consecutive vowels forming separate syllables, as in *Leo, skiing, lower* or *playoff.*’ (Trask 1996, 367).

*Liaison*, as defined by Grevissé (2011, § 41) ‘is that which occurs when a final consonant which is normally mute in a word, ends up being articulated in a syntagma if the following word commences with a vowel.’ (La liaison c’est le fait qu’une consonne finale, muette dans un mot pris isolément, s’articule dans un syntagme quand le mot qui suit commence par une voyelle). Details on the term *syntagma* are given in Laver (1994, 39).
3.2.5 Linking consonants encountered in BCB

These consonants can be categorised in terms of whether they are reflected in orthography or not. /n/ belongs to both categories.

3.2.5.1 Linking consonants acknowledged in official orthography

Certain linking consonants used in BCB are acknowledged in KLT orthography. These consonants are:

— /g/ in hag preceding vowels (ur paotr hag ur plac’h, [ɔ pot ag ɔ plαχ] ‘a boy/man and a girl’).
— /l/ of which there is sometimes a hint at the end of the definite article al preceding words starting with l (al loen kezeg [aːlˈɔn ˈkeːzː] ‘the horse’).
— /n/ in definite article an and in indefinite article un preceding words starting with a vowel or an n (an offerenn [a ɔ ˈfeːɛn] ‘mass’, an nor [ɔn ˈnoːr] ‘the door’, un alouarn [ɔnəˈluɑ̃ / ɔn aˈluɑ̃] ‘a potato’).
— /n/ in the word warn used to decline numbers between twenty and thirty, as in: Unan warn-ugent ‘twenty-one’. This /n/ is a fossilised remnant of the definite article an formerly preceding ugent (lit. ‘score, set of twenty’).

3.2.5.1.1 The case of /g/

It is worth mentioning that while /g/ is only used in connection with the linking of ha to a following word starting with a vowel, in BCB it is sometimes used on its own as a result of apheresis of the word hag. In this case, it implies hag which is no longer present in the sentence. An example is [ˈnɛ ʊɡ ˈgyːɡ] (nav eur hag ugent ‘9:20’) in which the /g/ of hag has moved from a liaising role between ha and ugent to one between eur and ugent. This applies to all time-telling involving twenty minutes past the hour.

3.2.5.1.2 The case of /l/

Note that this phenomenon is also discussed in 4.1.2.1.1 Combination of gant with the definite article.

Two cases of non-correspondence between BCB and PU involving [l] will be discussed here. The first one is when [l] is combined in BCB with preposition [ge] (KLT gant, meaning ‘with’ or ‘by’). An /l/ is often placed after this preposition when [ge] precedes a word starting with a vowel. An example is the phrase [gelan ˈal] for PU gant unan all ‘with another’. This sentence may seem strange, yet it is exactly what some BCB speakers say, while ‘with the other one’ is rendered [ɡaɲe ˈal] standing for gant an hini al.

Note that although the indefinite article ul is known to speakers of BCB it is not used and the indefinite article preceding words starting with /l/ is [ɔl]/[ɔ]. This is also discussed in 4.1.2.1 Articles.

Note, however, that an nor is often realised as [ɔn ˈɔːʁ] and for a number of BCB speakers (as well indeed as speakers of other central Breton dialects) the word for ‘door’ is or and not dor. Thus, they may say ‘or an ti’ (in BCB [ɔr ɔn ti]) instead of ‘dor an ti’ for ‘the door of the house’. 
The preposition *gant* is otherwise systematically rendered as [ge] by BCB speakers, regardless of whether a vowel or consonant follows. Thus [ge me ː se t] *gant ma zad* ‘with my father’ is as acceptable as [ge o ˈpãə] *gant ur paner* ‘with a basket’, in spite of the hiatus present in the sequence [ge o]. *Gant unan all* can also be realised [gen œn ˈal] by some speakers.

While addition of [l] after [ge] before a vowel is a phenomenon of fairly limited scope, it is by no means insignificant. It is reminiscent of the use of *l* for liaison in literary French in the sequence *que l’on* in such a sentence as [skɔlo ʃe] *ce que l’on sait* ‘what one knows’.

Other examples:

[hi zo ɗ:title ʃe vel ˈhɑ̃ gel ˈewɛn] *He zo deuet da wellet ac’hanon gant Ewen,* ‘She came to visit me with Ewen (boy’s name).’

[maj be kepa ge ˈli ˈχwɑ̃ ˈue: ze] *Emañ-he e-barzh Kemper gant he c’hoarezed,* ‘She is in Kemper with her sisters.’

A further example of replacement in-between vowels of an orthographically justified [*n*] by an [l] occurs in the case of the third person singular form of the verb *kaout* ‘to have’ in the present tense. This form, orthographically noted as *e neus* in PU, is pronounced [*ˈnɔs*]. Many speakers however render it as [*ˈlɔs*] as in:

[maʁte zɛ na ˈrɛn ˈʃe ˈnu ˈsɛ:] *Marteze e neus reson* ‘maybe he is right’.

[e ˈlɔs ɔ bu ˈzɔnɛk ˈgwele kvi ˈχɛ] *eŋ neus ur brezhoneg gwelloc’h evit ma hini* ‘his Breton is better than my own’.

[ɛ ˈlɔs kɔ ˈzɛ:t bu ˈzɔnɛk ˈkelo s ˈmeŋja vi ˈdɛŋ] *eŋ, neus kozeet brezhoneg kalz muioc’h evidon* ‘he has spoken Breton much more than I’.

### 3.2.5.1.3 The case of *n* and /n/

While in *an oferenn* [e no ˈfeːn] ‘[the] mass’ and *un alouarn* [e ˈna lœːn] ‘a potato’ *n* (in *an* and *un*) occurs intervocically and therefore seems to operate as a mere hiatus resolution device, so much cannot be said in the case of *an nor*, [oŋ ‘noː] ‘the door’ and even less so in the case of [oŋ ‘noː] for *an eur* in the sentence [nɔkɛpe ed dãŋ ˈnoː] *n’oc’h ket paeet d’an eur* ‘You are not paid by the hour (so, you have no reason to hurry)’. Wmﬀre (1998, 13) explains the change from *dor* to *nor* as the only remnant of *‘an obsolete’* though *‘once common’* mutation after the article. While the mutation from *dor* to *nor* is an archaic remnant of a former nasal mutation of *d* after *m* (Falc’hun 1950, 97-98), this is naturally not the case of [oŋ ‘noː] *an eur* ‘an hour’. Yet, the morphological change from *dor* to *nor* after articles resembles the change seemingly resulting from gemination, which occurs in [oŋ ‘noː]. A confirmation that this possible case of gemination exists of BCB is the toponym signposted Poull an Noch’ near Briec, which BCB speakers give unequivocally as

---

* This is an unusual realisation of *hini* by RP, more commonly pronounced [χwɛ] amongst my informants.
* Note that the segment -och in *Noch* is a mere spelling mistake. It should be -oc’h.
meaning ‘La Mare du Verrat’, ‘The Pool of the Boar’. Since the word for ‘boar’ is *oc’h* and not *noc’h*, this phrase, which should be written *poull an oc’h*, seems to be another example of the same phenomenon as that which causes *an eur* to be pronounced [\(\text{ân } \text{'nø}%\)].

It is worth noting that gemination is actually pervasive in the closest neighbouring language to Breton, namely Paris French (as spoken, in any case, by my family and myself) in the case of \[l\]. Examples: [\(\text{atø } \text{kʒə } \text{lə } \text{trap}\)] for *attends que je l’attrape* or [\(\text{tyl } \text{lə } \text{vy}\)] for *tu l’as vu?* [\(\text{ʃə } \text{lə } \text{e}\)] for *je l’ai*.

Explaining the pronunciation of *an eur* as [\(\text{ǎn } \text{ˈnø}%\)] would require a study of the interaction of the sounds present in the words of which this expression is made. Factors other than gemination could be at play: could an assimilation of [\(\text{ǎn } \text{ˈnø}%\)] an *eur* to an *nor* be a possibility? Though the nasal mutation at play in *an nor* is no longer productive, it is after all a common utterance which has the potential to influence speakers.

However, non-orthographic /\(n\)/ appears far more pervasively outside of gemination-like phenomena as in the following examples.

### 3.2.5.1.4 List of examples of the use of non-orthographic /\(n\)/

These examples include those mentioned in the transcript excerpts seen in the previous pages and a few more:

1) — [\(\text{anmaʃi } \text{neme}\)] *Anne-Marie ha me* ‘Anne-Marie and me’.

2) — [\(\text{hi } \text{ɡməν } \text{ɭə } \text{dəxe}\)] *hi a gomând an dra-se* ‘she has control over this’.

3) — [\(\text{øwə } \text{na } \text{məhøn } \text{ɭøu } \text{təəne}\)] *Laurent ha ma-unan dav derc’hel anezhi* ‘Laurent and I had to hold her’.

4) — [\(\text{me } \text{ne } \text{we}\)] *me a oo / me (eo) an hini a oo* ‘It was me/I’.

5) — [\(\text{áhə } \text{me } \text{me}\)] *amañ emən / amañ an hini emən* ‘It is here’.

6) — [\(\text{ne } \text{ke } \text{ge } \text{zɛt } \text{na } \text{vəv } \text{ən ’dəy } \text{ɭəməe}\)] *n’eo ket gant ar sec’h e varv an dud amañ* ‘People do not die because of droughts here’.

7) — [\(\text{e } \text{pəd } \text{əd’ənəd}\)] [\(\text{e } \text{pəd } \text{ən } \text{ɭənə}\)] *e-pad an hañv* ‘during summer’.

8) — [\(\text{xʊ } \text{ne } \text{bez } \text{zə}\)] for *c’hwi a bæz se*, ‘you are paying for this.

### 3.2.5.1.5 Discussion of the above examples

Examples 1 to 3: The phonological context of these examples is rather straightforward. In these examples [\(n\)] appears intervocally where there would otherwise be a hiatus. An observation of BCB shows that hiatuses that would occur if ZH orthography was

---

\* I must, however, remind the reader that *an nor* is also realised [\(\text{ən } \text{’nø}%\)], not always [\(\text{ən } \text{’nø}%\)].
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the basis for pronunciation, are overwhelmingly resolved. This is done in various ways, including through addition of an [n]. The potential hiatuses and resolutions in examples 1 to 3 are respectively: [i e] → [ine / ine], [ʕ a] → [ʕna].

Examples 4 and 5: In the context of these examples, there is a possibility that [ne], stands for the demonstrative pronoun / emphatic relative particle an hini, which can be pronounced [ne] in BCB. In fact, one informant, YLD, considers that the role of [ne] is to emphasize a statement. This has to be the case in [ˈmɛˌnɛwɛ] in which [ne] clearly plays the role of a demonstrative or emphatic particle. [ˈmɛˌnɛwɛ] could not merely mean I was followed by the rest of a sentence, as this would be said [mɛˈva]. The evolution of an hini theoretically pronounced /ˈnini/ into [ne] is very plausible and broadly recognised.

Drawing a conclusion from the case of [ne] in [həm neme] is more difficult. In my experience, contexts in which the expression is used do not involve insistence or emphasis. It is a mere statement of fact: it is here. Emphasis, as in French c’est bien ici ‘it is indeed here, it sure is here’ would be achieved rather by tonal stress on amañ and complete enunciation of both syllables of the word, thus: [ˈɑˈmɛˌnɛmɛ] or [ˈɑmɛˌnɛmɛ]. It is more than likely that the role of [n] of [neme] is to resolve the hiatus between the two neighbouring vowels in amañ emañ. Here it is necessary to specify, for readers unfamiliar with Breton, that there is no [n] sound whatsoever in the pronunciation of amañ or emañ in either Peurunvan or BCB.

In addition, though in ZH orthography, the vowels of the word amañ are /e/ and /ə/ (ˈemə)/, they are [ə] and [e] (ˈəmə) in BCB pronunciation. One must keep in mind, though, that emañ is pronounced [me] in BCB. There is therefore no hiatus in the BCB pronunciation of amañ + emañ ([ˈɑˌmæ]+[ˌmɛ]). However, amañ is more often than not pronounced [həm] or [həm]. In theory, the pronunciation of Amañ emañ could therefore be [həm me]. Articulating this would not only require more tension, it could also be mistaken for the single word amañ. Furthermore, [həm me] being shorter than [həm neme], it could be overheard more easily. This is a consideration that is routinely taken into account in language production. It is the reason why radio communication relies on alpha, bravo, charlie instead of a, b, c. It is longer to articulate [ˈɑlfə] than [ɛ] but shorter to say [ˈɑlfə] once than repeat [ɛ] three times and not be understood. This could equally justify a number of uneconomical BCB turns of speech that involve more sounds than is apparently necessary, and more sounds than a standard PU structure has, but that leave no doubt as to the meaning of the sentence. Clarity and certainty of conveyance of meaning are priorities in the formation of utterances in any language. This is why, when clarity requires it, adding words to an utterance is preferred over syllable economy.

Lastly, in [ˈɑˌmɛˌmɛ], the sequence [ə]+[m], is composed of a very much unstressed mid-central vowel immediately followed by a bilabial nasal consonant. The points of articulation of both are distant from each other, whereas in [həm neme] the point of articulation of bilabial /m/ and alveolar /n/, are close and their manners of articulation (nasal) are identical, so that the tip of the tongue only needs to be slightly lifted from /m/ to /n/, and the vibration of the vocal cords initiated for /m/ only needs to be further

\* This is particularly true of sentences in which the subject pronoun is expressed and then is repeated at the end, in apposition to the sentence.
sustained for /n/. It therefore seems that the pronunciation of \([\text{hām ne me}]\) requires less effort than that of \([\text{‘a ma me}]\). In lay terms: \([\text{hām ne me}]\) flows better.

**Example 6:** \([\text{(ne ke ge zeχ, na vaŋ anv ‘dn’ dyd ‘ämọa)} \text{ n’eo ket gant ar sec’h e varv an dud amañ)}\). In this sentence, the pause observed after \([\text{ge zeχ}]\) would result in an empty onset of the following syllable if \([\text{e vaŋ}]\) was not preceded by \([\text{n}]\). It therefore seems that \([\text{n}]\) is used here to resolve this empty onset. Why, however, should verbal particle \(e\), normally called for in this context, give way to \([\text{e a}]\)? According to grammar books, ‘\(a\) is placed in front of the verb, in an affirmative sentence, when the subject or direct object precede the verb. This is not the case here. The particle required in RP’s sentence \([\text{ne ke gezeχ ne vaŋ anv ‘dn’ dyd ‘ämọa} \text{ is e}.\) In fact YLD, to whom I played a recording of the sentence, pointed this out and corrected \([\text{na vaŋ}]\) to \([\text{ne vaŋ}]\) in excerpt 5 (he actually also corrected \([\text{zeχ}]\) to \([\text{‘zeχəd}]\)).

According to RP himself, his Breton is not as good as YLD’s. He once explained this in the following terms: (We were discussing a form which YLD and RP render differently. (Note that all IPA transcriptions below are phonetic in spite of the absence of []).

**RP (speaking of YLD):** \(\text{matze e neus reson} \text{ ‘maybe he is right’} \)  
\(\text{[....]} \text{‘hō lōs o bue zōnek ‘q elex vī me xē pegwaw ‘hō zo ko soχ vī’de}n\) (short pause) \(\text{eň neus ur brezhoneg gwelloc’h evit ma hini peogwir eň zo kozoc’h evidon ‘his Breton is better than my own because he is older than me’}\)  
\(\text{eō lōs ko zet bue zōnek ‘keles menje}v\) vī’den [....] \(\text{eň neus kozet brezhoneg kalz muic’h evidon (..) ‘he has spoken Breton much more than me’}\)  
\(\text{zo e’t de sko}n ‘l e ne woeŋ ke kim bue’ zōnek nē [.....] \)  
\(\text{zo aet da skol ha ne ouie ket nemet brezhoneg, anezhan (..) ‘he went to school and only knew Breton’ (..)\)  
\(\text{me ē: go}n ‘mōm lōs ē: ko’ze’t ‘gelék ‘funef tse’ pje}n ‘χ  
\(\text{met eu... goude-se ni neus eu... kozet galleg fonnus-tre, petra ‘but er... after-that we [the younger generation] adopted French very quickly, you know (short pause) ege ‘ge weel... be vām sām’ gen a ‘e jaun’al ē: be... benom ygē vle  
\(\text{ha gant ar re all... pa oam asambles gant ar re yaouank all eu... benn e noemp’t ugent vloazh ‘and with the others... when we-were together with the other youngsters er... (..) when we were twenty’}\)  
\(\text{PN (enquiring) be vāŋ sām?}\)  
\(\text{RP (rephrasing): be vāŋ ē: be nim geem sāms ga‘e jaun’al pa oan e... pa’z en en gavemp asambles gant ar re yaouank all ‘when we were er... when we found ourselves in the company of other youngsters’}\)  
\(\text{bemo ygē vle (..) nōm go’ze’ gelék pje\text{aw} (short pause) pa’z em boa ugent vloazh (..) nī a gozee galleg, petra (short pause)}\)

---

* See Kervella 1976, 226.
* The orthographic transcription of this dialogue is done in KLT.
* e noem (hor boa in written peurunvan), appears to be a combination of the non-written 1st pers. pl. imperfect form of the verb kaout, ‘moemp (attested in Davalan 2001, 259 and 2002, 228) and ‘noa (Davalan 2002, 228), see 4.2.7.3 The verb [keut] kaout ‘have’, b) Imperfect.
‘when I was twenty (…) we spoke French, you know’

laː iv lad nɪ me sʏm beno yɡɛ vle la Yves Le Du, me sur, pa en doa ugent vloazh
‘whereas Yves le Du, I am sure, when he was twenty’

a nɪm gae sɑmæs ɡa i gɑm ‘adg gozeɪ bɪw zɔnak sɥw
hag en em gave asambles gant e gamalade, eŋ (a) gozee brezhoneg, sur
‘and he was with his friends, he spoke Breton, for sure’

me zo aʁpɛʁ sɥw ɔŋdwa me zo apeupre sur an dra ‘I am almost certain of it’
PN: me ʁchi? Met c’hw ‘Whereas you?’
RP: mɛ ˈgo ze ’galek Me (a) gozee galleg ‘I spoke French’.

My observation of René’s Breton, though, is that while the range of his vocabulary is indeed narrower than Yves’, and his syntax is occasionally French-inspired, his accent is native and his fluency is unhesitant. This can be heard in the recording in which he produces the sentence [neke ɡezɛχ ne vaːn ɑnˈdyd ˈam mø]. There is a high probability that he expresses the sentence this way because he heard the same, or similar sentences from his entourage who themselves formed them in this manner. They quite possibly did so, for phonological/phonetic reasons. Velar fricative /χ/, articulated at the back of the mouth is distant from the forward point of articulation of /ɛ/. It could be that the sequence [ɛχ ne vaːn] requires less effort than [ɛχ evaːn]. This, however, would need to be determined through a phonological/phonetic analysis.

At any rate BCB speakers are certainly not obsessive about the rules governing use of verbal particles e and a. All the more so because, most of the time, they do not express them at all. However, they strictly observe the consonantic lenition which follows these particles. Thus, the presence of the particles is implied and syntactic clarity is maintained. The last sentence of the above dialogue, [mɛ ˈgo ze ’galek], is a classic representative of this strategy whereby the particle a is omitted while, nevertheless producing a mutation of the following word gozee (from the verb kozeal).

There is a further possibility for explaining the presence of [ne] in [ne vaːn]. It could be a variant of the word la routinely used as an equivalent of relative pronoun ‘that’ in BCB. [ne ke ɡezɛχ nevaːn ɑnˈdyd] could be a variant of [neke ɡezɛχ la vaːn ɑnˈdyd]. It is not because of droughts that people die here’.

**Example 7:** ([nɔχ ke pɛd dɑn ˈnɔw] nˈoɛχ ket paet d’an eur). Though this example has already been discussed in 3.2.5.1.3, I will ad that, based on my practice of BCB in the field, I estimate that [n], used both in an orthographically acknowledged capacity and as a non-orthographic consonant, is the most recurrent consonant used for linking or to avoid empty syllable onsets in BCB. Could it be that there is a euphonic quality to [n] that is pleasing to the human ear? The fact that numeral one and indefinite articles, which are high-frequency words tend to end in n in many European languages that use such articles, points to a possible inclination towards that consonant for linking. The choice of [n] over the already available consonant l in a whole nother country seems to indicate that it is a possibility. Why indeed choose [nɔlɔː] over [lɔlɔː] as in whole other? Various factors could be at play. Could the influence of an older form of the word other (for example, annarr in Old Norse has n) be at play here? Or is it just the desire to emphasise the distinctiveness of Texas, to which this popular unofficial slogan refers? The following example also points to the possibility of a slant towards /n/.
Example 8: (ʻe'ped ad'nãː)). In e-pad an hañv ‘during summer’, the orthographically visible linking consonant is n. Yet the word an in this instance is rendered as a weakened [æd], that is [ad], instead of an expected /an/ allophone only. Based on the orthography, one might expect the sentence to run something like /e'pad an ʻāã/. The complex re-syllabification of /e'pad + an + ʻāã/ into [ʻe'ped ad'nãː] results firstly from the fact, that in BCB as in at least a number of other Breton dialects the h elides following definite and indefinite articles. An example appears in Le Scao’s entry for the word ['e'de'] hader ‘sower’ (1945b, 45), in the sentence ‘án ‘ader zo pell’, ‘the sower is far’. This phenomenon can be observed in other cases such as [a ʼnён] an hent ‘the road’ or [a ʼnā.te] an hanter ‘a half.’

This leads to the expectation for e-pad an hañv to be always pronounced something like /e'pad an ʻāã/, but it does not explain the presence of [ã] in [ʻe'ped ad'nãː] and [ã] in [ʻe'ped ad'nãː]. This may be a case of gemination (albeit involving a change from [ã] to [ã] in some cases) and it is similar to the phonological context of Example 7.

3.2.5.2 Linking consonants not acknowledged in the official orthography

3.2.5.2.1 The case of /h/

/ː/ is used in BCB as is many other dialects in what seems to be an anti-hiatic capacity in unan and aĩv following a vowel as in [me'hên]/[me' hen] ma-unan ‘myself’, [o'hên]/[o' hên] ho-unan ‘yourself’, [i'hên]/[i' hên] he-unan ‘himself/herself’ etc. and [me hânô] ma aĩv ‘my name’, [o hânô] ho aĩv ‘your name’, [i hânô] he aĩv ‘his/her name’ etc. Yet hiatus is permitted in most other cases where ma is followed by a vowel ([me a luæn] ma alouarn ‘my potato’, [me ʻe:vã] ma aval ‘my apple’, [me o to] ma oto ‘my car’). This might be determined by the level of frequency in the use of the words concerned. While reference to aĩv may be moderately frequent in conversation, -unan is a highly frequent word as an affix to personal pronouns. This is likely to play a role in its special treatment among words starting with a vowel. Note that my interpretation of unan as [hôn] is personal. It could also be transcribed as [ʰon] particularly in ma-unan [me ʰon]. If ma, however is rendered as [me], as it mainly the case in BCB, the pronunciation I perceive is with /ː/ ( [me hên]).

Another use of non-orthographic /ː/ is as what seems to be an empty onset resolution device. This applies to amañ ‘here’, pronounced [hâm] or ['hâm⁹] when placed at the start of a sentence. Note that when amañ occurs within a sentence, it is more often pronounced ['āme] or [ʔân]. The same use of /ː/ can be observed in the case of the word [hân] ‘if’ as in: [mẽ nim hul hân nəz ʻe ʃo i lə:be²] me en em c’houl hag-eñ e neus achuet hile labour ‘I wonder if he has finished his work’. Hag-eñ is PU for [hân] which, in all likelihood is a contracted form of hag-eñ. Although hag starts with an h, it is pronounced [agh]. The addition of /ː/ at the beginning of the subordinate clause [hân nəse ʻʃo i lə:be²] does not seem to be based on routine pronunciation of hag, but on its initial position in the clause. [ʰän] would be an empty onset, [hân] is not.

 PU for potatoe is not alouarn but aval-douar (lit. apple-earth). The BCB form alouarn appears to come from a contraction of aval-douar to a-l-ouar to which the singulative ending -enn was added, giving a-l-ouar-enn, itself contracted to alouarn. The plural is alouar.
/h/ is also seemingly used to prevent empty onset in subject pronoun int [hēn] ‘they’, which tends to occur at the beginning of sentences. It seems to play the same role in [hōm]/[hōn], ac’hanon ‘I, me’ or [hōm]/[hōn], ac’hanomp ‘us, we’, when these pronouns are used appositively, as they perspectively are in BCB, in sentences like [’mōs ke gwel neō, hōŋ] meus ket gwellet anezhān, ac’hanon (Literally: ‘I did not see him, me’) which can be translated as merely meaning ‘I did not see him’ or can convey a nuance of powerlessness, depending on context). When placed intervocalically within a phrase, however, these pronouns tend to start with /χ/, as in [eō zo’dōt de’juke ‘χōm] en zo deu da sikour ac’hanon ‘he has come to help me.

I have witnessed one of my oldest and most naturally fluent BCB speakers use /h/ as a what seems to be a linking device in the sentence [va ‘dao lake ne be c ‘hau[fet] oa dao lakaat anezhe e-barzh un arched ‘One had to put them in a wooden box’ (referring to piglets). This deliberate choice of using /h/ when the /n/ of the indefinite article was potentially available for linking un and arched may seem strange, but to the native speaker illiterate in Breton, the choice of /h/ as a linking consonant may be as legitimate as /n/, as long as linking is provided.

3.2.5.2.2 The case of /v/

[v] appears in what is potentially an anti-hiatic capacity or to potentially prevent empty onsets at the start of words beginning with the phoneme [w], which represents, in many cases, the grapheme oa or an onset with orthographic w.

Examples:

Potentially preventing an empty onset:

[ben vwan ‘jaup] benn (e) oan yaouank ‘when I was young.’
[ōn ‘nē:bet vuzōn] an nebeut a ouzon ‘the little I know / all I know.’

In potential anti-hiatic capacity between vowels:

[ne ‘νωθε Kern bəv ˈζεθεK neō], ne oare- ket nemet brezhoneg, anezhan ‘he only knew Breton.’ Note that the form [’νωθε] for ‘he knew’ appears to be a mistake by the speaker, as it is the 1st sg. or pl. and not the 3rd sg. imp. of gouzout ‘to know’.

In potential anti-hiatic capacity between a vowel and an approximant or semi-vowel:

[mē nuz ke tut aυ ‘pɔf u xī vwaux] me n’ouzon ket ar pozoi c’hwi a oar ‘I don’t know all the words you know.’
[me pəs xe po vwaχ, a me pəs xe ‘nəb9 po ket waχ], Ma peus re, po walc’h, ha ma peus re nebeut, po ket walc’h ‘If you have too much, you will have enough, but if you have too little, you won’t have enough.’

Note that the last example above illustrates a possible anti-hiatic role of [v] in [po vwaχ], whereas /t/ potentially plays that role in [poket waχ]. Note further that the

Note that the PU forms are ouie or ouezhe.
liaison of \textit{ket walc’h} with /\textit{t}/ instead of its expected voiced form /\textit{d}/, maybe here to be a way of avoiding the sequence /\textit{dway}/, which could be confused with the word \textit{deoc’h ‘to you’}.

[\textit{v}] therefore appears to potentially prevent hiatus involving words starting with orthographic \textit{w} or the approximant phoneme /\textit{w}/ in a situation in which they follow an actual vowel or one that is not expressed, but implied. /\textit{w}/ is, after all, a semi-vowel and this part-vocalic nature is evident in the orthography of words like \textit{oa}, \textit{oan}, \textit{oar} which start with \textit{oa} orthographically, but with /\textit{w}/ phonetically. The fact that \textit{w} can represent a vowel in Welsh further illustrates this potential vocalic status of \textit{w}.

The anti-hiatic role that /\textit{v}/ can play, as a consonant, may have caused its preference over the semi-vowel /\textit{w}/ in certain cases. Put differently, words starting with /\textit{v}/ may be easier to insert in a sentence than words starting with /\textit{w}/ in certain cases.

This may explain why the pronunciation of \textit{oa ‘was’}(3rd sg. imp. of \textit{bezañ ‘to be’}) in ZH orthography, is not /\textit{we}/ but [\textit{ve}].

Other forms of \textit{bezañ} in the imperfect do display a non-orthographic /\textit{v}/. They are:

[\textit{vweñ}] oan/oant ‘I was/they were.’
[\textit{vweχ}] oac’h ‘you were’ (2nd sg. and 2nd pl.)

At least one form of \textit{gouzout} displays a non-orthographic /\textit{v}/: [\textit{vwɔ̃ẽn}] oaren / oarent ‘I/they knew’. Incidentally, this form is also a case of metathesis, with \textit{oar} going to \textit{roa}.

3.2.5.2.3 The case of /t/ (or /d/)

Looking at the expression \textit{eeun hag eeuν} and at its context of use, it seems that the addition of /\textit{t}/ in the expression and its pronunciation as \textit{[eœn t’ag eœn]}, may result from phonological and/or phonetic constraints. \textit{Eeun hag eeuν}, can be translated in English as \textit{Exactly! Too right! It sure is true! You bet!} (French: ‘Exactement! C’est bien vrai! Ça c’est sûr!’). Le \textit{Scao} (1945a, 147) notes it as \textit{éont-ag-éon} and again on p.188 of the same tome as \textit{Éont t’ag ëın}, which he translates as ‘très juste’, ‘very true’ (p.147) and ‘Précis; Précisément’, ‘precise, precisely’ (p.188). He actually states that \textit{t} is added to it ‘par euphonie’ (‘for reasons of euphony’). It is an exclamative sentence in which each word is stressed rhythmically though unequally. The most stressed word is the first \textit{eeun}, while \textit{hag} is less stressed than its neighbours. In addition, the voicing of /\textit{n}/ at the end of words in Breton in general and in BCB in particular, tends to resonate and linger on (as the orthography of many words ending in -\textit{nn} seems to indicate). This is reinforced, still by the presence of /\textit{ŋ}/ in front of /\textit{n}/, which triggers a vibration of the vocal chords prolonged and possibly amplified by /\textit{n}/. This may result in gemination of /\textit{n}/ and its transfer to the vowel following it in \textit{eeun hag}, resulting in \textit{[eœn nag]} rather than /\textit{eœn ag}/. \textit{Eeun} is pronounced \textit{[eœn]} or \textit{[jœn]} if said rapidly or due to personal manner of speech. \textit{Eeun hag eeuν} could therefore result in the sequence \textit{[eœn nag eœn]}


Note that these forms are not PU
or [jɔn na ɡɔn]. From this point, it would be easy to move from the /n/ of [na] to a /d/, as both share the same place of articulation (the alveola) and obtain [eɔn da ɡeɔn] or [jɔn da ɡjɔn]. It is then possible, given that there is no stress or little stress on [da] for /d/ to be devoiced to /t/ and obtain [eɔn ta ɡeɔn] or [jɔn ta ɡjɔn]. This is reminiscent of the general devoicing of final consonants following a stressed vowel in Breton, in the sense that even though the [n] of [eɔn] is not a vowel, it is a voiced consonant. At any rate, the presence of [t] after the first [eɔn] seemed somehow natural to YLD.

Whatever the case may be, native speakers confirm the presence of [t] after [eɔn] in this expression and although they cannot explain it they are comfortable with it. As I once asked YLD about it, his answer was: ‘Er... one would tend to put a t at the end of [eɔnt].’

While the [t] of [eɔn tageɔn] may be the predictable result of phonological and/or phonetic factors, the same cannot be said of [neke flus ɡij to ge’netn] n’ee ket flour giz ur ganetenn ‘it isn’t smooth like a marble’ or [pez tse ’ɡij do ’xe uɛn] (pez tre giz d’o c’herent, ‘not quite like their parents’ in which the choice of /t/ or /d/ for linking in [’ɡij, to] and [’ɡij, do] is a different matter.

The word giz, predominantly pronounced [ɡif] in BCB (rarely [gis]), means ‘guise, manner, style’. It is used also as a preposition or conjunction meaning ‘like’ or ‘as’. In that role, when it modifies a pronoun, it is followed by preposition da or in a majority of cases, by a prepositional pronoun based on da which is declined according to gender and number like so: [’ɡif ’deɡ] giz din ‘like me’, [’ɡif dweɡ] giz deoc’h ‘like you’, [ɡif ’dej] giz dezhi ‘like her’ etc. This could explain the presence of [t] in [ɡif to] and /d/ in [ɡif do] if it was not for the fact that giz is not followed by da when preceding a noun. Thus: Like a nursing home is giz un ti retret and not giz d’un ti retret.

Note that, in both cases the alveolar consonants occur in front of the rounded close-mid vowel [o] even though in one case [o] stands for the indefinite article ur and in the other for possessive adjective o. In the following example, collected from a native speaker of Bro Leon Breton, /t/ also occurs in front of a close-mid vowel, in this case /ø/. The phrase is: [nez ket do ’lɑ:se vel tol le:u] n’eze ket da lañsa evel ul laer ‘don’t go run away like a thief!’. Evel, though used less than giz in BCB, is a synonym of giz and, like it, is followed by an inflected preposition based on da which is declined by gender and number like so: eveldon ‘like me’, eveldoc’h ‘like you’, evelti ‘like her’ etc. However, it should not be followed by da when preceding a noun either.

These three examples cast some light on this quite common and widespread use of non-orthographic /t/ and /d/. They have three features in common:

1- They occur in a place where the preposition da would be present if an inflected preposition based on da followed. This points to the possibility that, at some point in the past, it might have been possible for giz to be followed by da + a noun, or possibly that speakers extended the use of da to nouns through overgeneralization.

* Araogenn-raganv-gour in Breton; literally: preposition-pronoun-person (Kervella 1976, 335).
2- They occur in front of rounded open-mid vowels, pointing to possible phonological reasons for coincidence of /t/ and /d/ with these vowels. The fact is that if a /t/ or /d/ occurs between [ɡiʃ] and a following word, that word, in my experience, always starts with [o]. This is reminiscent of what happens with the intrusive r in English which occurs in front of only three vowels, including [o]. The presence of [o] after [ˈɡiʃ] however, is far from triggering the use of [t] or [d] every time. This is hardly generalised usage, though it is frequent.

3- They are used by preference to existing consonants which could also provide linking. Why, indeed, prefer [eɔn tageɔn], [ˈɡiʃ to ɡeɲɛtn] and [veɛlɔl le:ʁ] to the more logical /eɔnageɔn/, /ˈɡiʃo ɡeɲɛtn/ and /veɛlɔl le:ʁ/? I am unable to answer that question though, to me, as to the native BCB speakers I asked, the previous three forms sound more natural than the last three. Breton has a strong rhythm to it, as does French spoken by Bretons. Syllables are, more often than not, vigorously and rhythmically stressed, and my personal and entirely subjective feeling is that the choice of plosive [t] over nasal [n], sibilant [ʃ] and liquid [l] for linking gives each utterance a satisfactory rhythm and impact. This, in my opinion, fits well with the notion of spered ar yezh, the ‘spirit of the language’. This notion, metaphorical, imprecise and unscientific though it is, is important and surfaces at intervals in the works of defenders of the integrity of the Breton language. It appears, for example, in the title of the organisation Eostiñ spered ar yezh ‘Collecting the spirit of the language’, which dedicates itself to collecting authentic audio recordings from native speakers. It is also used under its French translation ‘l’esprit de la langue’ by Madeg (2010, 105) in a comparison he makes between authentic Breton transmitted over the generations and a ‘néo-breton’ disconnected from its origins.

At the behest of Wmffre, who gave me his unadulterated opinion about the arbitrariness of what precedes, in particular with regard to the expression [veɛlɔl le:ʁ] evel ul laer, I must stress that [veɛlɔl le:ʁ] is absolutely not the only correct and genuine way of delivering evel ul laer and while it appears more pleasing to my ear, the way he would say it in his dialect, namely vel or laer appears just as pleasing to him. Nonetheless, I believe issues of taste and aesthetics are worth mentioning briefly as they do play a role in the evolution of language, as mentioned in ‘3.1.1.2 Perception by native speakers’ with reference to consonantic mutations and as suggested by the term ‘euphonie’ used several times by Le Scao.

3.2.5.2.4 The case of /j/

The only case of use of /j/ I am aware of is in the synthetic conjugation of mont ‘to go’ in which it potentially prevents an empty onset or provides linking between the negative particle ne and the rest of the sentence.

The PU conjugation of mont involves the verbal particle e itself completed by the linking consonant z. Examples of the forms thus created are:

Present of the indicative: ez an ‘I go’, ez a ‘he/she goes’, ez it ‘you go’ etc.

Imperfect: ez aen ‘I used to go’, ez ae ‘he/she used to go’, ez aec’h ‘you used to go’ etc.

In practice, synthetic forms are mainly used in negative sentences, while the single base form preceded by subject pronouns are used in affirmative sentences.

The BCB for the above forms in real-life use are:

### 3.2.6 Conclusion about linking and intrusive consonants

An observation of BCB and of Breton in general shows that the consonants \( l, n \) and \( g \) are potentially used for hiatus resolution a large number of cases, in proportions still to be statistically determined through a specific study (in terms of frequency of appearance in everyday conversation).

Furthermore, use of the later three consonants is made in BCB in a broader range of situations than those allowed by KLT orthography. BCB displays further cases of potential hiatuses resolution through elimination of one of the two vowels involved in the suspected hiatus or through addition of /t, d, h, \( \nu \)/ and occasionally /\( \chi \)/. The latter three also appear to be used to avoid empty onsets.

There is a possibility that a large proportion, perhaps a majority of hiatuses and empty onsets that present themselves in ZH orthography are resolved in BCB. The purpose seems to be to potentially ease the phonological constraints created by hiatuses. Paradoxically, speakers of BCB do not shy away from hiatuses and empty onsets in many other circumstances. In addition, they superimpose, in a perplexing way, linking consonants over orthographic consonants that could already provide linking, as if certain consonants were preferred over others. Finally, BCB sometimes creates hiatuses where KLT resolves them. The preposition \( gant \) preceding an article is a example of this: the \( t \) or \( n \) (if the \( t \) is silent) could provide linking with following vowels, yet BCB speakers have evolved the preposition \( [g\text{e}] \) for \( gant \) which potentially creates hiatuses. Hiatus or resolution thereof seem, rather, to be a way of enabling further distinctions between words and of broadening the range of possibilities of expression in BCB.

Non-orthographic linking consonants are critical constituents of BCB morphology, syntax and semantics and this is most likely to be also the case of some other Breton dialects though it appears to be little reported. Of all non-orthographic linking consonants, /\( n \)/ appears to have the highest frequency in everyday conversation, so that a person wanting to emulate BCB speakers may start by focusing on how that particular consonant is used in order to understand how all the other non-orthographic linking consonants are used. All are important, if one is to render authentic BCB mannerisms.

Yet, with the misleading tendency of mainstream education to present written form as the default state of a language, non-orthographic elements are systematically played down, at best ignored, at worst erased. The fact that these consonants are present in certain contexts while they are not present in other identical contexts, points to their emergence being caused not only by unconscious response to factors yet to be determined and connected to speech production, but also by their deliberate use as a semantic resource of the language.

As discussed in 3.2.5.1.5 clarity and certainty that one’s meaning has been conveyed, are priorities in the formation of utterances in any language. Doing so with the
minimum number of words, although it is a tendency of language users, is only second to this. BCB is an example of a language that can be extremely concise. Could this conciseness be reflected in the very structure of the language? By contrast, extra elements are often added to a sentence in BCB resulting in more words than is apparently necessary, and more words than a standard peurunvan structure would have, but they leave no doubt as to the meaning of the sentence. An example of this is the rather systematic apposition of a second subject pronoun at the end of a sentence. The reason for this is that adding words or letters, including non-orthographic consonants, is less time-consuming than repeating oneself.

3.3 Contraction of zo to s or z after vowels

Zo ‘is’ is systematically contracted to /z/, /ʒ/ or /s/ after a vowel. /z/, /ʒ/ tend to occur in front of voiced consonants. Given the very high recurrence of the word zo, this is a very substantial feature of BCB. Not observing it and actually enunciating zo fully does not seem to prevent comprehension by the listener. However, the non-native unprepared listener will struggle, at first, with this feature.

Examples:

[ˈmɛz dy geˈneʃ] me zo a du ganeoc’h ‘I agree with you’

[ˈdʁeʒ dʁol] Dra zo drol. ‘That’s strange/funny.’

[ɛs bed ˈam, me dɔd eɔ dɔo de lɔˈgo.lɔ] Eñ zo bet amañ, met deuet eŋ en dro da Langolen. ‘He has been/was here, but he went back to Langolen.’

[ɡeŋˈveʃ neke be ˈχaxˈve,t, poˈɡaʁ ˈχims beː pɑˈse:iŋ] Ganeoc’h n’eo ket bet c’hooarvezet, peogwir c’hwi zo bet e pañsion. ‘This did not happen to you, because you were in a boarding school.’

[is do ˈdʁoʍ] He zo deuet (en) dro. ‘She’s come back.’

3.4 CONCLUSION OF THE MORPHOPHONOLOGY SECTION

While the use of linking and intrusive consonants and the contraction of zo into /z/, /ʒ/ or /s/ are distinctive dialectal features, the observance of a large number of initial consonant mutations is a feature of all Breton dialects as is the case in other Celtic languages and it is duly reported in official Breton textbooks and grammars. While native speakers of BCB may occasionally hesitate as to what type of mutation to assign to what situation with a slight bias towards lenition, their usage of mutations remains pervasive, and there is no sign of an abandonment of initial consonant mutations in BCB or in Breton in general by native speakers.
4. MORPHOLOGY

4.1. THE NOUN AND ITS AUXILIARIES

4.1.1 Noun morphology

4.1.1.1 Gender differentiation in BCB nouns

Breton has two genders: feminine and masculine. The gender of animate creatures that play a prominent role in everyday rural life is determined by their biological gender, as in the following examples:

- [o pleɔ] ur plac’h (f.) ‘a young girl.’
- [o veɔ] ur verc’h (f.) ‘a girl, a woman.’
- [o ’veus] ur vaouez (f.) ‘a woman.’
- [o ’vam] ur vamm (f.) ‘a mother, an adult female wild animal.’
- [o χwæ:r] ur c’hoar (f.) ‘a sister.’
- [o mwe] ur moereb (f.) ‘an aunt.’
- [o ’pɔ] ur paotr (m.) ‘a boy, a man.’
- [o ’gweʒ] ur gwaz (m.) ‘a man, a husband.’
- [ɔn ’dɛ:n] un den (m.) ‘a man, a person.’
- [ɔn ’tɛ:d ] un tad (m.) ‘a father, an adult male wild animal.’
- [ɔ me:p] ur mab (m.) ‘a son.’

- [ɔ bʊθ] ur breur (m.) ‘a brother.’
- [ɔ jɔ:tʰ] un eontr (m.) ‘an uncle’
- [en ’ɔ:n³] un anner (f.) ‘a heifer.’
- [o vɔk] ur vuoc’h (f.) ‘a cow.’
- [o ’hɔ:le] ur c’hole (m.) ‘a young bull’.
- [ɔn ’tɛ:ʃo] un taro (m.) ‘a bull.’
- [ɔ ’le:] ul leue (m.) ‘a calf’.
- [o ’ge:zek] ur gazeg (f.) ‘a mare.’
- [ɛ ninte:lan] un intalon (m.) ‘a stallion.’
- [ɛ ’nø bøl] un eubeul (m.) ‘a foal.’
- [en tuɔΧ] un torc’h (m.) ‘a (stud)boar.’
- [ɔ ’ve:iš (ko:wɔs)] ur wiz (kozh) (f.) ‘a sow.’

In general, however, there is no assignment of a strong gender identity to objects in Breton, contrary to what can happen in some other languages, which have gender for things. There is no doubt, for example, that Italian and French speakers experience a car as a feminine entity and their words for it (macchina in Italian and voiture in French) are clearly marked as feminine by feminine articles (the definite article la in both languages and the indefinite articles una [It.] and une [Fr.]) and by a feminine desinence -(a in Italian, -ure in French). Any adult Italian or French speaker asked for the gender of any everyday object is able to answer with 100% accuracy.

Not so in Breton. Native BCB speakers often have to think before answering such a question, often give an incorrect answer and, above all, do not seem to place much importance on it.

Gender differentiation of nouns manifests in two ways in Breton:

1) It appears in their endings.

2) It appears in the types of initial consonant mutations they undergo.

Like in modern English, noun determiners and adjectives in Breton (except for the 3rd pers. sing. possessives) are not marked for gender, and the 3rd pers. sing. possessives,
only vary according to the possessor, not the thing possessed. Determiners and adjectives therefore do not participate in determining the gender of nouns. Other strategies are therefore used when expressing gender is required:

a) addition of the word *tad* ‘father’, *mamm* ‘mother’ or (like in English) *taro* ‘bull’ to names of mostly wild animals.

Examples:

- [en te d’ muleʃ] un *tad moualc’h* ‘a male blackbird’ (*turdus merula*).
- [o məm ’muleʃ] ur *mamm moualc’h* ‘a female blackbird.’
- [en te d’ kɔː gusu] un *tad kangourou* ‘a male kangaroo.’
- [5n ’tao get] un *taro gad* ‘a male hare, a jack’, from *taro* + *gad* ‘hare’.
- [en taugas] un *targazh* ‘a tomcat’, from *taro* + *kazh* ‘cat’.

b) addition of masculine or feminine suffixes.

Nouns, however, may have feminine or masculine endings.

The main masculine endings in Breton are -*er* realised [e]|[ɛ]|[ø]|[ø] and -*our* can have the same realisations as -*er* plus [ø]|[u̯]|. Both -*er* and -*our* imply agency. While the choice of realisations amongst [e]|/[ɛ]|/[ø]|/[ø] for -*er* and -*our* appears to be discretionary and the realisations [ø]|/[u̯] for -*our* appears to depend on the syllable on which the stress is placed. If -*our* is not stressed the pronunciation can be [e]|/[ɛ]|/[ø]|/[ø] and [ø]. If -*our* is stressed, the pronunciation is [u̯].

Examples of realisations:

- [o ’gãːne]|/[o ’gãːne] ur *ganer* ‘a singer’
- [o ’buːme]|/[o ’buːma] ur *brammer* ‘a fart (ridiculous person), a farter (someone who farts)’.
- [o le ’bu ː e]|/[o le ’buːe] ul *labourer* ‘a worker’
- [œn di vi jo]| ur *devezhour* ‘a day labourer’
- [œ nɛʃje |/[œ nʃje|ju] ur *infirmiour* ‘a male nurse’
- [mɛ ’xe |/[mɛ ’xe|] marc’hadour ‘merchant’
- [’ leːb|] labour ‘work’

The main feminine endings in Breton are -*ezh* and -*enn. -ezh*, realised [e̞]|/|/| and occasionally [ø]. They can be added to the masculine agency endings to feminise them. If this ads a syllable to a multisyllabic word, it generally causes a shift of the stress to the next syllable, as in:

- [’buːme] brammer ‘a fart (ridiculous person), a farter (someone who farts)’ → [o buːma] ur *brammerezh* ‘ditto, for a woman’.
- [le ’bu ː e] labourer ‘worker’ → [o leb| lee] ul *labourerezh* ‘a female worker’.
- [di vi jo] devezhour ‘a day labourer’ → [œn divi|ju] ur *devezhourezh* ‘a female day labourer’.

-ezh is also used to create names of machines by adding this ending to verb radicals, as in the following horse- or tractor-drawn equipment:

[ʊ̃sˈtele] rastellat ‘to rake’ → [o ʊ̃steˈleːs] ur rasterezh ‘a mechanical windrow rake’.
[ˈpilo] pilat ‘to demolish’ → [o biˈleːs] ur bilerezh ‘a harrow’.
[ˈdwaːnə] dornañ ‘to thresh’ → [o dwaˈneːs] un dornerezh ‘a thresher’.

The pronunciation of the -ez(h) ending can be reduced to [s], as in:

[o vets] ur vatezh ‘a female servant’.
[o vuts] ur votez ‘a shoe’ ([en tɔl buts] ur taol botez, lit. a blow shoe, ‘a kick’).

The ending -ez(h) can also be added to masculine nouns to feminise them:

Examples:

[meːskuːl] mestr skol ‘school teacher’ → [o ˈveʃteːskuːl] [o ˈveːsəskuːl] ur mestrez skol ‘a school teacher’.
[ki] ki ‘dog’ → [o ˈgiːces] [o ˈgiːjɔːnes] ur giezh ‘a female dog’ (also [o ˈgiːjoːzn] ur giezenn).

Lastly, the endings -vezh and -ad can be added to nouns to convey the notion of total contents or of a total quantity associated with the relevant item, in the same manner as the suffixes -ée or -ata in French or Italian. The new words thus created then keep the gender of the original words:

Examples:

[deː] deiz (nm.) ‘day’ → [œn ˈdeːves] un devezh (nm.) ‘a (whole) day’, Fr. une journée.
[bleː] bloaz (nm.) ‘a year’ → [o ˈbles] ur bloazyezh (nm.) ‘a whole year’.
[noːs] noz (nf.) ‘night’ → [œn ˈnoːzves] un nozvezh (nf.) ‘a (whole) night’, Fr. une nuitée.
[ˈdeves] devezh (nm.) ‘a (whole) day’ → [œn ˈdeveˈzæt] un devezharañ (nm.) ‘surface that can be worked by a man in a day’, Fr. un journal.
[ˈzjun] sizhun (nf.) ‘a week’ → [o ˈzjunəs] ur sizhunuvezh (nf.) ‘a whole week’.
[beː] beg (nm.) ‘mouth, beak’ → [o ˈbeːget] ur begad (nm.) ‘a mouthful’.
[o ˈvoːlen] ur volenn (nf.) ‘a bowl’ → [o voˈlene] ur volennad (nf.) ‘a bowlful’.
However, although *gwer* ‘glass’ is masculine, the derivatives below are feminine:

\[ \text{[o } \text{ve}\ʊ\text{en]} \text{ ur verenn (nf.) } \text{‘a glass’ } \rightarrow \text{[o ve } \text{éné] ur verennad (nf.) } \text{‘a glassful’}. \]

Thus:

\[ \text{[o ve } \text{éné ve:]>s] ur verennad vras } \text{‘a big glassful’} \] (lenition of the initial consonant of the adjective *bras* after a feminine singular noun).

The ending -enn can also be added to a collective to form a singulative, as in:

\[ \text{[va’luा]} \text{ valouar (PU avaloù douar) } \text{‘potatoes’ } \rightarrow \text{[o va’loaככn] ur valouarenn (PU un aval douar) } \text{‘a potato’}. \]

\[ \text{[’guе]} \text{ gwer } \text{‘glasses, glassware’ } \rightarrow \text{[o ve}\ʊ\text{en]} \text{ ur verenn } \text{‘a glass’}. \]

\[ \text{[guе:]} \text{ gwez } \text{‘plants, trees, seedlings’ } \rightarrow \text{[o ‘øn]} \text{ ur vezenn } \text{‘a tree’}. \]

\[ \text{[’kjɔ-ni]} \text{ kevniid } \text{‘spiders’ } \rightarrow \text{[o gjɔ’ni.døn]} \text{ ur gevnidenn } \text{‘a spider’}. \]

Some feminine nouns have the ending -enn independently of any masculine or verbal forms in current use.

**Examples:**

\[ \text{[ên e } \text{be:}>døn]} \text{ ur abadenn } \text{‘a moment, a session’}. \]

\[ \text{[o ‘steveככn]} \text{ ur sterenn } \text{‘a star’}. \]

\[ \text{[o ’goč-jen]} \text{ ur gočhenn } \text{‘a (tall) story, a tale’}. \]

\[ \text{[o’je:dn]} \text{ ur chadenn } \text{‘a chain’}. \]

\[ \text{[an o feәn]} \text{ an oferenn } \text{‘(the) mass’}. \]

\[ \text{[o ba’iiken]} / \text{[o va’iiken]} \text{ ur barikenn } / \text{ur varikenn } \text{‘a drum’}. \]

\[ \text{[an’duо’zәn]} \text{ an drojenn } \text{‘a thick stalk, a pipe’}. \]

\[ \text{[o’gwa不相信n]} \text{ ur gorzenn } \text{‘a hollow stalk, a pipe, a gutter’}. \]

\[ \text{[o ‘ven]} \text{ ur wezenn } \text{‘a tree’}. \]

### 4.1.1.2 Number

Obtaining the plural forms of all words used by BCB speakers has sometimes proved difficult, as many words are not used in the plural in everyday conversation.

In BCB as in Breton in general, the unmarked form of nouns can be either the singular (Ex. [o po:z] ur poz ‘a word’, [’poфу] pozо ‘words’) or the plural (Ex. [’lo во] logod ‘mice’, [o lo’go.dәn] ur logodenn ‘a mouse’). In many cases both the singular and plural forms have suffixes (Ex. [o ’huj’en] ur wrizenn ‘a root’, [’guju] gwriziou ‘roots’) and it even frequently happens for the plural suffix -ou, /-u/ (also realised [ә] [see 2.4.3.2 [ә] for plural endings in -ou. ]) to be added to the singular suffix [-en], as in:

\[ \text{[o va’iiken]} \text{ ur varikenn } \text{‘a barrel’ } \rightarrow \text{[baә’kiәnu] barikennou } \text{‘barrels’}. \]

\[ \text{[o’goč-jen]} \text{ ur gočhenn } \text{‘a tale’ } \rightarrow \text{[kɔ’jenu] kočhennou } \text{‘tales!rubbish!’}. \]

\[ \text{[’su:бәn mәm go:s]} \text{ soubenn Mamm Gozh } \text{‘Grandma’s soup’ } \rightarrow \text{[su’be nu мәm go:s]} \text{ soubennou } \text{Mamm Gozh } \text{‘Grandma’s soups’}. \]

As can be seen from the above examples, the addition of a syllable whether a singulative suffix or a plural suffix, has substantial phonetic implications. This is due to the fact
that in Breton, the emphasis is quite strictly placed on the penultimate syllable. Addition of a suffix results almost automatically in the transfer of the emphasis to the next syllable in most cases. This, in turn modifies the length and intensity of vowels.

4.1.1.3 Plural markers

Wmffre (1998, 14) gives the following concise summary of the expression of plurality in central Breton: ‘As in the other Brittonic languages there are a great variety of plural markers, the commonest, by far is -ʊ, followed by -ɛjʊ, -ŋ, -jʊ, -i, and finally by a small number of rare suffixes. It has been estimated (1984 Favereau) that the suffix -ʊ (along with its variants -jʊ, -ʒʊ, -ʃʊ) makes up 55% of plural suffixes in central Breton.’

This, in my experience, also applies to BCB, in which, however, the plural ending mentioned above are realised somewhat differently.

4.1.1.3.1 Plural endings in [u] and [ʊ] (orth. -où)

They are the most common plural markers. The plurals orthographically ending in -où are realised [u] or [ʊ]. The use of one, rather than the other seems to depend on the speaker’s own mannerism as well as on some characteristics of what precedes it. My provisional suggestions regarding this are as follows:
— The stronger and the closer is the stress of the syllable or syllables that come before the plural ending, the more it tends to [ʊ].
— [ʊ] tends to follow voiceless consonants.
— If there is strong stress within the sentence, whether before or after the word which has the plural ending, then that ending tends to be realised [ʊ].
— Words with little difference of stress between syllables tend to end in [u].
— Several examples below, such as [ˈdɔːsu], [ˈlɑmɔ], [ˈfautu] etc. contradict the above suggestions.

[u]/[ʊ] follow consonants. The only exception I am aware of is that of the word tra ‘thing’ the plural of which is traoù.

4.1.1.3.1 a) [u]/[ʊ] following phonetic consonants

Examples:


* The term ‘phonetic consonants’ used here is meant to provide a distinction between the consonants that are effectively pronounced and the many orthographic consonants which, in Breton in general and in BCB in particular, are not pronounced.


[gast fal] gast fall! ‘bastard!’, [gastu fal] gastoù fall ‘bastards’.


4.1.1.3.1 b) [u]/[ɔ] following orthographic consonants

This can be the case in words ending in consonants that are silent in the absence of an ending, as in:

[o fɛs] ur fest ‘a fete, a party’ [festu] festoù.

[o lɔs] ul lost ‘a tail’ [lɔstu ˈbohɔt] lostoù buoc’hed ‘cows tails (oxtails)’.

4.1.1.3.1 c) Replacement of final consonants by /ʃ/ or /ʒ/ to form plural endings

Examples:


[o pɔn] ur pont ‘a bridge’, [ˈpɔʃu gleːs] Poñchoù Glas lit. blue bridges (‘les ponts bleus/Poñchoù Glas’) placename near Briez thus named because the bridges are made of blue stone (slate).

[əb hweːt] ar c’hoad (from koad) ‘the wood, the copse’, [əb ˈhweːʒɔ] ar c’hoadoù ‘the woods/forest’.


4.1.1.3.1
4.1.1.3.1 d) The case of lām lamp ‘lamp’

In the word [lām] lamp ‘lamp’, /ʃ/ is added to the end consonant rather than replace it, to form the word [ˈlɑmʃu] lampoù, ‘lamps’.

4.1.1.3.1 e) Voicing of /t/, before [u]/[q]

This is in keeping with the general tendency in Breton for voiceless consonants to be voiced when followed by a vowel.


[ɔ 'feozet] ur vozad (bozad) ‘the contents of two joined hands’ (Fr. jointée), [beozˈzedu] bozadoù.


4.1.1.3.1 f) The endings [jɔ]/[ju] (orth. -ioù)

[ju] mainly follows vowels as in:

*Note that the suffix -ad is pronounced [at] as well as [ɔt] and more rarely [ət] in BCB. Some of my informants, for example JC from Skoldi and his wife AMC from Landrevarzec use [at] and [ət] interchangeably.


As final orthographic r is realised as a vowel, [ju] can therefore occur after it, as in:


4.1.1.3.1 g) Words ending in [ik]

The ending of the plural form of the following words lay astride between the forms [u] and [ju].


4.1.1.3.1 h) Conclusions regarding the plurals ending in [-u] and [-ju]

With regard to the Plozévet dialect, Goyat (2012, 173) draws the following conclusion, which is helpful for understanding the workings of plural forms in [o] and [u] in BCB, though the number of examples at my disposal has not allowed me to confirm if this conclusion applies fully to BCB:

‘The suffix /-u/ occurs exclusively after the consonants /b/, /k/, /ɡ/, /v/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /m/ and /ʎ/.
The suffix /-ju/ occurs exclusively after /h/, the semi-vowel /w/ and all vowels.
The suffixes /-u/ and, sometimes, /-ju/ occur after the consonants /p/, /t/, /d/, /f/, /z/, /n/, /l/ and /ɾ/.’

With regard to BCB, I can confirm that:

71 ‘On rencontre exclusivement le suffixe /-u/ après les consonnes : /b/, /k/, /ɡ/, /v/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /m/ et /ʎ/.
On rencontre exclusivement le suffixe /-ju/ après la consonne /h/, la semi-voyelle /w/ et toutes les voyelles.
On rencontre parfois le suffixe /-u/ et parfois le suffixe /-ju/ après les consonnes /p/, /t/, /d/, /f/, /z/, /n/, /l/ et /ɾ/.’
Only [ɔ] and [u] occur after the consonants: [ʃ, ʒ, m, l] .

[ju] mainly occurs after vowels and /ø/.

I am, however, aware of one case in which a word ending in a vowel has a plural in [o]: the word [ˈliːsə] liiser (PU liñsel) ‘bedsheet, large sheet of cloth’, which is pluralised by some BCB speakers as [lɪˈseo] liñserioû, while other BCB speakers pluralise it as [lɪˈsejju].

4.1.1.3.2 The suffix [-ENU] (orth. -ennoù)

Although the suffix [-EN] (orth. -enn) can be a singulative suffix which, in a number of words, is dropped to form the collective or plural form of a word, many words ending in [-EN] (orth. -enn) in the singular, do form their plural through adding [-u] to [-EN], resulting in a plural in [-ENU] (orth. -ennoù), such as:


4.1.1.3.3 The suffix [- (e)JE] (orth. - (e)ier) and its derivative [- JE]

Examples:


This suffix is often associated with internal changes involving the vowel(s) in the relevant word, as in:

[o saˈx] ur sac’h ‘a bag, a sack’, seier [ˈseje] ‘bags, sacks’.

4.1.1.3.4 The suffix [-ƏT]/[-ƏT] (orth. -ed)

Examples:

[o ˈleːpɛn] ul lapin ‘a rabbit’, [el ˈlepiːnet] al lapined ‘the rabbits’.
[œn vœdɔ:nɛt] ar Vretoned ‘the Breton’.
[œn vœdɛt]/[œbɔdɛt] ar Voched ‘the Krauts, the Gerries’ (fr. Fr. Boches, nickname for the Germans).

4.1.1.3.5 The suffix [-iːjɛn][-iːjɛn][-iːjɛn](orth. -ien)

Examples:

[o 'fwe-ʁɛk] ur foenneg ‘a pasture’, [fwene'ziːjɛn] (sometimes [fwene'zijɛ]) foennejie(n) PU foennejier ‘pastures’.
[œn ʒiːdye] ar c’honduer ‘the man opening a funeral procession, the driver’,
kendy esjɛn konduerien ‘ditto in the plural’.

4.1.1.3.6 The suffix [-i] (orth. -i)

This suffix is often associated with internal changes affecting the relevant word, as in:


4.1.1.3.7 Plurals involving internal changes affecting the central vowel(s) of the word

In addition to the words shown in the previous paragraph, other examples are:

[o zɔn] un sant ‘a saint’, [aː zɛn] ar sent ‘the saints’.
[o saʃ] ur sac’h ‘a bag, a sack’, ar seier [e zɛe] ‘the bags, the sacks’.
[o 'ɡøː] ur gaou ‘a lie’, ar gevier [e ɟe] ‘the lies’.

4.1.1.3.8 Plurals which are etymologically unrelated to the singulars

Some words are expressed in the plural by using etymologically unrelated words, which is historically rather fascinating. It takes, however, practice to get used to it, as Le Scao points out indignantly (1945a, 8): ‘Sometimes plurals are irregular. The only way of getting used to it is to live with Breton-speaking Bretons and to ‘Breton-away’ with
them. It is inconceivable that Breton is not spoken in rectories. This makes priests
good enough for Brittany!!’

These ‘irregular’ plurals are few, but they all concern words of great importance in rural
Breton life and they are very frequently used. They are:

[ˈsaʊt] saout ‘cows’ (far more frequent than the regular plural [ˈbohoẽt] buoc’hed,
being the plural of [ˈboxo] buoc’h ‘cow’. The word saout comes from the Latin solidum
‘money, capital’, as the herd represented originally the main asset of a family.

[ʃɐs] chas ‘dogs’, being the plural [ki] ki ‘dog’. Chas comes from the French chasse
‘hunt’, as a pack of several dogs would take part in a hunt.

[tyt] tud ‘people’, being the plural of [ˈdɛn] den ‘man, person’ is related to the words
Dutch, Deutsch, Teutonic etc. and ultimately to the Indo European teuta ‘people’.

Another example commonly mentioned is the word [ˈkeːzɪk] kezeg. This word is
commonly given as the plural of [meχ] marc’h, often presented as the generic term for
‘horse’. This, however, is misleading and needs to be qualified further, which is done
in 4.1.1.4.3 below.

4.1.1.4 Singular markers

4.1.1.4.1 The word pezh ‘piece’ used as a singulative

This word is only used with inanimate objects, as in:

[mɔʁp] meurb ‘furniture’ → [o pez mɔʁp] ur pezh meurp ‘a piece of furniture’.
[ˈdejɛt] dilhad ‘clothes’ → [o pez dejɛt] ur pezh dilhad ‘a piece of clothing’.

4.1.1.4.2 The word penn ‘head’ used as a singulative

The word penn ‘head’ can be used as a singulative when added to collective names of
people and animals. This is similar to the use of head or tête in English and French in
ten head of cattle or dix têtes de bétail. In effect, the word penn is added to plural forms,
as in the word for ‘pig’, formed of [mɔχ] moc’h ‘pigs’ preceded by penn, which, after
contraction of penn, gives [pɪmɔχ] pemoc’h (fr. penn + moc’h), literally ‘head of
pigs’. This is rather exotic, from a non-Celtic perspective.

Other examples:

[je:] yer ‘chickens’ → [o penje:] ur penn yer ‘a chicken’.

* ‘Parfois le pluriel est irrégulier. L’unique moyen de s’y faire est de vivre avec des Bretons bretonant
  (sic) et de bretoner avec eux. Il est inconcevable que dans les presbytères on ne parle pas breton. On
dirait que les prêtres sont des étrangers en Bretagne!!’
* See Online Etymology Dictionary
  <http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=dutch> (consulted 05/03/2017)
  and Henry (1900, 274).

More exotic yet, is the use of penn with dual plurals for symmetrical body parts, as in:

[penn’daulin] penndaoolin, lit. ‘head of two knee(s)’. This is discussed further under Lexicon 6.6.

4.1.1.4.3 The word loen used as a singulative

There is another word used as a singulative of plural forms, which is loen ‘animal’, pronounced [lɔːn] in BCB. I am only aware of one example, however, which is the generic word for horse, [lɔnˈkeːzːkl]/[lɔnˈkeːskl] loen kezeg, lit. ‘animal mares’.

Consultation of map 326 in Le Dû’s linguistic atlas (2001) indicates that the word marc’h for ‘horse’ as a species, appears only in a very small number of locations, namely 23 out of 601.

The general notion, however, amongst néo-bretonnants, is that the generic word for ‘horse’ in Breton is marc’h. Given the small number of locations in which this is the case, this notion defies understanding.

It is nonetheless promoted by the broadly marketed Hemon-Huon dictionary which gives marc’h as the first translation for ‘horse’ (2005, 889).

Given the small number of location in which it is the case, the generic word for ‘horse’ in Breton cannot be said to be marc’h. This is confirmed by Favereau’s entry for ‘horse’ in which the first translation given is LOEN (-KEZEG) (1992, 861).

Kezeg is, in fact, not the plural of marc’h, but that of kazeg ‘mare’.

Le Dû, (2001, 329) produces a map for the plural forms of mar’ch, which he could only obtain in 345 locations out of 601. He obtained none in Briec, which is confirmed by the fact that none of my informants know one. The reason they give for this is that [o’mak] ur marc’h is a castrated male horse, or gelding, not a generic horse. My informants further indicated that male horses were not used, except in the largest farms where there could be a mix of mares and male horses. The reason for not using male horses is, according to MTC: ‘[dxaw bɔːz] dra ree reuz’, ‘that caused trouble’, which all my informants confirmed. According to them, most small farms only had one horse. When two were needed, in particular for ploughing, one was paired up with another one from neighbours. Given the trouble male horses, even castrated, gave, one would never have chosen their one and only horse to be a male. Further, in order to be paired up with neighbours’ horses, they should preferably be of similar strength, which was rarely the case between a mare and a gelding. Thus, if farms used geldings, they had to have a minimum of two, which small farms, being the majority, could not afford.

Compelling economic factors therefore conspired against the existence of a plural for marc’h in a majority of locations, including Briec. Since most horses were mares it was logical to refer to several horses as [ˈkeːzːk] kezeg ‘mares’.

---

74 In BCB, [ˈdaulin] is considered to be a plural of which [ˈdaul] is the singular (see Lexicon 6.6).

75 Just as it gives the first and main translation for ‘to begin’ as kregiñ (2005, 904), in spite of the fact that, according to Le Dû (2001, 075) this word appears nowhere at all with that meaning, while komañs appears everywhere (including in Canton Briec) as the current word for ‘to begin’. Though the verb kroga/krogi is used in limited contexts in BCB and appears in Le Scao (1945a, 82 and 1945b, 61), it can certainly not be used indiscriminately for ‘to begin’.
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This goes against giving *kezeg* is the plural of *marc’h* and explains the fact that the singular form for a generic ‘horse’, in many Breton dialects, is a singularised form of the word *kezeg*. This form, in BCB is [lɔŋ kezɛk] *loen kezeg*, lit. ‘animal mares’.

There is, however, one location in Canton Briec where Le Dû obtained a plural for *marc’h*. The location is Landudal and the form is [ˈmæju]. Although several members of my family came from Landudal, they had all passed away long before I undertook this study and having no Breton-speaking contacts in Landudal, I also have no informants there. I can therefore not corroborate the following, but I have a strong suspicion that the reason for the existence of a plural form for *marc’h* in Landudal could be that the vast estate of the Kerguelen de Tremarec family, is located there. There would always have been a large number of horses, stallions, geldings and mares on the property of that wealthy family from whose midst came Yves Joseph de Kerguelen Tremarec, commander of an exploratory expedition to Australia, to which his second in command, Louis Aleno de Sant Allouarn laid claim in the name of Louis XVI, after landing on Dirk Hartog Island, near Carnarvon in 1772.

### 4.1.2 NOUN DETERMINERS

#### 4.1.2.1 Articles

Like in English, articles in Breton are not gender specific and they are not marked for number. Like in English and unlike French, there are no plural indefinite articles in Breton, as in the following example:


While PU and ZH orthography have articles ending in *l* (namely *al* and *ul*), these articles practically do not appear in BCB. This follows suit with the Plounévézel dialect for which Wmffre (1998, 18) reports no article ending in /l/. Therefore, the BCB equivalent of PU *ar* and *al* is [ɐ]/[e] and that of *ur* and *ul* is [ɔ]/[o] with only a hint of /l/ and /l/, noted [ɾ] and [l] in this work, appearing occasionally in articles.

A hint of the orthographic *l* of *al* and *ul* is occasionally heard, particularly in the case of the definite article after the preposition *gant*. This ‘hint’ of *l* is probably in part the result of the exposure of most BCB speakers to orthographic forms. It is particularly rare in the case of the indefinite article.

The definite articles in BCB can therefore be given as: [ɐ]/[e]/[e], equivalent to *ar* and *al* and [an]/[ɛn]/[ɛn]/[ɔn], equivalent to *an*.

The indefinite articles in BCB can therefore be given as: [ɔ]/[ɔ], equivalent to *ur* and *ul* and [ɔn/ɔn], equivalent to *un*.

Articles preceding words starting with /t/, /d/, /n/ and vowels end with /n/ in BCB as they do in PU and ZH orthography.

---

* Following a query I made about this, Wmffre responded that ‘[...] this should not be surprising to anyone conversant with the historical evolution of Breton since *al* is a more recently developed allomorph of *ar* found only in a third of the Breton-speaking area: the regions west of Quimper, Châteaulin and Morlaix and a smallish enclave between Vannes and the Rivière d’Etel’ (Wmffre 2018, personal archives). The relevant map is displayed in Wmffre 2007, 656.
The indefinite article tends to be realised [o] before /l/+back or nasal vowels (/θ/, /ø/, /ɔ/ etc.), as in some examples below:

[ø lɔm] ul lamm ‘a jump, a fall.’
[ɔ lɔː aʊ] ul laer ‘a thief.
[ø lɛps muːŋ] ul lapous mor ‘a seagull.’
[ø lɔn `keːz`k] ul loen kezeg ‘a horse.’
[ø `lɛŋ] ul lienn ‘a nappy.’

ar and ur precede all other initial phonemes, as in:

[əː vø`geːle] ar vugale ‘the children.’
[æ po t] ar paotr ‘the boy/man.’
[ə `zaut] ar saout ‘the cows.’
[a` pœs,nes] ar prenestr ‘the window.’
[o `χwe de] ur c’hoadur ‘a child.’
[ø po `beŋ] ur paotr bihan ‘a little boy.’ (note that sandhi pronunciation applies here in some other dialects, notably that of Plounévézel, resulting in [po`pi jɔn]. This is not the case in BCB).
4.1.2.1.1 Combination of gant with the definite article

Note that this phenomenon is also discussed in 3.2.5.1.2 The case of l.

When following the preposition gant ‘with/by/through the agency of’, the definite article combines with it, resulting in the forms /gan/, /gal/, /ga/ and /g/, as in:

[gan dyt] gant an dud ‘with/by (the) people.’
[ed en gal ˈlaːwaːn] aet int gant al louarn ‘they were taken by the fox.’ Note that [ed en ga: ˈlaːwaːn] is also possible.
[eɔ zo ɛt kuit ga betajey] Eñ zo aet kwit gant ar bétailleure ‘He took off with the cattle trailer.’

The form [gal]/[ga], which can occur in front of /l/, sometimes occurs in front of a vowel, as in:

[møz gwet gal aˈmɔ̃n duːs] E meus graet gant amann dous ‘I made it with (the) unsalted butter.’
[guɛz ede ˈvɔ̃n gal anmayi] Guoest eo bet da vont gant Anne-Marie ‘She was able to go with Anne-Marie.’
[beme e gel ˈewen] Bez eman aze gant Ewen, ‘She is here/there with Ewen (boy’s name).’

4.1.2.1.2 Conditions of use of definite articles

Articles in Breton are often used (or omitted) as they are in English and unlike they are in French.

Compare, for example:

[ba ˈgeːn] (E-barzh gêr) PU Er gêr ‘At home’ as opposed to ‘à la maison’.
[pueːs e kwɔːn] Prest eo koan ‘Dinner’s ready’ as opposed to ‘Le dîner est prêt’.
[ʁɔk dib lε̃n ʁɔk mɔ̃n κuʃt] Rank drebiñ lein, a-raok mont kwit ‘You must eat breakfast before going’ as opposed to ‘Il faut manger le/du petit déjeuner avant de partir’.
[ben blee] A-benn bloaz ‘Next year’ as opposed to ‘L’année prochaine’.

4.1.2.1.3 Definite articles in association with surnames

They can be used Between a name and a surname, as in:

[mij ˈleːɡal] Michel ar Gall, ‘Michel Le Gall’.

Like in English, and contrary to French, definite articles can be omitted when associated with a surname qualified by the adjective kozh ‘old’. Examples:
4.1.2.1.4 Use of definite article in front of Aotrou

The definite article is used in front of the title Aotrou ‘Sir, Mister, Lord’, thus:


4.1.2.2 Demonstrative determiners

Demonstrative determiners are a combination of a definite article placed in front of a noun itself followed by the following particles:

- /se/, pronounced [sə], [se], [sa], [ze], [he], [he], [xe] and rarely [fə] or contracted to /s/ or, occasionally /x/ and even more rarely /ʃ/ (see examples of these pronunciations below).
- or /mañ/, pronounced [mə], [mə], or contracted to /m/.

Se comes from aze ‘there’ and mañ comes from amañ ‘here’.

4.1.2.2.1 Context of use of the demonstrative determiners

Mañ is supposed to refer to something close by and -se to something further away.

Examples:

- [ʃɛʃty maɣiɛz, an tymε ne ked eːz] chaŋch tu, Marie-Thérèse, an tu-mañ n’eo ket aœs! ‘Turn around, Marie-Thérèse, it’s awkward from this side.’ (The context of this sexually explicit saying, which is an embarrassment to the many Marie-Thérèses of Brittany, leaves no doubt as to mañ expressing proximity).
- [mœs læs ne va⁸ me leʃ, dyχ] Meus laosket anezhañ war me lec’h, du-se, ‘I left it behind, over there.’

However, the meanings of -mañ and -se are often blurred or interchangeable. Thus, [án dœ⁸ me] an dra-mañ and [án ’dœ xe] an dra-se, for example, can both be used to refer to something close by, both meaning ‘this (thing) here’. This is exactly like the word là ‘there’ in French which sometimes means ‘here’ and sometimes ‘there’, as in the expression: je suis là lit. I am there, meaning ‘I am here’, or the word there in English, in the expression I’ll always be there for you, meaning ‘I will always be here (close to you) if you need me.’
However, if two things are referred to in succession, [ɑn ‘dɐ̃ xe ə] is applied to the closest one, while [ɑn dɐ̃ me] is applied to the farthest one.

a) Examples of use of -se and -mañ uncontracted:

Looking at a photo: [piwe an’dən sə?] Piv eo an den-se, lit. who is the man/person-there, ‘Who is this man/person?’
[‘txeu mo sa] traoù mod-se, lit. things mode-there, ‘things like that.’
[a pek sə zo dɔm] ar park-se zo deomp, lit. the field-there is to-us, ‘This field is ours.’
[gif] giz-se, lit. manner-there, ‘so-so’ (see that expression under GI in Lexicon)
[pez tuʃe en o’to me!] Paz touch an oto-mañ!, lit. not touch the car-here ‘Don’t touch this car!’
[de bue e e’veuən me?] Da biv eo ar werenn-mañ, lit. to who is the glass-here, ‘Whose glass is this?’
[e ble mɑ] Ar bloazh-mañ, lit. the year-here, ‘this year.’
[ɑm’gi ma] amañ e-giz-mañ, lit. here manner-there, ‘Here’ (in the place on which the speaker stands or in the place he identifies with [see this expression under AM’ GI’-ME in Lexicon]).

b) Examples of use of -se and -mañ in contracted form.

-se contracted to /ʃ/:

[‘txeu a mɔs] traoù a mod-se, lit. things par. mode-there, ‘things like that.’
[‘txeu mɔs] traoù mod-se, lit. things mode-there, ‘things like that.’

Speaking about silverware: [uəz zo me’t vi o pxe d’ʃy]:] Ar re-se zo mat evit ur pred sul, lit. the ones-there is good for a meal Sunday, ‘these are good for a Sunday lunch.’
[kemes ‘txeu] kement-se (a) traoù, lit. so-many-there things, ‘so many things.’
[ken mets:] ken mat-se, lit. so well-there, ‘so well!’

-se contracted to /ʃ/ can also give rise to a metathesis, when following a consonant, as in:

[ɑn ‘də:n əs] an den-se, ‘this man.’

-se contracted to /ʃ/:

To refer to something situated further away the expression [dɨʃ] du-se, lit. side-there, ‘over there’ can be used, as in:

[nə dɨʃ, paz nə ɑm] An hini du-se, paz an hini amañ, lit. the one side-there, not the one here, ‘This one over there, not this one here.’

-se contracted to /ʃ/:

[ɑm ‘hʃ] amañ e-giz-se, lit. here in-manner-there, ‘Here (close by)’, (see this expression under AM’-HICH in Lexicon)
-mañ contracted to /m/:

[œm vãk be pin’vild] Ar re-mañ a rank bezañ pinvidik, lit. the ones-here must be rich, ‘these people must be rich.’
[ãm’him] (alternative pronunciation of the expression [ãm’gimã] mentioned further above) amañ e-giz-mañ, lit. here manner-there, ‘Here’ (in the place on which the speaker stands or in the place he identifies with [see this expression in Lexicon]).

4.1.2.2 Use of -se after adjectives

[kemñs ‘ɛxɛn nɔs be i fwæt mo’ne!] kement-se (a) arc’hant e-neus e-barzh he forte-monnaie! lit. much-there part. money vp.-has, inside her wallet ‘She has so much money in her wallet!’
[më vweːn ket la go’ze: buɔzɔnek kɛn mɛts!] Me n’ouien ket la gozee brezhonek ken mat-se, lit. me knew not that talked breton so well-there, ‘I did not know he spoke breton so well!’
[ken ‘fi,ʃeːmeːt se neuːve! më gεːde diɲ ve hɔn doʃi ko] Ken fichet mat-se, an hini oa! Me a greedin ooa o vont d’ur friko! lit. so adorned well-there, this-one was! me vp. believe to-me was vp. going to a wedding(-banquet)! ‘She was so well dressed! I thought she was on her way to a wedding (banquet)!’
[nɔs vwejɛn bet ˈdɔwɔl le ɓe 代谢 gen tɛak ˈtɛkɛ̃ sɛ] Neus voaien ebet d’ober labour mat gan trakteur brein-se, lit. not-has way at-all to do work good with the tractor rotten-there, ‘It impossible to do proper work with this crappy tractor!’

4.1.2.2.3 Alternative to the use of -se after adjectives

In BCB the word all literally meaning ‘other’ is more common than se in a demonstrative role associated with adjectives. Examples:

[kemnɛl ˈɛxɛn nɔs, tœɛmp!] kement-all arc’hant e-neus, Trump, lit. much-other money vp. has, Trump ‘Trump has so much money!’
[kemnal ˈtʃɛu zɔs, be hɔf ox’otɔ!] kement-all traouè bez ez-eus, e-barzh ar c’houfr hoc’h oto, lit. much-other things be vp. has, inside the chest your car ‘There is so much stuff in the trunk of your car!’

In addition, the expression [da pɛ̃gɛm] da pegen (which ends in /m/ in BCB pronunciation) is also used to express ‘so much!’, as in:

[da pɛ̃gɛm tœu zɔs, be ˈfaːməsɪ s$!] da pegem traouè ez-eus, e-barzh ar farmasi-se, lit. to so-many things vp. has, inside the pharmacy-there ‘There are so many things in this chemist shop!’

4.1.2.3 Possessive determiners.

Listing possessives in BCB is not as straightforward as may be expected, as there are ways of expressing possession, which are somewhat flexible while not being completely interchangeable.

For example, to translate ‘my’, one may use:
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1- the possessive adjective [me/mi] placed, like in English, in front of a noun, as in [me oto], ‘my car’.
2- a definite article followed by a noun, itself followed by the preposition da conjugated in the 1st pers. sg., namely [dịn din], as in [ǎn oto dịn] an oto din ‘my car’ (lit. the car to-me).
3- the possessive adjective [me/mi] placed, like in English, in front of a noun and followed by the pronominal preposition da conjugated in the 1st pers. sg., as in [me oto dịn], ‘my car’. The latter, however could also (but not necessarily) be used emphatically, in which case the meaning would be more like ‘my very own car’.

The use of da to express possession is discussed in paragraph 4.1.5.1.

4.1.2.3.1 Possessive adjectives.

The possessive adjectives in BCB are shown in the table below. They all trigger initial consonant mutations. Mutations triggered by possessives are discussed and illustrated by examples in 3. MORPHOPHONOLOGY, 3.1 INITIAL CONSONANT MUTATIONS.

For preliminary reference, the type of mutation triggered is shown after each possessive in the table below: + L (lenition), + S (spirantisation), + P (provection). These mentions are only indicative and have to be completed by reading about the conditions in which initial consonant mutations take place. For example, while the mention ‘[5n] hon / [o9] hor ‘our’ + S’ indicates that these possessives trigger spirantisation, hor only does so for K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[me]/[mi]/[mə] ma  ‘my’ + S</td>
<td>1st (rare) [5n] hon / [o9] hor ‘our’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>same as 2nd pl. + P</td>
<td>+ S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>[i/ə] e ‘his’ + L</td>
<td>2nd [o] ho ‘your’ + P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[i] he ‘her’ + S</td>
<td>3rd [o] o ‘their’ + S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As is obvious from the homophony or near homophony of some of the possessive determiners above, BCB speakers have to rely on further markers and strategies to distinguish between them. The use of these markers and strategies is mainly presented below, though it is also discussed in Morphophonology under 3.1.4 SPIRANTISATION.

4.1.2.3.2 Homophonous and near-homophonous possessive adjectives

[i] he 3rd pers. sg. feminine possessive is distinguished from [i] e 3rd pers. masculine possessive by the fact he triggers spirantisation while e triggers lenition.

[o] ho 2nd pers. sg. and pl. possessive is distinguished from [o] o 3rd pers. pl. possessive by the fact the former triggers provection while the latter triggers spirantisation.

---

Can be pronounced [me] when preceding consonants.
Such a sentence is conversation hypothetical as Morphophonology 3.1.7). Exceptions are [o \ˈpənə\] ho paner ‘our basket’ and [o \ˈpənə\] ho paner ‘your basket’. Furthermore, the indefinite article ur is also realised as [o]. There is therefore complete homophony between ho paner ‘your basket’ and ur paner ‘a basket’, both realised [o \ˈpənə\].

To add to the potential confusion, [ɔn] hon the other form of the 1st per. pl. possessive (which is meant to be used in front of /n, d, ʁ and /h/) is a homophone of the indefinite article un(an) when the latter is pronounced [ɔn] (though it can also be pronounced [æn] and [œn]). Further, both [o] (their) and [o\ˈn\] (our) trigger the spirantisation of k to [h] or, in some speakers, to [x]/[ʁ]. When [o\ˈn\] hor occurs in front of [h] or [x] its pronunciation is [o\ˈn\] or sometimes [o\ˈn\], which is nearly identical to [o] (their) + k. There is therefore very little distinction, for example, between their truck’, o c’hamion [o \ˈmi\ˈn\] and ‘our truck’, hor c’hamion [o\ˈn\ o\ˈn\ hem\ˈn\].

There are cases in which confusion resulting from homophony is not possible: they concern, for example, words beginning with t. Given that the indefinite article preceding t is meant to be un, pronounced [æn] or [ɔn], there cannot be, to begin with, a confusion between the indefinite article and the possessives [o] ho and [o] o. It is the case with the word tad ‘father’.

‘a father’ is [æn \ˈtd\] un tad, while ‘your father’ is [o \ˈtd\] ho tad and ‘their father’ is [o \ˈʃə\ ɔ \ˈzd\] o zad. [æn \ˈtd\] ‘a father’ and [ɔn \ˈtə\d\] hon tad ‘our father’ are sufficiently different for confusion to be unlikely.

It is the same for a number of words starting with t.

For example, the word tro. ‘A turn, a go’ is un dro [æn ʁə\ˈo\w\], ‘your turn/go’ is ho tro [o ʁə\ˈo\w\] and ‘their turn/go’ is o zro [o ʁə\ˈo\w\]. There is, no possible confusion between these three utterances.

### 4.1.2.3.3 Avoidance of the 1st pers. pl. possessive adjectives

What is described above is the probable reason why 1st pers. pl. possessives hon and hor which are given in grammars (kervella 1976, 430, Favereau 1992, xiii) textbooks (Kerrain 2008, 76, Davallan 2002b, 253) and even in Le Scao’s dictionary (1945, 10 and 168) as the 1st pers. pl. determiners are, in fact, very rarely used by BCB speakers. Exceptions are [hɔn \ˈtd\] hon tad ‘our father’ and [a \ˈʃə\ ə\n\ ɔn \ˈhifen\] ar re a zo en hor c’hichen ‘the people next door (to us)’, ‘les/nos voisins d’hui’ which can be both considered to be fossilised expressions (with regard to hon tad, also see 3. Morphophonology 3.1.7).

Therefore, the sentence [o \ˈmi\ˈn\] hor c’hamion, cited previously, is in fact, hypothetical as it is very unlikely to pass the lips of current speakers of BCB in natural conversation. Such a sentence is likewise unlikely to pass the lips of speakers of the Lorient hinterland dialect, as documented by Cheveau (2007, 128) who also reports that the 1st pers. pl.
possessive pronoun has been discarded in that dialect. Cheveau also surmises that, although the Lorient hinterland dialect has words for ‘our’ (namely [ɔʁ ɔ] and [ɔn]), the fact they are homophones of the indefinite articles [ɔb] and [ɔn] is likely to be the reason which has led to the use of an alternative way of expressing possession in the 1st pers. pl.

In both BCB and Lorient dialect, this alternative way is syntactically identical. In BCB, it involves mentioning an object or person using a definite article, say, [an ti] ‘the house’ and adding the 1st pers. pl. conjugated preposition based on da ‘to’, it being [dɔm / dɔm] deomp: immediately after it. ‘Our house’ is therefore [(an) ti dɔm] (an) ti deomp (with or without the definite article), lit. ‘(the) house to us’.

In the An Oriant dialect, the object or person is immediately followed by the 1st person plural subject pronoun ni. The above example, therefore result in the sentence: /an ti-ni/ (Cheveau 2007, 128) lit. ‘the house-we’.

I cannot help noticing that several descriptive works of Breton dialects give scant or no examples of the use of the 1st pers. pl. possessive in the dialects they describe. I have not found any in Wmffre, nor in Hammer. I have found one in Sommerfelt (1978, 124) and three in Ploneis (1983, 255). I counted, however, eighteen examples in Ternes’ work on the Enez Groe dialect (1970). In Goyat’s thesis on the Plozévet dialect, which is very close to BCB, I have found three. However, only one (2012, 227, repeated p. 252) is associated with a noun. Another three examples appear on pp. 252 and 253. None of them, however, involve nouns either. They are instead associated with the pronouns hini, re and unan. This points to a very rare use of the 1st pers. pl. possessive with nouns in contemporary Breton in general.

It is, in fact, very easy never to use the first-person plural possessive in everyday life in any language as reference to people and things to which this possessive could apply, can simply be made by using definite articles. For example, it is very common in English, French and BCB for a couple to refer to their children or their house as ‘the children’ and ‘the house’.

Whatever the reason, there is no doubt that BCB speakers avoid the 1st pers. pl. possessive adjectives as well as its homophonous 3rd pers. pl. counterpart as indicated by the following enumeration from MTC when I asked her to translate the phrase ‘because of (through someone’s fault)’ + pronouns in all persons. Her answer was:

[dœm foːt] (dre ma faot ‘because of me’)  
[dœ o foːt dwaʁ] (dre ho faot deoc’h ‘because of you’)  
[dœ i foːt deŋ] (dre e faot dezhañ ‘because of him’)  
[dœ i foːt deŋ] (dre e faot dezhi ‘because of her’)  
[dœ foːt dɔm] (dre faot deomp ‘because of us’, no possessive adjective used)  
[dœ foːt dœ] (dre faot dezhe ‘because of them’, no possessive adjective used either)\(^{78}\)

It is noteworthy that in the above enumeration, the speaker adds inflected forms of da in all cases but the 1st person, even when she does use possessive adjectives.

\(^{78}\) *Deomp* is pronounced dɔm by some speakers of BCB and dʒɔm by others.
This avoidance of the possessives in BCB can lead to fairly convoluted constructions in some cases such as: [hēŋ c dau nōs twaʁt pep ʁwɛ i gau] (Int o daou o deus torret pep hini e gar) lit. they their two have broken each one his leg, for: ‘they broke their legs’.

One fossilised expression using the 3rd pers. pl. possessive is the expression [nɔ 'feːz] en o fez (lit. in their piece) ‘whole’, as in:

[va.lu.e] Aavalou douar en o fez ‘Potatoes cooked whole.’

4.1.2.4 Interrogative noun determiners

4.1.2.4.1 Pe/peseurt? ‘what? which?’

[pɛ] pe is the most common word in this category.

[pɛ 'hɔno pɔs?] Pe añv peus? lit. what name you-have?, ‘What is your name?’
[pɛ ʁwɛ?] Pe hini? ‘Which one?’
[ɡɛ pɛ otɔ va dɔt, ne5?] Gant pe oto e oa deuet, anezhañ? lit. With what car was come, him? ‘What car did he come with?’

[pɛ'se]/[p'se]/[p'se] peseurt, lit. what sort, is a derivative of pe. In all the above examples, it could replace pe. It is used in the expression [p'se mo'd] ‘how, which way?’ which is the common expression to elicit repetition of a statement one has not heard or understood correctly, equivalent to ‘I beg your pardon?’

4.1.2.4.2 Pet? ‘how much/how many?’

Pet is pronounced [pet] when preceding consonants. Its final t is voiced in front of vowels. As it is often followed by the preposition a, its final t tends to be voiced a lot of the time.

[pɛd a dy t ve be uey nejn?] Pet tud a oa e-barzh ar reunion? lit. how-much part. people was inside reunion? ‘How many people were there at the meeting?’
[pɛt kuo e dæh nɔs bet?] Pet krouadur e neus bet? ‘How many children did she/he have/end up having?’
[pɛd o uɛ?] Pet eur eo? ‘What time is it?’

4.1.2.4.3 Pegement? ‘how much/how many?’

Pegement, pronounced [pɛ'gemɛn] or [pɛ'gemɛn] is mainly used with reference to uncountable masses, as in:

[pɛ'gemɛn a duy gles mɔn ba diʒɛstɔe?] Pegement a druz a dlees mont e-barzh an digesteur? ‘How much grease is supposed to go in the (anaerobic) digester?’ (with reference to a biogas production plant).
Pement a arc’hant a goust an oto a mod-se? ‘How much money does such a car cost?’

4.1.2.5 Exclamative determiners

_Pe_ and _peseurt_ can be used as an exclamative, just as _what_ is in English.

_Pe pe sa twañ ‘he a va, nêc!_ Pe/peseurt torr-reer a ra, anezhañ! lit. what rear-breaker he makes, him! ‘What a pain in the arse he is!’

_Pe buez ‘neg a e o’gyst!_ Pe brezhoneger-torr-reer a ra, anezhañ! ‘What a great Breton-speaker is Auguste!’

With reference to countable objects, the expression _da pegem_ can be used.

_Da pegem traoù a zo e-barzh an arbel-se!_ ‘What a quantity of things there is in this wardrobe!’

4.1.3 NOUN SUBSTITUTES

4.1.3.1 Definite substitutes

[(ɔ)nɛ/ni/ne] (representing a feminine noun), [ne/ni, (a)nɛe/nāe/nāe] and [χwɛ]/[χwẽ] sometimes pronounced [‘χa:e] or [χẽ] correspond to the singular pronoun (an) _hini_ in PU. [wɛ] corresponds to the plural pronoun _re_ in PU. _Re_ is also an indefinite substitute (see 4.1.3.2 below).

[ne/ni, (a)nɛe/nāe/nāe] as well as [wɛ] typically precede adjectives and pronominal prepositions, while [χwɛ]/[χwẽ] ([χa:e]) typically follows possessives and the words [mɛl] _mell_ ‘mega-, very large’ and [mɛ(m(e)s)] _memes_ ‘same’.

The pronunciations given above for _an hini_ depend on the individual speaker.

_Hini_, when substituting a feminine noun and _re_ trigger lenition.

Examples of use:

[ne ‘veŋ] _an hini vihan_, ‘the little one’ (feminine).
[‘pe:a ‘ni e no tele’fɔnet] _Pêr an hini eo en doa telefonet_, ‘it is Pêr who rang’.
[eje, me ni wɛ] _Eye, me an hini oo_, ‘yes, it was me’.
[‘pe:a na fuñswa zo ve no ‘twɔχet la e] _Pêr ha François zo ar re en doa troc’het la haie, ‘It is Pêr and François, who trimmed the hedge’._
[ŋāe bues] _an hini bras_, ‘the big one’ (masculine).
[ne aile] _an hini Alain_, ‘Alain’s one’.

* This is a French term corresponding to a hedge as a landscaping feature. The only hedges known to BCB speakers were the Cornish-type hedges made of rocks, earth and vegetation. Landscaping was generally not a preoccupation of rural Bretons. The term given by Le Scao for a hedge, is indeed _klû_ [klE], which is the term for Cornish-hedge.
4.1.3.2 Indefinite substitutes

The singular indefinite substitute is [ɛn] (occasionally [øn]) spelt unan in PU. The plural one is [ʁe/ʁe] re in PU. Unan and re trigger the same mutations as hini and re discussed above.

Examples:

[ɛn dɔs poˈlaŋ ma jom ba ʒi] unan deus Pologne emañ (o) chom e-barzh (ar) gîte, ‘a person from Poland is staying in the farmstay’.
[møs lak ɛn ba kaʃə ʃə, ag ɛn al ən ˈɔɡa] meus lakaet unan e (barzh) kichen ar porcherie, hag unan all e-barzh an hangar, ‘I put one near the piggery, and another inside the hangar’.
[kɔp sɛt ivi nɔs ʁe imˈze:və] Coop Saint Ivi neus re emsavoc’h, ‘The Saint Ivi Cooperative has cheaper ones’.
[mɛ̃ ɡav me:t keu ʁe dɔs bəju al] me a gav mad kaout re deus broioù all, ‘I like having some (people) from other countries (in the farmstay)’.
[pʁɛn ɛn vi ˈɑ.nɔʃ] Premn unan vihanoc’h, ‘Buy a smaller one’.

4.1.3.3 Demonstrative substitutes

These substitutes which are roughly equivalents to ‘this/that one’, ‘these/those ones’ are used in Breton, including in BCB, in a capacity, which often does not have a demonstrative purpose at all. They are, in fact, mainly used as personal pronouns when one wants to single out a subject (see examples below). This trait transfers to the French of BCB speakers and their descendants who come out with somewhat confronting statements when referring to people, such as: Celle-là est arrivée hier, lit. ‘this one arrived yesterday’, when simply meaning ‘she arrived yesterday’.

The demonstratives involved in this feature of BCB are shown in the table below. In theory, they display two degrees of distance, as do the words this and that in English, but in the reality of the conversation, these two degrees of distance are not observed. This is obvious in one of the examples below, in which the same word hemañ is used as ‘this one’ as well as ‘that one’.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Close by</th>
<th>Further away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m. sg.</td>
<td>[hem] PU hemañ</td>
<td>[hēs]/[ˈheːsə] PU hennez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. sg.</td>
<td>[hum(ə)] PU homañ</td>
<td>[huːs/huː s/hūsə/hōsə] PU hennez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>[veem(ə)] PU ar re- mañ</td>
<td>[ve ə s] PU ar re-se</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That the above demonstrative substitutes are, in fact, used as personal pronouns appears in examples given by Le Scao, notably in the article on lui ‘him’ of the Fr-Bret tome of his dictionary, (1945, 153):

‘Lui viendra = Hēn’s a teuio’, ‘He, will come’, PU Hennez a teuyo.
‘Elle patira = Hōn’s a iei kuit’, ‘She will leave’, PU Honnez ez ay kuit.

Note that Le Scao’s transcription for hennez and honnez implies the pronunciations /hēns/ and /hōns/, however none of my informants pronounce these words in those ways.
The pronunciations I have heard for Hennez a teuyo and Honnez ez ay kuit are respectively [hēs (ə) tjo] and [huːs jej kuit].

Every example Le Scao, in fact, gives to illustrate the use of the demonstratives in the article on celui-ci, celle-ci, ceux-ci etc. p. 73 of the Fr-Bret tome, involves using them as subject pronouns, which correspond to the context one mostly hears these words used, as in the following example collected by me.

[hēs a waw ḫea fo tˈdeŋ] (lit. this one knows what want to him) Hennez a oar petra faot dezhañ. ‘He knows what he wants.’

One would have expected Le Scao to give examples of how to translate ‘I will have this one’, or ‘Which, do you want? This one or that one?’; however, no such examples appear in these articles.

Further examples:

[ne bliʒ diŋ e ˈheːsə] An hini (a) plij din eo hennezh ‘The one I like is this one.’

Q: [peˈsa ɕwʲɛ dɔz an dju nɛx ɛ o mʲɛxʔ?] Peseurt hini deus an diou verc’h eo ho merc’h? ‘Which one of the two girls is your daughter?’
A: [ˈhūsə] Honnezh. ‘This one.’
Q: [e ˈhōsə e o mʲɛxʔ? A... honnez eo ho merc’h? ‘Oh! This one is your daughter?’

[peˈsaŋ ɕwʲɛ e po? he mə dɔm hemaɲ?] Peseurt hini e po? Hemañ, dam hemaɲ-all?
‘Which one will you have? This one or that one?’

[pesˈəŋ ɕwʲɛ e o ɕwʲɛ] Peseurt hini eo ho hini? ‘Which one is yours?’
4.1.3.4 Interrogative substitutes

The interrogative substitutes, like many interrogative words in Breton start with *p-* or *pe-* corresponding to Latin words starting with *q*.

The four substitutes are:

- [ˈpjea] petra ‘what’, as in:
  
  [ˈpjea pɔs ˈlæt] petra peus lâret? ‘what did you say?’

- [pju] piv/piou ‘who’, as in:
  
  [piwe hēse] piou eo hennez? ‘who is he?’

- [pesə χwē] peseurt hini ‘which (one)’, as in:
  
  [dɔs pesoe χwē meʃ goz el?] deus peseurt hini emaoc’h o gozeal? ‘which (one) are you talking about?’

- [pewe] pere ‘which ones’, as in:
  
  [pewe zo he dwæχ?] pere zo ar re deoc’h? ‘which ones are yours?’

4.1.3.5 Personal pronouns

There are two forms of personal pronouns in BCB:

- Independent personal pronouns, which precede verbs.
- Dependent personal pronouns, which follow verbs.

4.1.3.5.1 Independent personal pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[me] me</td>
<td>1st [nɪn/nɔm] ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>same as 2nd pl.</td>
<td>2nd [hu/xuʃ] c’hwí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>[he/heɔ/heʃ] e/eñ ‘he’</td>
<td>3rd [hɛŋ] int ‘they’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f. [hiʃ] he ‘she, her’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They are predominantly used as subject pronouns in sentences using the analytical conjugation system.

Examples of use:

[me nije] me an hini eo ‘it’s me’.
Eñ aet en dro da Kanada, dija. ‘He has gone back to Canada, already’.

He (a) labour e-barzh Bolloré, ‘She works for Bolloré’.

Who wants another piece of chicken?’

I, me’.

They are used in two capacities:

— As direct object pronouns, as in:

‘The rope is too tight on me.’

‘He hasn’t heard you.’

‘I do not see you, me’, ‘I cannot really see you.’

‘He ate the whole lot.’

Apart from a few exceptions, qualifiers are placed after the nouns they qualify. They are generally adjectives or nouns, though they can occasionally be verbal expressions.

Examples:

‘A time waster.’

‘A small wooden bicycle.’

‘Extreme thirst.’

‘An idiot.’
Ur tamm bara paotr saout. lit. a piece bread boy cow, ‘a sandwich.’ The term refers to the main use of this sort of portable food as meal for cowherds.


Exceptions:

[nevˈamzeŋ] nevez amzer. lit. new weather, ‘Spring.’

[pʁet tɻ] pred tɻ, lit. ‘food house, restaurant’, referring to a house where food is prepared for outsiders. Though this neologism is rarely used, it is known to several of my informants, leading me to the incorrect conclusion that the word has long been in BCB use. This is, however, not the case and [ʁɛsˈtɔʁ] or [ʁɛsˈtɔʁn] are the words used for ‘restaurant’.

A handful of qualifiers are always placed before the element they qualify in BCB. They are:

Mell ‘huge’, as in: [o mɛl dɛⁿ] ur mell den. ‘a huge man.’

Gwall ‘bad’, as in: [ɡwel ʕːs] gwall chaŋs. ‘bad luck.’

Droug ‘bad’, as in: [dʁuk ˈspeːʁt] droug-speret. ‘ill-spirit/intent.’


Adjectives do not have a plural form, except mell, which is originally a noun. It takes the plural desinence -où, as in:

[ˈmɛlu əɣ] melloù re, ‘huge ones.’

Adjectives are not marked for gender, except for mezv ‘drunk’, which has a feminine form:

[ɔ plaχ ˈveːvəs] ur plac’h vevez, ‘a drunk girl.’

Adjectives mutate as per the conditions described in 3.1.3.2 Lenition triggers, Lenition in adjectives.

Examples:

(gw → v, gwellet→wellet) [o bʁős velek dʁəz] ur brozh a weller-a-dreuz, lit. a skirt vp. see prep. through, ‘a transparent skirt or a see-through skirt’.

(M → v, bras→vras) [e əv ʁəvəs] ar re vras ‘the big people, the adults’.

Adjectives act as adverbs in Breton, for example:

Mat ‘good/well’: [meːt pøs gwet] Mat (e) peus graet, ‘You did well.’

Founnus ‘quick/quickly’: [nøn gwet ˈfunaʃ] O deus graet founnus, ‘They did (it) quickly.’
Superlatives are produced by adding the ending `[a]/[e]/[a]`-añ to adjectives.

**4.1.4.1 Comparison**

When a comparison involves an adjective, its comparative form is produced by adding the ending `[e]/[a]`-oc'h to it. On rare occasions in which the comparative form of an adjective cannot be produced by a speaker, they may use muioc'h or nebeutoc'h (more and less respectively) with adjectives for that purpose. This can happen when an adjective is borrowed from another language as in the example below:

\[
\text{as kud va ke gānd ba fyōs, neō, es 'myjéax fyōsc vi i de:d] Koulksoude (ne) oa ket ganet (e-)barzh France, anezhañ, e zo muioc'h français evit e dad, 'Though he was not born in France, he is more French than his dad.'}
\]

The ending `[e]/[a]` is directly added to consonants, but it does not cause their voicing as normally occurs when a consonant precedes a vowel. Thus:

- `[pin’vi:di:k] pinvidig ‘rich’ → [le binvi:di:g ende:n] (k → g) re binvidig un den, ‘too rich a man’, but `[pinvidi:koχ] pinvidikoc’h, ‘richer.’

When `[e]/[a]` is added to vowels, the semi-vowel `[w]` or other linking consonants, for example `[v]`, may be added, inbetween the two, as in:

- `[im’ze:o] emsav ‘cheap/reasonably priced’, [im’ze:veχ] emsavoc’h ‘cheaper/more reasonably priced.’

However, after `/y/`, no linking consonant is added:


The same adjectives in a number of other European languages have irregular comparatives, namely:

- `[me:t] mat ‘good’ → [’gewelx] gwelloc’h ‘better.’
- `[fel] fall’bad → [’gewesox] gwazoc’h ‘worse.’
- `[ke:læs] kalz ‘much’ → [’mepleχ] muioc’h ‘more.’

**4.1.4.2 Superlatives**

Superlatives are produced by adding the ending `[a]/[e]/[a]`-añ to adjectives.
As with the comparative ending, [a]/[e]/[o] are directly added to consonants, but this does not cause their voicing either. Comparatives, however, are preceded by definite articles, which result in the mutations described in 3.1.3.2 Lenition triggers. Thus:

[so:t] sot ‘stupid’ → [eəˈzoːta] ar sotañ ‘the stupidest.’
[ˈkweː] kreɪv ‘strong’ → [eəˈxẽːve] ar krewañ ‘the strongest.’

The irregular superlatives concern the same three adjectives as the comparatives:

[eəˈgwɛla pɛtyː zo mwajen de keut] ar gwellañ piñtur zo moaien da kaout, ‘the best paint one can get.’

[meːt] mat ‘good’ → [eəˈgwɛle] ar gwellañ ‘the best.’
[fel] fall ‘bad’ → [eəˈgweːsa]/[eəˈgweːsə] ar gwazañ ‘the worse.’

[ˈkeˑles] kalz ‘much’ → [e ˈmeña] ar muiañ ‘the most.’

The superlatives can sometimes be placed before the noun. Examples:

[ˈkweː] kreɪv ‘strong’ → [eəˈxẽːve] ar krewañ ‘the strongest.’

4.1.5 INFLECTED PREPOSITIONS

A number of prepositions in Breton are inflected according to person, gender and number. Not all inflectable prepositions are effectively inflected by BCB speakers. The ones which are always inflected are da, gant, deus, giz, evit and, to a lesser extent, e/en. Other prepositions, instead of being inflected on their own, tend to be used in conjunction with inflected forms of da (what Wmffre [1998, 29 and 30] deems ‘auxiliary inflection’) or replaced with periphrases using inflected personal pronouns.

4.1.5.1 [de / de / da / de] PU da ‘to’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[dɛŋ]</td>
<td>[dɛŋ]</td>
<td>[dɛm / dʒɛm] deomp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[dweʃ]</td>
<td></td>
<td>deoc’h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[dɛʃ]</td>
<td>dezañ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[dɛj]</td>
<td>deʒi</td>
<td>[dɛ / ˈdɛʃ] deʒho</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

[paz ˈtuə, neke dwex!] Paz touch! N’eo ket deoc’h. ‘Don’t touch! It’s not yours.’

[heŋ zo ɛːˑˈdɔm] Int zo ar re deomp. ‘They are our ones.’

[veʃ ˈketa dɛɾ dɛl ən 卫健] (Ar) wech kentañ eo din da wellet an dra. ‘It is the first time I see that.’

[ɛŋ nɔs kes o mɛl dʒɔm] Eŋ, neus kaset ur mel deomp. ‘He sent us an email.’
4.1.5.2 **ge** **PU** *gant* ‘with, by/through’

This preposition means ‘with’ as well as ‘by, through the agency of’. If transferred literally into French, this double-entente can lead to funny utterances like the oft-cited *Elle est au lit avec le docteur;* literally ‘she is in bed with the doctor’, which is a genuine elderly Breton speaker’s attempt at saying in French ‘she is in bed because the doctor prescribed her to rest’. Native speakers have assured me that their grandparents unwittingly produced such extreme mistranslations in French. Even contemporary speakers, completely fluent in French, come close: In 2010 I recorded MTC saying, about her partner, whose leg had been mangled in a straw shredder ‘*Il est resté au lit avec sa jambe*’, literally: ‘He stayed in bed with his leg’.

Without going to the extreme of the entertaining examples above, Breton speakers, as well as people who, though they may have no Breton, were raised in Brittany, unknowingly and routinely transfer the Breton use of the word *gant* into French, which leads to unorthodox utterances, of which more examples follow:

‘**Son père est parti avec un cancer du colon**’, (AB [who is not a Breton speaker] 2014, field note) literally: ‘Her father left with a cancer of the colon.’

‘**Ils sont bons, ils ont été faits avec des moines de Montréal**’, lit. ‘They are good, they were made with monks from Montreal’ (AC (MTC’s daughter), who does not speak Breton, speaking about chocolates brought by a relative from Montreal, 2016 field note).

Not long before that, her elder sister, who speaks and understands some Breton, had said to me, about an acquaintance: ‘*Elle a été tuée avec sa voiture*’, literally ‘she was killed with her car’, direct translation of the Breton: *[hi ve laet ge i ’oto] He a oazh gant he oto*, meaning ‘she had a fatal car crash in her own car’.

These overly literal translations illustrate and help understand how this common and concise way of connecting agent and result using *gant*, functions in Breton. Context determines what is actually meant when the word *gant* is used. A frequent example of this is the oft expressed BCB sentence *[kle:t møs an due ge øn benak] klevet e meus an dra gant unan bennak*, lit. I heard the thing with someone, to express ‘I heard this from someone.’

Examples in BCB:

*[due zo et ge øn be’nak] Dra zo aet gant unan bennak*, lit. thing is gone with one any, ‘It was taken away/stolen by somebody.’

---

*Quoted, amongst others by Le Dû (2011, 33).*
Eñ a oa lazhet gant ur traktor, lit. he was killed with a tractor, ‘He was killed in a tractor accident.’

Ur mell levr zo bet skrivet gant André, lit. a very-large book is been written with André, ‘A huge book was written by André.’

Gant piv zo bet graet ar gato-mañ? lit. with who is been made the cake here, ‘Who made this cake?’

N’eo ket gant ar sec’h a varv an dud amañ. lit. it is not with dry vp. die the people here, ‘People do not die because of droughts around here’.

Gant is used in conjunction with the verb [gul] goullenn ‘to ask’. Thus ‘to ask someone something’ translates [gul an dve ge eñ benak] Goull an dra gant unan bennak.

Example:

Giz un a oa o c’houlenn ganin... ‘It’s like some person was asking me (some time ago)...’

Naturally gant is also used with the mere meaning of ‘with’.

Me a vev gant ma wreg a’hiche. ‘I live here with my wife.’

Eñ zo aet kuit gant ar bétaille. ‘He left with the cattle trailer.’

Gant is often used in conjunction with the word asambles ‘together’, which contracts into the forms [sãms] or [sãs] or [sa] and combines with all the inflected forms of gant to produce adverbial phrases such as [sãms gã ‘niŋ / sãs gã ‘niŋ /sage’nõm] etc.

Eñ a oa deut asambles ganin ‘He came/had come with me.’

4.1.5.2.1 Phonological point

[ge] in front of a vowel generally results in a hiatus ([ge i] gant he/e, [geɔ] gant ur, [geɔn/gecẽn/geɔn] gant un, [gey] gant Humaine [name of dog]). In such cases some speakers may ad an epenthetic /n/ or /l/ as per the examples below. Epenthetic consonants are discussed in Morphophonology under 3.2 Linking and Intrusive Consonants, 3.2.5.1.2 The case of l.

Dra zo gwelloc’h gant amann. ‘This is nicer with butter’.

Pêr zo aet da bourmen gant Humaine. ‘Pêr has gone for a walk with Humaine’.

* See this word in the glossary.
In BCB, the preposition *gant* is declined by adding personal endings as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>number</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[ɡeˈn̥ax/ɡeˈɲəx]</td>
<td>ganeoc’h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[ˈɡɑtɔ]</td>
<td>gantañ</td>
<td>[ˈgeti] ganti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[ˈɡəti]</td>
<td>ganto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

[mɛd en tœeu geˈnɛx?] *Mat an traou ganeoc’h?* lit. Good (are) the things with-you?, ‘How are you?’

[Gant is used to express that one has an object close at hand or about one’s own body.

[ɔ kameye zo geˈnɛx?] *Ho kamera zo ganeoc’h?* lit. your camcorder is with-you?, ‘Have you got your camcorder (on you)?’

[i foʊt mɔnɛ ve ke geˈti se ve gleːt dej dɔn nˈdɔm] *He forte-monniaie a oo ket ganti, sed e oo dleet dezhañ dont en dro*, lit. her wallet was not with-her, therefore was owed to-her come in turn. ‘She did not have her wallet, so she had to come back’.

*Gant* is used, (as can be the case, sometimes, in English) to express the fact that one is being befallen by an ailment or that a physical manifestation emanates from someone/something.

[bed ðn bet ge o ʊym] *Bez on bet gant ur rhume*, lit. be (par.) I-am been with a cold. ‘I have been sick with a cold’.

[pwɔn ben zo geˈnɪŋ] *Poan benn zo ganin*, lit. pain head is with-me. ‘I have a headache’.

[χwɛs fall zo gen dˈɔf skyˈdiːli] *C’hwezh fall zo gant an dorch skudili*, lit. smell bad is with rag crockery. ‘The dish wipe stinks’.

*Gant* can sometimes connect a whole clause to its subject, as in the following example:

MTC [a baj i bɔø kæp ve oˈpɛjɛt] *Ha bae e vreur-kaer a vez operet,* ‘... and I have heard his brother-in-law is due to be operated’

PN [dɔs pje?*?] *Deus petra?* ‘Of what?’

MTC [e bɛ la pɔstat] *Et ben, la prostate* ‘Well... the prostate’

PN [ eː biskwez] *Ah, biskoazh!* ‘Oh, Dear...’

MTC (long pause) [e tena nej gɑˈtɔ]... *Ha tennañ anezhi gantañ!* lit. and pull-out her with-him ‘... and he has to have it removed.’
In this last sentence, the necessity for the brother-in-law to have his prostate removed is expressed by connecting the infinitive clause ‘to pull her (the prostate) out’ with the subject through the preposition gantañ ‘with him’. Note that no copula is used to achieve this.

4.1.5.3 [dɔs] PU deus ‘from, about, of, off’ and ‘to’ or ‘at’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[dɔ'zwiŋ]/[dɔ'ziŋ] deusoudon</td>
<td>[dɔ'zɔm] deusoudomp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[dɔ zway]/[dɔ zex] deusoudoc'h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[dɔ'z̪ɔtɔ/dɔ'zutɔ] deusoutañ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[dɔ'zuti/dɔ'zi] deusouti</td>
<td>[dɔ'zute/du te] deusouto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

[tɛn ne dɔ'zuti] Tenn anezhañ deusouti, ‘Take it out of it (f.).’, (referring to a box [boest f.]).

Due to the emphasis placed on the second syllable, these forms are routinely contracted through apocope of the first syllable. This results in the forms [zwiŋ, zweŋ, 'zɔtɔ/ zuto, zwi'/ zui, zɔm] and ['zute].

Examples:

[pjɛʁ vo gwet 'zuto] Petra vo graet deusoutañ, ‘What are we going to do with him.’

[eŋ ve sel 'zwiŋ] Eŋ a oa o sellet deusoudon, ‘He was looking at me.’

[mø jɔʒ 'zwi] E-meus soñj deusouti, ‘I remember her.’

Though the first meaning of this preposition appears to be ‘of’, it is always used in the sense of ‘at’ in association with the verb sell ‘to look’ and it can mean either to or about with the verb kozeal ‘to speak’.

Thus:
— ‘look at me’ is [sel dɔ'zwiŋ] or [sel 'zwiŋ], sell deusoudon, which literally means ‘look off me.’ It is noteworthy that /doh/ the Plozévet dialect equivalent of deus, is also used with the same meaning as in: /'sel doh 'pe:.t/ sell doh Per!’ ‘look at Pierre’ (Goyat, 2012, 260).
— [eŋ go'zeis dɔ'zwiŋ/eŋ gozeis 'zwiŋ] Eŋ gaozeis deusoudon, can either mean ‘he talks to me’ or ‘he talks about me’, the context being the guide for the listener. Again, the Plozévet dialect uses /doh/, equivalent of deus, with the meaning of ‘to’ as in: /'prefed mɔs do, huti/ prechet 'meus dohouti 'I spoke to her’ (Goyat, 2012, 261).

This apparent oddity may result from a confusion between the words deus, ouzh and eus.
A clue to this comes from the way deus is used with reference to watching something: in PU this action requires the use of the preposition ouzh meaning ‘(up)against, at, close to’. Thus ‘he watches TV’ in PU can be emañ o sellet ouzh an tele. In BCB, however, the sentence goes [eɔ me sel doz an 'tele], eɨ emañ o sellet deus an tele literally meaning ‘he is watching off the television.’ It may be that the word ouzh in BCB became assimilated to the form eus, which, because of its phonetic closeness to deus, was, in turn, assimilated to it. Whatever the case may be, BCB speakers have no difficulty distinguishing between the various meanings of deus in the various situations in which it is used. In the sentence [mɛ zo sel doz twey doz a'n puenes atm] Me zo o sellet deusoudoc'h deus ar prenest amañ, for example, the preposition deus is used twice in close succession with different meanings. Though the literal translation of the sentence would give ‘me is looking off you off the window here’, no BCB native speaker would have any doubt as to which deus means ‘at’ and which one means ‘from’, nor would they take the sentence as meaning anything other than ‘I am looking at you from the window here’ (the context was that of telephone conversation in which the speaker was looking at the listener from his bedroom window about 300 metres away).

**4.1.5.4 [giʃ] giz ‘like’**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[ˌgiʃ′dɨn] e-giz din</td>
<td>[ˌgiʃ′dɔm] e-giz deomp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[ˌgiʃ′dwɛʃ] e-giz deoc’h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[ˌgiʃ′deʃ] e-giz dezhañ</td>
<td>[ˌgiʃ′deh] e-giz dezhe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[ˌgiʃ′dej] e-giz dezhi</td>
<td>[ˌgiʃ′dej] e-giz dezhe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

[on giʃ′deʃ gles vel keles tyt pän de] Unan e-giz dezhañ (a) dlees wellet kalz tud e-pad an deiz, ‘Someone like him must see a lot of people over a day’.


**4.1.5.5 [vi] evit ‘for, as, than’**

Although the forms [vi′dɨn/vi′dɔn] are not inflected forms of evit, but rather compounds of evit and din, they are very common. I feel this justifies displaying them in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[vi′dɨn/vi′dɔn] eviñon</td>
<td>[vi′dɔm] evidomp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[vi′dwɛʃ] eviñoc’h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[vi′deʃ] eviñañ</td>
<td>[vi′de] eviñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[vi′dej] eviñi</td>
<td>[vi′de] eviñ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:
[viˈdeɔ e] evitañ eo, ‘It’s for him’.

[e nɔs ɡɾet ɔn dɛ̃xə vidˈdiŋ] e neus graet an dra-se evidon, ‘He did that for me’.

[eɔ zo kɛn bʁeːs viˈdɔn, bʁɔm] eñ zo kɛn bras evidon, bremañ ‘He is as tall as me, now’.

4.1.5.6 [e] e / en ‘in’

This preposition, which is the one used in PU for ‘in’, is rarely used in BCB, which uses instead the word [bɛ] e-barzẖ, lit. inside(of). For example, ‘in Paris’ is expressed [bɛ ˈpeʃ] rather than [e ˈpeʃ]. e occurs in more abstract expressions, in particular: 

kaout konfeiz / feiz / fiziäns e [kɔt kɔˈfeis/ feis/ fizjɔs/fiʒas e] ‘to trust, have faith in’ and bezañ drouk e ‘to be angry’, or in set or fossilised expressions such as [e pɔˈseːn], ‘e pañsion’, ‘in a boarding school.’

The inflected forms of e/en are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[ɛ ˈnɔn] ennon</td>
<td>[ɛ ˈnɔm] ennom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[ɛˈnɔɔ] ennɔc’h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[ɛˈnɑn] ennañ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[ɛˈnɨ/ɛ ne] enni</td>
<td>[ɛˈne] enno</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:


[duɔk vo ɛˈn(i)] lit. harm/evil will-be in her, drouk vo enn(i), ‘She will be angry’.

Because BCB speakers use this preposition infrequently, they are hesitant about its inflected forms. Probably as a result, they generally use alternative expressions such as:

[me gee d deɔ] me a gred dezhañ, ‘I trust him’, ‘I believe him’. The latter expression is routinely transposed into French as: Je crois pas beaucoup en lui (lit. ‘I don’t believe much in him’ instead of the standard French je (ne) lui fais pas beaucoup confiance. However, krediñ, from Latin credere is etymologically closer to the meaning ‘to trust’ than to the current meaning ‘to believe’. In fact krediñ is close to the original meaning of ‘believe’ which had more to do with trust than with intellectual acceptance as truth.

[me gee dɔ kem dɪŋ me hɛn] me a gredan ket nemet din ma unan, ‘I only trust myself’.

[be vo duɔk bæs] be vo drouk barzh, ‘There will be anger’, meaning that anger against the person that is being addressed is going to erupt soon (probably from the speaker). To express more specifically the existence of a feeling of anger between two
people, one could use a phrase such as: [hi nös dëuk do’zeχ] lit. she vp. has harm/evil off-you, he e-neus drouk deusoudoc’h, ‘she is angry at you’.

Note that the BCB for ‘in Breton’ which should use e according to PU grammar (e brezhoneg), is mostly expressed without any preposition.

[pje³ ve læ: bée’zō:nεk?] petra (a) vez laret e brezhoneg? lit. what is said Breton? ‘how is it said in Breton?’

[læ: bée’zō:nεk!] lâr e brezhoneg! lit. say Breton! ‘say (it) in Breton!’

4.1.5.6.1 Prepositions which can be inflected on their own, but often are not

The following prepositions are rarely used in their inflected forms in BCB. They are [a vo:k] a-raok ‘in front of/ahead of’, [va vo:k] waraok ‘Ahead of’, [di’än] dindan ‘underneath’, [etse] etre ‘between’ and [vaß] war ‘on’. I have not encountered the preposition dirak in its inflected forms in BCB. I have only encountered it used in conjunction with da, as in [eß ve diëk din] Eñ va dirak din ‘He was in front of me’.

The preposition [betec] beteg ‘up to/until’, on the other hand, can be inflected in BCB (see § f. below), while, to my knowledge, it is not inflected in PU.

a. [a vo:k] a-raok ‘in front of, ahead of’

The inflected forms of a-raok are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[. a vo:z’ɔn] araozon</td>
<td>[a vo:z’ɔm] araozom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[. a vo:zeχ] araozoc’h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[. a vo:zɔ] araoozɑñ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[. a vo:zi] araoozi</td>
<td>see below</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

None of my informants is able to provide a form for the 3rd pers. pl., other than [a vo:k de] aroak dezho. Like this latter form, the forms most commonly used by BCB speakers at the present time are composed of the preposition a-raok followed by the inflected forms of the preposition da, i.e. [a vo:k’ðin, a vo:k’ðwəx, a vo:k’ðeʃ, a vo:k’ðeʃ, a vo:k’ðeʃ, a vo:k’ðeʃ].

The main word to express in ‘front of’, however, is the preposition [fes] fas which is used in conjunction with da when followed by a pronoun as in: [fes din] fas din ‘in front of me/facing me’. When it is followed by a noun, the preposition da is generally not present. Thus, ‘in front of the house/across from the house’ is [fes en ti] fas an ti (and not fas d’an ti).

b. [va vo:k] waraok ‘Ahead of’

The inflected forms for waraok, [va vo:k], are identical to those of a-raok only preceded by /N/.
Example:

[ne ve hɔn ve vu:z nòs stæ:d a fyɛ, sed ʃ et ba i ˈveæ] An hini a oa o vont waraozon neus startet ar freñ, sed on aet barzh e reor. ‘The one (who was moving) ahead of me put his brakes on, so I hit his rear’.

c. [diˈlɑŋ /bediˈlɑŋ] dindan ‘underneath’

There is little call, in everyday conversation, for the inflected forms of this preposition. Rarely does one need to say ‘underneath me/you/him/her/us’. Thus, none of my informants knows own to inflect [diˈlɑŋ]. There are frequent opportunities, however, to use [diˈlɑŋ] with reference to objects, but generally the objects are mentioned directly rather than through pronouns. If one needs to express that something is underneath something else, which has been previously mentioned, without repeating the word for the latter, one is likely to say: [be diˈlɑŋ me] (e)dindan emañ, ‘it is underneath’, rather than saying ‘it is underneath it’.

When a speaker does feel the need to resort to a personal form, this will often be done by associating [diˈlɑŋ ] with da, which is effectively the default inflected preposition used by BCB speakers to conjugate other prepositions, as in [eɔ va diˈlɑŋ deʃ], ēn a oa dindan dezhi, ‘he was underneath her’, referring to a piglet smothered by his mother. I have, however heard the form [diˈlɑne], in the same context. This form corresponds to the PU feminine form dindani.

With some coaxing I obtained the following forms from TLD:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[diˈlɔnɔ] dindanon</td>
<td>[diˈlɔnɔm] dindanomp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[diˈlɔncʰ] dindanoc’h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[diˈlɑneʃ] dindanañ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[diˈlɑne] dindani</td>
<td>[diˈlɑnde] dindano</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d. [ˈetɛ] Etre ‘between’

This preposition only has three forms. BCB speakers often inflect it in conjunction with da, producing the forms: [eˈtɛ dɔm] etre deomp ‘between us’, [eˈtɛ dweʃ] etre deoc’h ‘between you’, [eˈtɛ deʃ] etre dezho ‘between them’.

With some coaxing I obtained the following forms from MTC:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[eˈtɛzɔm] etrezomp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[eˈtɛzɔcʰ] etrezoc’h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[eˈtɛ deʃ] etre dezho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[eˈtɛzæ deʃ] etreze dezho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
e. [va/vaʁ] War ‘on’

‘On’ in a literal sense, is replaced in BCB by the periphrastic expression [va ’gwæʔ] war gorre, lit. ‘on top’. This expression is indirectly inflected through the possessives associated with it, as in [va i ’gwæʔ] war e gorre lit. on his top, ‘on top of him/it’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[va me ’gwæʔ / vam ‘gwæ:] war me gorre</td>
<td>[va(o) ’gwæ:] dęom war (hor) gorre deomp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[vao kwæ:] war ho korre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[va i ’χwæʔ (dęo)] war e c’horre (dezhan)</td>
<td>[va(o) ’gwæ:] de war o gorre dezhe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[va i ’gwæ:] (dej)] war he gorre (dezhi)</td>
<td>[va ’gwæ:] de war gorre dezhe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When war is used figuratively, however, inflected forms of war may be used.

Examples:

[mɛ:ɔ ʁy zo vaʁ ’nɔm] mezh ruz zo warnomp ‘There is great shame upon us’.
[kue e ʃas vaʁ ’nɔm] kouezhet ar chaïs warnomp, lit. ‘fallen the luck on-us’, ‘We are having/we had a stroke of luck’.
[jas zo bet vaʁ ’nɔm] chaïs zo bet warnomp, lit. luck is been on-us, ‘we had luck/we were lucky’.

f. [be-k / bekɛt / betek] beteg ‘up to / up until’

Though this word is not, to my knowledge, considered to be preposition that can be inflected, it is inflected in BCB to produce the following forms meaning ‘(all the way) up to + pers. pron.’, used in a spatial sense:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>[beke’dɛɾ /beke’dɔn] bekedon</td>
<td>[beke’dɔm] bekedomp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg. and pl.</td>
<td>[beke’dɛɾ /beke’dwe] bekedoc’h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd masculine</td>
<td>[beke’dɛɾ] bekedeñ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd feminine</td>
<td>[beke’dɛj] bekedezhi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above orthographic forms in beke are, from a PU perspective, unorthodox. However, the etymological elements found in Henri (1900, 33) for betek make the form betek plausibly closer to the etymology of the word. If betek, as indicated by Henri, comes from the Old Breton beheit, it seems that betek is closer to that word than betek, which looks like it may result from a metathesis of beheit. It might therefore be that BCB has retained an older and etymologically more correct form than PU.
g. Prepositions as clues to a potential creolisation of Breton in Canton Briec

It is tempting to view the fact that the prepositions a-raok, dirak, dindan and etre are predominantly or totally inflected through the auxiliary preposition da, instead of being inflected on their own, and the fact that war gorre + possessives has replaced the inflected forms of war, as evidence of the creolisation of the Breton spoken in Canton Briec. This is plausible as creolisation can be one of the last stages before the extinction of a language and BCB is currently well on its way to extinction. It must be noted, however, that the same BCB speakers who inflect the afore-mentioned prepositions using da, may use the inflected forms of the prepositions on occasions when it suits them. The inflected forms are still known to them and in use (in spite of the fact their use of Breton diminishes constantly) but the simpler inflection with da (only requiring memorisation of the inflected forms of da) competes with them. It is difficult to form an opinion as to when this trend started in BCB. The only records available to me of the way prepositions in BCB were inflected in the past, are Le Scao’s dictionaries and inflected prepositions are not specifically discussed in them. These dictionaries, however, do contain inflected forms of dirak (for ex. Le Scao 1945b, 26) and etre (for ex. Le Scao 1945b, 34) within the text and they contain no compound forms using da with these prepositions. This points to the possibility that inflected forms for all inflectable prepositions may have been common in the Breton spoken by Le Scao’s family in the last quarter of the 19th century.

4.1.5.6.2 Other prepositions

Note that certain prepositions shown hereafter can be inflected in PU but, to my knowledge, are not in BCB. These prepositions are: nemet, dre, dreist. The others are inflected using ‘da’.

It is important, from a revivalist’s perspective to observe carefully how speakers manipulate the elements of the language in real-life conversation. It is therefore important, to carefully observe and document the strategies implemented by native speakers in their use of the elements of the language. If learners of Breton dialects do not reproduce native mannerisms, they will produce a language that might well be grammatically correct as per the grammar rules of PU, but their speech will be inauthentic and incomprehensible to native speakers. Native speakers’ mannerisms often involve avoidance of inflected forms and their replacement by various alternatives. For this reason, known alternatives to the following prepositions will be given in the entries below.

a. [dɑm] dam, PU a balamour/’blam, ‘because of’

[vwɛn ke gues de ve l ’netxe dɑm ’deŋ] Ne oan ket gouest da wellet netra, dam dezhan. ‘I could not see anything because of him’ (Context: The speaker is pointing at the tall person who was blocking her view in a show).

[nɔ kebe guest de vɔn e va’kɑsu dɑm de mi ’le:be] N’on ket bet gouest da vont e vakañsou, dam da ma labour. ‘I could not go on holidays because of my work’.
b. [ˈdjuːsp da] daouspet (daoust/despét) da. ‘in spite of’

Example:
[ˈdjuːsp dɪŋ] ‘In spite of me’. The form [ˈdjuusp] seems to be a metaplasm consisting of the word daoust ‘although’ to which the last syllable of the word despét ‘in spite of’ is added.

c. [ˈdiɾsp da] despet (despet) da. ‘in spite of’

Example:
[ˈdiɾsp dɪŋ] ‘In spite of me’.

Alternatives:

While ‘in spite of’ and ‘malgré’ are fairly versatile expressions in English and French, daoust and despet are not used very frequently in BCB, nor can they be used in all the situations in which ‘in spite of’ and ‘malgré’ can apply. Possible alternatives are the words [poʃ] posubl (lit. ‘possible’), [fwaes] forzh (lit. ‘force, case’) and [as’kud] koulzkoude ‘however, although’.

Examples:

‘J’ai obéi malgré moi’ [me mɛs fɪfe et sɔːʒɛl] Me e meus sujet hep soñjal, lit. I have subjected without thinking, ‘I obeyed without thinking’ (note that Breton and English use similar expressions here. Though malgré can translate as ‘in spite of’, malgré moi could not be translated ‘in spite of me’ in this example.

‘He went out in spite of the heat’ [ɛɔ va et meːs poʃ veːt tom] Eñ a oa aet maez posubl e rae tom.

[ɛ deʃ da ’buːmæn ge’ti fwaes no ke ɔwɔn] Aet eñ da bournen ganti (neus) forzh n’e deus ket c’hoant, ‘He went for a walk with her, in spite of the fact he did not feel like it’.

d. [diɾeɔk] dirak. ‘in front of’

As explained in ‘4.1.5.6.1 Prepositions which can be inflected on their own, but often are not’. I have not encountered the preposition dirak in its inflected forms in BCB. I have only encountered dirak used in conjunction with da, as in:

[ɦɛ ve ’diɾeɔk dɪŋ] Int a oa dirak din. ‘They were in front of me’

e. [ɗeɾm] dre ma. ‘through’

[ɦɛ nɛs nim ɑn’veːt ɗeɾm dɪŋ] Int neus en em anaveet, dre ma din. ‘They met through me’ (in this example, ma is the conj. ‘if’. It is different from the possessive ma meaning ‘my’ seen in the next example).

f. [ɗeɾ] dre, ‘through’
Int neus en em anaveet, dre ma ferzh. Lit. they has reflexive loc. known, through my part. ‘They met through me’.

g. [dʁεist] dreist, ‘over’

Example:
[lām dʁεis' dεeil!] Lamm dreist dezhañ! ‘Jump over him!’

h. [dʁɔw] dro. In this context: ‘around’

Examples:
[’kɛlɛs tyt va dʁɔw dɛŋ] Kalz tud a oa dro din. ‘There were lots of people around me’.

[’kɛlɛs tyt va dʁɔw dozɛŋ] Kalz tud a oa dro deusoudon. ‘There were lots of people around me’.

i. [’ɛʁves] hervez, ‘according to’

I have rarely heard this word used by BCB speakers and mainly by those who known written Breton.

Alternatives: [dɔs pes a ʒɔŋ neo, nɔke bel vo gwæ’s tut] Deus pez a soñj, anezhan, n’eo ket bell e vo gwerzhet tout. ‘According to him, it is all going to be sold soon.’

[mɛ gred dɛŋ bado ke pɛl] Me a gred din e bado ket pell. Lit. me believe to-me will-last not far, ‘I don’t think it will last long.’

j. [kɛm] ken nemet, ‘except’

[tun dyt weu ˈągle, kem mɛo] Tout an dud a oar anglais, ken nemet me. ‘Everybody knows English, but me.’

Alternative:

[tut a ɛʁal ’seve u ’ągle , me zo mehɛn a nu zɔket] Tout ar re all savar anglais, me zo me unan a n’ouzon ket. Lit. all the ones other speak English, me is my one vp. not I-know not, ‘All the others speak English, I am the only one who does not.’

k. [’nɛmɛt] nemet, ‘except’

Example:
[tun dyt nɔs bet, nemet mɛo] Tout an dud neus bet, nemet me. Lit. all the people have been, except me. ‘Everybody got some, except me.’

4.1.5.7 Metaplasm in BCB
What appears to be metaplasms can be observed in BCB. Note that these forms are described here by reference to the same words in PU. However, one must be careful not to rush to conclusions on that basis alone, as it could be the PU forms that may be metaplastic. It seems appropriate to mention these forms in Morphology.

Some of these suspected metaplasms involve adjacent metathesis. Without attempting to discuss the processes from which they result, I will simply give a list I have compiled of such forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PU</th>
<th>Permutation</th>
<th>BCB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>alan</em> [ˈaːlən] ‘breath’</td>
<td>(lə → əl)</td>
<td>[ˈaːnəl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>abies</em> [aˈlɪjəs] ‘often’</td>
<td>(iə → eː)</td>
<td>[aˈleːs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>diskoulm</em> [ˈdiskulm] ‘unknot’</td>
<td>(uļ → lu)</td>
<td>[diskulm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>honnèzh</em> [ˈhɔnəʃ] ‘this one’ (f.)</td>
<td>(es → sə)</td>
<td>[hɔsə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ivez</em> [iˈveː] ‘also’</td>
<td>(və → sə)</td>
<td>[ˈjəu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>koumoulemn</em> [kuˈmulən] ‘cloud’</td>
<td>(m...l → lm)</td>
<td>[ˈkulmən]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Montroulez</em> [mɔnˈtuəles] ‘Morlaix’</td>
<td>(tə → tua)</td>
<td>[mɔnˈtuːləs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>touseg</em> [ˈtuːzək] ‘toad’</td>
<td>(e̞k → kə)</td>
<td>[ˈtuskət]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>pesket</em> [ˈpeskət] ‘toad’</td>
<td>(skə → sək)</td>
<td>[ˈpəsək]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kiozenn</em> [ˈkiozən] ‘female dog’</td>
<td>(zən → nəs)</td>
<td>[ˈkiʃənəs]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I have also noted a metaplasm through apheresis of the expression noted *en-ur* in PU. This metaplasm is *nar* [naːr]/ [nɑ]/ [nɔ/:]. lit. ‘in a’. This word acts either as a preposition meaning ‘in (a)’, in the sense of ‘within the chronological space of’, or ‘while’ + gerund. Examples of use in both meanings are given in the glossary under *en-ur* and *nar*. It appears to be the result of the pronunciation en *en-ur* as /nər/ resulting in native speakers no longer understanding it as meaning ‘in a’, but rather ‘in’. When used in a chronological context, the article, though it is already contained in it, is therefore added again as in [nəv ˈdəvəs] ‘in a day.’ This gives the strange literal translation ‘in a a day’.

### 4.2 VERBS

#### 4.2.1 Preliminary remarks on the inflexion system

There are three options for producing verbal forms in Breton:

— A synthetic form in which verb endings give information about person, number, tense and mood. In addition, the verb *bezañ* can display feminine endings in the 3rd.sg.
— An analytical form using subject pronouns followed by a verbal form normally identical in all persons. This verbal form is identified for tense and mood by its ending.

---

*Only in the expression [ˈpeːsəkˈeːvəl] pesket ebrel ‘April fools joke’.*
— A periphrastic form using the infinitive form of the verb followed by the conjugated auxiliary ober.

The condition of use of these options are discussed under 5. Syntax.

Both the analytical and the synthetic forms can be used in negative constructions, although the synthetic form tends to be used more in that context and is considered more correct.
In sentences starting with adverbs or conjunctions like when or if, there is no possibility of avoiding synthetic forms.
Contrary to what happens in English and spoken French, where inflection has almost totally disappeared or has been drastically reduced, as compared to the languages they stem from or are relatives of, Breton has retained inflection, but speakers of BCB are selective about its use and they tend to use non-inflected analytical forms of verbs more than synthetic forms. For example, they will rather say [heɲ be̞d ke mwæ̃s] Int (a) bed ket morse, than ['pedeɲ ke 'mwæ̃s] Pedint ket morse (or [ne be̞deɲ ke 'mwæ̃s] Ne bedint ket morse), for ‘they never pray.’
This is not a very recent phenomenon as is apparent in Le Scao’s verbal inflection tables, which he finished writing in 1945 and which contains data collected around the turn of the 19th century. The data presented in Le Scao’s dictionaries, in spite of their time of collection, match the contemporary usage of contemporary BCB quite exactly, barring the fact Le Scao gives 2nd pers. sg. forms, which are not used in BCB. Below is an example of the first of these tables, which, as a priest, he could not help but devote to the regular verb pédi ‘to pray’ (Fig. 4.a).
Looking at this table, one notices that in most tenses and moods, the verb is represented by a single form in all persons. Verbs, however, are inflected in the present imperative (Ped, Ra bédi, Pédom etc.) in another, more literary, form of it, which is practically never used (Ra bédin, bédis, bédi etc.) and in the negative form.
The tables above bring out the following observations with regard to regular verbs in BCB.
1) There are infinitive desinences in BCB (though not all verbs have them). In the title of fig. 4.a, the verb is shown as pédi. This is the phonetic representation of this infinitive in BCB, which is indeed pronounced [ˈpeːdi], spelt pediñ in ZH. This, in turn, brings out the fact that the orthography of PU infinitive endings such as -iñ, does not correlate with BCB pronunciation, unless one expects -iñ to be pronounced [i]. Consultation of the NALBB (Le Dû 2001) shows that only in relatively small areas of the Breton-speaking domain, mainly in the east and south-east, is an [n] heard in infinitive endings.

2) In regular verbs, the single form for the affirmative present of the indicative (used following subject pronouns) is produced by eliding the ending (if there is one) of the infinitive. This constitutes the verb base to which all other endings are added; in this case, the verb base is ped generally mutated to bed.

3) The endings for the imperfect, the future and the past-participle are respectively: /e/, /o/ and /ɛ/.

4) Though the conditional ending displayed in table 4.a (‘Je prierais mé bedfe’ etc.) involves the syllable /fe/ (which correlates with PU), the ending actually in use in BCB for the conditional is not just /fe/. When a verb base ends in a consonant, native speakers use the two-syllable ending /efe/. As the stress ends up falling on the first syllable of this ending, the vowel of the last syllable tends to be reduced to /ə/. Thus BCB speakers do not say /me bedfe/, but [me beˈdefə]

5) The endings shown for the present tense in table 4.b, which are close to the orthographic PU endings do not fully correlate with their pronunciation in BCB which is: 1st sg. [ɔ], 2nd sg. not in use, 3rd sg. same as verb base, 1st pl. [ɔm], 2nd pl. [et]/[it], 3rd pl. [an]/[ɔn] (i.e. no /t/ is heard).

4.2.2 Infinitive endings in BCB verbs

Many regular verbs have no infinitive ending and, according to Trépos (1957, 33), may never have had one. Whatever the case may be, the fact is that infinitive endings are routinely elided or altogether absent in BCB. The infinitive endings written -añ and -iñ in ZH orthography are generally elided or pronounced /ə/, as in the Plonevell dialect (see Wmffre 1998, 48) and in a number of other dialects, as is apparent when one consults the NALBB with regard to such verbs. The following examples are those actually given by Goyat (2012, 266–68), whose sequence I follow below to provide an opportunity for comparison between BCB and the Plozévet dialect:

[ˈɛstən] astenn ‘lie down, stretch, extend’ (whether -enn is an infinitive ending or not is, however, a question worth asking).
[ˈbeːle] bale ‘lie down, stretch, extend’
[ˈχwa j] c’hoari ‘play’
[ˈdeːle] dale ‘to delay’
[ˈdaspynə] dastum ‘lie down, stretch, extend’
[des] digas ‘to bring’

‘En certaines régions, il y a des infinitifs qui semblent n’avoir jamais eu de suffixe’, ‘In certain areas, there are infinitive forms which appear never to have had an ending’.
Here Goyat places /ˈkɪnɪŋ/ kinnig ‘offer’, which in BCB is [kɪnɪŋ].

Further list made by Trépos (1957, 33) of verbs collected south-west of Kemper: This list matches BCB entirely, apart from a slight difference in the case of klevoud:

[be] bezañ ‘be’
[gul] goulenn ‘ask’
[gɥɛl] gwellet ‘see’, also pronounced [ˈɡɥɛlɛt]
/kleʊ/ klevoud ‘hear’, placed here by Goyat, which, in BCB, is [ˈkleʊ]
[leŋ] lenn ‘read’
[ˈpu̯mɔn] pourmen ‘have a walk’
[ˈʃiŋ]/[ˈʃukɛ] sikour ‘help’
[ˈʃulʊ]/[ˈʃilʊ] selou ‘listen’
[ʃɔm] chom ‘stay’

Other infinitives without endings in BCB:

[aˈzej] azezañ ‘sit down’
[gɔˈ] goro ‘milk (cows)’
[gwisk] gwiskañ ‘put on (clothes)’
[ˈhɑs] hastan ‘hurry’
[lɑm] lammad ‘jump’
[stɛk] stagañ ‘tie (up), stick to’
[stʁik] strinkañ ‘spray, sprinkle, splash’
[ten] tennañ ‘pull, fire upon’
[twɛː] torriñ ‘break’

4.2.3 Other endings

Note that some of the verbs appearing in the above lists of verbs without endings may also appear in the lists of verbs with endings below. This is because, in the case of a
small number of verbs, some speakers do apply endings (and a variety of them) while others do not. Those who do not are the majority. One also has to keep in mind that, due to the strong emphasis on the penultimate syllable of some of the following verbs, the vowels of the endings, when they are not already /ə/, tend to display a centralised quality (i.e. their pronunciation tends towards /ə/).

4.2.3.1 The ending [-a]

Examples:

\[\text{be'de a}]\ badeziñ ‘baptise’
\[\text{'ststēva}]\ strewiñ ‘spill, spread over a surface’
\[\text{'skysf}]\ skuilhañ ‘pour over’
\[\text{'prēp}]\ parañ ‘shine’

4.2.3.2 The ending [-o]

\[\text{'busu.sta}]\ broustañ ‘brush’
\[\text{'jo.kə}/[jo.'kə}]\ chaokad ‘chew’
\[\text{'xwa:nə}]\ c’hwennad ‘to hoe for weeding’
\[\text{'de:ba}/[dr:ba}]\ debritiñ ‘eat’
\[\text{'fwe.tə}]\ foeltrañ ‘damage, destroy, wreck’
\[\text{'lo:nkə}]\ loñkañ ‘swallow’

4.2.3.3 The ending [-e]

\[\text{'bē}]\ beuziñ ‘drown, submerge’
\[\text{'de:ve}]\ deviñ ‘burn’
\[\text{'gwē}]\ gweañ ‘twist, bend’
\[\text{'kwē}]\ koëñviñ ‘swell’
\[\text{'ly'g'ene}]\ lugerniñ ‘shine (up)’

4.2.3.4 The ending [-i]

\[\text{a.'jə}/[a.'jyl}]\ achuiñ ‘finish’
\[\text{pē'tysi}]\ penturiñ ‘paint’
\[\text{'tē.i}]\ teuziñ ‘melt’

4.2.3.5 The ending [-j]

\[\text{'χwa:j}]\ c’hoari ‘play’
\[\text{'uəj}]\ reiñ ‘give’
\[\text{'tuəj}]\ troiñ ‘turn’

4.2.3.6 The ending [-o]

\[\text{ān'veo}]\ anavezout ‘know’
\[\text{dig'wo}]\ degouezhout ‘arrive’
4.2.3.7 The ending [-əl]/[-al]

['iːpəl] chilpad ‘bark’
['diːwəl]/[diwəl] diwall ‘protect’
['heŋəpəl] harpañ ‘stop, lean against’
['hoŋəpəl] hopal ‘call/yell out’
['nɛːjal] neũvial ‘swim’
['ueːdəl] redek ‘run’

4.2.3.8 The ending [-ɛn] [-ən]

['gwɛxə(n)] gwalc’hin ‘wash’
['dɪfɛn] difenn ‘defend, forbid’

4.2.3.9 the ending [-ɛs] [-əs] [-îs]

['leːrɛs] laerezh ‘to steal’
['ɡuːnis]/[ˈɡɔnɛs] gounez ‘win, earn’

4.2.3.10 The ending [-ɛt]/[-ɛt]/[-ɛt]/[-ɛt]

['ɡuːskɛt]/['ɡuːskɪt] gousket ‘to sleep’
['ɡuːlɛt] gwellet ‘to see’ (though this infinitive is often pronounced [ɡuːl]/[deːvɛl]).
[laˈbuːʁat] labourat ‘to work’ (though this infinitive is often pronounced [ˈlaːbeːh] like the corresponding noun).

4.2.3.11 The ending [-ut]

['ɡuːzʊt] gouzout ‘know’
['keu] kaout ‘have’. In conversation, however, this verb is often pronounced [keu].

4.2.4 The verb base

It is the form to which other elements (in particular endings) are added to create the synthetic forms. In regular verbs devoid of infinitive endings, the infinitive form is the verb base.

4.2.5 The past participle

In theory, the past participle forms are created in a way similar to what happens in regular English verbs, by adding the ending -et to the verb base. Except, possibly, for the verb dont, no past participles are formed through ablaut in Breton as they can be in English in such cases as begin → began or German beginnen → begonnen.
The past participle ending -et pronounced [ət], [et] or reduced to [t], as happens in English, is frequently left out in spoken BCB unless its elision takes away from the clarity of the statement. Generally, the presence of the auxiliary is enough to express the relevant past tense without fully expressing the past participle. Sometimes, however, whether a verbal form is a past participle or not is left to context.

A famous example of this is the swear phrase and exclamation: [koχ ki dy koχ geni guen] kaoc’h ki du, kaoc’het gant ur c’hi gwenn, ‘black dog-shit, shit by a white dog’ equivalent of ‘bugger!’, ‘bloody hell!’ or ‘holy crap!’ in which the first occurrence of [koχ] is the noun kaoc’h, while the next is the past participle of the verb kaoc’hañ/kac’hat.

Other examples:

[kol pøs a vē:s] Kollet (e-)peus ar viños, ‘You have lost the screw.’

[ān dau vo badej sāmæs] An daou vo badezet asambles, ‘The two will be baptised together.’

When the ending -et is pronounced, it is generally fully pronounced as /-ɛt/ allophones unlike English, where -ed is predominantly reduced to /t/. This also means that infinitives ending in -et are identical to their past participles in spelling and pronunciation, as in:

Gousket ‘to sleep’ and gousket ‘slept’, both realised [ˈgʊskɛt]

The past participle ending is, however, occasionally reduced to just [-t] as in the following forms.

— ganet ‘born’, pronounced [ɡɑːnt] most of the time rather than [ˈɡɑːːnet] (though this pronunciation is occasionally heard).
— gounet ‘won’, which is pronounced [ɡuˈneːt] rather than / guˈnezet/.
— operet ‘operated on’, which is pronounced [oˈpeːt] rather than / oˈpeːʁɛt/.
— serret ‘closed’, which is pronounced [ˈsærɛt] rather than /ˈsærɛt/.
— torret ‘broken’, which is pronounced [twarɛt] rather than /ˈtwarɛt/.

In some regular verbs, however, the auxiliary verbs that precede the past participle are sufficient to indicate that it is indeed a past participle, and the [-et] ending is dispensed altogether. Thus:

‘he saw everything’ ‘Neus gwellet tout’, is realised [nøs gwɛl tut] rather than [nøs ˈgwɛlɛt tut].
‘I told you not to’ Em boa lāret deoc’h nompaz ober, is realised [mo laː ac dwæx nɔpɛz zoː bø] rather than /mo laːɛt dwæx nɔpɛzˈoː be/.
4.2.6 The imperative

The imperative is rather useful in everyday interaction children in Breton, both to prompt them and for them to learn how to prompt others into providing what they need. I have therefore chosen to start with this mode.

It is the simplest conjugation, having only one tense: the present and two persons: the 2nd person plural which does both the singular and plural and the 1st person plural.

The imperative is very frequently achieved by using an infinitive for either person.

4.2.6.1 Affirmative imperative

With regular verbs, the form for the 2nd person is generally the verb base, as in the following examples:

[aˈzeːl] azez! ‘sit!’
[[om ŋm!]] chom amañ! ‘Stay here!’
[drˌbø!] debr! ‘Eat!’
[ˈdɪwʊl deˈgweo!] diwal da gouezhan! ‘beware of falling!’
[ˈɡɔtæs!] gortoz! ‘wait!’
[ˈhæp te!] harp ta! ‘stop (doing this)’!
[hes boːn!] hast buan! ‘hurry up!’
[koː an dœs!] kuzh an dra! ‘hide it’
[lek ne ŋm!] lak anezhan amañ! ‘put it here!’
[i᷉k pes pøs be o pɛk!] loŋk pez a-peus e-barzh ho peg! ‘swallow what is in your mouth!’
[secˈo fis!] sec’h ho fri!, lit. ‘dry your nose’, ‘wipe your nose!’
[sel dozuto!] sell deuzoutañ! ‘look at him!’
[fuːl!] seloù! ‘listen!’
[saː no.ə!] serr an nor! ‘shut the door!’
[tep!] tap! ‘catch!’
[desk an duə dœn!] desk an dra din! ‘show‘ it to me!’
[tol o pweːs!] Taol ho pouezh! lit. throw your weight! ‘sit!’
[tol ˈbæs!] Taol barzh! lit. throw in, ‘bottoms up! drink! put it in your mouth!’

4.2.6.1.1 Imperative of reflexive verbs

Verbs used reflexively are preceded by the particle [nim] en em, as they are in other contexts:

- Note that [desk] deskoñ is used by all my informants for ‘show‘, ‘learn’ and ‘teach’. My informants are not aware of the verb diskouez given in other sources for ‘to show‘ at least when I questioned them about it and pronounced it [disˈkweːz] or [disˈkwe].
In some cases, however, the 2nd person ending -it, present in written PU and pronounced [ʊ], [ŋt], [et] or [it], is heard in BCB.

4.2.6.1.2 Using infinitives as imperatives

[ˈʃoːkə ˈmeːt!] chaoka dət! ‘chew well!’
[ˈkɑː nɑ̃ ˈdə ˈmɑː nə̃ ˈdəm!] kanañ un dra bennak deomp! ‘sing something for us!’
[ˈkɔː ˈbek ˈyː ˈɡən!] koñtañ betek ugent! ‘count to twenty!’
[ˈkem ˈpe ˈgwət ˈdwaːx!] kemer pez a vez graet deoc’h, ‘take what is given to you!’
[ˈət ˈbe ˈʒu! ] rentañ boñjour! lit. render hello, ‘say hello!’

4.2.6.1.3 Expressing commands without using a verb

[fʊnʊl!] founnus! lit. quick, ‘hurry!’
[ˈve ˈsao!] war sao! lit. on stand, ‘get up!’
[va ˈbok!] war raok! lit. on in-front, ‘go forward!’

Some verbs are practically always used in their infinitive form in imperative statements in conjunction with mont ‘go’ or dont ‘come/go’.

For example, ‘hide!’ is rather [ˈkeəs nɪm ˈɡoəl] kerzh en em guzhat! rather than [nɪm ɡoəl] en em guzhat!
Or ‘Let’s see’ is rather [ˈdeɔm ˈdeəl] Deomp da wellet than just [veˈlɔm].

There seems to be very little call, in everyday conversation for 1st person plural imperative forms and they are therefore rarely heard. The 1st pl. ending is -eomp, pronounced [eðm] or [eəm].

The only form I have come across frequently is [deɔm] deomp used the expression [deɔm ˈdej] deomp dezhi, lit. let’s go the her, ‘let’s go’.

Commands are less often issued in the 1st person plural and if a strong suggestion is made, periphrastic expressions may be used, for example:

‘let’s eat’ would be expressed [dɛˈb vɛ] drebet e vez, lit. eaten it is.
gweloc’h deomp mont bremañ, lit. better to us go now, for ‘we’d better go now’, or:
poent eo deomp komañs da aozañ merenn, lit. the moment is to us to start preparing lunch, for ‘It is time we prepared lunch.’

4.2.6.1.4 Imperative of irregular verbs

Note that:
- kerzh is, in fact the 2nd sg. form. Although 2nd sg. is not used in BCB, it is occasionally used in the imperative.
- deomp is, in fact, the 1st pl. of dont the first meaning of which is ‘come’, though it is also used with the meaning ‘go’, as in: [deɔm dej] deomp dezhi, lit. ‘let’s go to her’, ‘let’s go’.
Note that:
- bez is, in fact the 2nd sg. form of bezañ.
— Verb kaout ‘have’. Only the infinitive is used in an imperative context, as in: [kɛut 'kuːʃ] kaout kouraj ‘have courage’, [kɛut pa'siɔs] kaout passiañs ‘have patience’.
— Verb gouzoud ‘know’. I am not aware of any imperative form in use in BCB for this verb.
— Verb dont ‘come, go’. 2nd pers. [dɔs] deus ‘come’, 1st pl. is theoretically [deɔm] deomp, but that form is only used with the meaning of ‘let’s go’.

4.2.6.2 Negative imperative

Negative commands, are expressed in a number of ways.

4.2.6.2.1 Using ket

Speakers can simply resort to the adverb ket ‘not’ placed after the verb.

[nærɛ] ke vəgwɔ e ˈdehehl] n’asez ket war gorre an dra aze! ‘don’t sit on this (thing)!’
[ˈdeɔm ked ep teleʃɔni deˈgetɛ!] Deomp ket hep teleoniñ da gentañ! ‘Let’s not go without ringing first!’
[ˈkeas ke bæeɔs!] kerzh ket e-barzh! lit. go not inside, ‘don’t go in!’
[ˈve ke o pɛnʃuʃ!] rez ket ho penn yould! lit. do not your head porridge/tadpole, ‘don’t be stubborn and difficult!’
[ˈzel ke dezweŋ əmɔsn!] sell ket dezouzodon a mod-se! lit. look not at me in this way, ‘don’t look at me like that!’

The ending of the 2nd person singular, ending in [s], is sometimes applied to verbs in the negative imperative.

[ˈjoːmæs ked ɑm!] chomez ket amañ! lit. ‘stay not here’, ‘don’t stay here’
[ˈzibɔs ked ɑn ˈdehehl!] (Na) zrebez ket an dra-se! ‘don’t eat that!’
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4.2.6.2.2 Using n’eo ket

N’eo ket is placed before the statement that is being expressed in the negative. It implies that the thing one intimates not to do is a potential and unwanted alternative to what has to be done.

[tol bæs! neke jom da ’eːvɔ!] Taol barzh! N’eo ket chom da reviñ! lit. throw (it) in. It’s not stay to dream, ‘Bottoms up! Don’t stand around dreaming! (What are you waiting for?)’

[ɡæt o ’lebe skuːl, e neke mɔn vagwæa an ēn ’teunet de zɛl dɔs kone’viku] grit ho labour skol, ha n’eo ket mont war gorre an Internet da sellet deus konerioù! ‘do your school work, and don’t go look at silly things on the Internet (instead)’.

4.2.6.2.3 Using paz

Paz is borrowed from the French pas ‘not’. While it is placed after the verb in a French imperative sentence, it comes at the beginning of the sentence in Breton.

[pez u:]! dœ neke dwæx] Paz touch! dra n’eo ket deoc’h. ‘Don’t touch! it’s not yours.’

[pez i’betə be ’kijen bwaːd neːn!] Paz ebatal e-kichen bord an hent! ‘Don’t play close to the roadside!’

4.2.6.2.4 Using arabad

This word conveys the notion of a serious prohibition of an action. It is followed by an infinitive.

[e’webat ’o we n’dɛ se] arabad ober an dra-se, lit. forbidden to do this thing, ‘don’t do this!’

[e’webat mɔn o’hɛn va dɔo en ’twɛktœ] arabad mont ho unan war dro an trakteur, lit. forbidden go alone around the tractor, ‘Don’t go near the tractor on your own!’

4.2.7 THE CONJUGATION SYSTEMS

Several systems are used in Breton for the conjugation of verbs:

1) An analytical system using subject pronouns followed by a single verbal form.
2) A system using the infinitive form of the verb followed by the conjugated auxiliary *ober*. This is sometimes referred to as periphrastic conjugation and it is discussed under 5. Syntax.

3) A synthetic system in which each verbal form has a personal ending (except for the 3rd sg.) and subject pronouns therefore do not have to be used (except for emphasis).

Both the analytical and the synthetic forms can be used in negative constructions, although the synthetic form tends to be used more in that context. As said previously, in sentences starting with adverbs or conjunctions like *when* or *if*, there is no possibility of avoiding synthetic forms.

4.2.7.1 Conjugation of irregular verbs

As with many European languages, the irregular verbs in Breton are highly used verbs tied with the primary necessities of daily oral interaction such as describing, expressing possession, expressing spatial movement, action, knowledge. There are five verbs in Breton that display a high degree of irregularity compared to verbs termed ‘regular’. They are: [be]/[ˈbea] *bezañ* ‘be’, [ˈkeʊt] *kaout* ‘have’, [mɔn] *mont* ‘go’, [ˈo.be]/[ˈo.we] *ober* ‘do, make’, [ˈɡuzut]/[ɡu.t] *gouzout* ‘know’. In addition, the verb [dɔn] *dɔnt* ‘come, go’, also displays some irregularities.

4.2.7.2 The verb [be]/[ˈbea] *bezañ* ‘be’

In the present, the verb *bezañ* has a descriptive form and a situational form.

4.2.7.2.1 Conjugation of the descriptive form of *bezañ* using analytical forms, in the present of the indicative, positive construction

This is done by using the single form *zo*.

I am [mɛʃ/mɛ zo] me zo
He/she is [ˈheʃ/hi zo] eñi/he zo
We are [nɪʃ/nɔm zo] c’hwizi zo
You are [χɥi zo] c’hwizi zo
They are [χɪŋ zo] int zo

As positive sentences following the analytical conjugation system use a single verbal form as illustrated above, it is unnecessary to list every person of every tense to represent verb conjugations. Only the single form corresponding to each tense is therefore given below:

4.2.7.2.2 Conjugation of the descriptive form of *bezañ* using analytical forms, in the other tenses and moods, positive construction

Present habitual: [ve] *vez* ([mɛ ve] me a vez, [ˈeʃ ve] eñ a vez etc.)
Imperfect: [ve] *oa* ([mɛ ve] me a oa, [ˈeʃ ve] eñ a oa etc.)
Imperfect habitual: [vɪe] *veze* ([mɛ vɪe] me a veze, [ˈeʃ vɪe] eñ a veze etc.)
Futur: [vo] *vo* ([mɛ vo] me va, [ˈeʃ vo] eñ vo etc.)
Perfect: [zo bet] zo bet ([mēs bet/mē zo bet] me zo bet, [ˈeō zo bet] eī zo bet etc.)
Pluperfect (routinely used as a perfect): [ve bet] oa bet ([mē ve bet] me a oa bet, [eō ve bet] eī a ao bet etc.)
Present conditional [ˈvefe vefe] ([mē ˈvefe] me vefe, [ˈeō vefe] eī vefe etc.)
Conditional II. [vi vije] ([mē vi] me vije, [ˈeō vi] eī vije etc.)
Past conditional II (routinely used as a present conditional) [vi be] vije bet ([mē vi bet] me vije bet, [ˈeō vi bet] eī vije bet etc.)

4.2.7.2.3 Conjugation of the descriptive form of bezañ, using synthetic forms

These forms are predominantly used in negative statements. Occasionally, they can be found in other syntactic environments, in particular at the end of short clauses, as in:

[skwi z ōn] skuiz on, ‘I am tired.’

The conditions of use of verbal forms are discussed in the chapter on syntax.

The 3rd person singular of bezañ can have a feminine form resulting from attaching the feminine pronoun [(h)j] he to the end of the verb.

Example:

[duê zo syu : ej ét dyˈve toχ viˈdeŋ] Dra zo sur: eo-he aet diwezhatoc’h evidon, lit. thing is sure: is-she gone later for/than-me, ‘One thing is certain: she went (to school) later than I did.’
[anmāsi vwaʃ ke be ˈay ne] Anne-Marie (ne) oa-he ket bet ive, anezhi, lit. Anne-Marie was-she not been also, her, ‘Anne-Marie didn’t go either.’

a) Present tense

I am not [nō ket] n’on ket
He is not [ne ket] n’eo ket
She is not [nej ket] n’eo-he ket
We are not [nōm ket] n’omp ket
You are not [neχ ket] n’oc’h ket
They are not [neŋ ket] n’int ket

b) Present habitual

I am not [ˈveŋ ket]/[ˈveɛŋ ket] ne vezan ket
He/she is not [ve ket] ne vez ket
We are not [ˈveom ket] ne vezomp ket
You are not [ˈveχ ket] ne vezec’h ket/ [ve:ɪ ket] ne vezit ket (PU ne vezit ket)
They are not [ˈveɛŋ ke ne] ne vezont ket, anezhe

c) Imperfect

* See 4.2.7.11 potentiality / unreality in the past.
* See 4.2.7.11 potentiality / unreality in the past.
This tense also has a feminine form in the 3rdSg.:

I was not  | [vän ket] ne oan ket
He was not  | [ve ket] n’oa ket
She was not | [vej ket] n’oa-he ket
We were not | [väm ket] n’oamp ket
You were not | [(n)weχ ket] n’oac’h ket
They were not | [vän ke nɛ] n’oant ket, anezhe

d) Imperfect habitual

I was not  | [ˈvi(ə)n ket] ne vezen ket
He/she was not | [ˈvijə/viʒə] ket na veze ket
We were not | [ˈvijem ket] ne vezemp ket
You were not | [ˈvijɛχ ket] ne vezec’h ket
They were not | [ˈvi(j)ɛn kɛnɛ] ne vezent ket, anezhe

e) Future

I will not be | [viŋ ket] ne vin ket
He/she will not be | [vo ket] ne vo ket
We will not be | [ˈvefɔm ket] ne vefomp ket
You will not be | [ˈvefɔχ ket]/ [ˈvefɛχ ket] ne vefoc’h ket
They will not be | [ˈvefɛn ket] ne vefont ket. There is therefore no difference in the pronunciation of this form in the future indicative and in the present conditional (see below).

f) Perfect

In the perfect tense, the present tense of bezañ is used as the auxiliary, followed by the past participle form bet, as in: [nɔ ke bet] n’on ket bet ‘I have not been’, [ne kebet] ‘He/she has not been’ etc.

g) Pluperfect

In the pluperfect tense, the imperfect tense of bezañ is used as the auxiliary, followed by the past participle form bet, as in: [vän ke bet] n’oan ket bet ‘I had not been’, [ve ke bet] n’oa ket bet ‘He/she had not been’ etc. The pluperfect tense is routinely used as a perfect.

h) Present conditional

I would not be | [ˈvefɛŋ ket] ne vefen ket
He/she would not be | [ˈvefe ket] ne vefe ket
We would not be | [ˈvefɛm ket] ne vefemp ket
You would not be | [ˈvefɛχ ket] ne vefec’h ket
They would not be | [ˈvefɛn ket] ne vefent ke
i) Conditional II

I would not be [viŋ ket] ne vijen ket
He/she would not be [vi ket] ne vije ket
We would not be [vim ket] ne vijemp ket
You would not be [viχ ket] ne vijec'h ket
They would not be [viŋ ke ne] ne vijent ket, anezhe

j) Past conditional II

In the past conditional II, the conditional II forms of bezañ are used as the auxiliary forms, followed by the past participle form bet, as in: [viŋ ke bet] ne vijen ket bet, ‘I would not have been’, [vi ke bet] ne vije ket bet, ‘He/she would not have been’ etc. The past conditional II, however, is routinely used as a present conditional, thus [vi be ’ko-tn] vije bet kontant can mean either ‘he/she would have been happy’, or ‘he/she would be happy’, depending on context.

Note that the conditional II forms of bezañ are used to express the recurrence of past actions or situations in a narrative context (see 4.2.7.5 Use of the conditional II to express a past habitual in narrative discourse).

4.2.7.2.4 Situational form of bezañ

The only tense in which this form exists is the present. Note that this verb is only conjugated synthetically and subject pronouns are normally not used with it. The 3rd person singular, however, can have a feminine form resulting from attaching the feminine pronoun [(h)i] he to the end of the verb.

Example:

[’keaz de vel hān maj bāń ti] Kerz da wellet hag-eñ emañ-he e-barzh an ti, ‘Go and see if she is in the house.’

I am [’māñ/mā] emaon
He/she is [mē] emañ
She is [mej] emañ-he
We are [mām] emaomp
You are [mōχ/mex] emaoc’h
They are [mēɲ] emaint

These forms correspond in meaning to the Latin or Italian stare or to the Spanish or Portuguese estar. They are used to express a state or a position in space.

In the negative, these forms are simply followed by ket ‘not’.

[mej be ’kepe] emañ e Kemper ‘she is in Kemper.’
[mā ke ’kōtn] emaon ket kontant ‘I am not happy.’
They are also used to express an action in progress. In that case they are followed by the particle o (generally omitted) and the infinitive of the main verb mutated as per the mixed mutation triggered by o.

[meŋ ‘se:velœnti] emaint(o) sevel un ti ‘they are building a house.’
[mam hön de ‘fwe tɛ tut] emaomp(o) vont da foeltrañ tout ‘we are going to wreck it all.’

4.2.7.2.5 Impersonal (general) form (‘one/you’+ v.)

a) Present impersonal, descriptive form: [eə] er

[‘nɛ:a ke vi lœa me be o stœn] n’er ket evit lâr emañ e-barzh ur stang ‘one/you can’t say it’s in a valley.

b) Present habitual impersonal: [veə] ver

[ba noste:li ‘veə kozeːt ‘ɔglɛ de ‘geta] e-barzh an Australia, a vezɛr kaozet Añgles da gentañ, ‘in Australia, English is the language spoken before any other’.

c) Future impersonal [‘vefeə] vefer

[ben ‘ata-kœn le a hœn, guas do ‘teːs, ‘vefeə ke vi lœa nœs ke be do’zœm] A-benn hanter kant vloaz ahan, gras d’ho tez(enn), vefer ket evit lâr (e) neus ket bet deuzoudomp, ‘In 50 years from now, thanks to your thesis, people won’t be able to say we never existed.’

4.2.7.3 The verb [‘keut] kaout ‘have’

According to Henry (1900, 50, 54 and 56), the verbs kavout ‘find’ and kaout ‘have’ are the same verb referring to notions like seizing, finding, acquiring etc. A common origin of kavout and kaout seems apparent in BCB in the fact that both words are generally pronounced identically [‘keu] or [‘keut], as in:

[mœs bet ‘keu nœ ba’pwœæs] Me (a) zo bet (da) ka(v)out anezhañ e-barzh ar porzh, lit. me is been find him inside courtyard, ‘I went to talk to him (find him) in the courtyard’.

Kaout is one of two main words used as the infinitive of the Breton equivalent of the verb ‘to have’. The other word is endeveut. Neither are etymologically connected to their conjugated forms. Originally, the Breton language used the verb bezañ to express possession and one could argue it still does, as the conjugated forms of kaout are, in fact derived from bezañ (Ernault 1888, 258). Goyat (2012, 291) actually refers to this verb neither as kaout nor as endeveut, but as ‘Le verbe /mœz/ « ‘meus>’, ‘The verb /mœz/ « ‘meus〉’. He goes on explaining (292) that ‘contrary to other verbs, it is the initial consonant, which indicates each person; this consonant is a remnant of the personal
affixed pronoun, itself followed by the relevant form of *bezañ*. The fact *kaout* is derived from *bezañ* also appears in its past participle which is identical to that of *bezañ*, namely: *bet*.

The most common synthetic forms of *kaout* I have heard amongst my informants are as follows:

**a) Present**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Form 1</th>
<th>Form 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I have</td>
<td>[møːs]</td>
<td>e-meus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He/she has</td>
<td>[nøːs]/[løːs]</td>
<td>e-meus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have</td>
<td>[nøɲ/nøŋ nøːs]</td>
<td>ni neus (PU hon eus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[nɔm nøːs]</td>
<td>nom p neus (PU hon eus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[nøːz ɔm]</td>
<td>neus omp (PU hon eus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[nøm]</td>
<td>neus omp (PU hon eus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You have</td>
<td>[pøːs]</td>
<td>ho peus (PU hoc’h eus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They have</td>
<td>[hen nøːs]</td>
<td>int neus (PU o deus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[nøz ɔn]</td>
<td>neus ont (PU o deus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[nœn]/[nœŋ]</td>
<td>neus ont (PU o deus)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These forms are used in negative statements by adding *ket* after them, as in:

[ɲøŋ nøːs ket kemɛs ’e ɔn] *ni neus ket kement-se a arc’hant*, ‘we haven’t got this much money.’

[ɲœn ke txe ’ebet de lae² din] *neus ont ket tra ebet da lâr din*, ‘they don’t have a thing to tell me’.

When an affirmative sentence starts with the above forms, the particle [be] *be(z)* is added in front of it. This is discussed in ‘4.2.7.4 Use of *bez* and *bet* as quasi-particles to conjugate *bezañ* and *kaout*’. This results in such utterances as:

*[be møz ūn] Bez e meus unan ‘I have one’.*

*[be nøz dju vɛχ] Bez e neus div verc’h ‘he has two daughters’.*

However, *be* cannot be added to all of the above forms: the only possible forms [be møz], [be nøz], [be nøm], [be pøz], [be nøn/nøŋ].

**b) Imperfect**

The lack of morphological distinctions between the imperfect and the perfect in English renders the English translation below imprecise. For better understanding of their meaning, one can say that the Breton forms hereafter are identical in meaning to the imperfect forms of the equivalents of ‘to have’ in French, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese.

---

*‘Contrairement aux autres verbes, c’est la consonne initiale qui est la marque distinctive de la personne; celle consonne est la trace du pronom personnel infixe qui est suivi de la forme adéquate du verbe /be/ «beza» être.’*
I had [mo] moa (PU am boa)
He/she had [no] noa (PU en doa)
We had [(e) `noem] noamp (PU hor boa)
[nom no] nomp noa (PU hor boa)
You had [po] (PU ho poa)
They had [heŋ no] int noa (PU o doa)

When an affirmative sentence starts with the above forms, the particle [be] be(z) is added in front of it. This results in such utterances as:

[beŋ vɔŋ `jaŋ be mo o `velo, Ḟes ṭut] Benn e oan yaouank am boa ur velo, dra zo tout. ‘When I was young, I had was a bicycle, that’s all.’

Negative statements using these forms are produced by adding ket after them, as in:

[ama:` sa nɔŋ ke lektusi te ɔca] A mare-se noant ket lektrisite, c’hoazh, ‘In those days, they didn’t have electricity, yet.’

c) Future

I will have [mo] mo (PU am bo)
He/she will have [no] no (PU en do)
We will have [neŋ noŋ no/nɔm no/`no-fam] nign/nom no (PU hor bo)
You will have [po] po (PU ho po)
They will have [heŋ no] int no (PU o do)

One can see, that a number of the above future forms, are phonetically identical to their imperfect counterparts. Context is, then, what the listener relies on to grasp the meaning of the utterances in which those forms are used, as per the example below:

[pe vɔŋŋ `beŋ, de gwel `nuːɛl, mi be o mɛf jɛf syk e nɔb `tɔmu `ɔwɔpolate beŋ `nuɛl oton bem o pwestab ne:vɛ! nɔ ke vilæ* dox pegem jɛjemens bet, me `ɛgne] Pa oan bihan, da Gouel Nouel, mi be ur Mab Jesus sukr ha neubed tammoù oranj. Ha benn Nouel o tont, bez em bo ur portabl nevez!N’on ket evit lər deoc’h pegement chanjamant zo bet, met eston! ‘When I was little, for Christmas, I would get a baby Jesus made of sugar and a few orange segments. And for this coming Christmas, I will have a new mobile phone! I can’t even start to tell how much has changed, but the change has been astonishing!’

[deχ vɔŋ ke gues de vɔŋ, pəge`mo ke me oto] Dec’h ne oan ket gouest da vont, peogwir n’em boa ket ma oto. ‘I could not go yesterday, because I didn’t have my car.’

d) Perfect

The forms for this tense are achieved by adding bet to the present tense forms listed in a).
They are identical in meaning to what is conveyed by the French *passé composé*, the Italian *passato prossimo*, Spanish *pretérito perfecto simple* and Portuguese *pretérito perfeito*.

[neus ont bet ur mous bihan] ‘They have (just) had a baby boy.’

[Poent eo dezhañ mont goustadig gant an henchoù. Neus bet daou aksidant dija, anezhañ] ‘It is time he slowed down on the roads. He has already crashed his car twice.’

e) Pluperfect

The forms for this tense are achieved by adding *bet* to the imperfect tense forms listed in b). However, the meaning of these forms can either be that of the perfect or of the pluperfect, as a distinction between the two is often not made by BCB speakers, as discussed with regard to some other verbs in this chapter.

Examples:

[N’eo ket d’ober ken; moa graet dija, lit. it is not necessary to-do; I-had done already, ‘no need to do it anymore; I have already done it.’

f) Present conditional

I would have [‘mefe] mefe
He/she would have [‘nefe] nefe
We would have [‘nefem] nefemp
You would have [‘pefe] pefe
They would have [‘nefɛn/’nefɛn] nefent

g) Conditional II

The following forms are predominantly used as auxiliary forms to verbs. I have never encountered them as a main verb followed by an object. They are occasionally used on their own in positive and negative constructions. They can also be used with subject pronouns.

The forms are:

I would have [mi] mije (PU em bije)
He/she would have [ni] nije (PU en dije)
We would have [nim/’njɔm] njem (PU hor bije)
You would have [pi] pije (PU ho pije)
They would have [nirj/’njɔn] njent (PU o dije)

h) Past conditional II
In the past conditional II, the conditional II forms of *kaout* are used as the auxiliary forms, followed by the past participle of *kaout*, which is *bet*, as in: [ma mi bet en o plas mi gwt pep txe a 'hule g̊aˈɲin, ˈh̊oɔ'] ma nije bet en ho plas, migli graet pep tra a cˈhoul ganin, acˈhanon, lit. if I-would-have been in your place, I-would-have done everything vp. asked with-me, me, ‘If I had been you, I would have done everything he asked me to do.’

Other example:

[hĩn ni nim ˈdeːɡa] Int nije en em daget. Lit. they would-have refl. part. fought, ‘They would have fought.’

Note that the conditional II forms of *kaout* are used to express the recurrence of past actions or situations in a narrative context (see 4.2.7.5 Use of the conditional II to express a past habitual in narrative discourse).

4.2.7.4 Use of *bez* and *bet* as auxiliaries/particles to conjugate *bezañ* and *kaout*

*Bez* pronounced [bɛ] in a sentence-initial position, is a highly used word which can be described as an auxiliary or verbal particle used to conjugate the verbs *bezañ* ‘to be’ and *kaout* ‘to have’, when the speaker chooses to place them at the beginning of a sentence. In most cases, [bɛ] could be described as meaningless. Its purpose could be explained as that of a filler, which triggers the attention of the listener to the meaningful part of the sentence to come. I have not encountered *bez* used with other verbs.

*Bez* is derived from *bezañ* ‘to be’ as stated by Favereau (1992, 66) and Kervella (1976, 742). The categorisation of *bez* is not straightforward, as seems to indicate the fact that, when discussing it, neither Favereau (1992), nor Kervella (1976) provide a term to describe the word.

Favereau (1992, 66) describes the word as a marker of emphasis (*insistance*) and an equivalent of *en effet* ‘indeed’. Davalan (2002, I, 207) follows suit by translating *bez* ‘ez eus and *bez* zo as il y a (effectivement) ‘there is indeed’. Wmffre (1998, 46) gives an example of the Plounévézel dialect equivalent of *bez*, the word /bl/ used in a near-emphasizing capacity in the sentence /ja, bi ma/ ‘yes, he is’. In BCB, however, if emphasis is intended, the tone of the speaker, rather than [bɛ], is what conveys it most of the time. In fact, BCB speakers use *bez* quite automatically, generally without any emphasis being intended. On the surface at least, *Bez* has, most of the time, a minimal and neutral semantic value. This is confirmed by Le Scao (1945, 16) who lists the word in the Bret./Fr. tome of his dictionary as bé, and translates it as ‘il,’ the French impersonal pronoun for ‘it’. He gives the following examples: Bé va kals tud (Il y avait beaucoup de monde) , lit. be (there)-were lots people, ‘there were lots of people’, bé zo tud fall (Il y a des hommes mauvais), lit. be (there)-is people bad, ‘there are bad people’, and bé vo krên douar, (Il y aura tremblement de terre) , lit. be (there)-will-be quake earth ‘there will be an earthquake’.

While some phrases with [bɛ] in a sentence-initial position are highly frequent, most of the forms starting with [bɛ] shown in the tables appearing in the following pages are currently infrequent. Therefore, in these tables, the phrases which are used frequently
are underlined. The frequent forms concern mostly the first and second persons singular. The infrequent phrases tend to be replaced by structures consisting of a subject pronoun followed by the verb in its third person singular form, which tends to be the most concise form in a conjugation.

When speakers are asked to give examples of the use of the infrequent forms, the structures described above invariably come out first. For example, instead of producing a phrase such as [be nøsn ɛn] bez 'neus int un ‘they have one’, speakers will spontaneously produce [hịn nøs ɛn] int 'neus un, or instead of [be mōm e] bez emaomp aze ‘we are here/there’, speakers will spontaneously opt for [nôm/nịn zo eʃ], 'nomp zo aze.

With some prompting, however, speakers will give examples of infrequent forms starting with [be] or [bet]. In such examples, in which speakers use [be] or [bet] deliberately and unnaturally, the context often involves a degree of emphasis or is considered a question. For example [bed eʃ 'kɔtnThe may be perceived as the question ‘Are you satisfied?’ whereas the mere statement ‘you are satisfied’ would more probably be expressed [χǔi zo 'kɔtnThe c’hwi zo kontant.

In the literal translations I give of sentences in this work, I will describe [be] as a verbal particle. This, however, is only for the sake of simplicity, as I believe there is more to say about the semantic value of [be]. Discussing this, however, would detract from the primary subject of this thesis, which is to describe usage in BCB.

The conditions of use of bet are discussed in paragraph 4.2.7.4.3 Use of bet.

4.2.7.4.1 Existing forms with the verb kaout ‘to have’

In the following paragraphs, a presentation of verbal forms constructed with [be] bez and involving the verb kaout is given. As stated previously, the forms which are, in my experience, frequent or highly frequent are underlined.

a) In the present indicative

Example: ‘To have one’

[be møs ɛn] Bez e meus un ‘I have one’
[be pøs ɛn] bez e peus un ‘You (sing. and pl.) have one’
[be nøs ɛn] bez en deus un ‘she/he has one’
[be nɔm ɛn] bez ‘neus omp un ‘We have one’ (rarely used. [nịn/nôm nøs ɛn] ni ‘neus un, is used instead for this form and the next)
[be nøsn ɛn] bez ‘neus int un ‘they have one’ (rarely used. [hịn nøs ɛn] int ‘neus un, is used instead for this form and the next)
[be nøn ɛn] bez ‘neunt’ un ‘they have one’ (rarely used, as above).

Present indicative impersonal form:

---

This transcription of this form is given (as unorthodox) by Davalan (2002, 226).
Example:

\[ \text{be zës ën} \] \( \text{bez e zës un} \) ‘There is one.’

**b) In the future**

Example: ‘subject+will have one’

\[ \text{be mo ën} \] \( \text{bez e mo un} \) ‘I will have one’
\[ \text{be po ën} \] \( \text{bez az po un} \) ‘you (sing. and pl.) will have one’
\[ \text{be no ën} \] \( \text{bez en do un} \) ‘He/she will have one’
\[ \text{be nom ën} \] \( \text{bez en doem un} \) ‘We will have one’
\[ \text{be nofom ën} \] \( \text{bez en dofem un} \) ‘they will have one’

The last two forms with \( \text{bez} \) are rarely used. \( \text{[nom/nøt ën]} \) \( \text{ni en do un} \) for ‘We will have one’ and \( \text{[høt ën]} \) \( \text{int o do un} \) for ‘they will have one’ are much more likely to be used.

**c) In the imperfect**

Example: ‘sj + had one’

Note that there is currently no difference in pronunciation between the first three forms of \( \text{meus} \) in the future and in the imperfect. Le Scao (1945, 19) does transcribe a difference: ‘I, you, he/she will have’ are transcribed as \( \text{mø, pø, nø} \) ([mo\( ^m \), po\( ^m \), no\( ^m \)] according to his phonetic notation on p. 2) and ‘I, you, he/she had’ as \( \text{moa, poa, noa} \) ([moa, poa, noa/ˈmawe, ˈpawe, ˈnawe]). None of my informants, including those born in the vicinity of where Le Scao’s grew up, use these forms, but TLD born in ar Vadalenn, 3,5km from Le Scao’s birthplace, said the forms in [awe] ‘ring a bell’, and AH, who grew up in Sulien, close to ar Vadalenn says she has a vague memory of the forms [mwe, pwe, nwe]).

\[ \text{be mo ën} \] \( \text{bez em boa un} \) ‘I had one’ (Fr. \( \text{j’en avais un} \))
\[ \text{be po ën} \] \( \text{bez az pao un} \) ‘you (sing. and pl.) had one’ (Fr. \( \text{tu en avais un} \))
\[ \text{be no ën} \] \( \text{bez en doa un} \) ‘He/she had one’ (Fr. \( \text{il/elle en avait un} \))
\[ \text{be nom ën} \] \( \text{bez en doa un} \) ‘We had one’
\[ \text{be nøt ën} \] \( \text{bez e noant un} \) ‘they had one’

The last two forms with \( \text{bez} \) are rarely used. \( \text{[nom/nøt ën]} \) \( \text{ni en doa un} \) for ‘we had one’ and \( \text{[høt ën]} \) \( \text{int o doa un} \) for ‘they had one’ are much more likely to be used instead.

**d) In the perfect/pluperfect**

Perfect and pluperfect of kaout are:

\[ \text{be mès bet ën} \] \( \text{Bez e meus bet un} \) ‘I had one / I have had one’

\(^a\) This transcription of this form is given (as unorthodox) by Davalan (2002, 228).
[be pøs bet ɛn] bez ho peus bet un ‘You (sing. and pl.) had one / you have had one’
[be nøs bet ɛn] bez en deus bet un ‘she/he had one / she/he has had one’
[be nom bet ɛn] bez e neus omp bet un ‘We had one / we have had one’
[be nɛŋ bet ɛn] bez e neus int bet un ‘they had one / they have had one’

Note:
The forms given above for 1st pl. and 3rd pl. are unorthodox from a PU perspective: 
The form given for PU in textbooks and grammars for 1st pl. of kaout in the present 
indicative (used here as an auxiliary) is hon eus (Davalan 2002c, 226, Kerrain 1995, 
227, Kervella 1976, 132, Favereau 1992, vi). However, Goyat (2012, 291) gives the 
form ‘/ˈnøs ɔm/ neusom’ for the Plozévet dialect. There is a phonetically identical form 
in BCB, though I have not encountered it preceded by [be]. I think adding a p to om is 
justified as it matches the spelling of 1st pl present indicative desinence of all other verbs. 
The form given for PU in textbooks and grammars for 3rd pl. of kaout in the present 
indicative (used here as an auxiliary) is o deus (Davalan 2002c, 226, Kerrain 1995, 227, 
Kervella 1976, 132, Favereau 1992, vi). However, Davalan also gives the form ‘’NEUNT’, which he transcribes ‘[ˈnøɲ]’ which is close to the BCB form [nɛŋ] and 
Goyat (2012, 291) gives the form ‘/ˈnøs ɲn/ neusint’ for the Plozévet dialect. This latter 
form is close to BCB [ˈnøsɜŋ], which, however, does not occur preceded by [be].

e) In the present conditional

None of my informants currently use the present conditional with forms starting with 
bez, to express the present conditional tense. For example, ‘He would have some coffee’ 
is not expressed Bez e nije kafe. Instead, the present conditional is expressed by using 
a past conditional form. Thus ‘He would have some coffee’ is expressed [be ni be 
ˈkeʃa] Bez e nije bet kafe, lit. be (vp) would-have been coffee. This is effectively a past 
conditional form with the meaning of a present conditional. 
Use of the past conditional as a present conditional is also very frequent in sentences 
that do not start with bez amongst BCB speakers. It follows that context determines 
whether past conditional forms have the meaning of a past conditional or of a present 
conditional.

f) In the past conditional (also see above)

Example: ‘sj + had one’

[be mi bet ɛn] Bez e migli bet un ‘I would have had one’
[be pi bet ɛn] bez e pije bet un ‘You (sing. and pl.) would have had one’
[be ni bet ɛn] bez en dije bet un ‘she/he would have had one’

No form reported in use for the 1st pers. pl (see below)
[be nĩŋ bet ɛn] bez o dije bet un ‘they would have had one’

None of my informants have been able to naturally produce a form for the 1st pers. pl. 
All have resorted to the subject pronoun-initial structure [nĩŋ/ŋm ni bet ɛn] PU ni nije 
biet un.

Le Scao (1945a, 19) does not explicitly give the form for the 1st pers. pl. for kaout, but 
it can be found on the preceding page used as an auxiliary to the verb faire/ober. The
form is nijem, which in BCB, would be realised as [nim]. The complete sentence with bez would therefore be [be nim bet ŋə] Bez e nijem bet un.

4.2.7.4.2 With the verb bezañ ‘to be’

In the following paragraphs, a presentation of verbal forms constructed with [be] bez and involving the verb bezañ ‘to be’ is given. The forms, which are, in my experience, frequent or highly frequent are underlined.

a) In the present indicative

Example: ‘To be glad to come’

[bed 3 / bed 5ʲ / bet 5ʲ kōtn de zōn] bez on kontant da zont ‘I am happy to come’
[bed eɨ/bet eɨ kōtn de zōn] bez oc’h kontant da zont ‘you are happy to come’
[bed eŊ/bet eŊ kōtn de zōn] bez en kontant da zont ‘he is happy to come’
[bed eɨj/bet eɨj kōtn de zōn] bez eo he kontant da zont ‘she is happy to come’
[bed 3m/bet 3m kōtn de zōn] bez omp kontant da zont ‘we are happy to come’
[bed ŋə/bet ŋə kōtn de zōn] bez int kontant da zont ‘they are happy to come’

A further alternative for the pronunciation of the above forms is to pronounce bez as [be] in the first three, which result in the forms [be 5, be eɨ, be eŊ]. The other forms remain unchanged.

The forms using [bed] and [bet] above may seem strange as [bed 5ʲ, bed eɨ] etc. resemble bet on, bet oc’h, past forms of bezañ, while the phrases in which they are used are definitely expressing a present. If it is correct, as my informant André Cornec thinks, that the above phonetic forms correspond to orthographic forms starting with bez, one might have expected the liaison with the following words to be with /z/. One might expect bez on to result in /bez 5ʲ/, like bez ez eus results in [be zōs] (see this form further on). The liaison in /d/ rather than /z/ may result from a phonological choice on the part of past and present BCB speakers. This supposition is supported by the mention by Wmffre (1998, 46) of the reinforcing ‘auxiliary element’ ‘bl (bid before vowels)’ in Plounévézel dialect, which he does not qualify further, but which is placed, in the examples he gives, in front of /e/ ‘is’ and /ma/, which also means ‘is’, but in a situational sense. In other words, this ‘auxiliary element’ is used in similar conditions to how bez is used in BCB and sees a /d/ attached to it apparently for liaison purposes. Note that the forms in [bet], contradict the general tendency in Breton for voiceless consonants to become voiced when preceding vowels across word boundaries (external sandhi). According to André Cornec (2016, field note), the forms [bed 5ʲ] even more [bet 5ʲ] reflect a deterioration of the language. If this is the case, I posit that the deterioration occurred in the generation or generations previous to the birth of my informants. My reason for thinking this is that for most of my informants Breton has not been the main language they have spoken in their lifetime: most of them stopped using Breton as their main language of communication when they reached adulthood and, outside of contacts with elderly relatives, they have been socialising in Breton with decreasing frequency as they have grown older. It is therefore unlikely that the same linguistic deterioration (or innovations) occurred simultaneously in all of them in a context in which their interaction in Breton was being
greatly reduced. It is highly probable, in my view, that the parents of my informants already used these forms routinely. If a deterioration (or innovations) took place, it is likely to have been, at the latest, in the generation born before or during WWI.

The form [bed], discussed above is, in practice, a preverbal particle and is different from [bed] (bet) seen further on in 4.2.7.4.3 Use of bet.

b) In the present indicative habitual

The form vez, [ve], is used to express the present indicative habitual.

Examples:

[be ve tom ba tu lus] bez e vez tom e Toulouse ‘it gets hot, in Toulouse’/‘The weather can be hot in Toulouse.’

[be ve ktn ‘ne₃ də zom i hěn] bez e vez kontant, anezhañ da chom e un, ‘he is happy to be on his own’.

c) In the present indicative impersonal

The form zo, [zo], is used to express the present indicative impersonal.

Example: ‘there is one’

[be zo ēn] bezo un ‘There is one’. This has the same meaning as [be zos ēn] bez ez eus un ‘There is one’, displayed above in 4.2.7.4.1 a).

d) In the present indicative situational

[be mō ᵇₓ] bez emaoñ aze ‘I am here/there’
[be mex/be mwex ᵇₓ] bez emaoç’h aze ‘you (sg. and pl.) are here/there’
[be mē ᵇₓ] bez emañ aze ‘he/she/it is here/there’
[be mōm/be mōm ᵇₓ] bez emaomp aze ‘we are here/there’
[be mēm/be mwēm ᵇₓ] bez emaint aze ‘they are here/there’

e) In the future

Example: ‘sj. + will be glad to come’

[be vin ktn də zōn] bez e vin kontant da zont ‘I will be glad to come’
[be vey ktn də zōn] bez e vioc’h kontant da zont ‘you will be glad to come’
[be vo ktn də zōn] bez e vo kontant da zont ‘he/she will be glad to come’
[be ’vefem ktn də zōn] bez e vefomp kontant da zont ‘we will be glad to come’
[be ’vefēn ktn də zōn] bez e vefont kontant da zont ‘they will be glad to come’

f) In the future impersonal

Example: ‘there will be one’
[be vo ŋn] bez e vo unan ‘There will be one’.

g) In the imperfect

Example: ‘sj + was/were cute’. Context: evocation of how a person was in her/his childhood.

[be vep/vwɛŋ kwɑŋ] bez e oan koant ‘I was cute’
[be vax/vwax kwɑŋ] bez e oac’h koant ‘you were cute’
[be ve kwɑŋ] bez e oa koant ‘he/she/it was cute’
[be vej kwɑŋ] bez e ooa koant ‘she was cute’
[be vam kwɑŋ] bez e oamp koant ‘we were cute’
[be ’veŋ kwɑŋ] bez e oamp koant ‘they were cute’

Imperfect impersonal form.

Example:

[be ve ŋn] bez e oa un ‘there was one’

h) In the present conditional

As explained in 4.2.7.4.1, e), none of my informants currently use present conditional forms starting with bez to express the present conditional tense. For example, ‘He would be happy’ is not expressed Bez e vije kontant. Instead, the present conditional is expressed by using a past conditional form. Thus ‘He would be happy’ is expressed [be vi be ’kɔtn] Bez e vije bet kontant, lit. ‘be (vp) would-be been happy’. This is effectively a past conditional form with the meaning of a present conditional.

Use of the past conditional as a present conditional is also very frequent in sentences that do not start with bez amongst BCB speakers. It follows, as explained in 4.2.7.4.1, e), that context determines whether past conditional forms truly have the meaning of a past conditional or have that of a present conditional.

i) In the past conditional (also see above)

Only the 3rd sg. is used following [be]. Other persons are expressed with subject pronouns followed by this latter form.

For example, to express: ‘He would have come if he had been able’, it is possible to say: [be vi be dɔt ma vi be ’gues] Bez e vije bet deut, ma vije bet gouest.

However, I have not witnessed the forms corresponding to the other four persons being used immediately after [be]. For example ‘I would have come if I had been able’ is expressed: [mɛ vbe dɔt ma viŋ be ’gues] Me a vije bet deut, ma vijen bet gouest, rather than [be viŋ be dɔt ma viŋ be ’gues] bez e vijen bet deut, ma vijen bet gouest. The same applies to the remaining persons:

[ɲiŋ vi be dɔt ma vɱ be ’gues] Ni a vije bet deut, ma vijemp bet gouest.
[χui vi be dɔt ma vɛx be ’gues] C’hwi a vije bet deut, ma vijec’h bet gouest.
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Note that the pronunciation of vijen and vijent, are identical. Therefore, [ma vijen be 'guæs] is the pronunciation of both ma vijen bet gouest ‘If I had been able’ and ma vijent bet gouest ‘If they had been able’. Differentiation is achieved according to the context.

4.2.7.4.3 Use of bet

Bet, past participle of bezañ, is the past form of bez. This does not mean that a sentence expressed in the present using bez, can be expressed in the past simply by changing bez to bet. For example, the past tense version of the sentence [be mɔ ex] bez emaon aze ‘I am here’ (in response to ‘where are you?’) is [be vɛɲ ex] bez e oan aze ‘I was here’ (‘when such and such happened’, for example). This sentence does not use bet. Instead, the verbal form that is changed to a past is [mɔ], emaon, which goes to [vɛɲ], oan.

Bet is always used with a compound past form of the verb bezañ involving its past participle bet. That is to say: bet precedes a conjugated form of bezañ itself followed by bet. Bet therefore appears twice in the sentence, as in:

[bed ŋn bed dyx] bet on bet du-se, lit. ‘been I-am been there’, meaning ‘I have been there, I went there’.
[bed e bed de 'xesne:] Bet eo bet d’ar Chastell Nevez, lit. ‘been he/she-is been to Châteauneuf-du-Faou’, meaning ‘he/she went to Châteauneuf-du-Faou’.

There is some strangeness in the structures above as they seem to contain twice the same past participle (bet) for the one auxiliary (on, eo), yet they are most common in BCB. In the verb table for bezañ (to be), however, Kervella (1976, §206, 130) does attest this form and gives double compound forms for a number of tenses and moods, starting with bet on bet. These forms are effectively used to express the past perfect tense.

4.2.7.4.3.1 In the expression of a perfected situation or action

Example: ‘sj + was/were/have been sick’.

[bed ɔ be klɑ] bet on bet klaɲ ‘I was/have been sick’ (‘j’ai été malade’)
[bed ex be klɑ] bet oc’h bet klaɲ ‘you were/have been sick’ (‘t’as été malade’/‘vous avez été malade’)
[bed eɡ be klɑ] bet eo bet klaɲ ‘he/she was/has been sick’ (‘il a été malade’)
[bed ej be klɑ] bet eo bet klaɲ ‘she was/has been sick’ (‘il a été malade’)
[bed ɔm be klɑ] bet omp bet klaɲ ‘we were/have been sick’ (‘on a été malade’)
[bed ŋn be klɑ] bet int bet klaɲ ‘they were/have been sick’ (‘ils ont été malades’)

If the adjective [klɑ] was replaced by a word starting with a vowel, the word bet immediately preceding it would be liaised with it with [d] as in:

[bed ɔ bed ɔm] bet on bet amaɲ ‘I was/have been here (before)’ (‘je suis déjà venu ici’).
Perfect impersonal form:

Example:

\[ \text{bezo bet an ak'si:dn} \] bezo bet an aksidant ‘there was an accident’ (‘il y a eu un accident’).

4.2.7.4.4 Use of bez for emphasis

Although the tone of the speaker is mainly what conveys emphasis in BCB, as stated in 4.2.7.4 above, bez can occur in sentences in which emphasis is meant, as in the following example:

\[ \text{pos ked an yu' zje:teu?} \] Peus ket un iaterier~? ‘You don’t have a computer?’
\[ \text{be mós!} \] Be meus! ‘I do!’ (lit. ‘be I-have’). In such a context, structures starting with [be] are the closest equivalents to the English ‘I do!’, ‘he does!’ etc. the French ‘si!’ or the German ‘doch!’

4.2.7.5 Use of the conditional II to express a past habitual in narrative discourse

In BCB, forms of bezañ and kaout, phonetically displaying /i/ as their central vowel, are used as verbal auxiliaries to express the habitual character of a past action. This appears to also be the case in the Plozévet dialect described by Goyat who terms these forms in /i/ ‘imparfait d’habitude’ ‘imperfect habitual’ (Goyat 2012, 290, 291). Goyat’s PU transcriptions of these form have an e as their central vowel. The forms he gives in PU are the imperfect forms of bezañ and kaout such as vezan, veze, mezen, meze etc. Kervella (1976, 206, 132–133) also categorises these forms as amzer amdremenet boaz, literally ‘tense semi-past habit’.

My conclusion from my observation of BCB usage is that the forms in /i/ used by BCB speakers in narrative discourse are not those spelt with e in PU but are those of the conditional II transcribed with i, such as vijen, vije, mijen, mije etc. This conclusion is based on the fact that BCB speakers do use the imperfect forms in e, vezan, veze, mezen, meze etc. in narration for non-habitual actions and situations, but when describing habitualness, they use the forms in /i/ of the conditional II just as the conditional auxiliary would is used in English in such a context.

While it is true, with regard to the verb bezañ, that the forms vezan, vez, vezemp, vezit, vezont, are present habitual forms, it does not follow that their past forms vezen, veze, vezemp, vezec’h, vezent are also used for describing habitualness. To begin with, there is very little phonetic distinction in BCB between the two sets of forms (except in the 2nd pl.), thus their pronunciation is: [ve ɲ] vezan, [ve] vez, [ve m] vezomp, [ˈve et] vezit, [ˈve ŋ] vezont for the present habitual against [ve ɲ] vezen, [ve] veze, [ve m] vezemp, [ve ˈɛ] vezec’h, [ve ˈŋ] vezent for the very rarely used imperfect habitual forms (Le Scao only mentions them as what seems to be an afterthought and without translating them [1945a, 21]).

* See this word in 6.1 Make-up of the Breton vocabulary.
Thus the true imperfect habitual in BCB and possibly in Plozévet as well, are conditional II forms and not forms in e, as illustrated in the examples below.

Note that the conditional II of kaout can also be used to express an imperfect habitual, though contexts calling for the use of kaout are generally rarer (only one case in the last example below).

Le Scao (1945a, 14) gives an example of the conditional as an imperfect habitual in his conjugation table for the verb pédi, with the sequence: ‘On priait’, ‘one would pray’ (meaning: ‘One used to pray’), translated: Pédet vijè. My informants would rather express this as [vi pe:det] vije pedet.

Further examples:

[e pe:tə vi le: kost a'gwe:le røk mõn da’gu:skæt (pause) e vi la: bøe’zõ:nek 'æt] Ar Pater vijè lâret kost ar gwele, a-raok mont da gousket... ha vijè lâret (e) brezhoneg ivez. ‘The Lord’s prayer would be said by the side of the bed before going to sleep... and it would be said in Breton too.’

[e vy'gele, vi gete læw o'fe:tə æt] Ar vugale vi gante lâr o Fater ivez. Lit. the children, would(-be) with-them say their Pater (Noster) too, ‘The children would have to say their Lord’s prayer too.’

[ben ve 'ke:zək be’mɛz ... be nɛ, vi be le:bu:øat tut ge ’ke:zək] Benn (e) oa kezeg (e-) barzh mæz... benn neuze, vijø bet labouret tout gant kezeg. ‘When there were horses in the countryside... well then, all the work would be done with horses.’

[vem dek kuo’ɛ.de, me se:t ve se’veb, se'd vi gwe¹ dɔm la'bu:øat] (E) oamp deg krouadur, ma zad (a) oa sever, sed vijø graet deomp labourat. ‘There were ten of us kids, my dad was very strict, so we would be required to work.’

[duwat dɔn ˈnɪple̞x bet, da pa'vɔ mu ne de fɛt, ne da bal, ne nɪte beket om bet jaŋ, be vɛm de t tyt jaŋ, o vɛf tævæ vĩje=ɛm, mɛ paz ˈkeles. o vɛf tævæ, ˈviʃam lɔsket dɔn.] Droed dont neple’h ebet, da pardonioù, na da fêtes, da da bal, na netra betek (e) oamp bet yaouank. Be oamp deuet tad yaouank, ur wech tre vare (e) vijemp, met paz kalz. Ur wech tre vare, (e) vijemp laosket dont. ‘Not allowed to go anywhere, neither to processions, nor to fêtes, nor to balls, nor to processions, nor to balls, nor to anything until we were in our late teens. Once we had come of age, once in a while, we would be, but not much. Once in a while, we would be required to go.’

[ben je:a da skul ve ke kem bu teje=k kwed... uɛm no ‘begu lemm, se ‘vefu ne ‘ve:la, ëui diu肩负 õn dœ... le jə’vij... ge beg e ‘bu tu... e vi ‘keʃet... e vi gwel gwet, ‘vefu. bɛ... kas mõn ‘funy], ‘vefu vi ‘ba:la tœs, meʃas, se ñe zi’ guëe de ‘duʃa e ‘giː∫a].

Benn (e) yeer da skol, ne oa ket nemet bouteter koad... ar re-maːni en do begoù lemm, sed a-wechoù en ur vale, c’wi a douche an dra... les chevilles... gant beg ar boutoù... ha vijø kignet... ha vijø gwell et gwad, wechoù. Ben... kas mont fonnus, wechoù vijø balet treuz emichaːns, sed dra a zigouee da douch aze e-giz-se.
‘When we went to school, there were only wooden clogs... they had sharp tips, so, sometimes, while walking, you touched that... the ankles... with the tip of the clogs... and that would tear the skin... and sometimes, you’d see blood. Sometimes, you’d be in a hurry, sometimes you’d take a wrong step, maybe, and you happened to hit that area (of your ankle).’

[ba ‘diːn e speˈiœːdⁿ vi lekeːt guanyle de] (E-)barzh dindan ar speradenn vije lakaet granulés dezhe. ‘We would give them [the pigs] pellets through a gap at the bottom of the partition.’

[be vän döt de ‘geːa mœ vi ge tän tu ga kwet] Benn e oan deuet d’ar gër-mañ, vije graet tan tout gant koad. ‘When I came to this house, all the fire was made with wood.’

[i tœ ‘bmde dœ vel ‘pjœ mi gwet] E a teue bemdeiz da wellout petra mijet graet, ‘He would come every day to see what I had done.’

4.2.7.6 The verb ['oːwav]/['oːbɐ] ober ‘do/make’

For practical reasons, only the meaning ‘do’ will be shown in the tables below. These forms can be used in negative statements by adding ket after them.

a) Present

I do [ɾoːˈʁːdɔ] ran  
He/she does [ɾe] ra  
We do [ɾe⟩ɔm] reomp  
You do [ɾeʃ] rit  
They do [ɾeːn] reont  
Impersonal [ɾeːa] rer

Example:

[ɾeːa ke ‘kaləs ‘gleo be saaʁa] Ne rer ket kalz glav (e)-barzh (ar) Sahara ‘It does not rain much in the Sahara.’

b) Imperfect

Again, the English forms, out of context, are inaccurate to render an imperfect.

I did [ɾeːn] raen  
He/she did [ɾeː] rae  
We did [ɾeːm] raemp  
You did [ɾeːʃ] raec’h  
They did [ɾeːn/ɾeɛn] raent

Like in English and in French, the imperfect can be used in BCB in a modal capacity in contexts in which other languages would have a subjunctive.

Italian: Sarebbe forse meglio se andassi (imperfect subjunctive) solo.
Castillan: Sería mejor que vaya (present subjunctive) solo.
French: Ça serait mieux, si j’y allais (imperfect) seul. (But: Il vaudrait mieux que j’y aille (present subjunctive) seul).
English: It’d be better if I went (imperfect) on my own.

BCB: [meʃɔ vibe 'gweɻɔ la jeːn mɛ hɔn] emichaïns vije bet (past conditional II used in a present conditional sense) gwelloc’h, lâr aen (imperfect) ma unan, or:
[meʃɔ vo 'gweɻɔ la jeːn mɛ hɔn] emichaïns vo (future) gwelloc’h, lâr aen (imperfect) ma unan.’

c) Future

I will do [ən/əŋ] rin
He/she will do [ŋaj] ray
We will do [ˈəfom] rafomp (PU raimp)
You will do [ˈəfex] rafoc’h (PU reot)
They will do [ˈəfən] rafont (PU raint)

d) Perfect

The forms for this tense are composed of the present tense forms of kaout, followed by the past participle of ober, [gwet] ‘graet’, as in:

[møʃ gwet ,di'ʒe] e-meus graet, dija, ‘I already did’
[nøzɔm ke gwet ən 'dweʁə 'mwæs bet] Neus omp ket graet an dra-se morse ebet, ‘That is something we never did.’

e) Double compound past

In the Double compound past, known in French as passé surcomposé (no longer used in standard French), the present tense forms of kaout are followed by the past participle of bezañ, itself followed by the past participle of ober, [gwet] ‘graet’. This conveys a meaning similar to that of a perfect, but denoting a higher degree of completeness of the action. Further, it often, though not always, describes an action set further back in the past.

Compare the perfect:

[møs gwet ,di'ʒe] e-meus graet, dija, ‘I have already done it’.

To the double compound past:

[nøəmke bet gwet ən 'dweʁə 'mwæs bet] N’eump (PU n’hon eus) ket bet graet (an) dra-se morse ebet. This can convey either ‘that is something we have actually never done’ or ‘that was something we had actually never done’.

Other example:

[mɛ mi pɾɛn dɔz o ’fɔəmæʃ kik, ma nibe gwet; me ne ’ɾeŋ ke kɛn] Me mije prenet deus o fourmaj kig, ma niʃent bet graet, met na reont ket ken, lit. me I-would-have
bought of their pâte if they had been made some, but not they-make not anymore, ‘I would have bought some of their pâte, if they had made some, but they don’t make (it) any anymore.’

f) Pluperfect

The forms for this tense are achieved by adding the past participle of ober, [gwet] ‘graet’ to the imperfect tense forms of kaout. This, however, can achieve the meaning of a perfect, rather than a pluperfect. It tends to do so in everyday conversation, perhaps due to the fact that there is much less need for the pluperfect than for the perfect in daily interaction.

[mo gwet ,di ˈze] e-meus graet, dija, ‘I already did (it)’ or ‘I had already done it’.
[nom/nocem ke gwet ãn ˈdweep maes bet] N’oamp ket graet an dra-se morse ebet, ‘that is something we actually never did’ or ‘that is something we actually had never done.’

g) Present conditional

| I would do                | [ˈʁefɛ]/ˈʁefɛn  |
| He/she would do          | [ˈʁefɛ/ʁef]     |
| We would do              | [ˈʁefem]        |
| You would do             | [ˈʁefɛχ]        |
| They would do            | [ˈʁefɛn]        |

h) Past conditional II

In the past conditional II, the conditional II forms of kaout are used as the auxiliary forms, followed by the past participle of ober, which is graet, as in:

[ma pi ke gwet ãn ˈdweep, viχ be [om ep ʁoz] ma pije ket graet an dra-se, vijɛ’h bet chomet hep reuz, lit. if you-would-have not done the thing-this, you-would-have been remained without problems, ‘If you hadn’t done that, you’d have avoided problems.’

[mẽ mi gwet ma pi gul digă’nym ˈɔ:we] ma miye graet, ma pije goulenet diganin ober, lit. me I-would-have made, if you-would-have asked off-with-me make, ‘I would have made some, if you’d asked me to.’

Note, however, that compound conditional II forms are also frequently used to express a present conditional (see 4.2.7.10 The conjugation of regular verbs, h) Past conditional).

4.2.7.7 The verb [mɔŋ] mont ‘go’

These forms can be used in negative statements by adding ket after them.

a) Present
I go \[ˈjäːɔ] ez an
He/she goes [je] ez a
We go \[ˈjeːlm/ˈjeːm] ez eomp
You go [je tˈjel] ez it
They go [ˈjeːn] ez eont
Impersonal [ˈjeːa] ez eer

Example:

[ɋɛχme ɬe ˈdaɛʃ, ɬeˌake deəsinema gwel aˈleːs] *Lec’h ma ar re Daech, (nˈ)ez eer ket dˈar sinema gwall alices,* ‘where the ISIS people are, one doesn’t go to the movies an awful lot.’

b) Imperfect

I went [jeːn] ez aen
He/she went [jej/jeː] ez ae
We went [jeːm] ez aemp
You went [je x] ez aecˈh
They went [jeːn] ez aent
One went [ˈjeːa] ez eer

c) Future

I will go \[ˈjeːiŋ/jeːlin] ez in
He/she will go [jej/jeːlo] ez ay
We will go \[ˈjeːilm/ˈjelfom] yelfomp (PU ez aimp)
You will go \[ˈjeːt/jeʃɔx] yafocˈh (PU ez eot)
They will go \[ˈjeːn/ˈjelfan] yelfont (PU ez aint)

d) Perfect

Le Scao (1945a, 24) lists the following preterit forms of *mont*. As I have never heard them, no phonetic transcription is given below:

I went  iēan (PU is)
He/she went  iēè (PU eas)
We went  iēam (PU ejomp)
You went  iēarcˈh (PU ejocˈh)
They went  iēānt (PU ejod)

The perfect of *mont* is otherwise achieved through expressions using compound verbal forms. One option is to add the past participle of *mont*, [et] aet, to the present of *bezañ*. This sort of structure tends to be used to form questions, as in:

[ɛ-d e dän oˈfeʊn, neʃ?] *Aet eo dˈan oferenn, anezhi?* lit. gone is to the mass, her, ‘Did she go to mass?’
To produce affirmative statements, the single form zo (of bezañ) used in analytical constructions can be used in conjunction with aet. Example:

[heŋ zo et deh ‘sinema ba’kepe] Int zo aet d’ar sinema (e-)barzh Kemper, lit. they is gone to the cinema in Kemper, ‘They went to Kemper to see a film.’

Amongst my informants, the most common constructions to express ‘go’ in a past context involve the past participle of bezañ ‘bet’, rather than that of mont ‘aet’. This is similar to the use of the past participles of être in French or be in English to express the fact of having gone somewhere, as in the following examples:

‘Have you ever been to Tokyo?’
‘Tu as déjà été à Tokyo ?’
[bed ex bet ba tokjo ?] ‘Bet oc’h bet (e-)barzh Tokyo?’

The auxiliary forms associated with aet as well as bet to achieve a perfect are taken from the conjugation of bezañ, but they are not necessarily present forms as in the last example above; they can be imperfects or double compound forms, as in the following example:

Three possible ways of expressing that one went to Kemper in the recent past:

[de ’gepe e, vän be t ezjun pese:t neke de 蓬勃发展 e bet] Da Gemper eo, e oan bet ar sizhun paseet. N’eo ket da Pont an Abad, lit. to Kemper is I had been the week past. It is not to Pont an Abat, ‘It is to Kemper I went last week, not to Pont an Abad.’
In this example the auxiliary oan is an imperfect from. There seems to be a contradiction, in this context, between the elements ‘had been’ and ‘last week’. Standard English has to have ‘went’, and not ‘have been’. It appears this ought to be the same in PU. BCB speakers, however, use an imperfect as an auxiliary without necessarily meaning to achieve a pluperfect.

[bed önbet de gep, paz de 蓬勃发展 e bet, ezjun pese:t] Bet on bet da Gemper, paz da Pont an Abad, ar sizhun paseet, lit. been am been to Kemper, not to Pont an Abat, the week past, ‘It is to Kemper I went last week, not to Pont an Abad.’
Bet on bet can be described as a double compound past from, similar to a pluperfect. More intelligible literal translations than ‘been am been’ could be: ‘I have been been’ or ‘I have been gone’.

[bed ön de ’gepe ezjun pese:t ,di’je. Neke dao din mőn ’dæa e zjunm] Bet on da Gemper ar sizhun paseet dija. N’eo ket dao din mont adarre ar sizhun-mañ, lit. been am to Kemper the week past already. Not is need to-me go again this week, ‘I already went to Kemper last week. I don’t have to go again this week.’

Although all three utterances above refer to going to Kemper, the first two involve stressing that fact in order to contradict the notion of a trip to Pont an Abad. The compound forms oan bet and bet on bet in the first two examples may, in fact, play an emphatic role more than they convey chronological information.
This seems to be confirmed by the fact that in the third example, in which no emphasis of a destination over another is intended, a mere perfect tense is used.

e) Pluperfect

To merely fulfil the necessity of placing an event further back in time than another past event, a pluperfect composed of an imperfect form of bezañ followed by the past participle forms aet or bet, are used.

f) Present conditional

I would go  [jefən/jefeŋ] yafen (PU ez afen)
He/she would go  [jefe] yafe (PU ez afê)
We would go  [jefem] yafemp (PU ez afemp)
You would go  [jefec'h] yafec'h (PU ez afec'h)
They would go  [jefen/jefen] yafent (PU ez afent)

Example:

[hi jafeke ‘uyze i ‘vutu, dãm i ‘nøju ken’tezh, delok mañja de ‘hunøs pêm po kaz øw a ‘deu ‘y.ɡøn, ma vi be guês de ‘hunøsne tostoñ døz ām!] He yafe ket ruzañ he voutoù, (pe)dam he pneuioù, kentoc’h, da Locmaria da c’houniñ pemp paourkezh euro ha daou ugent, ma vije bet gouest da c’houniñ anezhe tostoñ’he deus amañ! ‘She wouldn’t go drag her shoes, or rather her tyres, all the way to Locmaria to earn 45 piddling euros, if she were able to earn them closer to here!’

Note, that in the example above a compound conditional II form is used in the second clause to express a present conditional (see 4.2.7.10 The conjugation of regular verbs, h) Past conditional).

g) Past conditional II

In the past conditional II, the conditional II forms of bezañ are used as the auxiliary forms, followed by the past participle of mont which is aet, or that of bezañ, which is bet as in:

[mẽ vi et] Me vije aet lit. I would-be gone, ‘I would have gone.’
[me mi gwet vi be ken ‘bẹeø, viŋ ki jet ken dy’ve:t] Ma miye gouezet, vije bet ken brav, vijen ket aet ken diwezhat. lit. if I would-have known, would-be been so beautiful, I-would-be not gone so late, ‘If I had known it was going to be this beautiful, I wouldn’t have gone so late.’
4.2.7.8 The verb [dɔn] dont ‘come/go’

Though this verb is essentially regular, its verb base is somewhat different from what the infinitive [dɔn] may lead one to expect. This verb base is [tø] teu, while the past participle is [døːt] deuet. The form donet is obsolete in BCB, though it is known by some speakers, who have encountered it in literature or songs. Like with mont, the compound forms of dont utilise bezañ as their auxiliary, as in:

[ne ke døːt] n’eo ket deuet lit. he isn’t come, for ‘he hasn’t come’.

The verb is otherwise conjugated like a regular verb, by adding the regular verb endings to [tø]. This leads to forms such as [tøɔ] teuan ‘I come/go’, [tøet] teuit ‘you come’ etc.

Note that the future 3sg form spelt teuio in ZH orthography is pronounced [tjɔ] in BCB.

The initial t of the conjugated forms does not mutate, except in the expression [e zjun a zø] ar sizhun a zeu, lit. the week that comes, for ‘the coming week/next week’. However ‘he comes’ is [eɔ (a) tø] eñ a teu.

4.2.7.9 The verb [gut:] gouzout, goût ‘know’

These forms can be used in negative statements by adding ket after them.

a) Present

I know [ˈuːzɔn/uz] ouzon/ouz
He/she knows [waʁ/uz] oar
We know [ˈuːzɔm] ouzomp
You know [ˈuzɔχ] ouzoc’h
They know [ˈuzən] ouzont
Impersonal [ˈuːzɛʁ] ouzer

Examples:

[Q: guset pelec’h me me lune:do? A: nuzket] Q: Goût a rit pelec’h emañ ma lunedoù? A: N’ouzon ket. ‘Q: Do you know where my glasses are? A: I don’t know.’

[piwaʁ?] piou a oar? ‘Who knows?’

b) Imperfect

I knew [ˈvweːen’uːjen] ouien
He/she knew [ˈwijɛ/vweːe] ouie
We knew [ˈwijɛm/vweːem] ouiemp
You knew [ˈwijɛx] ouiec’h
They knew [ˈwijen/vweːen] ouient
[naˈwijen ke ɛwe va be ˈleet oˈfot] Ne ouient, c’hoaz, a oa bet lazhet o foatr, ‘They didn’t know yet that their son had been killed.’

c) Future

I will know ['uːjɛ̃/wijɛ̃] ouezin
He/she will know ['weo] ouezo
We will know [uːjɛ̃/wijɛ̃] ouezimp
You will know ['uːjɔʁ/ˈwijɔʁ] ouezoc’h
They will know ['uːjɛ̃/wijɛ̃] ouezint

Example:

[weo ke ˈnete keˈt vo ke lɛː da] ouio ket neta keit vo ket lâr dezhi ʻshe won’t know if no one tells her.

d) Perfect

The forms for this tense are composed of the present tense forms of kaout, used as an auxiliary, associated with the past participle of gouzout, [gweːt] gouezet, as in:

[gweːt poːs ˈpjeas ɔʁwɛːt be keˈwe:in?] Gouezet peus petra zo c’hoarvezet e-barzh Kerrien? Lit. known you have what is happened inside Kerrien? ‘Do you know (have you heard) what happened in Kerrien?’

[mɔːs ke gweːt la ve ˈmɛʁɔ] (Ne) meus ket gouezet lâr e oa maro, lit. I-have not known that (conj.) was dead, ‘I did not know he/she was dead.’

I note that in the first of the two examples above, in which the fact of knowing about the event on which the question bears is uncertain, a perfect is used. However, when the context involves certainty that an event has taken place, the perfect of the verb gouzout, is often, expressed through a double compound past form, hence:

[mɔːs ke be gweːt ɑn ˈduɛʁe] Ne meus ket bet gouezet an dra-se, lit. I-have not been known the thing this, ‘I haven’t heard about this.’

e) Double compound past

This form is constituted by the present form of kaout, used as an auxiliary, and followed by the past participle of bezañ ‘bet’, itself followed by the past participle of gouzout, [gweːt] ‘gouezet’. It conveys full completion or non-completion of the action of knowing.

As suggested in the last example given in d) above, the double compound past in the verb gouzout, may play an emphatic role conveying the knowledge, or absence of knowledge of something that has definitely taken place, or that is definitely in existence.
This is echoed by the use of the passé surcomposé in French by Breton speakers and their descendants who produce statements such as j’ai pas eu su qu’il était mort, lit. ‘I haven’t had known that he was dead’, ‘I didn’t hear he had died’.

Further example:

[e̞ nɔ:s ke be gwe t ‘nitʁə dɔs ân ‘duəχə a’ʁok ve ‘me̞-ʁɔ] E̞n n’eus ket bet gouezet netra deus an dra-se, a-raok (e) a maro, lit. he not has not been known nothing of the thing-this before was dead, ‘He didn’t find out before dying’/‘He died without ever knowing about it.’

f) Pluperfect

The pluperfect of gouzout is composed of an imperfect form of kaout, used as an auxiliary, followed by the past participle form gouezet. As with most other verbs in BCB, it can be used as a perfect.

[hi no ke gwe t la vi be o ‘fuikɔ, sɛd vej ke dø t] He n’en doa ket gouezet, lâr vije bet ur friko, sed oa-he ket deuet, lit. she had not known, that there would-have been a wedding (reception), so she was not come/go, ‘She didn’t know there would be a wedding’, so she did not go.’

g) Present conditional

I would know ['wefen] oufen
He/she would know ['wefe] oufe
We would know ['wefem] wefemp
You would know ['wefɛχ] wefec’h
They would know ['wefen] oufent

Example:

[wefe ked ân dœ ma no ke be kle:t dœ ge øn benak!] Oufe ket an dra, ma n’en doa ket klevet an dra gant unan benak! lit. she/he wouldn’t know the thing, if not she-had not heard the thing with one some!, ‘She wouldn’t know about this, unless someone told her!’

h) Past conditional II

In the past conditional II, the conditional II forms of kaout are used as the auxiliary forms, followed by the past participle of gouzout, which is gouezet as in:

[mẽ mi ke gwet ân dœa ma pi ke ‘lɛ̃ dɛ̃] Me miej ket gouezet an dra, ma pije ket lâret din, ‘I wouldn’t have known about it, if you had not told me.’

---

* Note that though the word friko means ‘wedding banquet’, some BCB speakers use it with the general meaning of ‘wedding’. 
4.2.7.10 The conjugation of regular verbs

The synthetic forms display endings in all persons, except for the 3rd sg, which is reduced to the verb base. The synthetic forms are used in particular in negative statements. The conditions of use of verbal forms are discussed in the chapter on syntax.

a) Present

The endings are:


Example:

When I pray pa `bedɔ] pa bedan
He/she doesn’t eat [na zip ket] ne zreb ket
When we see [pe `velɔm] pa welomp
If you come [ma `le:j] ma teuit
They don’t read [lenɔn ket] lenmont ket

b) Imperfect

The endings are:


I did not work/I was not working [le`bu:jen ket] (ne) labouren ket
He/she didn’t drive/she did not have a license [ken`duje ket] ne goñduie ket
We got along/we were good friends [nim `le:kem] en em rañkemp
You did not write/you never wrote [`skrε:vɛx ket] (ne) skrivec’h ket
They fought [nim `de:ʒɛn] en em dagent

c) Future

The endings are:

1st sg [-ɛn] -in, 3rd sg [- o] -o, 1st pl [-im(e)fom] -imp(e)fomp, 2nd pl [-ox(e)fɔx] -oc’h(e)foc’h, 3rd pl [-ɛn(e)fɔn] -int(e)font.

Two systems are used in BCB to produce the synthetic forms of the future. For the 1st and 3rd sg the endings are [-ɛn] -in and [- o] -o respectively. In the other persons the two systems listed above are used in a way that appears to be left to the discretion of
the speakers but the use of the forms in -(e)f is probably a way of avoiding the confusion which can result from the homophony or phonetic closeness of the 1st sg. [- iŋ], 1st pl. [− im], and 3rd pl. [− in].

I will not ask  
[ne ‘χu-liŋ ket] ne c’houlìn ket
He/she will not die  
[ne ‘vaøvo ket] ne varvo ket
We will die happy  
[‘vaøvim ‘kotn] varvimp kontant
We will not find  
[ne ‘gavfom ket] ne gavfomp ket
You will not work  
[lebeø ‘ufox ket] labourfoc’h ket
You will not pray  
[na ‘bedox ket] ne bedoc’h ket
They will not eat  
[na ‘ziðfon ket] ne zrebfont ket
They will not say  
[ne ‘laøiŋ ket] ne lârint ket

d) Perfect

The forms for this tense are composed of the present tense forms of kaout or of bezañ, used as auxiliaries, followed by the past participle of the relevant verb. The past participle ending -et pronounced [ət], [ɛt] or reduced to [t] as happens in English, is generally left out unless its elision takes away from the clarity of the statement:

[de pø s o piz beŋ?] Debret peus ho piz bihan? Lit. eaten you-have your peas little?, ‘Have you eaten your green peas?’

[mø:s ke gwel ve ãm] (Ne) meus ket gwellet e oa amañ, lit. I-have not seen was here, ‘I did not see it was here.’

[nø:s ‘tepet on bue:s, nøö] (E) neus tapet un bras, lit. (vp.) he-has caught one big, him, ‘He caught a big one.’

e) Double compound past forms

Sometimes, a double compound past form is used to express a perfected action [mentions of this have already been made in 4.2.7.4.3, 4.2.7.6 e), 4.2.7.7 d) and 4.2.7.9 d)]. This form is constituted by the present form of kaout, used as an auxiliary, and followed by the past participle of bezañ ‘bet’, itself followed by the past participle of the relevant verb. The double compound past therefore does not concern verbs, which use bezañ as their auxiliary.

Example:

[mø:s ke be gwel ãn døexe ‘mwæøs bet] Ne meus ket bet gwellet an dra-se morse ebet, lit. I-have not been seen the thing this never none, ‘I have never seen such a thing.’

The latter sentence, however, is also likely to be expressed [mø ske gwel ãn døe xe ‘mwæøs bet] Ne meus ket gwellet an dra-se morse ebet. A difference between the two has not been acknowledged by my informants who seem to consider the two sentences as identical in meaning. I have noted that when I ask informants to translate sentences expressed in French in the passé composé (ie. in the perfect), they systematically resort to a simple compound perfect tense in Breton and not to a double compound past form.
I have never been able to elicit the use of a double compound past form out of natural conversational context. These forms, however, occur very frequently in conversation. My suspicion is that they are connected to the notion that the relevant action is fully complete. They also seem to occur in experiential contexts and verbs concerned by the double compound past typically involve perception of reality, such as: gwellet ‘see’, klevout ‘hear’, gouzout ‘hear about, come to know’, ober ‘(happen to) do’, often in a negative context.

f) Pluperfect

The pluperfect of regular verbs is composed of an imperfect form of kaout or bezañ used as auxiliaries, followed by the past participle form of the relevant verb. The pluperfect is often associated with a perfect with which it contrasts, as in:

\[ \text{be mös gwel în ’oto dy, mös gwe t va digwe t ,di’3e, ’něɔ} \] Pa meus gwellet an oto du, meus gouezet e oa degouezet dija, anezhañ, lit. when I-have seen the car black, I-have known vp. was arrived already, him, ‘When I saw the black car, I knew he had already arrived.’

The pluperfect is frequently used as a perfect and the above example could, in fact, entirely be expressed using pluperfect forms by some speakers, thus the following sentence could be produced with the exact same meaning as above:

\[ \text{be mo gwel ēno to dy, mo gwe t va digwe t ,di’3e}} \] Paz em boa gwellet an oto du, em boa gouezet e oa degouezet dija, lit. when I-had seen the car black, I-had known vp. was arrived already, still meaning ‘When I saw the black car, I knew he had already arrived.’

This can occur in contexts in which the events related are recent, as in:

\[ \text{däm no ke ’di·bet i le’gy·meʃ tse, no ke bet i deu me’le·be⁵, neœ. a bwaam zo le’vedek}} \] Dam n’en doa ket debret he legumaj tre, n’en doa ket bet e daou malabar, anezhañ. Ha bremañ zo leñvadeg, lit. because not vp. had not eaten his vegetables through, not vp. had not been his two malabars, him. And now is crying.

Given that the crying is expressed in the present tense at the end of the statement, there is no doubt that the actions expressed in the pluperfect are situated in a realm of the past that normally calls for a perfect. Its translation is therefore: ‘Because he didn’t finish all his vegetables, he didn’t get his two malabars (chewing-gums). And now there are tears.’ The choice of a pluperfect by the speaker appears to be discretionary.

Another speaker, or the same speaker at another point in time could express the same sentence using a perfect:

\[ \text{däm nös ke ’di·bet i legy·meʃ tse, nöske bet i deu me’le·be⁵, nœœ. a bwaam zo le’vedek}} \] Dam n’eus ket debret he legumaj tre, n’eus ket bet e daou malabar, anezhañ. Ha bremañ zo leñvadeg.
As with the double compound past, however, informants asked to translate a sentence expressed in French using the *passé composé* (‘perfect tense’) systematically resort to a simple compound perfect tense in Breton though, in natural conversation, they will frequently use a pluperfect as a perfect.

Other examples of use of the pluperfect as a perfect:

[ɐˈlɐˑˈpus və peˈseːt jān a boːt ˈkənat] Al lapous a oa paseet dindañ ar bod keuneud, lit. ‘The bird was passed underneath the bough timber’, meaning ‘The bird flew under the branch.’

The pluperfect can be used in BCB in place of the perfect tense without necessarily conveying a chronological nuance different from it, contrary to what it achieves in French.

[deχ væn be vel an osteopat], dec’h, e oan bet da welout an osteopat, lit. yesterday, (vp) I-was been (to) see the osteopath, ‘Yesterday, I went to see the osteopath.’

There is therefore some fluctuation in the actual semantic value of the perfect and imperfect tenses respectively amongst BCB speakers. This is reflected in the use they and their descendants make of the pluperfect as a perfect in French too.

Examples: Hier, j’avais pas été à la messe, et Anne-Marie n’avait pas été non plus, lit. yesterday I hadn’t gone to mass and Anne-Marie hadn’t gone either, meaning ‘Yesterday, I didn’t go to mass, and Anne-Marie didn’t go either.

This, in standard French would be expressed by using the *passé composé*. The sentence would be: Hier, j’ai pas été à la messe et Anne-Marie n’y a pas été non plus.

**g) Present conditional**

The formation of the conditional according to the section on verbs of Le Scao’s BCB-French dictionary (1945a, 14–15) consists in adding endings starting with -f to the verb stem. The endings given by Le Scao for BCB (which does not have a 2nd pers. sg. form) are -fenn, -fè, -fem,-fec’h, -fent. Le Scao presents these endings as applying equally to verb stems ending in consonants (Ex. labourat→labour→labourfenn) and in vowels (Ex. ober→ra→rafenn). This matches the endings -fen, -fes, -fe, -femp,-fec’h, -fent given in Kerrain’s popular Breton textbook *Ni a gomz brezhoneg* (2008, 224) and in the verb section of the broadly circulated Hemon-Huon dictionary (2005, 765).

However, current BCB speakers (including Le Scao’s own grandnephew, RP, who lived all his life in the vicinity of where Le Scao was born) use substantially different endings after consonants. The endings they add to the verb stems start with [-ɛf] instead of just [-f]. Endings in [-ɛf] are in fact acknowledged by Favereau (1997, 198 & 244) for the Poher region (itself part of Northern Cornouaille).

This results in the conditional endings in BCB being:

If the verb stem ends in a vowel, the initial [e] of the conditional ending replaces it, as in: [mɔn|mont] → [ja|ya] → ['jafε] yafe (3rd sg.). Note, however, that when the 3rd sg. ending is used, it may be realised without a final vowel, thus ['jaf] instead of ['jafε], [ˈuafɛ] instead of [ˈuafɛ] (ober → ra).

The emphasis is on the first syllable of the ending as in: debrin (to eat) → deb → [deˈbeːfe], labourat (to work) → labour [lebuˈjefe/lebuˈisefe], pediin (to pray) → ped → [peˈdefe].

It is likely that this was already the case when Le Scao was growing up. Why, then, did he record such forms as bedfɛ (p.16), gavfen (p.22), labourfɛ (p.16) etc? Was it the pronunciation of the older generation of his time or was he influenced by Bro Leon orthography, used in most Church printed material?

In BCB present conditional endings, except for the 3rd pers. sg. form, are currently infrequently used, because past conditional II forms are used in their place as present conditionals (see section h) below). It is difficult to say if this is a new trend or if it was already the case in Le Scao’s days, as there are no examples of sentences using the conditional in either tome of his dictionaries.

Examples:

[χuː ˈglefe som (sic) ˈtuːkil] (RP) C’hwi a dlefe chom trankil. ‘You should stay put.’

But: [ˈgleːt vi be dwɛx som ˈtuːkil] Dleet vije bet deoc’h chom trankil. ‘You should stay put’ is also heard. The latter sentence could, however, contain the slightly threatening nuance of ‘You’d better stay put.’

[mɛʃ de noːˈfeːn mɛs ked ˈɔmzɛʁ dɔn, ɔɔd, ʁeːgɛʁ ‘ɛkɛ ˈoːwe dɛwɔɔ aː zaut] Me a yafe d’an oferenn, met ne meus ket amzer dont, ac’hanon, peogwir e ranker ober dro ar saout. The speaker (HG) intends: ‘I would go to mass, but I haven’t got time, because I have to look after the cows.’

But: [mɛʃ vi be ɛd de noːˈfeːn mɛs ked ˈɔmzɛʁ dɔn, ɔɔd, ʁeːgɛʁ ‘ɛkɛ ˈoːwe dɛwɔɔ aː zaut] Me a vij bet aet d’an oferenn, met ne meus ket amzer dont, ac’hanon, peogwir e ranker ober dro ar saout, is also heard with either the exact same meaning, or possibly an underlying notion of regret.

[na ˈuafɛ ken (sic) dɛʁ xe ma zife’nefɛn ,dɛʁ xe dweʃ] (RP) Ne raferc’h ket an dra-se, ma zifenfen an dra-se deoc’h ‘You would not do that, if I forbade you to do it.’

But: [pi ke gwɛt en dɛʁ xe ma zife’nefɛn ,dɛʁ xe dweʃ] (RP) Pihe ket graet an dra-se, ma zifenfen an dra-se deoc’h, with the same meaning is also possible.

[χuː ʃɔm ɔm²? ˈlofɛx ke gānɛ, ʃɛχ?] C’hwi a chom amañ? Teufec’h ket ganin, ac’hanoc’h? ‘You staying here? Sure you don’t want to come with me?’

---

* Conditional endings in -f are used, for example, in Buez ar Zent (Marigo, Madec 1911).
* [som] is an alternative pronunciation for chom mainly pronounced [ʃɔm] in BCB.
h) Past conditional

In theory, the past conditional can consist in present conditional forms of the auxiliary verbs *kaout* or *bezañ* followed by the past participle of relevant verbs. Thus a sentence such as *[eɔ ˈvefe døt ma ˈnefe bet ˈämzeb]* Eñ vefe deut ma nefe bet amzer, is understood by native speakers as meaning ‘He would have come if he had had time’. However, I have very rarely witnessed native speakers using such forms. Instead, they resort to conditional II forms of *kaout* or *bezañ* (including some double compound forms) followed by the past participle of the relevant verb.

Examples of past conditional forms:

*[eɔ vi be døt ma ni bet ˈämzeb]* Eñ vije bet deut (double compound form) ma nije bet amzer, lit. he would-be been come if he would-have been time, ‘He would have come if he had had time’.

*[ma ni bet o mën', vi diʾgwe t dan œe]* Ma nije bet ur voňtr, vije degouezet d’an eur, lit. if would-have been a watch, would-be arrived of the hour, ‘If he/she had had a watch, he/she would have arrived on time’.

*[eɔ vi be døt ma ni bet ˈämzeb]* Eñ vije bet deut (double compound form) ma nije bet amzer, lit. ‘He would-be been come if he would-have been time’, ‘He would have come if he had had time’.

Furthermore, compound conditional II forms are also frequently used to express a present conditional, as per the examples below.

*[dɔa vi be meːt] dra vije bet mad*, lit. this would-be been good. This sentence, in another context, could be used to mean ‘this would have been good’. The speaker who produced it (MTC) meant, however, ‘this would be good.’

*[mẽ mi deːb ˈlep⁵n ma pi gœt] me mije debr(et) lapin, ma pije graet.* lit. I would-have eaten rabbit if you-would-have made, for ‘I would eat rabbit, if you made some’.

*[pi ke be deg ˈəwu?] (Ne) pije ket bet deg euros?* lit. (not) you-would-have not been ten euros? for ‘You wouldn’t have euros, would you?’

i) Double compound conditional II

The double compound conditional II of regular verbs is composed of the conditional II forms of *kaout* or *bezañ* used as the auxiliary verbs, followed by the past participle of *bezañ* ‘bet’, itself followed by the past participle of the relevant verb, as in:

*[me mi gwet le ve ken ˈbeː:ose, mi ke be goʾt et ken pelse, őɔ, vi mën]* Ma mije gouezet, lâr (e) oa ken brav-se, mije ket bet gortozet ken pell-se, ac’hanon, evit mont. lit. if I-would-have known, say was so beautiful, I-would-have not been waited so far-this, me, for go, ‘If I had known it was this beautiful, I wouldn’t have waited so long to go.’
[me mi gwet le ve ken ’bneːsə, viŋ be ɛ:ts ɛwɔ-k de vɔl] Ma miye gouvezet, lâr (e) oa ken brav-se, vije bet a-raok, da wellet. lit. if I-would-have known, say was so beautiful, I-would-be been gone to see, ‘If I had known it was this beautiful, I would have gone (there) sooner to have a look.’

4.2.7.11 potentiality / unreality in the past

There are two competing forms expressing unreality in the past for the auxiliary verbs kaout (meus) and bezañ. They are the forms in -(e)fe and the forms in -ije. Although there are originally semantic differences between them, current BCB speakers seem to be largely unaware of them and the forms in -ije are now the dominant ones.

Examples:

[me mi ’deːbet ’lepən ma mi be’ neñ] Me miye debret lapin, ma miye bet naoñ. The speaker intends: ‘I would have eaten rabbit I had been hungry.’

[me mi de b ’lepən ma pi gwet] me miye deb(et) lapin, ma piye graet. The speaker intends: ‘I would eat rabbit, if you made some’.

[me viχ bet di’gwe t ’pemzek vie e’uk, pi ’galə gwəl] ma vijec’h degouezhet pemzek vloazh a-raok, pije gallet gwellout, ‘If you had come fifteen years before, you could have seen (it)’.

4.2.7.12 Tense shift

While the use of the conditional forms described above often matches their conditions of use, as described by Breton grammars, there is a discrepancy in terms of verbal morphology between the current usage in BCB and the rules presented in grammars, which does not concern the endings of the verbs. It involves, instead, a shift in the use of tenses and the use of periphrastic expressions.

With regard to tenses in BCB, I have observed the present conditional being routinely replaced by several of my informants either by the future or by the past unreal conditional (conditional II, see following page), which is used for both past and present, while the determination of the chronological situation of the action is left up to context. Thus, [dua vi be met] dra vije bet mat, which literally means ‘this would have been good’, can be used with that meaning, but is effectively used for ‘this would be good’ and it is noteworthy that it closely resembles the structure of the English phrase. What is actually meant by the speaker is left up to context, and this does not cause any confusion in the listener. It looks as if BCB is evolving away from an internal morphological change in the verb towards the use of an external modal marker, as is the case in English.

Substituting the past unreal conditional for the present conditional cannot actually result in major confusion. The reverse, however, (Substituting the present conditional for the past unreal conditional), would cause confusion, possibly in any language: the hypothetical phrases ‘yesterday, I would like to speak to him’ / ‘hier, j’aimerais lui parler’ / ‘gestern würde ich gerne mit ihm sprechen’ / ‘ieri, mi piacerebbe parlare colù’ are nonsensical and trigger, in a native listener, an urge to correct the speaker or seek clarification.
By contrast, ‘tomorrow, I would have liked to speak to him’ / ‘demain, j’aurais aimé lui parler’ / ‘morgen, hätte ich gerne mit ihm gesprochen’ / ‘domani, mi avrebbe piaciuto parlare colui’ can even be correct in a context in which the speaker intends to convey that: 1) he wishes to speak tomorrow to that person and 2) he already knows that it is unlikely to take place. It is just a matter of habituation, then, for the listener to process these sentences as meaning first and foremost that the speaker wishes to speak to that person tomorrow, without reading the notion of improbability into it.

The result of this practice, is to greatly reduce the number of verbal forms speakers would otherwise have to contend with, in particular the declension of verbs in the present conditional.

The reason for this practice, however, may well not be a drift of the language towards simplification. Instead, it could well be a choice, adopted in some families or by some individuals to express their opinions or their wishes indirectly rather than directly. This, in my experience, is a very strong tendency amongst the rural people of Briec. This may be something akin to the use of might in the sentence: ‘I might eat a chocolate or two, if you offer me some’, when one actually means: ‘I would (like to) eat a chocolate or two’. The sentence [mɛ mi de:b lɛp’n ma pi guet] me mije debret lapin, ma pije graet for example, fits with the above hypothesis. Its author, HG, produced it as the translation of ‘I would eat rabbit, if you made some’. Yet, the sentence literally means ‘I would have eaten rabbit, if you had made some’. The form used, [mi] (mije) belongs to a set of forms called ‘conditionnel II’ (‘conditional 2’) by Goyat (2012, 311), ‘past habitual and past conditional’ by Wmffre (1998, 42), as well as ‘conditionnel irréel’ (‘unreal conditional’) elsewhere (for ex. Favereau 2001, 925, Bottineau 2012, 1), in Breton doare divizout dic’hallus ‘conditional of inability’. I think the label unreal conditional is the most appropriate for reasons given below with regard to how HG and my other informants use it.

This tense is presented by Le Scao (1945, 19) as a mere past conditional, giving the example mé mijè bet for ‘j’aurais eu’ (‘I would have had’). Why, however, not produce the past conditional by using the forms in -efe given by Le Scao just above the forms in -ije? Why not express ‘I would have had’ as me mefe bet (as some BCB speakers do)? Le Scao, like, in fact, all my informants seem to consider both sets of forms interchangeable and do not see any semantic differences between them. Indeed, some BCB speakers express ‘I would have had’ as [mefe bet] mefe bet, a form that is not mentioned by Le Scao in his grammar section, while considering that [mi bet] means the same thing. I surmise, that while BCB speakers, for whom Breton grammar is a non-issue, may no longer be conscious of the difference between the forms in -ije and those in -efe, there was a time (possibly the time their great grandparents were alive) in which these two sets of forms were used in a discriminating fashion, traces of which appear in the way they are used today. In my opinion, the use by HG of the past unreal conditional when the present conditional is intended in the sentence me mije debret lapin, ma pije graet is a way (of which BCB speakers may no longer be aware) of placing his discourse as deeply as possible into unreality in order to moderate its impact on the listener and possibly as a way of showing a degree of humility. In this case, what HG may be trying to moderate is the implied complaint and the veiled request contained in the statement. What the use of the past unreal conditional potentially achieves here, is a meaning along the lines of ‘I might have eaten rabbit, if you (ever) made some (but you unfortunately do not, though I wish you did)’.

HG tells me that his parents used the forms in -ije, as well. Their presence in his speech is therefore not an innovation on his part or the result of a deterioration of his Breton. What is more, HG does use the past conditional II when he does indeed mean to place
his discourse in the past. This happens particularly in statements that may not directly impact the listener and therefore do not need to be moderated. Although most examples that follow are recordings of statements by HG, whom I was able to consult extensively about this issue, his use of conditional forms is typical of what my other informants do:

[mȅ mi ‘de:bet ‘lepⁿ ma mi bet ‘ne_death] Me mije debret lapin, ma mije bet naoŋ. Speaker (HG) intends: ‘I would have eaten rabbit if I had been hungry.’

Other examples:

[a’ble ’pse:it mi ‘de:be ‘lepⁿ me ve ket] Ar bloazh paseet mije debret lapin, met ne oa ket. The speaker (HG) intends: ‘Last year, I would have eaten rabbit, but there were none.’

HG uses forms in -eфе in the present in statements that contain no possibility of directly impacting the listener, such as:

[mȅ ze’be fe syk me mős ke dwet pāgẽ me zo djebetik] Me zebefe sukř, met ne meus ket droet peogwir me zo diabetik. Speaker (HG) intends: ‘I would eat sugar but I am not allowed, because I am a diabetic.’

[mȅ le’nef a ‘ʒu’nĩl me nuz ke mod len] Me lenefe ar journal, met n’ouzon ket mod da lenn. Speaker (HG) was asked to translate: ‘I would read the paper, but I can’t (do not know how to) read.’

In order to differentiate between utterances collected from natural conversation from those which are translations of sentences suggested by me, the latter bear the mention ‘speaker was asked to translate’ in the following examples:

[mȅ jefe sa’gej, kwe, me i ‘bæfeu jom i hën] Me yafe asambles ganti, koa, met he a brefer chom he unan. Speaker (HG) was asked to translate: ‘I would go with her, but she prefers to be on her own.

[mȅ mi de:b ‘lepⁿ ma pi guet, me òe ke mwœus, ḥex] Me mije debret (Conditional → Past conditional II) lapin, ma pije graet (Conditional→Past conditional II), met rit ket morse, ac’hanooc’h. lit. Me I-would-have eaten rabbit, if you-would-have made, but you-make not never. The speaker (HG) was asked to translate: ‘I would eat rabbit if you made some, but you never do.’

[mȅ mi gau di:b ‘lepⁿ] Me mije karet debriŋ lapin, lit. me I-would-have liked eat rabbit. Speaker (HG) intends: ‘I would like to eat rabbit.’

[mȅ dwa’yeפ e pe,luž al’ësex, ma mi be o tɔ’dœes] Me a droc’hefe ar pelouse aliesoc’h, ma mije bet un toneuse, lit. me I-would-cut the lawn more-often, if I-would-have been(/had) a lawn-mower. Speaker (HG) was asked to translate: ‘I would cut the lawn more often, if I had a mower.’

[mȅ mi deb ‘fus-maf kik, me veke guet e ble pse:t] Me mije debret fourmaj kig, met ne oa ket graet ar bloazh paseet, lit. I-would-have eaten pâté, but none was made last
year. Speaker (HG) intends: ‘I would like to eat pate, but we did not make any last year.’

[ēñ laʁ la ni plâte neŋ peusonelma] Eñ lâr, la nije plantet anezhañ personellel, lit. he says, that he would-have planted it personally. Speaker (MTC) intends: ‘He said he would plant it personally.’ (Context: the person was given the plant as a meaningful gift).

In addition to replacing the present conditional with the past unreal conditional (or the past conditional), another tense shift frequently observed in BCB involves the use of the 3rd pers. sg. future desinence -o, where a conditional is meant. This is not as frequent and not systematic. Some examples follow:

[e ne ke sot, ne 'skrivo mwæs ūn dæ] E n’eo ket sot, ne skrivo morse an dra. Speaker (MTC) was asked to translate: ‘He is not stupid, he would never write that.’

[mē mo ūn me mi bet an 'eɔf ml ... ma vin be gues]’ (HG) Me mo (Conditional→Future) un, ma mi be (Conditional→PUC) an a’hant... ma vijen bet (Conditional→Past conditional II) gouest, lit. me vp. I-will-have one if I-would-be/have the money... if I-will-be been able. Speaker was asked to translate: ‘I would have one, if I could afford it’.

[mē ze befe 'lepɔn ma vi guet dînThe speaker (AH) intends: ‘I would eat rabbit if one prepared some for me’, lit. I would eat rabbit, if would-have-been done to-me. (Note that a form in -efe is used for the first part of the statement by which no one can be negatively impacted). [vî] is close to corresponding to vè the conditional forms of bezañ, given by Le Scao (1945, 20) for ‘je serais’, ‘I would be’. However, they are not present in any compound forms. According to Le Scao, ‘I would have been’ is vijé bet instead of vè bet which one could expect to find here.

Davalan (2002, 216), however, translates the conditional II forms of bezañ as either conditionals or past conditionals. Thus he translates vijen as ‘(je) serais/(j’)aurais été.’ This confirms that the meaning of conditional II forms can fluctuate between that of present and past conditionals.

4.2.7.13 Verb endings -s or -f denoting habitualness or characteristic behaviour

Wmffre (1998, 38) reports that, in the Plonevell dialect, near Karaez, ‘Though the 3Sg of the present habitual tense usually corresponds to the verb base, those verb bases ending in a vowel are suffixed by -f’.

Goyat (2012, 277) reports an identical phenomenon in the Plozévet dialect. He describes that a -v (which become devoiced into an [f] ‘as per the usual [phonological] rules’) is added to verbs ending in a vowel in the 3rd sg. The numerous examples he

\(^{94}\) ‘Ce /-v/ final peut bien sûr se dévoiser, conformément aux règles habituelle.’; ‘This final -v can, of course, be devoiced as per the usual rules.’
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gives mostly start with the conjunctions ‘if’ or ‘when’ and all imply a context of habitualness.

It is essentially the same situation in BCB, in which the suffix -s generally indicates that the agent performs the action habitually. It is often used in sentences ending with words denoting permanence such as [a[to] atao ‘always’, [mwaes7s (bet)] morse (ebet) ‘never’, [ebet]/[bet] ebet ‘(not) at all’, [Tam bet] ‘tarm ebit’ ‘not at all’. While the main suffix used to express the habitual character of an action amongst my informants is -s, the suffix -f, does also occur amongst some BCB speakers.

The suffix -z, a variation of -s, also appears in an example given by Le Scao:

Ar bèleg-sè a ziskeiz mad an tolennou ‘This priest explains the images well’ (Fr-Bret 1945, 82). Note, however, that according to Breton and BCB phonological rules, the suffix noted -z would be devoiced to [s] and pronounced identically to -s.

Further examples:

[me pəsœ mo d nœs des ‘kɛt bœ bœ’zœ nek? xuçi go’ze’s bœ bœ’zœ nek gāto?] Met peseurt mod e neus desket brezhoneg, anezhan? C’hwi a gaozex brezhoneg gantañ?
(Speaking of my youngest son) ‘But how did he learn Breton? Do you speak Breton to him?’

[eœ ne be’z ‘bāne e_bet] Eñ ne baez banne ebet, lit. he not pay drop none, ‘He never buys (people) a drink.’

[eœ ‘skwisœ ‘funæf] Eñ (a) skuzhaez founnus, lit. he tires quick, ‘he gets tired quickly.’

[a’ʃyœs ke mwœœs, ñø a’ɔ ʃœmœp] achues ket morse, jue ar c’hampouezh, lit. finishes not never, game the crêpes, ‘there is no end to the crêpe-making thing.’

[mœ be’se’s nej bene’tele] me a bases anezhe e-barz an tele, lit. I vp pass them inside the television, ‘I play them on the television (speaking of home videos).’

[ɔn œu ‘dœois] an eur drois, lit. the hour turns, ‘time is ticking’.

[neŋ go’ze’s eto] ni goshaes atav, lit. we age always, ‘we keep on ageing.’

These suffixes apply mainly to verbs with bases ending phonetically in a vowel or semi-vowel such as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="anavezout">aŋ’veo</a></td>
<td>[aŋ’ve]</td>
<td>[le ma aŋ’veis kelz a dyt] Ar re-mañ anaves kelz a dud ‘They (lit. those) know a lot of people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[aʃy] (achuiñ)</td>
<td>[aʃy]</td>
<td>[aʃyœs ke mwœœs] Achues ket morse ‘It never ends’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that some verbs with bases ending in a phonetic consonant can also be suffixed with -s. In that case, a phonetic vowel is added to the base. Verbs with a verb base ending in orthographic -r effectively end in a phonetic vowel as final -r is generally realised as a vowel (as in serrîn and lâr below).

Examples:

[koˈseːt] (koshaat), base: [kos]

[nim goˈzeːs ˈato]  
lit. we age always  
Ni a goshe atao  
‘We keep growing old.’

[ˈseriŋ] (serriñ), base: [sæ/sæə]

[eɔ zæəs^n ɔꚋ hæˌɔ]  
lit. he closes the door bruskly  
Eñ a serres an nor herr  
‘He always slams doors.’

[læ.ə] (lâr), base: [læ.ə]

[ma naχ ke ˈkɔtʰ eχ, dɔs ˈɛzylta dø pes me ˈχwoah, bɛ ... zɔrˈteis... χɪl læəs,  
pjæɛ , ‘gast fel”]!  
lit. if not you are not happy you, of result of piece you are-sit. vp. doing, well… you- 
come-out-with… you say, what, ‘son-of-a-bitch’  
Ma n’oc’h ket kontant, oc’h, deus résultat deus pez emaoc’h oc’h ober, ben… sorteis…  
c’hwi lârs, petra, ‘gast fall’!  
‘If you are not happy with the outcome of what you are doing, well then… you might 
exclaim., that is, you might say: ‘son-of-a-bitch’’

4.2.7.13.1 The case of dleout

In the examples given above, the habitual or permanent character of the actions or situations described cannot be questioned. However, this is not so clear in the context in which the verb dleout (generally rendered as gleout in BCB, with [gle] as a base) is used in the following example:
[gle·s ke be be bɛl]
(He vp) must not be too far
(Eñ a) gles ket bezañ re bell.
‘He mustn’t be far.’

Context: The speaker was indicating that the person I wanted to talk to, JNM, was probably going to be back soon.

There could be two possible reasons for the addition of an s at the end of gle:

a) the s may be added for phonetic reasons, for example to facilitate the liaising of gle and ket as it could be that [gle·ke] is more onerous on one’s phonatory organ than [gle·s ke].

b) the verb dloout ‘must’ is often used in an habitual context as in: [hẽs gleske be 'paw௞] Hennez gles ket bezañ paour, ‘He musn’t be poor’. The s may therefore be added in the previous example through assimilation of the form to that used in an habitual context.

d) the expression [gle·s ke be pel], gles ket bezañ pell is typically used when one is travelling (for example sitting on a train) towards a destination and wonders how far that destination is. In this context, as the geographic position of the destination is permanent, the desinence -s is justified. The use of [gle·s] in the context in which I was waiting for JNM might have resulted from an assimilation of that context to the travelling context.

Whatever the case may be, an -s tends to be systematically added to dloout in the 3rd sg. in all cases.

4.2.7.14 Verb ending -er expressing generalisation

The ending [e⁸/e³] -er can be added to verbs in the present of the indicative and occasionally, of the conditional to achieve the equivalent of what is expressed by using the pronouns ‘one’ in English or ‘on’ in French, as in:

[döz ām a 've·leb a ge te dɔal] deus amañ, e weller ar gatedral, ‘from here, one can see the cathedral’.

[ʼvele⁸ ke dɔ·zutæ gwel e le ej] Ne weller ket deusouto gwall alies, ‘you do’nt see them very often.’

This ending is also added to the forms of bezañ [e] eo and [ve] vez, as in the following examples:

[ne⁸ ke vi læ⁸ dœ ze bo ao stãŋ] N’er ket evit lår dra zo ‘barzh ur stang ‘You cannot say it (C’hartell Yann) is in a valley.’

[gwɛst vɛ⁸ de go ʒeal sæ⁸ tı:be] Gouest ver de gozeal e-serr tebrit ‘It is possible to talk while eating.’
5. SYNTAX

5.1 Word order of the sentence

The word order in BCB can be:

a) subject + verb + object/adjective, as in:

[ēɔ a dep 'lo got ma t] Eñ a dap logod mat, ‘He catches mice well/he is good at catching mice.’
[анию 'āmze zo 'bweo] An amzer zo brao, ‘The weather is good.’

This is the most common word order.

b) main verb + verb ober inflected according to the person + object/adjective, as in:

[ko'ze: l ee o bērn lā'gefu] Kaozeal (a) ra ur bern laŋgachou, lit. speak (vp.) he/she-does a heap languages, ‘He/she speaks lots of languages.’
[kɔm'pren set me tle] Komprend a rit mat-tre, lit. understand (vp.) you-do well very, ‘You understand very well.’

This word order is quite common.

c) object/adjective + verb, as in:

[pez 'lawē e ze] Ar pez (a) lāran eo se, lit. piece vp. I-say is this, ‘What I say is this.’
[bweo e an due] Brao eo an dra, lit. beautiful is the thing, ‘It/this is beautiful.’

This word order is not very frequent and is resorted to when the speaker wants to place a degree of emphasis on the first element of the sentence.

The choice of ways of constructing a sentence available to BCB speakers is sometimes used to put a degree of emphasis on an element by placing it at the front of the utterance, as in:

[saba'ty:"t vān jum] Sabaturet (e) oan chomet, lit. bewildered I-was left, ‘I was completely surprised.’
[dōz o kuak va zel] Deus ho krweg (e) oa (o) sellet, lit. to your wife was looking, ‘It is your wife, he was eyeing.’

5.2 Dependent personal pronouns placed in apposition

Dependent personal pronouns are routinely placed in apposition at the end of clauses in BCB, even if a subject pronoun has already been expressed in the sentence. This can be done to emphasize the subject of the verb in a clause, but most of the time, it appears to be simply a way of identifying the subject of the verb or reminding of it. Distinguishing between emphasis, degrees of emphasis, or absence thereof is often
not easy, as this practice is so pervasive and automatic than speakers themselves may not always be consciously aware of it.

Examples in which emphasis is intended:

[e ˈflaʃtət nɔs tɔt e buˈkeːdu, nɛɔl] Ha flastret (e) neus toud ar boukedou̯, anezhañ! , lit. and squashed he-has all the flowers, him, ‘And he squashed all the flowers, he did!’

Examples in which emphasis is absent or unclear:

[ˈnuːzn keɪ ˈχɔːdɔ] N’ouzon ket, ac’hanon. lit. not I-know not, me, ‘I don’t know’

[e ˈwee ke ˈχwa̯, ˈneɔ, lave ˈχwa̯veːt] E ouze ket c’hoaz, anezhañ, lar (e) oa c’hoarvezet. lit. he knew not yet, him, say was happened. ‘He didn’t know, yet, that it had happened.’

[me mi gweːt la vi be ken ˈɪm ˈzɔː se, mi be gul geˈnæx ˈhɑːɔn da ˈpwe ˈnɛ ˈmɛŋjoj] Ma mije gouezet, lar (e) oa ken imzav-se, mije bet goulennet ganeoc’h, ac’hanon, da prenañ muic’h. lit. if I-would-have known say would-be so cheap-this, I-would-have been asked off-you, me, to buy more, ‘If I had known it was so cheap, I would have asked you to buy more.’

[mɔs ke gweːt ˈpeax ˈeɔ kweːt ˈhɑːɔ] (Ne) meus ket gouezet pelec’h eñ kouezet, ac’hanon. lit. not I-have not known where he fallen, me, ‘I am not aware of where it fell.’

5.3 Connecting clauses

There are no relative pronouns such as ‘which’, ‘who’, ‘whose’, ‘whom’ or the French ‘qui’, ‘dont’, ‘duquel’ etc. in Breton and there are therefore no word-for-word equivalents of ‘with which’, ‘to whom’, ‘because of which’ etc. available to connect clauses in the way one can do in French or German, for example.

In Breton, however, as in spoken English, dependent clauses can simply follow one another.

Examples:

[ɑn dyt ɔveɔ] an dud anavezhan, lit. the people I-know, ‘the people I know.’
[ɑn dyt ɑveːt gɑnɪŋ] an dud anavezet ganin, lit. the people known with-me, ‘the people I know/the people known to me.’
[peb ɔ ˈn no en tɔm nes ˈχwɔːn] Peb unan en do an tamm (e) neus c’hoant, lit. each one will-have the piece he-has want, ‘Everyone will have the piece they want.’

The particle a, though it is mostly omitted, can play a role as a relative particle to connect a clause to another one starting with a consonant, as in:
These are things one must keep an eye on/be careful about.

This is something we have never done.

This isn’t a melanoma, but something similar.

However, when one wants to attach multiple pieces of information to a statement, the absence of relative pronouns can make connecting this information to what precedes problematic. This is particularly the case when prepositions, or conjunctions are involved.

Studying the strategies used by native speakers to connect clauses is challenging. I have found that it is, in reality, quite difficult to elicit the utterance of connected clauses in native speakers out of context. They are generally not found in the material that is collected by recording native speakers because this material is often of a narrative nature involving reminiscing the past or describing situations as is the transcription of a recording present in Goyat’s thesis. This sort of material tends to contain a dominant proportion of independent clauses, while connected clauses tend to arise from the necessity of immediate real-life interaction. This typically involves conveyance of multiple pieces of detailed information describing an item in relation to other items or events, with the purpose of causing someone to identify, visualise, remember or locate it. Situations involving this sort of interaction are, by nature, not very compatible with the fact of operating a sound recorder. Furthermore, as everyday life interaction in native Breton is now generally exceptional, few opportunities exist to record such interaction.

5.3.1 Connecting more than two clauses

A comparison of the following sentences given in German, French and BCB illustrates the reality of connecting more than two clauses in Breton. In the sentences below, three main items are connected:

— A man is present in front of the speaker and of a person accompanying the speaker.
— A friend of the speaker had an accident while driving a car some time ago.
— The speaker thinks the man may have been the owner of that car.

The speaker wants to connect all three elements in a description of the man:

German: *Das muß der Mann sein, mit dessen Auto meine Freundin ein Unfall hatte.*

French: *Ce doit être l’homme avec la voiture duquel ma copine a eu un accident.*

lit. This must be the man with whose car my friend had an accident.

Although the German and French versions of the above utterance belong to a slightly formal register, they would have their place in conversation and do not sound odd. The literal English translation, however, sounds unnatural and is very unlikely to be
produced by a native speaker. Likely ways in which this sentence would be expressed in English are rather:

‘This must be the man whose car my friend was driving, when she had an accident’,
‘See this man, here? I think my friend had an accident once, while driving his car.’
‘I think this is the man whose car my friend had an accident with.’

Ways of expressing this in Breton would be:

[hɛs gles be an ‘dɛːn mi go’molɛs nɔs bet ən ak’siːdn gei i oto ‘dɛo] Hennez zo an den, ma gomalezh (e) neus bet an aksidant gant e oto dezhañ, lit. this one is the man my female-friend (vp.) has been/had an accident with his car to-him.

[ɛn dɛːnæse, mi go’molɛs nɔs bet ən aksiːdn o kɔnˈdyːi i oto ‘dɛo] An den-se eo, ma gomalezh (e) neus bet an aksidant o konduiañ e oto dezhañ, lit. the man-this is, my female-friend (vp.) has been/had an accident vp. driving his car to-him.

[baj an ‘del’næse ni e, me go’molɛs nɔs bet ən ak’siːdn ge i oto ‘dɛo] Bai an den-se an hini eo, ma gomalezh (e) neus bet an aksidant gant e oto dezhañ, lit. Quite-possibly, the man-this this-one is, my female-friend (vp.) has been/had an accident with his car to-him.

The above sentences illustrate the fact that, similarly to English, prepositions in Breton can be placed at the end or near the end of the relative clause.

5.3.2 Cleft sentences

A typical way of connecting clauses in Breton, which is very common in BCB, is to use cleft sentences as in the last example of § 5.3.1 above. This is often also a way of placing emphasis on the first element of the utterance, as is the case above, but cleft sentences are also used without emphasis. They typically use the phrase [ni e] An hini eo, lit. the one is, ‘it is this.’

In the following examples, emphasis is sometimes a matter for debate and can depend on the tone used by the speaker:

[due ni e?] (An) dra an hini eo? lit. (the) thing, the one is? ‘Is this it?’ (Possible emphasis on dra).

(Handing the telephone to someone) [’pje ni e] Pierre an hini eo, lit. Pierre, the one is ‘It’s Pierre’. (No emphasis).

[o ’kwe eən nie, kea?] Ho kwerenn an hini eo, (n’eo) ket ta? lit. your glass, the one is, (not is) not therefore? ‘This is your glass, isn’t it?’ (Emphasis).

[e ’plɑːtensə nie, nɔs lak a [as de ve klɑː] Ar plantenn-se an hini eo, (e) neus lakaet ar chas da vez klañ, lit. the plant-this the one is, (vp.) has put the dogs to be sick, ‘It is the plant that made the dogs sick.’ (No emphasis).
[neke  än ty'jose, ve do dirj kas de sof'i mat?] N' eo ket an tuyoz-se, (a) vez dao din kas da Sofimat? lit. not is not the hose-this, (vp.) is need to me send to Sofimat (agricultural machinery supplier), ‘Isn’t it this hose, I am supposed to take to Sofimat?’ (No emphasis).

[be 'kepe, nĩ ūn bet, a zjun pa'se t ne ke be pǒn' e:bet] (E-)barzh Kemper an hini on bet, ar szhun paseet; n'eo ket (e-)barzh Pont-'n-Abad, lit. (par.) inside Kemper-the-one I-am been, the week past; not is not (par.) inside Pont-'n-Abad, ‘It is Kemper I went to last week, not Pont-'n-Abad.’ (Emphasis).

5.3.3 Use of the word la or lar as a particle acting as a relative pronoun

When native speakers are questioned about this feature, they sometimes take a moment to acknowledge they have just used it, as they do it so automatically, that they are hardly aware of it. Then, they give it the meaning ‘que’, ‘that’.

It is, indeed, listed as a particle specific to Continental Cornish under French que and Breton la and lar in Favereau (1992, 1224 and 459). Examples given by Favereau (459) are:

Ne gredan ket la vi ressevet, ‘I do not think he/she will be received’ and komprenet ‘m boa la oo gwir, ‘I realised it was true’.

Wmffre (1998, 57) reports on it under the transcription [laij] also meaning that, but categorises it as a verbal particle, new to Central Breton. He indicates, in a footnote, that the word lar may come from the verb lâr ‘to say’. His examples are: [me waj (laij) moñ tóñ] I know (that) you are coming and [hêmº la ye (laij) vele kalz tøjow] He said (that) he saw many things.

Goyat (2012, 360) mentions it too, though he says it is infrequently used in the Plozévet dialect.

This expression is used frequently by all my informants, including the oldest (born 1923). It is often followed by a verb in the future tense, as in:

[xwô! pós la 'zañin a 'prenes?'] ‘Do you want me to close the window?’

[‘laññ dwañ, la vin a’ noñet dòss tut al ‘le beº mwañ ‘funyfe] Let me tell you, I am honored by all the work you are doing.

Other tenses can also follow:

[mos ke las ’deñ la i vâm ne va, pegwir mod ’al vi be lê va dek] (Ne) meus ket läret dezhan, lar e vamm an hini (a) oo, peogwir mod-all (e) vije bet leñvadeg, ‘I did not tell him it was his mother (who was on the phone), because, otherwise, there would have been some crying (he would have got upset).’

[bez e bed o maº la va hêñ pin’vi dik] Bez eo bet ur mare, lâr (a) oo int pinvidik, ‘There was a time, when they were rich.’
5.3.4 Expressing a causal relationship between clauses

There is no direct translation of which my informants are aware, for the phrase ‘because of which’ in BCB. Thus, the sentence: ‘It is the job because of which she was unable to come to Brittany’ is expressed through the following cleft sentence:

Al labour emañ-he (oc’h) ober an hini eo, (a) neus ampechet anezhi da zoñt da Vreizh amañ, lit. the work is-sit.-she (vp.) doing the one is, (vp.) has prevented her to come to Brittany here.

Another way of expressing the above is to use the conjunction ha ‘and’, followed by the word [dám] dam ‘because’.

He (e) neus kavet ul labour, ha dam d’al labour-se, he zo bet ampechet da zoñt da Vreizh, lit. she found a job, and because of the job-this, she is been prevented to come to Brittany.

The word gant ‘with’, can also be used to express causality, as in:

Gant al labour (e) neus kavet, n’eo ket bet gouest da zoñt da Vreizh, lit. with the job she-has found, she is not been able to come to Brittany, ‘Because of the job she found, she was not able to come to Brittany.’

5.4 Omission of copula

The copula is often omitted in BCB, as in:

Amañ oto (ar) re-se zo deuet dec’h, n’eo ket? lit. here car the-ones come yesterday, not is not? ‘Here is the car of the people who came yesterday, isn’t it?’

Emañ an ozac’h Sulien lit. this-one the boss Sulien. ‘He is the boss of Sulien (name of farm)’.

The copula is omitted in particular when it would precede a past participle, as in:

ouzon ket pelec’h eñ kouezet, ac’hanon. lit. not I-known not where he fallen, me, ‘I don’t know where it fell.’
Hennez deuet d’ober une boule. lit. this-one-m. come to make a ball, ‘It turned into a round mass’ (speaking of a skin cancer).

Me bet a-raok kavout anezhi. lit. me been before find her, ‘I had already seen her’ (speaking of a doctor the speaker had already been consulting).

5.5 Verbal syntax

Breton verbs are formed analytically, peripherastically or synthetically.

5.5.1 Analytical conjugation

The analytical conjugation follows the pattern subject + verb + object. In this construction the verb is normally left in its base form in all persons.

As stated in ‘4.2.1 Preliminary remarks on the inflexion system’, contemporary BCB speakers tend to resort to analytical verbal forms where other forms would be possible. Thus, the structure: [mê vel o ti døz âm] Me (a) well ho ti deus amañ, ‘From here I can see your house’ is more likely to occur than the structure [døz âm ‘velɔ o ti] Deus amañ, (e) wellan ho ti or [o ti ‘velɔ døz âm] Ho ti (e) wellan deus amañ.

Similarly, the analytical structure [nɪŋ oɔˈʁeːəzaut bɛp mɪtn] Ni a gorree ar saout bep mintin, ‘Every morning, we milked the cows’ is more likely than the synthetic structure [bɛp mɪtn gɔʁeːəzaut] Bep mintin gorreañ (a) raemp ar saout. However, the periphrastic structure [gɔʁeːəzaut bep mɪtn] Bep mintin gorreañ (a) raemp ar saout, is as likely as the analytical structure.

Other examples (the analytical verbal constructions are in bold and underlined):

[me gʁeːdˈden] Me (a) gred din, ‘I think.’

[ˈbɛmə mɛ uɛk lak ‘eŋ diwɛ] ‘bɛmə pomad vagwæ hɛs vi sike’twise] Bremañ, me (a) rank lakaat ivez diou wech bendeiz pomade war gorre hennezh evit sikatrise, ‘Now I have to put an ointment twice a day on it to help heal the wound.’

[dɔe zo ɛte ‘ʁesən waʃ] Dra zo interesant a-walc’h, ‘This is quite interesting’, instead of [ɛte ‘ʁesən waʃ e] Interesant a-walc’h eo.

[me... xfi zo ðʁɛs dɔn ‘guːsket ‘bɛmə, nɛ] Met c’hwi zo prest dont da gousket bremañ, neuze, ‘So you are ready to go to bed now, then’, instead of [ðʁɛs eχ de zɔn de ‘gusket, nɛ] Prest oc’h da zont da gousket, neuze.

[ʊ̃ gus keº tut] Ar re-mañ (a) goust ker, tout, ‘They sure cost a lot of money.’

Even in cases in which the use of the synthetic conjugation system is required, in particular in negative sentences, the analytical conjugation is occasionally used by otherwise fully competent speakers. This is, however, described as incorrect or inaesthetic by some of my informants, though they may use such structures themselves.
Examples:

[mẽ ja ke dœz e mwæs's bet] Me (a) ya ket dre aze morse ebet, ‘I never go through there’, instead of [yi ke dœz e mwæs's bet] (N’ez an ket dre aze morse ebet (this form also occurs).

[mẽ vel ke 'neõ] Me (a) well ket anezhañ, ‘I don’t/can’t see him’, instead of [velo ke 'neõ] (Ne) wellan ket anezhañ (note that the transcription [velo ke] is not a typo but an actual common pronunciation of the 1st sg. present indicative ending. An alternative pronunciation is [‘velõ ke]).

In negative analytical sentences using subject pronouns, the verb is often inflected, although the presence of the subject pronouns makes this inflection unnecessary, as in:

[niŋ 'velõm ke 'filmu a 'mɔs'] Ni wellomp ket filmoù a mod-se, ‘We do not see such films.’

[hẽŋ 'vwe:en ke ɔwe, nɛ, la o fɔ't ve be 'laet] Int ouient ket c’hoaz, anezhe, lâr o faotr oa bet lazhet, ‘They did not know that their son had been killed.’

Note that when the negative verbal particle ne would precede a verb starting with a consonant, it is generally not expressed. When the verb starts with a vowel or a semi-vowel, ne is expressed, though generally reduced to n.

Examples:

[ve lɔ ke txe 'ebɛt] (Ne) wellan ket tra ebet, ‘I cannot see a thing.’

[sel ke zwẽn a mɔs] (Ne) sellit ket deusoudon a mod-se, ‘Don’t look at me like that!’

[ne wax ket, nẽ] Ne oar ket, anezhi, ‘She doesn’t know.’

[nev ke mwæs's, 'neõ] N’ev ket morse, anezhañ, ‘He never drinks.’

[nalym ke ‘netwe, a ‘bœikɛ se, nɔs ke ɡez be ken bæs's] N’alum ket netra, ar briquet-se, n’eus ket gaz ebet ken barzh, ‘This lighter doesn’t light anything, there is no gas left in it.’

While, in practice, BCB speakers do form negative sentences using subject pronouns, and therefore dispense with the need to use inflected forms, in sentences starting with adverbs or conjunctions like [bɛn] benn ‘when’ or [mẽ] ma ‘if’, synthetic forms are always used and Le Scao gives examples of this in some of his conjugation tables (‘if I work’ ma labourrān for example, in the Fr.-Br. tome p.16).

[maz a’lymɔ a ‘gulu, tut a mus’tiket tjo ’bæs's] Maz aluman ar goulou, tout ar moustiket (a) teuyo barzh, ‘If I turn the light on, all the mosquitoes will come in.’

[ma ‘je’t ket, hi no kẽ] Ma (n’)ez it ket, he en do keuz, ‘If you don’t go, she will be disappointed.’
When I see what has become of her, I am sad.

5.5.2 Periphrastic conjugation

Periphrastic conjugation using the verb ober ‘do’ as an auxiliary, is used when a speaker wants a positive clause to start with the main verb. This is also possible to achieve by using the auxiliary/verbal particle bez (see 4.2.7.4 Use of bez and bet as auxiliaries/particles to conjugate bezañ and kaout.)

The periphrastic conjugation is mostly employed when referring to habitual or recurrent behaviour and often with a degree of emphasis, as in the context of the following dialogue:

MC - [bep mitn je de vel pesə moːd ve pe’se: ən ’txeu ped noːs, maʃə] Bep mintin (a) ya da wellet peseurt mod vez paseet an traoù (e-)pad an noz, emichañs, lit. each morning (vp.) goes to see which-sort way (hab.)-is past the things (prep.) during the night, maybe, ‘Every morning, he goes to check how things sort of went during the night in the garden.’

PN - [ke’əkas al ’lawæn nɔs laːst ’məe⁵ku ban ’dəwah] Kerka al louarn (e) neus laosket merkou e-barzh an douar, lit. in-case the fox has left marks inside the ground, ‘In case the fox left tracks in the dirt.’

MC - [bə: pa seːl ba bjuz ’exə ɡiʃə, ə] Ben... paseal (a) ra biou aze, e-giz-se, hein, lit. well... pass he-does past there/here in-this-way, hey, ‘Well, he does indeed come through here, you know.’

PN - [aː!?] Ah!?, ‘Really!?!’

MC - [’veʃu ve gwel təas] (A-) wechoù vez gwellet traces, lit. (prep.) times (hab.)-is seen tracks, ‘Sometimes, there are tracks.’

Other dialogue:

PN - (Tongue in cheek) [χɥ goz bəe zɔnek me tɨe] C’hwi a gaoz brezhoneg mat tre, ‘You speak very good Breton.’

MC - [e’sej ǚɔʃ] Eseve a ran, ‘I try.’

Other example involving some degree of emphasis:

[ły ’ge⁵ne bə oto ’pe⁸a] lugerniñ (a) ra (an) oto Pêr, lit. shine does car Pêr, ‘Pierre’s car shines/is (always) shiny.’

As is apparent in the above dialogue, the use of periphrastic conjugation does not necessarily imply emphasis. This is also the case in the following three examples:

[ɔː b a ’bæ³ ’dæxə ’bemde] Ober a ran an dra-se bemdez, lit. to-do vp I-do thing-this every-day, ‘I do this every day’.

[ɔː b a ’bæ³ dy spɔʁ ən ’tæmic] Ober a rit du sport un tammig, lit. do vp, you-do of-the sport a little, ‘You do a little sport.’
Ober a rin (an) dra- benn arc’hoazh, lit. do vp. I-will-do thing head tomorrow, ‘I will do it tomorrow’.

Note that while ober ‘to do’, is pronounced [ˈoːbo] or [ˈoːba] in isolation, it is pronounced [oːb] or [oːb] when preceding a vowel, which is the case when it occurs as the main verb conjugated periphrastically, as in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ober a ran ‘I do’</th>
<th>Ober a ran ‘I do’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>oː raˈʁɐβɛn or oː b aˈʁɪɲd ʁɐ bɛn aˈʁɛes</td>
<td>Ober a ran ‘I do’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oː r aˈʁɛfɔx or oː b aˈʁɛfɔx</td>
<td>Ober a rafoch ‘You (Sg or pl) will do’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oː r aˈʁɛfe or oː b aˈʁeфе</td>
<td>Ober a rafe ‘He/she would do’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oː r aˈʁe.əm or oː b aˈʁe.əm</td>
<td>Ober a rafont ‘We used to do’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oː r aˈʃe.əm or oː b aˈʃe.əm</td>
<td>Ober a rafont ‘They will do’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other examples:

[mɔŋ e ne el ‘lebe dɔo ˈeto?] Mont a ra al labour en dro atao? lit. ‘to-go vp does the work around still?’ ‘Is the work still going well?’

[mɔŋ e ne ‘kekɛxɔn] Mont a ra krec’henn, lit. to-go vp does incline, ‘It (the road or the ground) is steeper/is going up steeply.’

[fym a ne: bɛn ve ‘jo”ŋ] Fum a rae, benn (e) oa yaouank, ‘He smoked in his youth.’

[esˈpɛʁ e bɔ, pje₉, levo paˈʁɛt] Esper a ran, petra, lâr vo pareet, ‘Well, I hope it’ll heal.’

[gu ne bɔeˈʒɔ.nɛk?] Gouzout (a) rit brezhoneg? ‘Do you know/speak Breton?’

The periphrastic conjugation does not have a negative form.

Periphrastic and analytical constructions can be used alternatively in some cases, as in:

[gu ʁet pɛχ me ly’ne:du?] Gouzout a rit pelec’h emañ ma lunedoù?, ‘Do you know where my glasses are?’

[ɔŋ waʁ pɛχ me ly’ne:du?] C’hwi a oar pelec’h emañ ma lunedoù?, ‘Do you know where my glasses are?’

5.5.2.1 Some other periphrastic expressions replacing verbs

Expressions are used periphrastically in BCB to convey meanings that could be expressed with single verbs in the following areas:

a) Necessity, obligation:

— [deʊ/du] dao (generally followed or preceded by bezañ), lit. need is, corresponding to the verbs rañkout or dreout ‘must’.
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b) Ability:

The following three expressions correspond to the verb gallout ‘can’.

— [gwes] gouest + bezañ, lit. able be.

[blij ke diŋ mɔ̃ ban ˈeju ben ve ʁɔz amɔs, poˈgeu ˈbeʁku ve gwes de ˈgweo] (Ne) blij ket din mont e-barzh an hentoù benn (e) vez reuz a mod-se, peogwir branquiù (a) vez gouest da gwezañ, ‘I don’t like to be on the road when there is such disruption (in this case: stormy weather), because branches may/could fall down.’

— bezañ + [vi] evit, lit. be for.

This expression is only used in negative sentences.

[nɔ̃ ke vi læʔ dwax, ˈjiwes] N’on ket evit lâr deoc’h, siwazh, lit. not I-am for tell to-you, unfortunately, ‘I am unable to tell you, unfortunately.’

— moaien [ˈmwajən] + zo, lit. way is.

[ˈmwəjən zo de gεu ˈe:nuʔ] Moaien zo da kaout unan hirio? lit. way is to find one today? ‘Is it possible to get one today?’

[nøs ke ˈvwejan de ˈɡwe-dil] N’eus ket voaien da grediñ, lit. not has not way to believe! ‘(This is) incredible!’

c) Authorisation/assent:

The expression moaien zo can also entail a more or less implicit request for assent from others. In that case it is an equivalent of the English ‘may’, as in:

[ˈmwəjən zo deŋ mɔ̃n ba ˈlexme game ˈvutu høːsʔ?] Moaien zo din mont e-barzh lec’h-mañ gant me voutriə heuz?, ‘May I come inside that area with my rubber boots on?’ (This implies: ‘Is it ok with you if I do so?’)

mat [ˈme:t] + bezañ (+ da), lit. good is (to), ‘to be ok/allowable.

— [med e mɔ̃n ba ˈlexme ga ˈbutu høːsʔ?] Mat eo mont e-barzh lec’h-mañ gant boutouə heuz? ‘Is it ok to go in there with rubber boots?’

— [med e dwaxʔ?] Mat eo deoc’h? ‘Is it ok with you?’

*Note that this transcription is not a mistake: the pronunciation of the word dav ‘necessary’ can be [ˈdəʊ] or [də], especially within a sentence spoken rapidly and in which the emphasis is on another word.
5.5.3 Synthetic conjugation

In the synthetic conjugation the verb is marked for number in each person and there are feminine forms of the 3rd. sg. of the descriptive and situational forms of the verb *bezañ*. Synthetic verbal forms, except imperatives, do not normally occur in sentence initial position. Certain auxiliary and modal verbs are an exception to this:

a) The auxiliary verb *bezañ* in its descriptive and progressive forms

Examples:

[mɛ̃ ˈtibî, ɔ̃ɛχ?] Emaoc’h o tebriñ, ac’hanoc’h?, ‘You are eating, are you?’

[maj be i gām?] Emañ-he e-barzh he gambr?, ‘Is she in her room?’

[ej bet de ˈɛtɛu?] Eo-he bet da Inter(marché)?, ‘Has she been to Intermarché (supermarket)?’

[vām sɛl doz ˈtèle, se nɔm ke kleːt ɔn teˈlefon] Oamp (o) sellet deus an tele, sed n’eus omp ket klevet an telefon, ‘We were watching the television, so we didn’t hear the telephone.’

b) The verb *dleout*

Examples:

Note that some speakers pronounce *dlees* [glef], while others pronounce it [gles].

[gles be ˈkeːŋ] Dlees bezañ ker, ‘It must be expensive.’

[glef be et ˈkʊt] Dlees bezañ aet kuit, ‘He/she must have left.’

[glef ke be gwel ˈveːs] Dlees ket bezañ gwall vras, ‘It mustn’t/can’t be very big/it is probably not very big.’

[gles ke be pɛl] Dlees ket bezañ pell, ‘It can’t/mustn’t be far.’

Synthetic forms are predominantly used in negative statements, in which case they effectively do appear in sentence-initial position since the negative particle *ne*, though implied by the mutation it triggers, is almost always omitted.

Examples:

[ˈɡǎnɔ ke ma waχ, hɔ] (Ne) ganan ket mat a-walc’h, ac’hanon, ‘I do not sing well enough.’

[ˈvelɔm ke ne ken] (Ne) wellomp ket anezhe ken, ‘We do not see them anymore.’

[gɔˈprenɔ ke ne veːt] (Ne) gomprenan ket re vat, ‘I do not quite understand.’
5.5.4 Elision of the verbal particle \(o\)

As discussed previously, verbal particles are routinely left out. Many cases of elision of \(ne, a, e\) are found in previous examples. Elision of the particle \(o\), used to express a progressive action and often connecting two clauses, is also generally left out, as appears in the last example above and the examples below. The mutations triggered by the omitted particles, however, are always observed.

\([\text{giz un a oo (o) c’houlenn ganin... It’s like some person was asking me (some time ago)...}}\]

\([\text{emaoc’h (o) tebriñ ho legumaj, ‘Are you eating your vegetables?’}}\]

\([\text{un eur hanter eñ bet (o) c’hortoz ac’hanon, ‘He was waiting for me for half an hour.’}}\]

\([\text{mēŋ ke ʃom ba ‘peŋ ken} (N’) emaont ket (o) chom e-barzh Paris ken, ‘They do not live in Paris, anymore.’}}\]

6. LEXICON

6.1 Make-up of the Breton vocabulary

The chief known direct sources of vocabulary in Breton are inherited Celtic and Brythonic words. The all-important word mor ‘sea’, for example, is considered to be directly from Celtic.

Other main direct sources are Latin and French. The word currently used for ‘lunch’, merenn (BCB ['me⁷n]) is directly from the Latin Merenda. So are the words for ‘dinner’, koan, [kwɔ̃] in BCB (Latin cena) and for the table one eats it on: [to l] from Latin tabula. Another example is the word kratz (BCB ['kʁeyles]) ‘wheel barrow’, which is from the Latin grabattus ‘stretcher (with one wheel)’.

French has, predictably, contributed a very large proportion of borrowed words in Breton. These borrowings have been taking place for many centuries, including in the 9th century, when French-speaking parts of France were annexed by Bretons.

Many are therefore no longer in current use, or rarely used in contemporary French. Further, their meanings have sometimes evolved separately in each language. As their pronunciation is bretonized, they are often unrecognizable to the layperson. Here are some examples in BCB presented in order of increased dissimilarity from the French pronunciation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[o fɔ̃]} & \text{ ur fos ‘a pit/ditch’, from Fr. fosse [fɔ̃].} \\
\text{[o po.⁶⁷]} & \text{ ur pod ‘a pot’, from Fr. pot [po].} \\
\text{[a me dʒm]} & \text{ ar medisin ‘the doctor’, from Fr. médecins [medsã] (southern pronunciation [medsẽ]).} \\
\text{[o pæk]} & \text{ ur park ‘a field’, from Fr. parc [pɔʁk], which means ‘park’, not ‘field’ in French.} \\
\text{[o fe neːn]} & \text{ ur feneant ‘a lazy person’, from Fr. fainéant [fe neã].} \\
\text{[ko ze.⁶⁷]} & \text{ koazeal ‘to have a talk with’, from Fr. causer [koze]. The word has the same meaning in French, but is now old-fashioned.} \\
\text{[o he si.⁶⁷]} & \text{ ur c’harrigel, other word for ‘a wheelbarrow’, from the Fr. carriole [kasiɔl], now rarely used and with the quite different meaning of ‘small wobbly cart/car’ in French.} \\
\text{[o pɛ s]/[o py s]} & \text{ ur puïs ‘a well’, from Fr. puits [pɥi].} \\
\text{[o gwæn̩d]/[o gwæn̩]} & \text{ ur gordenn ‘a rope’, from Fr. corde [kɔrd].} \\
\text{[a bwæn̩d]} & \text{ ar bord ‘the edge’, from Fr. bord [boʁ].} \\
\text{[kis te in]} & \text{ kistion ‘question, issue’, from Fr. question [kɛstʃɔ̃].} \\
\text{[o pʁe sawa̯b]} & \text{ ur pressouer ‘an (apple-)press’, from Fr. presseoir [pʁeswaʁ].} \\
\text{[o mɔ̃ sawa̯b]} & \text{ ur maɲjouer ‘a feeding trough’, from Fr. mangeoire [mɔ̃waʁ].} \\
\text{[a gwæb ne men]} & \text{ ar gouarnament ‘the government’, from Fr. gouvernemant [goveʁnamɑ̃].} 
\end{align*}
\]

Many words for recent non-agricultural inventions or realities went from French into BCB in a more-or-less bretonised form.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[o tu̯e ŋ]/[o tu̯e]} & \text{ un tren ‘a train’, from Fr. train [tu̯e].} \\
\text{[lẽtu̯i site]/[lektu̯i site]} & \text{ letrissite ‘electricity’, from Fr. électrique [elektrisite].} 
\end{align*}
\]
[an teˈleʃɔn] an telefon ‘the telephone’, from Fr. téléphone [teleˈfon].
[o ˈpwe̞,taβ] ur portabl (PU heiro) ‘a mobile phone’, from Fr. portable [pɔʁˈtabl].

There are, however, Breton words for much of the mechanised farming equipment introduced at the end of the 19th century and in the first half of the 20th century, like, for example:

[o vaʃteˈleʃɔs] ur rastelerez ‘a mechanical windrow rake’.
[o biˈleʃɔs] ur bilerez ‘a harrow’.
[ɔn eˈdeʃɔs] ur haderez ‘a seeding machine’.
[o dwaˈneʃɔs] un dornerez ‘a thresher’.

Some more recent farming equipment and infrastructure are borrowed from French:

[o tʁakˈtœʁ] un trakteur ‘a tractor’, from Fr. tracteur [tʁakˌtœʁ].
[an ˈŋaʁɔ] un hangar ‘a hangar’, from Fr. hangar [ŋaʁ].
[aˈletsi] al letri (no word in PU) ‘the milk shed’, from Fr. laiterie [letsi].

I am not aware of any Breton words used in BCB for farming equipment introduced in the last 45 years. Thus, tractor accessories (various buckets, front loading equipment, trailers etc.), combined harvesters, round balers, excavators, automated milking equipment and such like are only known in BCB, as far as I know, under their French names.

Lastly, the latest source of new words to come into Breton, are neologisms, largely developed by the Breton Language authorities such as Ofis ar Brezhoneg. Such words, like skol veur ‘university’, etrerannyezhel ‘interdialectal’ or pelgomz ‘telephone’ correspond to realities that were not part of the everyday life of most native Breton speakers before WWII and they have no equivalents in pre-1960s native Breton. As this work concerns a dialect, rather than peurunvan Breton, the only neologisms, which are relevant to it are the ones used by its speakers. It is particularly relevant to collect the neologisms of speakers born around WWII and before, because they are more established than the more recent neologisms. Because of the KEAV* program, which puts learners of Breton in contact with a few native speakers, some recent neologisms do find their way in the vocabulary of native speakers if they are relevant to their lives or that of their families. This is probably how the neologism pred-ti, PU for ‘restaurant’, is known and occasionally used by some of my informants.

The bilingual road signage installed in parts of Breton-speaking Brittany moderately enriches the vocabulary of native BCB speakers today. I have noticed that the expression hent-tizh, lit. ‘road-speed’, present on signs indicating freeways has entered the vocabulary of BCB speakers, all the more so that Briez lies along the Kemper to Brest freeway, which is a major economic feature of the city.

Examples of neologisms used by native BCB speakers:

* An immersive Breton language program.
[en disˈleː:vje] un disglawier ‘an umbrella’ (well established pre-WWII neologism in current use).

[o hæd dœ dɔn] ur c’hár dre dan, lit. a cart by fire, for ‘a motorcar’ (pre-WWII neologism). The most common word today, by far, however is [ə no,tu] un oto.

[ɑn tiˈke] an ti-kér ‘the City Hall’. This word, although recent, is used by older native speakers, though many speakers do refer to the City Hall by the French name mairie (pronounced [me ˈɯi]) as well.

[ɑn tiˈdez] an ti-deiz ‘the Day Centre (for the elderly)’. This recent neologism is in current use in BCB and it also is used in Breton in the French of the locals.

[p倡 tɪ] pred ti, lit. ‘food house.’ [ʁeʃ ˈtɔːd] or [ʁeʃ ˈtɔdː] are, however, the words most commonly used for ‘restaurant’.

[yuˈzieːtɛ] urzhiater, lit. ‘orderer’, ‘computer’, based on the notion (that gave rise to the words ordinateur in French and ordenador in Spanish) that a computer does not just calculate but puts elements in order. Although it is unknown to the vast majority of native speakers, it was known to and used by one of my few informants to own a computer. The others use the French word ordinateur and its French pronunciation [ɔˈdinəte] or its abbreviation ordi slightly bretonised in its pronunciation (´ɔdːi/ [´ɔːdi]).

6.2 Lexical variations

Lexical discrepancies are limited in scope within the Canton of Briec, and there is complete inter-comprehension between speakers of all areas. Speakers from one area are aware of the differences in pronunciation and vocabulary of other areas to their own and they comment on them or joke about them.

Pronunciation of c’h, which is a notable difference, has already been discussed in Phonology, 2.1.2 Demarcation line between [χ] and [h] in the Canton of Briec.

Lexical examples of variations are the words for attic and wheelbarrow.

‘The attic’ can either be [eˈzoːjɛ] ar solier or [aˈ xeːdɔl] ar c’hignol. Perusal of Le Dû’s linguistic Atlas (NALBB, 2001, map 538) indicate a dominance of the latter term in Canton Briec. However the dominant word amongst my informant is [ˈsoːlje] and the word [ˈɡuːdɔl] is known as an alternative not particularly attached to any region of the canton or of its surroundings.

The word for ‘wheelbarrow’ can either be [ˈkweːvæs] or [keˈbiː]. All my informants say [oˈheːvæs] while they consider [o ɡeˈbiː] to be a term used in eastern and north-eastern parts of Canton Briec and rather outside of it.

Leroux’s Atlas (1927, map 363) show that both words are relatively evenly spread throughout the Breton-speaking domain and in fact exist side by side in a number of locations. Although Leroux gives the word dɔw bènnek which is unknown to my informants for Edern and surroundings, he also gives the word kravas along with it. The closest locations in which words similar to karrigel are found are indeed to the east and north-east of Canton Briec. This is equally the case in Le Dû (2001, map 314), in whose atlas, incidentally, dɔw bènnek is not found. This matches my informants’ perception.
Another example is the word for ‘yes’. My informants, use [ˈɛjə] eye for a mere ‘yes’, but resort sometimes to [jɛ] ya for clarity, in particular when repeating themselves, as in this telephone exchange:

A: [med e ɔm ‘ämze ‘dyɛx ?], lit. ‘good is the weather, side that?’ ‘Is the weather good over where you are?’

B: [ˈɛjə, ‘mede], lit. ‘yes, good is’, ‘yes, it’s good’.

A: [pete?] ‘what?’

B: [je, ‘mede], lit. ‘yes, good is’, ‘yes it is good.’

In addition, the syllable [je] is part of the word [jεu] yeo, used affirmatively in response to a negative question, as in:

A: [dεm me ke gen’weyɛ?], lit. thing is not with you? ‘You haven’t got it?’

B: [jεu!] ‘I have!’

A further example is the word for ‘up’ or ‘to/at the top’, which tends to be [a laj] a lae to the west of Briec and [ba neχ] ba nec’h to the east. This appears clearly in the NALBB (map 019).

6.3 Ober used for reiñ

It is common in Breton, including in BCB, for the verb ober ‘to do’, to be used with the meaning of ‘to give’. Helias (2002, 78), a speaker of the Pouldreuzig dialect of Bro Vigouden, gives an example of this use of ober in the sentence ‘gret deom yod’ for ‘give us porridge’.

Etymologically, ober comes from Latin opera ‘piece of work’, so the use of the word for ‘to give’ does not appear to be etymological.

Examples in BCB:

[mɛ ve et ban ‘œgeh ‘dow# bwet de ‘jes] me (a) oa aet e-barzh an hangar d’ober boued d’ar chas lit. me was gone inside the hangar to do food to the dogs, ‘I had gone to the hangar to feed the dogs’.

[ˈjafen ket, ma vi ke guet de ’zi:be ᵇɪ] Ne yafen ket, ma vije ket graet(roet) da zebriñe din lit. I would-go not if would-be not made to eat to-me, ‘I would not go if I weren’t given something to eat/if they did not give me something to eat’.

There is a specific word, in Breton, for ‘to give’, which is reiñ, pronounced [ʁεj] or [ʁɛj]. This word is less frequently used by BCB speakers.
A frequently used term to describe the act of physically seizing an object and handing it over to another person is the verb \textit{pa\text{ˈ}seo} \textit{passeal} ‘to pass, to give, to hand’, fr. Fr. \textit{passer} used in French with the meaning ‘pass’, ‘give’.

Example:

\[
\text{mē ṭōn pa\text{ˈ}seo ōn de\text{ˈ}leťōn de\text{ˈ})\text{ me (a) zo o vont da basseal an telefon dezhi} \text{ ‘I’ll hand her the phone’}. \text{(note that, possibly because passeal is a borrowed word much used in French, speakers tend not to observe mutations in that word. Hence [pa\text{ˈ}seo] instead of the lenited form [ba\text{ˈ}seo] required in the above example by the presence of the preposition \textit{da}, not expressed but implied in speech).}
\]

\subsection*{6.4 Important BCB words not found in PU dictionaries}

1) \textit{Benn}, pronounced \textit{[bɛn]}, ‘when’, ‘in’ + segment of time (an hour, a week etc.).

\textit{Benn} is the lenited form of \textit{penn}, meaning ‘head’ or ‘tip’. The fact it is lenited indicates that it is preceded by a trigger of lenition, probably a particle, that is no longer expressed. In all likelihood this is the particle \textit{a}, the first element of the expression \textit{a-benn}, from which it probably originates. This expression does not have a unique or simple equivalent in English or French, judging by the fact that several examples have to be given in dictionaries to explain its meaning. It can be used for ‘as soon as’ and ‘up until’ and, in general, in contexts in which an event is placed in time. In BCB it precedes a verb or a noun referring to a segment of time.

When preceding a verb, it has the meaning of ‘when’. I once was corrected by a speaker of the Bro Leon dialect, who also happens to be a highly competent Breton language specialist, for using \textit{benn} when referring to the past. This person explained that the word to use for ‘when’ when one refers to the past is \textit{pa}. The fact is, however, that BCB speakers use \textit{[bɛn]} when referring to the past, as well as the future. For example in the sentence:

\[
\text{[bɛn ve \textit{mɛwo} me \textit{gwes}] benn e oa marw me gwaz ‘when my husband died’}. \text{There is nonetheless a possibility that the word [bɛn] used by BCB speakers when referring to the past is, in some cases, the word [be] (see below) followed by the linking consonant [n] (see that consonant in 3. Morphophonology, 3.2.5.1.3 The case of \textit{n} and \textit{n}). There is some evidence for this in the fact that the word [bɛn] is used more often before vowels, while [be] is used more before consonants (see \textit{be} and \textit{pe} below). If this is confirmed, it could then be that [be] is an equivalent of the \textit{pa} used in PU and in the Bro Leon dialect, which gave rise to PU. There is, however, a case in which [bɛn] in always used in front of a consonant: in the frequently used interrogative expression [bɛn \textit{pe\text{"}væ\text{"}a}] \textit{Benn pевaře ‘when?’}
\]

Example of use of [bɛn]:

\[
\text{[pɔs kem galv \textit{ⁿěc} bɛn \textit{ⁿōn \text{"}œ\text{"}a}] Peus ket nemet gervel anezhañ benn un eur, lit. you-have not only call him head an hour, ‘Just call him in an hour’}. \text{2) \textit{Be}, pronounced [be] (and more rarely [pe], pronounced [pe]) ‘when’.}
The words [be] be and [pe] pe (more similar to the PU word pa used for ‘when’ with reference to the past) can also be used for ‘when’ with reference to the past.

Neither of the words be, benn or pe in the sense of ‘when’ appear in the Favereau or the Hemon/Huon dictionaries, nor do they appear in Le Scao’s dictionaries. A word spelt be appears in Le Scao’s Breton-French dictionary (1945, 16), but with a different meaning.

Examples:

[be ve ’nėc tui vle] Be va, anezhan, tri vloaz, ‘When he was three’.

[be no dɔwet de ’gendui ɔwe] Be noa droed da gunduiañ c’hoaz, ‘When he/she was still allowed to drive’.

3) Benn pevare? [bɛn pe’vaʁ] ‘when?’

This is the common word used for asking when something will take place.

Example:

[ben pe’vaʁ vo ’efy o teːs?] Benn pevare vo achu ho tesenn? ‘when will your thesis be finished?’


This word is the only translation of ‘because’ I have heard BCB speakers use. It is curiously not listed in Le Scao’s dictionaries. The translations given by Le Scao for ‘because’ are abalamour and rag used in mainstream Breton, which I have never heard used by any of my informants who all use [dɑm] though they know the word rag, pronounced [ʁeŋ].

[dɑm] is nonetheless listed in Favereau (1992, 117) as a Kerne Uhel (Ku/High Cornwall) expression meaning ‘because’. Yet, Canton Briec lies entirely in Kerne Izel (Ki/Low Cornwall). Dam comes in response to the question [dɑm ’pje⁸] dam (da) betra (lit. ‘because (of) what’) used for ‘why’. The answer to that question starts with the word [dɑm]. Therefore [dɑm] covers exactly the same meanings as the Italian perché or the Spanish/Portuguese porque which are used for ‘why’ and ‘because’.

Example:

Q: [dɑm ’pje⁸ ma ked ām?] Dam (da) betra (n’)emañ ket amañ? ‘Why isn’t he here?’
A: [dɑm nœs bet o ’me-sef ha nœs ʁeŋst dɔn n’deo’ en lœn goː?] Dam (e) neus bet ur mesaj, ha(ː) (e) neus ranket mont en dro da Langolen ‘Because he got a message and he had to go back to Langolen.’

6.5 Don’t ‘to come’ and don’t ‘to go’

The verb don’t ‘to come’ is often used to mean ‘go’, as in the common expression [deŋm deʃ] deomp dezhi, lit. ‘let’s come to her’, which means ‘let’s go’.
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Other examples:

[neŋ no dɔwet dɔn ɲpleχ bet] ni n’en doa droed dont neplec’h ebet, lit. we had right to-come nowhere at-all, ‘we were not allowed to go anywhere’.

[nin dɔn da· fwene’zì:əŋ] An hent dont d’ar foennegien, lit. the road come to the paddocks/meadows, ‘the road (that goes) to the paddocks/meadows’.

[ben ve dɔd əŋ ‘twak,tə’ kis’teŋ dɔn deiz keta gâto, eŋ no ‘hæwet ən twakte=k kweiz e peθk] Benn e oa deit an traktor, kistion dont (d’an) deiz kentaŋ gantaŋ, eŋ en doa harpet an traktor e-kreiz ar park, lit. when was come the tractor, question to-come day first with-it, he had stopped the tractor middle the field, ‘when the tractor came, and one had to take it out on the first day, he stopped it in the middle of the field’. It is noteworthy that dont is used twice in the above sentence to mean, respectively, ‘come’ and ‘go’.

6.6 Words for symmetrical body parts

A surprising trait of Breton, from an outside perspective, is that parts of the body which come in symmetrical pairs are expressed by words starting with number ‘two’, either in its masculine form daou (BCB [‘daʊ]) or its feminine form diw (BCB [dju]) followed by the part of the body in its singular form. Thus:

[‘skwæn] skouarn ‘ear’→[ən dju’skwæn] an diwskouarn ‘the ears’ lit. ‘the two ear’.

[‘le:ɡat] lagad ‘eye’→[ən deu’le:ɡat] an daoulagad ‘the eyes’ lit. ‘the two eye’.

[‘skwe:] skoaz ‘shoulder’→[ən dju’skwe:] an diwskoaz ‘the shoulders’ lit. ‘the two shoulder’.

[‘bʁɛc’h] brec’h ‘arm’→[ən dju’vʁɛc’h] an diwvrec’h ‘the arms’ lit. ‘the two arm’.

[dwæn] dorn ‘hand’→[an ‘dawæn] an daouarn ‘the hands’ lit. ‘the two hand’.

[gaθ] gar ‘leg’→[ən dju’haθ] an diwar ‘the legs’ lit. ‘the two leg’ or [ən di’wekʰ] an diwesker.

[‘askθ] askel ‘wing’→[an dju’askθ] an diwaskel ‘the wings’ lit. ‘the two wing’.

This system applies also to the word for ‘knees’, though less straightforwardly than in the above cases:

The word for ‘knee’ in Breton is glin (n.m.). Following the system described above, the word for ‘the knees’ should be an daouc’hlin. This is indeed the term given by Le Scao (1945, 131) who presents ‘klin’ (sic) as the singular for ‘knee’, as in the following example: ‘Va hoar neuz torret é hlin klèi’ ‘My sister broke her left knee.’ The plural form given by Le Scao is ‘daouc’hlin’.

While this matches the forms given in textbooks and dictionaries, it contradicts my informants, for whom ‘a knee’ is [open glin] ur penn glin and ‘the knees’ are [e pɛn ‘daul] ar penn daouli, an abbreviation of [e pɛn ‘dauli:n] ar penn daoulin, lit. the head of two knees.
6.7 Other parts of the body

The words for these parts of the body are given with some random examples of use.

—[e̞ pe̞n] ar penn ‘the head’, [me̞ fen] ma fenn ‘my head’, [i̞ be̞n] e benn ‘his head’, [i̞ fen] he fenn/[i̞bən̩ de̞] he benn dezhe ‘her head’.
—[e̞ guk] ar goug ‘the neck’. [ɔn ˈdeis bed e be ˈkeɛkt ge o ˈgwæən̩ dɛo di guk, is ˈtuː bɪə] Un deiz, bet eo bet kavet gant ur gordinn en-dro d’e goug, istribilh. ‘One day, he was found with a rope around his neck, hanging.’
—[e̞ ˈju:k] ar chouk ‘the nape’.
—[e̞ ˈhɔuf] ar c’horf ‘the body/torso’ ([kɔf] kor f n.m.).
—[e̞ ˈvwaːzən] ar vorzhenn ‘the thigh’. ([ˈmwaːzən] morzhenn n.f. PU morzhed).
—[ɔn djuv ˈvwaːzən] ar divorzhenn ‘the thighs’. (PU divorzhed).
—[e̞ ˈfesken] ar fesken ‘the butt cheek’, pl. [e̞ ˈfes ˈkeənu] ar feskennoù.
—[e̞ ˈpən dəʊɡ]/[e̞ ˈpən dʊɛ] ar penn drενv, lit. ‘the back head’, ‘the backside, the butt’.
—[e̞ ˈbə:a] ar reor, ‘the rear, the butt’.

6.7.1 Fingers

[ɔ ˈbɛ:s] ur biz ‘a finger’, [e̞ ˈbiː ziː ət] ar bizied ‘the fingers’.
[e̞ ˈbizmoːt] ar biz-meud ‘the thumb’.
[e̞ ˈbez beə:s] ar biz bras, lit. the big finger, ‘the thumb’.
[e̞ ˈbez juːt] ar biz-yod, ‘the index finger’. lit. the greau finger, thus called as it is the one one uses to collect left over greau from a dish.
[ɛn el ˈbɛ:s] an eil biz, lit. the second finger, ‘the index finger’.
[e̞ ˈbez ˈkueːs] ar biz kreiz, lit. the middle finger, as in English.
[e̞ ˈbez ˈkelɔn] ar biz kalon, lit. the heart finger, ‘the ring finger’.
[e̞ ˈbez ˈvwaːlən] ar biz wale nn, lit. the ring finger, as in English.
[e̞ ˈbez beŋ] ar biz bihan, lit. the little finger, as in English.
[e̞ ˈbez ˈskwaːn] ar biz skouarn, lit. the ear finger, ‘the little finger’.

[ɔ ˈbeː tʊəwɛt] ur biz troad, ‘a toe’.

[ɔnˈtɔl beə tʊəwɛt] un taol biz troad, lit. a blow toe, ‘the fact of tripping someone’, Fr. ‘un croche-pied’.

[e̞ də ˈfjɛk e ˈbez beə:s] Eñ (a) chug e biz bras, ‘He sucks his thumb’.

6.8 Months of the year

[mɪf ˈɡeŋveʰ]/[mɪf ˈgɛ ˈvéʰ] miz genver ‘January’.
[mɪf ˈχweːvəːʰ] miz c’hwevrer ‘February’.
In order to say ‘in + month’, one uses the expression [a vif] a vi + the name of the month as above. Thus, ‘in December’ is [a vif 'ke,zy] miz kerzu ‘December’.

### 6.9 Days of the week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Breton</th>
<th>Breton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>[lun]</td>
<td>[d'elun] d'al lun ‘on Mondays’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ar lun]</td>
<td>[benn lun] benn lun ‘on Monday to come’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>[meurzh]</td>
<td>[benn merc'her] ‘on Monday to come’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[dimeurzh]</td>
<td>[benn merc'her] ‘on Monday to come’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>[merc'her]</td>
<td>[benn merc'her] ‘on Mondays’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[dimerc'her]</td>
<td>[benn merc'her] ‘on Mondays’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>[yaou]</td>
<td>[benn yaou] benn yaou ‘on Thursday to come’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[diryaou]</td>
<td>[benn yaou] benn yaou ‘on Thursday to come’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>[gwener]</td>
<td>[benn gwener] ‘on Fridays’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[digwener]</td>
<td>[benn gwener] ‘on Fridays’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>[sadorn]</td>
<td>[benn gwener] ‘on Fridays’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

"gwener has two realisations: I have encountered the realisation with [ə] somewhat more commonly than the realisation with [e]."
6.10 Other chronological terms

I have heard three ways of expressing the notion of ‘fortnight’:
[ɔ pɛm ˈzetä]/[ɔpɛm ˈzetet] ur pemzekteziad, a fortnight.
[ɔ pɛm ˈzetæs] ur pemzektez, a fortnight.

Example:
[i vo ɑ̃m be o pɛm ˈzetä] He vo amañ, e-barzh ur pemzekteziad, ‘She will be here in a fortnight’.

6.10.1 Some Christian calendar events

[syl ˈblɛnu] Sul ar Bleunioù ‘Palm Sunday’.
[pask] Pask ‘Easter’.
[syl fask] Sul Fask ‘Easter Sunday’.
[lyn fask] Lun Fask ‘Easter Monday’.
[ɡœl ɔnˈɔ lzen] Gouel an Holl Sent ‘1st of November, All Saints day’.
[ɡœl ənˈenøn] Gouel an Anaon ‘2 November, celebration of those who have passed away’.
[ˈnuˈeıl] Noel ‘Christmas’.
[ɡœl ˈnuˈeıl] Noel ‘Christmas’.
[neˈde lɛk] Nedeleg ‘Christmas’.
[noz eˈpɛlɡɛn] Noz ar Pellgent ‘Christmas Eve’.

6.10.2 Some sayings connected to calendar events

[ˈbleez meːt!] Bloavezh mat! ‘Happy new year!’

[ˈbleez meːt! a ˈzyeto dwæx, ˈjɛʃt a p(ɔ)ʃɔˈpevitə ag eə beˈweːds fin o pø] Bloavezh mat! A souetan deoc’h, yec’hed ha prosperous, hag ar baradoz fin ho puez, ‘Happy new year! I wish you. Health and prosperity, and Paradise at the end of your life.’
6.11 Numerals

6.11.1 Numerals with pronunciations that differ from PU

| [ˈɛn]/[ɔn] | un | ‘one’ | PU | [ˈy̞nən] | unan |
| [ˈdeu] | daou | ‘two’ | PU | [dau] |
| [ˈpe:vəh] | pevar | ‘four’ | PU | [ˈpevæs]/[ˈpewaʃ] |
| [ˈʔnək] | unnek | ‘eleven’ | PU | [ˈy̞nek] |

6.11.2 Cardinal and ordinal numbers

There are masculine and feminine forms for the numerals 2, 3, 4 and corresponding ordinal numbers.

| [ɛn]/[ɔn] | un | ‘one’ | [ˈkente] (masc.) | kentañ | [ˈgente] (fem.) | gentañ | ‘first’ |
| [ˈdeu] | daou | ‘two’ | [ɛl] | eil | ‘second’ |
| [təi] | tri | ‘three’ | (masculine) | [ˈtəi vət] | an | trivet | ‘the third’ |
| [ˈte jɛn] | teir | ‘three’ | (feminine) | [ˈtəi vət] | an teirvet | ‘the third’ |
| [ˈpe vəh] | pevar | ‘four’ | (masculine) | [e pe vəauʃ] | ar pevare | ‘the fourth’ |
| [ˈpe deh] | peder | ‘four’ | (feminine) | [e pe dehəvət] | ar pedervet | ‘the fourth’ |
| [ˈneʊ] | nav | ‘nine’ | [ˈneovət] | navet | ‘ninth’ |

6.11.3 Other expressions concerning the expression of quantities

[o ˈlo ɗn ɗeʃ ˈte jeh] ul lodenn deus teir, lit. ‘a part of three’, ‘a third’.
[o ˈbe s]/[o ˈbjɛn] ur bern, lit. ‘a heap’, ‘a lot of, heaps of’.

6.11.4 Numbers above twenty

Units are placed before twenty and connected to it by the word [væs] war ‘on’, to which an n is added. That n is a remnant of the definite article an as in:

[ɛn va ˈny ɡən] un warn-uugen, ‘thirty-one’

This applies to others decimal sets:

[ɛn a ˈtse ɡən] un ha tregont, ‘thirty-one’
| [təi ag ˈɑːtek, kən] | tri hag hanter-kant, ‘fifty-three’ |

Breton, like French, Welsh (until recently), and English until the 19th century, partly uses a vigesimal counting system, which appears in some of the following numbers:

[ˈtregen] tregont, ‘thirty’.
[dau ˈy ɡən] daou-uugen, lit. ‘two score’, ‘fourty’.
[deɡ a ʦiˈy.ɡɛn] *dek ha tri-uent*, lit. ‘ten and three score’, ‘seventy’.
[deɡ a ˈpevɑ̃ˈy.ɡɛn] *dek ha pevar-uent*, lit. ‘ten and four score’, ‘ninety’.

Contrary to how it was in English, units are placed before the scores. Thus, while English had ‘Four score and seven years ago’ (first words of Lincoln’s 1863 Gettysburg Address), Breton has [ˈseiz vle ˈpevɑ̃ˈy.ɡɛn so] *seiz vloazh ha pevar ugent zo*, lit. ‘seven years and four score ago’.

If a noun is added to a phrasal number (as in the above example), it follows the first element, thus:

[ˈdəuzɛk ˈweːz ə ʦiˈy.ɡɛn] *daouzek were’hɛz ha tri-uent*, lit. twelve virgins and three score, ‘seventy-two virgins’.

The numerals undergo substantial changes when associated with nouns as is the case in telling the time (see next paragraph).

### 6.12 Telling the time to the hour in BCB

This involves three irregular forms associated with the numerals 2, 3 and 4.

[ˈœn/ɛn oɛ̃] *un eur* ‘one o’clock’
[ˈdiːv oɛ̃] *div eur* ‘two o’clock’
[ˈteːv oɛ̃] *tev eur* PU *teir eur* ‘three o’clock’
[ˈpediːv oɛ̃] *pediv eur* PU *peder eur* ‘four o’clock’
[ˈpɛm oɛ̃] *pemp eur* ‘five o’clock’

### 6.13 Some countries and their inhabitants

The following words and expressions are in current BCB use.

[ˈbuθiːʒ] = *Breizh* ‘Brittany’.
[o ˈbuθɛ loŋ] *ur Breton* ‘a Breton’.
[o ˈpɛn ˈvuɛ loŋ] *ur penn Vreton* ‘a Breton’.
[ˈvʊɛtɛŋ] *ar Vretoned* ‘the Breton (people)’.

---

Wmffre points out, in his report on this thesis ‘That *Breizh* is a literary loanword in Briec Breton’. This would explain why the word *Breizh* ‘Brittany’, may be pronounced [ˈbuθiːʒ] rather than [ˈbuθiːs], while [ˈseiz] *seiz* ‘seven’ is pronounced with a final [s]. The pronunciation [ˈbuθiːʒ] is influenced by the French interpretation of final z as a voiced consonant.
[tyt 'væiz] Tud Vreizh ‘Bretons’.
[bro χel] Bro C’hall ‘France’.
[fraŋ] Frañs ‘France’.
[tyt gel] Tud Gall ‘French people’.
[ə xa’lawet] ar C’hallaoued ‘the French’.
[ən ‘nɔ’hles] un Angles ‘an Englishman’.
[ə sau zu nazet] ar saozaned ‘the English, the British’.
[ə nɔ’gle:set] an Anglesed ‘the English, the British’.
[(bʁo) a lɛman] (Bro) Alamagn ‘Germany’.
[en ala’mãntet] an Alamanted ‘the Germans’.
[ə ’vɔjet] ar Voched ‘the Gerries’.
7. CONCLUSION

Though it is phonologically, syntactically and lexically essentially homogenous, BCB presents some linguistic variations. These are possibly due to the position of BCB on the confines of two linguistic areas (but which Breton dialect is not contiguous to some other dialect?) These variations also result from the development of idiosyncrasies within increasingly isolated groups of related speakers (notably family groups). BCB also presents a number of endemic specificities and this conclusion is an opportunity to review them.

Phonologically it presents the characteristics emphasized in Madeg’s treatise on North-Western Breton and in Le Ruyet’s work on liaisons. In particular:

— it is generally strongly accentuated on the penultimate syllable.
— c’h in word-initial position is predominantly pronounced [h] though [x] does occur.
— final consonants are voiced when the following word starts with a vowel.
— when following an initial consonant, the realisation of the grapheme or starts with /w/ leading to pronunciations such as [waʰ], [waɛʰ], [weʰ], [waɾʰ] and [weɛʰ] as in [pwæʰ]/[pwaɾʰ] porzh ‘courtyard’ or [va ˈgwæʰ] war gore ‘on/onto’ etc.
— /ɛɾ/ is frequently pronounced [eːɾ], as in: [bəˈgeːɾ] (e-)barzh gêr, ‘at home.’
— the realisation of the grapheme er following a consonant frequently involves /ʃ/, as in: [dəˈvjeːjɛ] da verc’her, ‘on Wednesday’, [mjɛt] merc’hed ‘women, girls’ etc.
— /e/ and /ɛ/ are often nasalised when preceding a nasal consonant and are often associated with the phoneme /i/ to form the diphthongs /ɛi/, /ɛi/ and /ɛi/.

In addition the first person singular verb ending spelled -an is effectively pronounced [ɔ] as in [ˈvelɔˈket] for (ne) wellan ket ‘I do not see’ and the prepositional third person ending spelled -añ is effectively pronounced [ɔ] as in [ɡaˈto] for gantañ ‘with him’. In other words, no /n/ is heard in those endings.

Morphophonologically, BCB appears to present an original way of dealing with liaison between words by using epenthetic linking consonants, of which /n/ is the most frequent. This feature, or aspects of it, which appears to have been under-reported is probably present in other surrounding dialects too.

Syntactically, the most common sentence structure follows the model: subject pronoun + verb + object or adjective, as in French. This appears to have already been the case at the time Le Scao was growing up (in the 1880s) and can therefore not be solely the result of a very recent influence from the French, as most Breton speakers in the 1880s spoke no or very little French.

While the Breton of native BCB speakers is getting lexically poorer, due to decreasing practice, they compensate for terms they have (often temporarily) forgotten by borrowing French terms. Their Breton remains nonetheless phonologically and syntactically almost identical to how it was spoken around the turn of the 19th century as recorded by Le Scao.

For centuries, societal and technological changes successfully took place in Breton society without any demand made on the Breton-speaking community to abandon its
mother-tongue and become solely French-speaking. Since, however, the end of the twentieth century the Industrial Revolution demanded large numbers of French-speaking labourers. Two generations of native Breton speakers were involved in an aggressive and unprecedented process of eradication of the Breton language orchestrated by political and educational authorities of that period, who believed that regional languages stood in the way of the linguistic unification of France as a purely French-speaking state. Native Breton speakers were certainly not initiators of that process, but they were drawn into collaborating to it. The generation born between the 1880s and WWI was recruited to assist in halting the transmission of the Breton language. That generation generally took an active part in it. Their children, who still acquired Breton natively but were taught, at best, to place no importance on it, did not see any point in passing it on to their own children. Some members of that generation, like one uncle of my grandfather, chose to support the eradication process. Since rural Breton society nonetheless continued to be Breton-speaking (as many if not most of its members were monolingual), their children still acquired Breton natively through immersion but were conditioned, at best, to place no importance on the Breton language, at worst to despise and reject it. All had the fervent desire to be ushered into the modern era, and that era appeared to be a French-speaking one.

In that context, some members of that generation (like JNM’s parents, born in 1923, who forbade him to speak Breton) still made a point of avoiding its transmission to their children, while most simply made no effort to pass it on. Thus, for children born in Breton-speaking families at the time French was the dominant language outside of the family-and-friends circle (from the mid-1930s onwards) French became the default language and the language they often spoke with their parents, siblings and peers, while Breton was heard frequently but spoken with decreasing frequency to the older generation. When the generation of my informants had children, they predominantly spoke French to them.

Notions about the beneficial implications of multilingualism for children and adults were primitive, incorrect or non-existent at the time. Since, however, the benefits of multilingualism have become household knowledge, many older Breton speakers (in fact all my informants without exception) have completely espoused the validity of maintaining the practice of the Breton language alive. This reversal of perspective, which underpins Breton-medium education, is a prerequisite to a revival of the Breton language. Such a reversal and such a revival occurred in Wales. The problem, however, is that the Breton language is now mainly passed on by non-native speakers who have learnt it specifically to work in Breton-medium education or to teach Breton-language courses. The credibility of Breton-medium education and its relevance to the Breton community, in particular to descendants of native Breton-speakers, rests however, in part on the quality of the Breton spoken and taught in Breton-medium schools and recruiting competent Breton-speaking teachers for all subjects of the curriculum is a challenge for Breton-medium schools.

In the end, the survival of a dialect like BCB, as an authentic form of Breton, rests on the shoulders of the descendants of native speakers who were almost exclusively farmers. In my observation, if they have an advanced level of formal education, they typically have studied practical and technical subjects and languages, in particular Breton, are not amongst their areas of interest during their leisure time. If they have
remained on their parents’ land and are directly involved in agriculture, that leisure time is scarce. Typically, they rarely or never listen to any broadcast in Breton and Breton is rarely a topic for them. They tend to view people with an interest for Breton with distrust and condescending unless they are native speakers. They, nonetheless, harbor a certain amount of unease, if not resentment in connection with the eradication of their parents’ and grandparents’ culture and language. This is in part because they see plainly that the promises of improvement of everyday life on the land through ‘progress’, modernity and through input from the French-speaking urban way of life has shown its narrow limits. There is therefore a faint possibility for this generation of mainly Breton-hearers to mobilise in favour of more deliberate and ambitious policies in favour of the Breton language and to have some input in them.

Although there is theoretically still time to revert the extinction of Breton, it is rapidly running out. This leaves a very difficult situation for those like AzC and her family who want to continue using the language socially.

Meanwhile, recording native speakers is an urgent pre-requisite if any linguistic knowledge at all is to be left to transmit.
Index of place names

This index lists place names and names of waterways mentioned in this thesis in ZH orthography with their BCB pronunciation.

(Where several phonetic transcriptions are given, the first one is the most common. An * following an entry indicates that I have not found the form on road signage or in other current official sources, but that I constructed the form on the basis of local pronunciation and ZH orthography. The Breton orthographic form follows the French form (unless both forms are identical).

Briec canton locations and rivers (other locations are listed separately at the end of this list):

Briec-de-l’Odet, *Brieg* [bʁeːk]/[ˈbʁeːk]/[ˈbʁijek]
Canton of Briec, *Kanton Brieg* [kɑ̃ˈtɔ̃nˈbʁijek]
Cornouaille, *Bro Gerne* [ʁɔ̃ gɛʁnɛ]
Edern, (An) *Edern* [e̞ʁ]/[a̞nˈdeːʁ]/[ɛʁ]/[eːdʁ]n]
Elliант, *Eliant* [ɛ̞liˈɛ̞nt]/[ɛ̞liˈajɛ̞nt]
Gare de Quéménéven, *Gar Kemeneven* [ɡaʁ kemenˈvɛɲ]
Gulvain, *Gulvein/ Gwîlvein* * [ɡylˈvɛɲ]/[ɡu𝑖ˈvɛɲ]
Kerdelliou, *Kerdeliou*/ *Kerzeliou* [kɛrˈdɛljʊ]/[kɛːˈdɛljʊ]/[kɛːˈdijʊ]
Kerminguy, *Kervengo* [kɛʁˈveŋɡi]
Landrévarzec, *Landrevarzeg* [lɑ̃ˈvaːzɛk]/[lɑ̃dʁeːvaːzɛk]
Landudal [lɑ̧̃nˈdɔ̃]/[lɑ̧̃nˈdyː]l]
Langolen [lɑ̧̃nˈɡɔ̃l]
Le Niver, *An Niver* [ɑ̃ ˈniːvɛ]
Le Steîr (river), *Ar Steir Deir* [a stɔr ˈdɛʁ]
L’Odet (river), *Ar Steir Odet* [a stɔrˈdɔ̃]
Quéménéven, *Kemeneven* [kemenˈvɛɲ]
Quimper, *Kemper* [ˈkœ̃pɛ̃]/[ˈkœ̃pẽ]/[ˈkɛmpẽ] (rarely used)
Saint Adrien, *Sant Dreier* [sɑ̃ˈdʁeːrjɛ̃]
Sainte Cécile, *Sant Seleier* [sɑ̧̃ seˈlɛrjɛ̃]
Saint-Thois, *Santoz* [ˈsɑ̃tɔs]
Skoldy, *Skoldi* [skɔli]/[skɔli]
Stang Jean, (ar) *C’hastell Yann* [ka ˈʃastɛl ˈjan]
Ty Bodiou, *Ti Boudiou* [ti buˈduj]

Other locations which I have heard mentioned in Breton by BCB speakers:

Auray, *An Alre* [aN ˈalʁe]

* Most of the time, place names follow prepositions such as *ba* ‘in’ or *da* ‘to’. In such cases, names starting with *k* are systematically pronounced with a *h* or *x* as if they were preceded by a definite article triggering spirantisation. It seems that the spirantised form is then assimilated as the base-form.
Basse Bretagne Breizh Izel, [bʁeˈziːzɛl] ‘Lower Brittany’ (roughly the western third of Brittany where Breton is traditionally spoken)
Bigouden region, Bro Vigouden [bʁɔ vɪˈɡɥːdn], (in Briec Fr.) La Bigoudénie, (In Paris Fr.) Le Pays Bigouden
Carhaix, Karaez [kəˈʁeːz]
Çast, Kast [kast]
Châteaulin, Kastellin [kasteˈlin]
Châteauneuf-du-Faou, Kastell-Nevez-ar-Faou [(a)ˈxas neˑ]/[ˈxasl neˑ], ([ˈxasl neˑə], ([ˈkasslnə:ə] the last two pronunciations are rare).
Crozon, Kraozon [ˈkʁɔzɔn]
Finistère (region), Penn ar Bed (lit. ‘end of world’) [pɛn aˈ beːt]
Langonnet, Langoned [lɑŋˈɡɔnet]
Lannion, Lannuon [ˈlɑnjɔn]
Leon region, Bro Leon [bʁɔˈleːn]
Locronan, Lokorn [lɔkˈwæɐn]
Lorient, An Oriant [a noˈʁɛni]/[a noˈʁɛni]
Paris [ˈpaːʃ]
Plozévet, Plozeved [plɔˈzevɛt]
Porzay, Porzhe [ˈpoːze]
Quiberon, Kiberon [kiˈbeːʁə]
Sainte-Anne la Palud, Santez Anna [sɑ̃ˈzɑ̃n]
Saint-Pol-de-Léon, Kastell Paol [ˈkastel ˈpeol]
Saint-Yvi, Sant-Ivi [sɑ̃ˈtiːvi]
Trégor, Bro Dreger [bʁɔˈdʁeɡə]
Tréguirez, Tregourez [tʁeɡœʁəz]
Vannetais region, Bro Wened [bro dʒweˈnet] (pronounced by one informant as in the Vannetais dialect, in which the written form is Bro Gwened. This is in spite of the fact that the rule governing mutation of the adjective in BCB should result in the form Bro Wened).
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Appendix I
My involvement with Breton

1. How Breton came to me

Breton was effectively the first other language I heard in the months following my birth in 1958. I was mainly exposed to it by my grandfather, Michel Le Gall (1897-1981), who, in his retirement, followed my grandmother (born 1900) to a place just outside Gien, in the northern part of the Berry region. There, they lived on acreage bought by my grandmother’s grandmother. Though a long way from Brittany, Gien lies on the Loire river, which leads directly to the historical capital city of Brittany: Nantes. This was not an insignificant point for my grandfather. As he followed the river each year for part of his trips back to Brittany, my grandfather was well aware of that fact: he lived outside of Brittany, but on a pathway to it. In Gien, after four decades spent in the XVth arrondissement of Paris, a city he never had much interest or appreciation for, he re-enacted as much as he could the farming lifestyle of his childhood while regularly complaining that him and his wife should really be living in his native Briec, Brittany, where his mother had left him a perfectly good house. My half-brother and I spent at least part of every school holidays with my grandparents leaving with us memories we still cherish in spite of all heavy ethnic, cultural and generational tension. The spoken Breton we heard from my grandfather was principally at meal times, as he liked to offer bread, water and wine in Breton, for fun. I realised much later that the reason for the choice of these three foodstuffs, which were placed next to him on the table, was that, where he grew up, it was the prerogative of the head of the household ([an ˈwaʃ] ‘the farm master’, which he fancied himself to be) to measure them out to those sitting at the table. This was of particular import as these people included, in addition to the resident family, salaried workers for whom this food represented part of their pay. In the absence of any salaried workers, my grandfather held, at least, onto the tradition.

From the moment I could eat solids or thereabouts, I therefore heard the sentences [be po ˈbæː ŕ ɔt?] ‘will you have some bread, boy?’ and [be po ɡwin ɔt?] ‘will you have some wine, boy?’ first addressed to my half-brother, who is eight years my senior and then to myself. I hasten to add that if we answered [ɛje] ‘yes’ to the question, all we would receive was a glass of water tinted with a few drops of red wine.

This exposure to Breton, along with contacts with Breton-speaking family, resulted in the largely passive acquisition, by my grandmother, my mother, my half-brother and myself, of more or less the same amount of Breton words and phrases. Though I was sometimes unaware of the individual words the phrases contained, I knew what they meant and I only knew them in their native pronunciation. As my grandfather was illiterate in his native tongue, none of us had any idea how anything was written and our pronunciation could therefore not be contaminated by orthography.

My personal Breton lexicon, around the age of ten, contained the following 43 words and expressions (listed in order of frequency and transcribed phonetically in the manner in which I heard them):

---

Note that [ɔt] for paotr was definitely the pronunciation of my grandfather as remembered by my brother and myself in those sentences, in spite of the fact the word can be pronounced [po] or [po t] by other native speakers.
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me 'du-e! ma Doue! ‘my God’ (favourite of my mother and grandmother).
be po 'ba: t pot? be po bara, paotr? ‘will you have some bread, boy?’
be po gun pot? be po gwin, paotr? ‘will you have some wine, boy?’
jex me: t! yec’ hed mad! ‘cheers/skol!’.
wex! walc’h! ‘enough!’.
bân gun pot? banne gwin, paotr? ‘some red wine, boy.’
je eye ‘yes’.
ˈlytən lutin ‘malevolent elf’ (which featured in two scary stories connected to my
grandfather and a family farm hand, which I repeatedly asked to be told).
me:si mersi ‘thank you’ which made me aware that Breton could contain words
directly taken from the French (though, in French, it is spelt merci).
tâm beñ tamh bihan ‘a little bit’.
nān nann ‘no’.
gun ry gwin ruz ‘red wine.’
gast! gasti ‘whore/damn it!’.
kɔx! kaoc’h! ‘shit!’ (used exclamatively).
me: t mad ‘good’.
penn dy:ik penn duig ‘titmouse’ (name of several of my grandparent’s cats).
penn penn ‘head’.
fâj 'k: ows Fañich Kozh ‘Old Frank’ (name used by my grandfather for my half-brother
François as he pronounced it).
mij’le:gal Michel ar Gall/ Michel Le Gall the term by which his family referred to my
grandfather.
augal ar Gall/ Le Gall how my father, who had studied Breton, derisively referred to
his father in law (this taught me that the definite article is ar in Breton).
penn 'skâs penn skañv ‘scatterbrain’.
penn zo:t penn sot ‘fool’.
penn 'ke: lat penn kalet ‘hard head/stubborn, headstrong person’.
ta'ko' ws tad kozh ‘grandfather.’
mān 'go' s mamm gozh ‘grandmother.’
kene' vo kenavo ‘good bye’.
penn gun penn gwenn ‘White-head’ (name of my godmother’s dog).
niŋ noς ‘miz: ’ po: kes tyt Ni 'neus miser paourkaezh tud ‘we have it tough, poor
people!’ (favourite of my mother and grandmother)
'uu zik rousig ‘little red one’ (name of two family cats).
'bueiz Breizh ‘Brittany’.
'bueiz a tao! Breizh atav! ‘Brittany for ever!’
'gl prezik Glazig ‘little blue ones’, referring to the people of the Briec area, on account of
their blue costumes.
'pe: ūk Pērig ‘Little Pierre’ (name my godmother used to call me by).
'belbus 'ko' ws e'mes! Balbous kozh ar mestr! ‘Old Balbous is boss!’
'ke:a kēr ‘farmhouse and adjoining buildings, village, house.’
'ko' ws kozh ‘old’.
ˈti ti ‘house’.
'ke:me, gi Kermenguy ‘name of the farm of a favourite first cousin of my grandfather’,
though I found much later that the correct BCB form is 'ke:ven, gi.
keˈvɛŋi Kervengu ‘alternative (and correct) morphology and pronunciation of the above farm name’.
ˈkuɑ̃.pus krampouezh ‘crêpes, thin pancakes’.
keˈdɪ.ʒu / keˈzelju / keˈdelju Kêrdelioù ‘name of the farm where my grandfather was brought up by his uncle’. The three forms were used by my grandfather, depending on the degree of adherence to Breton phonological convention that was justified in the context. The form keˈzelju is the correct one.
fɛsnɔʁˈʒ fest-noz ‘evening fete, ball’.

The retention by my grandfather’s four closest relatives (including one, my half-brother, who is not a blood-relative of his) of forty or so words and phrases which my half-brother still remembers to this day, is a notable outcome, considering that neither my grandfather nor any of his relatives were overt supporters of the Breton language and that he never undertook to teach it directly to anyone.

This achievement is also notable, if one considers the following: My brother and I, in spite of our age difference, spent approximately the same amount of time in rural Breton-speaking Brittany between birth and the age of eighteen. This amounted to approximately ten visits of about ten days. Outside of Brittany, we had on average one contact a year, over a weekend, with first cousins of my grandfather who spoke Breton to him in our presence, though only when no one else was directly involved in the conversation. The only printed Breton document at our disposal was a 1950s Assimil Breton-language method devoid of audio recordings. This had been bought by my father, who had developed a strong empathy with Brittany and his father-in-law’s land-working rural relatives. However, after battling with the problem of relating the book’s written Breton to what he heard when visiting Brie, he concluded that ‘Breton is a very difficult language’ and largely gave up. I ended up being the main reader of the Assimil book in which I exclusively looked at the illustrations. Apart from the above, we had access to a half-dozen Breton music vinyls. Lastly, Google did not exist, telephone calls from Paris to Brie were expensive and until the 1970, not all of our Breton relatives had a telephone.

When in my teens, as I was seriously tackling German and English, at school, I became more curious about language as a topic and I occasionally asked my grandfather questions about his mother tongue. This, and my investigations allowed me to analyse somewhat what I knew and to understand some of the individual words used in the expressions known to me. I also started to pay attention to road signage and place names containing Breton words and to Breton family names. I thus enlarged my lexicon slightly. For example, I realised that, ironically, my grandparent’s typical Breton surname, Le Gall, possibly means ‘the French’, or that the word [bɛŋ] in [tɑ̃ bɛŋ] (‘tamm bihan’, ‘a little bit’), was the same word as the word bihan, pronounced [bija] in French as part of the name Morbihan, the south eastern region of Brittany which means ‘little sea’. Through this I acquired four new words: ar ‘the’, gall ‘French’, mor ‘sea’ and bihan ‘small’. My understanding of the pronunciation of the word bihan, however, as well as that of the word Cam (see the list below), was incorrect. While I realised that the way they were pronounced in French ([bija, kam]) were not Breton pronunciations, I believed that [ˈbijɛŋ] and [kɛm] were the Breton pronunciations. In other words, I believed that pronouncing the a as e (and pronouncing the m of Le Cam as a strongly stressed m) was sufficient to achieve a Breton pronunciation of these two
words. As a result, I tended to pronounce any orthographic an or am sequence as /ɛn/ and /ɛm/. In Breton, however, the correct pronunciations for an or am are [ɛn] and [ɛm]. So, while I was at least aware that the completely French pronunciations /ɛn/ and /ɛm/ where not correct, and though my pronunciation was closer to the truth, it was still incorrect.

Contrary to the 43 words and expressions listed previously, I learnt most of the 32 words listed below through information gleaned in a variety of sources external to my grandfather and Breton. For example, I learnt /men/ for ‘stone’ and /hiu/ for ‘long’ in a discussion with non-Bretons about the word *menhir* in association with the comic strip *Astérix*. I permanently retained the information because it concerned Breton, which was meaningful to me, as compared to a person with no particular connection with Brittany. However, while /hiu/ is a Breton word meaning ‘long’ in Breton, the word /men/ cannot be considered Breton, because in that language the word is [mɛŋ]. Similarly, [stel] does not generally mean river in Breton, though the word in known for that meaning too. In Breton, where there is no large river, [stel] means ‘washhouse’ and the main word used for any watercourse is [wiʃ]/[weʃ] which can mean ‘stream’ or ‘brook’ in other dialects. The reason for which I knew the word [stel] as meaning ‘river’, was that it is the name of a river flowing through Quimper and because I had found out from external sources that the word can indeed mean ‘river’.

These further 32 words and expressions, transcribed phonetically, acquired in my teens are listed alphabetically below:

ˈāku Ankou legendary character representing death (acquired via a scary comic strip featuring the Ankou).
θ ar ‘the’ (from ‘Balbous Kozh ar mestr’ and my dad’s ‘ar Gall’ I became aware of the definite article ar and of the elision of the r in its pronunciation).
ɓān/ˈbāne banne ‘an amount of drink’ (Fr. ‘un coup’).
ɓek beg ‘mouth’ (learnt from the surname of my godmother’s gardner, M. Le Bec, and in spite of the fact that bec in this surname probably does not come from beg).
(ˈbijɛn)/ˈbijɛn/ˈbɛŋ bihan ‘small’
ˈdeːlju ‘deliou’, ‘leaves’ (I learnt this word by enquiring about Kerdelliou (see previous list). I realised the suffix -où was a plural marker, but I wrongly deduced that the singular form was del and not delienn).
ɗy du ‘black’.
ˈenɛs enez ‘island’ (I learned this word, as do many people, by reading about Douarnenez. This was reinforced when I encountered its Irish avatar (inish) on Inishmore during a trip I took there, age eighteen in my first solo motorcar trip. The Breton word for ‘island’, however is eˈneːzɛn enezenn).
ˈgwen gwenn ‘white’
ɛ ha ‘and’
ɨs hir ‘long’
(kem)/kɑ̃m kamm ‘crooked, lop-sided’ (learnt by enquiring about the surname Le Cam).
kenɛˈvo aveʃˈel kenavo a wech-all ‘good bye, see you another time’.
ki ki ‘dog’
kiɛ kig ‘meat’
kik a faus kig ha farzh North Breton stew made by a cousin of my grandfather who lived in Lesneven.

čeo korr ‘dwarf’
kɔrɡi ‘corgi’ this Welsh word for a dog-type, as well as mamm gozh were my introductions to mutations (in this case from k to g) though I did not realise it at the time. Of course, the word ‘corgi’ is not Breton, but its two components are words used in Breton, namely korr ‘dwarf’ and ki ‘dog’. Corgi, along with Tanguy, below, made me realise that Breton, unlike French, had analytical compound words built in the same manner as words in English and German, which I was busily learning at the time.

kɔrɡɡa̱ korrigan ‘malevolent elf’. This is as much a French as a Breton word. In Breic, the term is ‘lyt̃n ‘lutin’.

ma ma ‘my’ (though, as I found later the Briec Breton word is me).

me̱t mad ‘good’

men maen ‘stone’

menies menhir literally ‘long stone’, ‘standing stone’ (though I have not heard the word used in Breic, it is listed in Le Scao’s Fr.-Br. dictionary).

moel moal ‘bold, hairless’ (learnt by enquiring about the surname Le Moal).

mo̱nu mor ‘sea’

pɔt paut ‘boy/man’. I previously incorrectly thought that this word was a borrowing of the French word pote pɔt ‘mate, friend’.

pul poul ‘pool’.

uy ruz ‘red’

steili stêr ‘river’

tägi Tanguy first name, means ‘fire dog’ (originally a warrior name)

tän tan ‘fire’

jɛx yec’hed ‘health’ from the expression ‘jɛx meːt jɛc’h mad! ‘skol!’.

Several hundred Gaulish words are known today. Yet, this is insufficient to re-create a dialect of the Gaulish tongue. Thus, my total Breton lexicon, amounting to a modest 75 or so words and expressions, (amongst which were only four verbal forms (be ‘be’, (n)eus ‘has’, po ‘you will have’, vo ‘will be’, of which I was not even aware), fell short of allowing me to have a conversation or an extensive representation of the language. Though I knew, for example, that the syntagm /be.po/ had to do with want or wish, I did not know that it was composed of two words, let alone that they mean ‘will you have’. Similarly, though I knew that kenavo is a word for ‘good bye’, I did not know that it literally means ‘until (what) will be’.

Apart from the limited lexical items discussed above, a precious linguistic asset was also transmitted to me, which was to prove invaluable in helping me reclaim Breton: an extensive familiarity with the sound of Breic Breton, which I acquired by hearing my grandfather and other relatives speak, and occasionally sing, in particular the chorus of da feiz hon tadoù kozh which was my only exposure to literary Breton, and which they sang as a national anthem rather than a hymn, as they were far from assiduous church-goers.

* ‘To the faith of our ancestors’, a hymn composed in 1906 in Breton by Vicar Loeiz Abyann (Louis Abjean) to extol the Christian faith in the wake of the expulsions of nuns and priests from religious orders from France as a result of anti-clerical laws passed by the republican government in the preceding years.
For the time being, however, I was set, like my mother, to miss out on anything more than remnants of Breton if it hadn’t been for other intervening factors.

2. Exodus and return

As economic and industrial activities started to diversify and grow exponentially in Europe in the second half of the 19th century, the prospect of earning a wage and the promise of higher standards of living in large urban areas started to draw large numbers of people away from subsistence farming. It also depreciated greatly, in the eyes of those who stayed, the rural lifestyle, culture and language of their forebears. This was particularly true of those, like my great-grandmother Marianne Le Gall, née Balbous, who, due to adverse circumstances, faced very low economic, professional and therefore social prospects in the already poor farming communities in which they were born. Being widowed aged twenty following her husband’s death from pneumonia before the boy he had sired was even born, Marianne’s local prospects were gloomy. My grandfather Michel Le Gall ([miʃˈleɡəl] to his relatives) was therefore born fatherless in 1898 and soon became motherless eleven months out of twelve, as his attractive blond, blue-eyed and Briec Breton-accented mother went to Paris to hire herself out as a nanny as soon as Michel was weaned.

Marianne’s northern European looks and a Briec-Breton accent were not insignificant assets for a candidate to nannyhood at a time when British nannies were all the rage in the moneyed classes. Although I do not have any recordings of my great-grandmother who passed in 1956, my close relatives attested how people were fooled into thinking she was British by her looks and accent. If the accent of today’s Briec Breton speakers is any guide, I can understand why. It is not uncommon today in Briec to hear people refer to the supermarket brand Carrefour (pronounced [kaʁfuʁ] in French) as [kaˈfuʁ] or say that they have bought something from [ɛˈteʒˌmaʃɛ], ‘Intermarché’ ([ɛtsəmaʃɛ] in French) which is more or less how both words would come out with an English pronunciation. As for the looks, if Britishness can be defined, at a physical level, by a fair complexion, blond or jet-black hair, blue eyes and rosy cheeks, then they certainly are as common in my Breton family, as they are on the streets of Briec and surrounding countryside. My bemoustached grandfather himself was a fine example of this. In addition, in spite of having lived only the first fifteen years of his life in the Briec countryside, he kept a very noticeable exotic accent till his passing in 1981. Marianne combined skills, looks and presentation earned her a position as a nanny in a wealthy Paris family, the Duboscq, of which she became an honorary member, having the privilege to invite her son and granddaughter (my mother) to the luxury of their second home in Le Havre for prolonged holidays over many years. Marianne’s Briec relatives henceforth elevated her to the dignity of [tət ˈpeʃ] ‘Aunty Paris’, a title she has kept posthumously to this day. She stayed with the Duboscq until her retirement, which was way after their children had flown the coop. She then returned to Briec where she bought a house close to the centre.

3. Pride, flint and the motorcar

A critical factor in the fate of Breton in my family as in other families, was modern transportation. The train brought my great-grandmother, Marianne Le Gall, out of Brittany and caused the irruption of French as main language in her everyday life, but
the motorcar brought her son back to his family, language and culture every summer from 1920 onwards.

As soon as it was practicable to do so, Marianne Le Gall extracted Michel, aged fifteen, from the rusticity of the farm of Kerdellioù where he had been living with his uncle since she had left Brittany. She placed him in a technical college in Mesnières-en-Bray, Normandy, where he received training in fitting, turning and mechanical engineering. The fact his entire family, barring his mother, all remained living in the Canton of Briec, provided an incentive to my grandfather to return home regularly. In spite of his modest standing, his skills, enhanced by his position as a truck mechanic during WWI enabled him, from 1920 onwards, to purchase second-hand cars, which he could afford to repair and maintain since he was able to do the work himself. This was absolutely critical in those days because cars were very unreliable. Rare were the trips to Brittany he took with my mother, grandmother and often his mother, during which he did not have to lift the hood of his car a number of times. In addition, many rural roads were unsealed and flint was and still is a ballast of choice upon which to build roads in France. The thin chards that flint produces, constantly caused tyre punctures. My grandfather always came back from Brittany having lost several kilos because of the hard work he had to put in to keep the car moving. The car, however, not only made the trips to the Briec area possible, it also was essential for travelling within it. My Breton family was then scattered in six different isolated farms over the Briec Canton from Kervenguy, near Kemeneven to the west, to Kerdellioù near Langolen to the east, a distance of 15 kilometres up and down hilly roads. Visiting relatives (who themselves only had carts and horses and were busy with the harvest), as well as doing some touring for the sake of my grandmother and mother over a two to three-week holiday would have been impossible without a car.

The car was not only a means of transportation. For my orphaned, one-eyed grandfather, it was an opportunity to alleviate the inferiority complex, which plagued his entire life as a migrant Breton peasant. From Paris, where he was just one in scores of rural migrants, he returned to Brittany every year to be feted as a loved, respected and successful relative, who had not turned his back on his rural family. In addition, he was called upon to help with the farm work and mechanical repairs. His visits honoured his family and honoured him. They were for him a psychological necessity. Linguistically, they kept his skills in his native tongue alive and they introduced my mother and grandmother to the Breton language. My grandmother, in particular, being also called upon to help with domestic or agricultural tasks, had dealings with monolingual elderlies. If bilinguals were not present, she was sometimes forced to use the little Breton she had. This rural setting, including its linguistic specificity, was, in fact, familiar to my grandmother. The rusticity of Breton farms reminded her of that of the Berry farms she was used to. In those farms too older people spoke a language different from Paris French. The language was Berrichon, which, though it is a French dialect, was mainly incomprehensible to Parisians. She knew a substantial amount of Berrichon, some of which was passed on my mother and me. My mother, however, interacted more with youngsters her age, who were all bilingual.

---

My grandfather had lost his right eye in an accident, as a young child.

My mother too, knew some Berrichon and I can remember half a dozen words. Both of us could do a Berry accent as it was still common when even I grew up.
4. Identity, indignation and affect

Some clues can be found in the preceding pages about the affective charge of things connected to Brittany and its language in my close family. This charge was heaviest for my grandfather who experienced at the same time homesickness and manifestations of ostracism expressed at his ethnicity. As a child, from 1903, he had endured the linguistic eradication policies in force at school. He often would recount how, if you were caught speaking Breton, Tid’il Kozh (Old Tidell, the teacher), would pinch the hair on either side of your head and lift you up until you were on your tippy toes trying to compensate the traction. Alternatively, a small wooden clog, the ultimate symbol of peasanthood, of subsistence farming, of poverty and lack of formal education would sometimes be hung around your neck as a humiliating punishment, similar to the ‘Welsh not’ badge, hung from the neck of children caught speaking Welsh. My half-brother and I listened wide-eyed to these stories and regularly steered my grandfather into telling them for the sake of hearing them again. All my close family had heard these accounts, and they stirred us all.

As an adult, my grandfather had chronically experienced contempt expressed at his origins and ethnicity to various degrees, from insidious to overt. I witnessed the latter type at close quarters when a neighbour called my grandfather ‘un vieux con de Breton’ in front of me. This was far more meaningful to me than just calling him ‘un vieux con’, because the word ‘Breton’ referred to something that could not be, in any way, undone or reformed and that I had, ipso facto, inherited.

Experiencing discriminatory attitudes, (including as a perpetrator), was commonplace in his generation and, in fact, up to my generation. All my close family members had some direct or indirect experience of ethno-social discrimination.

My grandmother, had experienced it while in the care of her grandmother towards whom people were condescending on account of her rural appearance, strong Berry accent and dialectal grammar.

My mother had also experienced it, on two accounts: firstly in her early childhood during the long periods during which she was in the care of her great-grandmother (the woman mentioned above who had cared for her mother, twenty-two years earlier), towards whom people continued to be condescending. Secondly, she had experienced mockery triggered by her proverbial Breton name, which she strongly disliked and was so eager not to resume bearing that she kept her married name after she divorced my father. This could be seen either as contradicting, or as exemplifying her attitude towards her ethnicity encapsulated in her saying: ‘I am a Breton, but I am proud of it’.

My father too, who had no blood connections with Brittany, had witnessed discrimination through his grandmother, who had arrived in Paris, from her rural

---

104 Equivalent to ‘An old Breton dickhead’.
105 My mother’s maiden name, Le Gall ([ləɡal] in French), is not only a proverbial Breton name, it also has a degree of homonymy with ‘la gale’ [lə gal] the French word for mange, an embarrassing and painful skin condition that became common again in my mother’s youth, due to malnutrition resulting from wartime food scarcity. The derogatory adjective galeux ‘mangy’, also derives from the word gale.
Alsace, a monolingual Alsatian speaker. He recounted how, although she was a victim of the Prussian invasion of her native land, some neighbours referred to her as ‘la boche’, ‘the Kraut’ and how the local grocer served her the wrong items, by pretending he had misunderstood her French. In the presence of my seven-year-old father, the man once put a bottle of Port wine ([pɔʁ], in French) on the counter in front of her after she had asked for a bottle of Bordeaux ([bɔʁdo], in French). The Alemannic tendency to devoice /b/ and /d/, which resulted in my great-grandmother’s pronunciation of Bordeaux coming out as [pɔʁdɔ], was the excuse for the grocer’s trick, at which he guffawed heartily. My father recounted being overcome by a sense of embarrassment when such incidents took place. Ironically, the exact same xenophobic words (‘la boche’) were leveled at his own wife, my half-brother’s mother (albeit in a less inexcusable context) after she moved from Germany to Paris seventeen years later when our father was discharged from the French occupation army in Rhineland in 1949. In today’s Australia, displaying this sort of behaviour in a professional context could get one into endless trouble and result in demotion, but in those days, it was common currency.

There was therefore, an awareness about discrimination and a fertile substratum of understanding and indignant sympathy for the ethnically discriminated in my close family. It somehow appears to have crystallised on the Breton culture and generated both strong protective feelings towards it and various degrees of identification with it.

This was manifest in the heavily ‘bretonised’ interiors in which my half-brother and I grew up in Paris. Several paintings represented Breton seascapes bought from Breton artists, there were also engravings of Kemper street scenes, two Breton armoires richly adorned with sculptures of religious symbols, a chest made and sculpted in Landudal by my godmother’s father, several stands made from wooden Breton cider-press vices and a gwele klos or ‘box-bed’ towering over the dining-room. Such box-beds still tower today over the dining-rooms of several of my Briec relatives and friends. Our one contained a lot of Quimper crockery out of which we ate daily. Needless to say, my grandparents’ interior in Gien was similarly decorated, though with less flair.

5. Tentative return to the ancestral land

It would not be unfair to say that there was a degree of Breton idolatry in my family (albeit moderated by criticism of the oppressiveness of the rural and patriarchal Breton family structure, against which my grandmother and mother often railed). It involved a clear celebration of the worthiness of rural Breton culture as opposed to the supercilious Paris one. This attitude, in fact, readily extended towards the Brittons from the other side of the Channel. My mother said on many occasions, that she should have gone to live in Brittany or in Britain, particularly Devon, Cornwall and Wales, which were all places in which she declared feeling completely at home. In a trip to Wales we took when I was in my early 20s, she went pointing out all the words she could recognise from the Breton on signage. She never expressed such an attachment to the Berry, though she spent part of all summer holidays there, as a child. In fact, she rejected the idea of retiring there, in her mother’s house, as being ‘un endroit mortel’, ‘a lethally boring place’.

So, our Briec family seems to have done a pretty good job, without particularly trying, of endearing themselves, their language and their culture to all of us, including the non-
Bretons. It is not a coincidence that my father bought an apartment in Quiberon in the 1990s. This purchase was the trigger of what follows.

6. Reclaiming the language

My mother presided over the contacts with our Breton family. After my settlement in Australia, in 1987 she was the only link I had with them. Contacts were scant, mainly by telephone. She never travelled there unless someone could drive her, because she found the trip by train too stressful and was daunted by the isolation of her relatives’ farms and the dependence in which she was, as a non-driver, on other people’s ability to drive her around the area. My mother’s lack of driving skills was undoing the links carefully maintained by my grandfather. All the family’s contact details were in a woefully disorganised book written in my mother’s illegible handwriting. Upon her death, in 2000, the book was lost when my mother’s apartment was vacated. All contacts ceased with my Breton family.

My father, however, established a logistical link with Brittany, albeit with a different region, by buying an apartment and then a house in Quiberon, Morbihan, in 1997. Kiberen was a place my parents had often stopped by, on the way to or from Briez, because my mother had a friend there. Near-yearly visits to Brittany resumed for me as I now visited my father in Quiberon. There was no bilingual signage in Quiberon, but the Breton language appeared occasionally on banners for various celebrations (Christmas and New-Year, amongst others) and on posters by Ofis ar Brezhoneg to encourage the learning of Breton. I was greatly interested by the Breton writings I encountered in town, in Breton place names everywhere and on the bilingual signage in Lorient. In 2004, we took a trip to Locronan in Cornouaille, situated 18 kilometres from Briez. This was tantalisingly close to Briez and we considered making a visit, but it was already late, we had no way of announcing ourselves and my father, who had not been there for more than 25 years was not sure he would find his way around. We abstained. Before leaving Locronan, however, I did a quick investigation of its only bookstore, the Librairie Celtique. As we drove away from the town, I was leafing through a copy of Mark Kerrain’s Breton textbook Ni a gomz Brezhoneg.

Once in Sydney, I played the book’s CD: over the following weeks, as I listened to the recorded dialogues; most of the 75 words of the above two lists appeared one after the other in the dialogues.

I undertook to learn Breton from that point onwards.

The fact of not having anybody to talk to, soon became frustrating. I contacted several organisations involved in the teaching of Breton to see if they could organise private lessons by telephone. As it proved logistically complicated, I contacted Mark Kerrain who, from February 2007 obligingly and free of charge, undertook to teach me from his office, in Rennes. In August of the same year I did a one-week crash course with Roudour in Karaez. As I was progressing in the language, I started to teach it to my elder son, born in 2000. I subsequently took a trip, with my then wife and son, to Western Brittany. We spent a few days in a farmstay on the Crozon peninsula. The hosts spoke Breton natively. This was the first time I was speaking to native speakers outside of a teaching context. Their accent was totally reminiscent of my grandfather’s. Intercomprehension, on simple matters, was good, which was very encouraging and it was even better when I later watched the video recording I had made of the hosts talking about their lives.
I was yearning, however, to hear and speak the Breton of my childhood. In 2008, after many enquiries, I was put in contact with Mervent, a Breton language school established in Bro Gerne. I started to take lessons via Skype, with a young teacher who helped me continue to acquire vocabulary and syntax. Her accent, however, was not that of the natives of Briec. I finally telephoned the Briec town hall and asked if they knew any Breton native speaker, who would be happy to talk to me. They gave me Yves Le Du’s telephone number.

As soon as I heard his slight Breton accent in French, I knew I was dealing with the right person. Yves, who volunteered for KEAV, an immersive Breton language program, was used to dealing with Breton learners, and his Breton, though dialectal, was clearly enunciated, so he could be followed by non-native speakers. It is only later, when I met him together with Thérèse, his wife, and heard them speak together, that I heard them speak truly colloquially. For the moment, however, our telephone contacts were still slightly tentative. Firstly, he was somewhat taken aback by the fact I was calling from Sydney, which I did not tell him straightaway. Secondly, he was uncertain of my resolve to learn Breton, let alone his specific kind of Breton. He nonetheless started to help me and as I did audio recordings of our conversations, I could multiply their effect in the subsequent days or weeks, by listening to them repeatedly and by taking detailed notes of the passages I had difficulty with. I would then ask him for clarifications. Yves did not know anything about my grandfather who was one-and-a-bit generation removed from him and had a very common name, but, at least, his father too had had *Tid’l Kozh* as a teacher, which created some connection between us. I tried to give him some details about my relatives, but I could not remember all their names or surnames. My great-grandmother’s maiden name, Balbous, though quite common in Briec, was more evocative to him, and he thought he might know one of my female relatives by that maiden name. Though he promised to tell her about me when he saw her next, time passed and nothing happened. We were focusing on the language, rather than on genealogy.

One day, however, I sent him a photo taken at a wedding in Briec soon after WWII, on which were my grandparents, my great-grandmother, and a number of other people I knew, many in Breton costumes.

This had somewhat of a magic effect. When we talked next, he named for me one by one most of the 50 some people featured on the photo, as he knew most of them. He also told me my mother was on it, which I had never noticed. This information had been given to him by the woman whom he thought might be my relative: Annette Hascoët. After he guided me to where my mother was on the photo, I indeed recognised her, right at the back, next to her favourite cousin, Jo Balbous Jnr whose face was half-hidden.

When I returned to Brittany that year, my six surviving and able-bodied older relatives, Marie-Thérèse and Maurice Briand, Annette and Corentin Hascoët, Marie and Guillaume Quéré met me for a touchingly warm welcome over coffee, *krampouezh*, *gwastell braz*, *chouchenn* and *lambig* at Corentin and Annette’s place in Landrevarzeg. Boxes of photos of familiar faces (including my own, as a baby) from past decades, were spread out on the table in front of the gwele kloz. When I heard them speak Breton, however, I had a true Proustian experience, only aural. The sound of their Breton brought me back decades, to the time when my grandfather and his cousins were

<sup>106</sup> Crêpes, Breton shortbread, mead and cider spirit.
still alive. As she already had difficulty walking, I met Angèle Feunteun, Annette’s sister, later at her nursing home. I had to wait a few more months to meet and re-meet my busy younger cousins Anne Briand, Odile Feunteun and Céline Hascoët. None of them speak Breton, but all three know a lot of Briec Breton, as well as much relevant information. I am the only person of my generation to have achieved a fluent command of the family dialect. The survival of Breton in my family will eventually rest in the hands of my sons Sébastien (aged eighteen) and Auguste (aged seven), both of whom I speak to in BCB, in the case of Auguste, since his birth.

Contacts with my Breton family as well as the yearly trips to Brittany have resumed, albeit from Sydney.

The samples of contemporary Briec Breton contained in the present thesis are the result of their generous and patient collaboration to my research and of the equally generous and patient collaboration to it by my other Canton of Briec\textsuperscript{107} informants as well as informants from neighbouring cantons listed in the dedication of this work.

7. The long road to fluency

As I proceeded to learn Breton with textbooks, I started to make my own interpretation of the written forms under the influence of (mainly ZH) orthography. I had three assets at my disposal, however, to avoid a catastrophic contamination of my speech by a French interpretation of ZH orthography: 1) my still very clear memories of the sounds and prosody of Briec Breton 2) my formal teachers, who helped me understand basic pronunciation rules and 3) the recordings of the textbooks I used, in which pronunciation was realistic, even occasionally dialectal, though generally tending towards the formal and often French-influenced. While Mark Kerrain and my other formal teachers helped me avoid basic pronunciation mistakes, they could not prepare me for the specificities of my family’s Breton.

BCB, as some other Cornouaille dialects, is characterised by such phenomena as elision, formation of metaplasms and apocope, which make it difficult to correlate with the written peurunvan Breton encountered in textbooks and their recordings.

In BCB, petra is [ˈpjɛ̃], ac’hanon is [ˈhãːn], ac’hanoc’h is [χɛ̃], an hini is [næ̃], triwec’h is [ˈtyɛ̃], diwezhat is [dɪˈveːt] and pelec’h is often [pɛ̃], to cite but a few examples. At least, the latter words exist in all Breton dialects, but there is also vocabulary that is unrecorded in dictionaries. I had a lot of re-learning to do.

Fortunately, only a small number of words and syntactic structures used in BCB do not correlate with PU. If one is not a speaker of Breton and wants to undertake the study of a Breton dialect, PU is therefore an useful and obligatory, though very misleading, platform from which to start. It is the only platform available to the general public that I am aware of, as there are few textbooks in Breton dialects and none of the recent and most used ones are. ZH, the orthographic system used in PU, however, is problematic to use as a base to transcribe BCB and from what I can tell from studying monographs on other Breton dialects, ZH presents difficulties for the transcription of all Breton

\textsuperscript{107} The Canton of Briec.
dialects, even the north-western ones.

With the combined resources represented by the access I have to a sizeable cohort of native speakers, textbooks and other printed documentation in PU, audio files associated with textbooks, others available online, many hours of my own audio recordings and my knowledge of IPA (which is critical for note-taking), I have been able to achieve a fluent command of the Breton spoken in Briec and surroundings enabling me to understand and be understood by native speakers and have conversations with them on any subject. By starting from the base of PU, I am also aware of what needs to be altered, in my Briec Breton, in order to be understood by PU speakers and thus escape the dialectal isolation of my relatives. Twelve years of almost daily work have been necessary to reach this outcome. This has been a humbling experience which has helped me realise the challenge facing Breton-language activists and educators in their endeavour to avert the extinction of Breton.
Appendix II

Transcript of a conversation between AzC and MTC

This is a transcript in IPA of a conversation between MTC and then twenty-six year old AzC on 7 August 2016 about MTC’s intention to provide conversation classes in Breton. It is included here, as it covers some key points about the situation of the Breton language in Canton Briec and in Brittany in general. I have to warn the reader that what follows is a word-for-word transcript of spoken language, which, by nature, is chaotic. I hope the relevance of the contents to the topic of Breton language revival will make up for the erratic syntax. The IPA transcriptions are phonetic. An English translation follows.

MTC: Qu’est-ce qui me motive d’abord, moi? C’est... que je... c’est la mémoire du breton, c’est l’enfance qui revient au-dessus. Oui, petit à petit, quoi... ce qu’on a appris étant jeune, tout est enregistré... la mémoire, elle est euh... elle est pleine de souvenirs et faut les ramener plus aisément à parler, puis à les placer dans l’ordre, quoi... de communiquer, d’échanger, de transmettre aux autres... ceux qui sont désireux. 
PN: (pointing to AZC) peta ‘sō-zi dōs en ‘emōs a goz bve’zo:nek... a goz bve’zo:nek ma tei, ha nōs kem... pe’we’d a’zilis, pe’we’d eχ ?
AzC: ‘ko:̞s !
(laughters)
AzC: eje ‘ko:̞s, ‘seiz le va’:̞ ny:γen , ‘eje, jaun ko:̞s ‘byemā...
(laughters)
MTC: ‘jaun ko:̞s ! (laughters) ‘potja jaun’ko:̞s , mje’d ‘jaun’ko:̞s . pesa mo d ve lae̝t dē̞? mje’d jaun : ‘jeune’... ‘jeune-vieux’... bve zo:̞nek : mje’d ‘jaun... ‘ko:̞s mje’d jaun ko:̞s... pesa mo d... ’vefu , ēn be’nak... ne lae̝ dī: ‘Mais comment tu causes, toi?’ (she gasps in embarrassed amazement) Je cause à la bretonne, quoi!
AzC: Ah, bon!
MTC: Ben oui. Parce que j’ai été appris... ou bien, dans ma tête... je suis une bretonne ‘pure breur’, comme on dit, alors qu’est-ce qu’on changera? Et ça sort comme ça, comme j’ai appris. Et je suis à la de:̞f, quoi, en français, peut-être... neke gwef , ē , (laughter) à la mode de Bretagne!
AzC: bē̞, ja . me mē̞ mōs ke di’gau de ’gleo tyt a za’vaus bve’zo:̞nek kīn, ē.
MTC: nān ?
AzC: bē̞ nān! me e! 
MTC: me... a χu ‘zi ja zẘe , χu ‘pi pēs jā̝s
AzC: kuls’dū kūd 5 jo:̞n̊ , me bō̞ tyt... tyt dōs bve:k , bauz a fin... ə... ve ke ’kaet... bē , mō a ʋen ge mē’me , ’vefu de ’gō tē go z ga ma’wes̊... bō̞... e bve’zo:n̊e̝k me pez e , meme zo ’mawo , tun dyt varv , bō̞... ve ke ’kala̝s ’digaw kīn , ē... a ted a mem , bō̞
MTC: (Not referring to Aziliz’s parents) ete̝n kūt . dwe zo o biblio’tek a ja kūt, dōs a vō̞
AzC: mē̞ mōs kē , mōs ke bêd ’āmze̝w... de’n’ic le... ‘bve’mā 5 dōt bve ̝s , ’bve’mā ’vefe ’moeje:n dīŋ e̝n i’olən dyt... bō̞... gwe̝t mōs , ē , vit a̝ sty’dīju , vi a mastə’nz , zbe gwe̝t en̊vole’ dēnu ge’n̊i, me... pez e... me ’viːje bɛt dēk le e’rok... me , āfē bō̞ , domafe , me mōs kē , a ə... bē̞ bve’mā e stjεt ’keut tyt...
MTC: a ja ?
AzC: e bē̞ ja e ... e bē̞ ja
MTC: ə... bēk ’keut tyt vi ko’ze̝-l gan’waχ vi ə’twetjə̝n ə...
AzC: eje me paz... pegev 'vefu 'veltyt, me tyt døs bvee' bō me a 'zavæns bve' zō... ðève paz bve' zō nek jìmik , me bō... bve' zō nek...
MTC: jìmik?
AzC: bve' zō nek a...
MTC: a verso? bve' zō nek bvee
AzC: pe bve' zō nek æv sku:i, ma pøs xwān ag a... pez e , kōta goz ge tyt døs dve hån, tyt døs bve k , døs neun , bō bē... ve ked e'z... ve ked e'z...
MTC: mê lau o pøj e mos : goz e ve bve' zō nek? bvee e än 'âmzæw. chol lo d... ve lau... døe ekuq... e lod al... ëdifeâ... (she blows a raspberry) 'Nous nous emmerdez avec votre breton, là...’ enfin, c’est... ils disent pas, mais ça veut dire ça, quoi: ‘qu’est-ce qu’elle me veut, celle-là?’... ouais.
AzC: o vef wān ba bve k, vas a 'blesæn , ag a... ag vām 'kōta goz be... e bvezōne k ga tydyal me bve bën ag a... gân tad...
MTC: 'tæzeţ
AzC: tæzeţm , ag æ dën to l , tø o 'vaus slæ ædōzêm , ag e galek...
MTC: julu mat...
AzC (as the woman): ‘Mais, euh... Vous n’avez pas honte!’
MTC: (In amazement, slamming her hand on the kitchen table) ‘Vous n’avez pas honte !??’
AzC (as herself): ‘Non... mais pourquoi... fin...’
AzC (as the woman): ‘Mais euh... vous parlez breton... comme ça...’
MTC: Bien, quoi!!
AzC (as the woman): ‘... en public, enfin vous... comment ça se fait que vous parliez breton?’
AzC: o 'vaus goːs
AzC (as herself): ‘Ben parce que... bon... parce que bon, enfin...’ sety ‘ben c’est notre langue maternelle, bon...’
AzC: sety , ag æ... i nøs lææt æmos : ‘Ben, moi, à votre place, j’aurais honte!’ (sigh of bewilderment) o 'vaus... æ... ‘eje (sigh) o 'vaus goːs... mē...
MTC: o 'vaus koːs?
AzC: ‘eje, ol lele (as the woman): ‘vous n’avez pas honte?’ a pøs kem jɔz æ... mē mœs be 'tæøje dø æzwï... ‘pokes ūmaus , lœw 'treu a mœs!

English translation:

MTC: Well, what motivates me? It’s... well... it’s the memory of the Breton language, it’s the childhood that comes back to the top. Yes, little by little... what one learnt in one’s youth, everything’s recorded... the memory is er... is full of things and you’ve got to bring them back, so they speak out more easily, then you must put them in order, you know... so they communicate, share, transmit to others... to those who are at all interested.

PN: (pointing to AzC) What do you think of someone like this who speaks Breton very well and who is only... what age, AzC? What is your age?
AzC: Old!
(laughters)
AzC: Yes, old. 27, yes young-old” now.
(laughters)

” This is an adjective usually applied to spinsters and bachelors in Breton.
MTC: Young-old! (laughters) Young-old men, young-old girls, what is the system of speech here? Girls young: young. Young-old, in Breton: girls young... old. Girls young-old. What system... sometimes, someone says to me: ‘Is that the way you normally talk?’ (she gasps in embarrassed amazement) Well, I talk Breton-style you know!

AzC: Do you?!

MTC: Well, yes. Because I was taught... or the thing is... in my head... I am a dinkum Breton, as they say. So, what can you do about it? And that’s the way it comes out, the way I learned it. And, maybe, in French, I make a fool of myself... that’s alright, hey!– (laughter): Breton-style!

AzC: Well, sure. I don’t have opportunities to hear people speak Breton, anymore, actually.

MTC: Don’t you?

AzC: Well, no! Of course not!

MTC: But... you are young, you are lucky.

AzC: I may be young, but, well... people from Brie, in the end... er... you can’t find any who... well, sometimes I would go with Grandma, have chats with women... well... in Breton, but the thing is, Grandma is dead, everybody dies... so, there aren’t many opportunities, you know... and Mum and Dad, well...

MTC: (Not referring to AzC’s parents) They are gone. It’s a library that disappears; a library about life...

AzC: I really regret not to have had time... to do recordings... now I am an adult, now I’d have the means to do recordings... well... I have, you know, for my studies, for the Masters, I have made recordings, but the thing is, if I had done it ten years earlier... but, well, you know, that’s a pity. I have regrets and er... well, now, it is hard to find people...

MTC: Really?

AzC: Well yes... it is.

MTC: Er... you need to find people to talk to, in order to maintain... er...

AzC: Yes, but not... because sometimes I meet people, but people from Brest, ok, but people who speak Bret... well, not completely plastic Breton, but well... a sort of Breton...

MTC: Plastic?

AzC: Well... the sort of Breton...

MTC: Local Breton? Breton from Brest?

AzC: Or rather, school Breton, if you wish and er.... the thing is... talking to people from here, people from Brie, from Edern, well... it’s not easy... it’s not easy...

MTC: My approach is: ‘do you speak Breton? Beautiful weather!’ Oh-oh! For some... you would say... you get a reaction... and others... couldn’t care less... (she blows a raspberry) Gone with the wind! ‘You and your Breton just go and get lost, hey...’ well, they don’t say that, but that’s what they mean: ‘What does this one want from me now?’... Yup.

AzC: Once, I was in Briec, on the main square and er... and my little brother, Dad and I were chatting er... in Breton

MTC: Chatting between yourselves...

AzC: Between ourselves, and all of a sudden, there comes a woman, looking at us and in French...

MTC: Listen there...

---

This exclamation is to be understood here for the corroborative meaning it has in Australian and New-Zealand English.
AzC (as the woman): ‘Well... aren’t you ashamed?!’
MTC: (In amazement) ‘Aren’t you ashamed?!’
AzC (as herself): ‘Actually... no... why should we be?’
AzC (as the woman): ‘Well er... so you are speaking Breton... just like that...’
MTC: Meaning ‘that’s good’, right?!
AzC (as the woman): ‘in public, well you... how can you be speaking Breton?’
AzC: An older woman, she was.
AzC (as herself): ‘Well because... actually... well, because... it is our native tongue... there you are.’
AzC: And she says ‘Well, if I were you, I’d be ashamed!’ (sigh of bewilderment) A woman... er... yes (sigh) an old woman... but...
MTC: An old woman?
AzC: Yes, fancy that: (as the woman): ‘Aren’t you ashamed?!’ And just imagine... I felt sorry for her... poor woman... saying such things.

This exchange reminds of four essential notions concerning the fate of BCB and other Breton dialects:

1 — They are disappearing under our eyes as is apparent in the fact that AzC can hardly find anyone with whom to speak BCB anymore, apart from her parents.
2 — Recordings, of which, sadly, AzC has done too few, are now about to become the only way of keeping an access to how Breton dialects were spoken natively.
3 — The Breton spoken by young people of AzC’s generation is what she describes as ‘school Breton’ at best, ‘chemical/plastic Breton’ at worst. It is becoming dominant and does not satisfy the longing of native speakers for the alluring sounds of their linguistic community because it is linguistically and socially too removed from it.
4 — Some native speakers are outright hostile to Breton and many are indifferent to those who want to keep speaking it, or even irritated by them.

This latter issue together with the very notion of shame, raised by the old woman addressing AzC on the Briec main square, are at the core of the demise of Breton.

For centuries, societal and technological changes took place successfully in Breton-speaking society without its members having to become monolingual French speakers. Since the turn of the twentieth century, however, two generations of native speakers took part in the annihilation of Breton and its replacement by French.

Now in their eighties and nineties, the last generation of native speakers have become conscious of the damage wrought on their own culture and identity and as the last potential transmitters of the language, they often readily express regrets for not passing on their knowledge. In that sense, the old woman who objected to Aziliz, her brother and their father speaking Breton in public, is unrepresentative of the current attitude of her generation.
Appendix III
Canton of Briec Breton–English–French glossary

The entries consist of the following elements:

1. The word (or phrase) in ZH orthography or in an orthographic form rendering more closely the BCB pronunciation if necessary (in that case the word or phrase is followed by the mention unorth. meaning ‘unorthodox’).
   — A double asterisk (**) indicates that there is no entry for the word in Favereau’s 1992 dictionary: Geriadur ar brezhoneg a-vremañ, Dictionnaire du breton contemporain, bilingue. (This is rare.)
   — An (*) indicates that there is no entry for the word in Father Le Scao’s dictionaries.
2. The grammatical class to which the word belongs.
3. The IPA transcription of the word.
4. The standard ZH transcription of the word in Brezhoneg peurunvan (abbreviated to PU), only if the word or phrase was not spelt in ZH in the first place. Alternatively an outright translation of the word in PU is given, if there is no PU form recorded for the word, which is rare.
5. English and French translations of the word or phrase, unless its meaning is clear from an example or examples that follow. Sometimes, a literal translation is given, before the English and French translations.
6. Examples:
   One example (or examples) of the use of the word is generally given. These are also transcribed in IPA.
7. The literal word-for-word English translation of the IPA transcription of the example(s). If, in a word-for-word translation, a single Breton term is translated by several English words, these words will be linked by a hyphen or hyphens to show they are the equivalent of one single word.
8. The orthographic transcription of the example(s) in PU or in BCB or both if necessary

Caveat:
— I have translated the entries as closely as necessary to conversational peurunvan, English and French, which has led me to use of colloquialisms and occasional slang or possible rude terms where I judged it necessary to convey the real contemporary meaning of the item. This accounts for the liberties I have hereby taken with standard peurunvan, English and French.

ABARDÆE nm. [ab’dej] Engl. late afternoon, early evening; Fr. fin d’après-midi. Essentially, this word depicts the time of the day when there is still enough light to make it home from the fields before nightfall. In Briec, this could be anywhere between 4:30pm and 10:00pm. The notion of afternoon is rather a Mediterranean, or urban notion of lesser relevance to rural agricultural Breton society. This appears in Le Scao’s dictionary in which there is no entry for ‘après-midi’, ‘afternoon’. The word abardae, however, appears in the Br-Fr tome of the dictionary under ‘soir’, ‘evening’.

[bɛnabdɛm]
lit. head afternoon
PU benn d’an abardaezh-mañ.
Engl. until (see you) this evening, see you tonight.
Fr. à ce soir.

AC’HANT BUTUN exp. [‘e³on ‘by tn / ‘e³on ‘by t’n] lit. silver/money tobacco;
Engl. (a) tip, tobacco money; Fr. (un) pourboire.

A-DAPER adj. phrase [a ‘da-pë’] lit. vp. catch(-impers.); PU a-daper; Engl.
contagious; Fr. contagieux.

[duæ zo o ‘xlë:væt a ‘da-pë’] lit. thing is an illness vp. catch(-impers.)
PU dra zo ur c’hañved a-daper.
Engl. It’s a contagious illness.
Fr. C’est une maladie contagieuse.

ALAN nm. [’e:lən] PU alan/anal; Engl. breath; Fr. respiration.

[staʊd e tap an ’e:lən] lit. hard is catch a breath
(Context: Description of the symptoms of emphysema).
PU start eo tapout un alan.
Engl. breathing is difficult.
Fr. c’est difficile de respirer.

ANAL* alternative form of alan through metathesis nm. [’ ðnal] PU alan/anal; Engl.
breath; Fr. respiration.

[me zo bæs’ɑ:nəl] (Context: Description of the symptoms of emphysema).
lit. I is short breath
PU me zo berr anal.
Engl. I am short of breath.
Fr. je suis essoufflé.

A HENI adv. [a’hena] (uncertain orthography. Possibly from the expression a heni
gentañ). The speaker gave [de ’getə] da gentañ ‘firstly’ as being a synonym of this
expression; Fr. d’abord.

[be ɔstree’li ɑgle vez kɔ’ze’t a’hena] lit. in Australia English be(habitual)-3sg-pres spoken firstly
PU en Aostalia Anglais vez kaoseet da gentañ/ar c’hentañ.
Engl. in Australia English is the primary language spoken.
Fr. en Australie on parle d’abord anglais.

AM’ GI’-ME adv [ɑm’gime or ɑm’him] lit. here manner-this; PU amañ e-giz-mañ;
Engl. here (in the place on which the speaker stands or in the place he identifies with);
Fr. ici, là (à l’endroit-même où se trouve le locuteur, ou bien à l’endroit auquel il
s’identifie).
PU amañ e-giz-mañ e vez kaozeeet dija hanter Galleg hanter Brezhoneg.
Engl. around here, people already speak half-French, half-Breton.
Fr. ici, on parle déjà à moitié breton, à moitié français.

AM’-HICH adv. [am ’hiʃ] lit. here in-manner-that/this; PU amañ e-giz-se; Engl. here (close by); Fr. Ici, là (près de nous).

A’ HICHE adv. [e ’hiʃəe ’hisə] (Used by all BCB speakers from the Edern area known to me. Both forms can be used indifferently even by the same speaker within the same sentence, as in the example below). lit. over there in-manner-that/this; PU aze e-giz-se; Engl. here, there (in the general location in which the speaker is, but at a certain distance from where they are standing); Fr. ici, là (dans l’environnement proche du locuteur, mais à une certaine distance de lui).

[me mo gʁɛt ʁn pɔʁ’jui e ’hiʃə [...] mə mɔs gʁɛt e ’hiʃə be lɛx me i’ʒɛʁ e ’hisə] (Context: Discussing the lay-out of the speaker’s farm buildings);
lit. me I-had made a pig-house there [...] me I-have made there in place be(sit.-)-3sg-pres long-farm-building there.
PU met em boa graet une porcherie aze e-giz-se [...] me, ‘meus graet aze e-giz-se, e-barzh lec’h emañ (al) longère, aze e-giz-se.
Engl. I made a pig-house here [...] I made (it) here, where the longère is.
Fr. J’ai fait une porcherie là, [...] je (l’)ai faite là où est la longère.

[ken va o hes e’hisə med et eɔ ku jit]
lit.earlier-on was a cat there but gone him away
PU ken e oa ur c’hazh aze e-giz-se, met aet eŋ kwit.
Engl. earlier on there was a cat there, but it is gone.
Fr. il y avait un chat là, mais il n’y est plus.

ARBOELLAÑ v. [aʃ’ bwela] Engl. save, economise; Fr. économiser.

[aŋ zo me t daʃ’ bwel an duŋ, an duŋ zo me t daʃ’ bwel e gû] lit. wine is good to save water, water is good to save wine
PU ar gwin zo mat d’arboellañ an dour, an dour zo mat d’arboellañ ar gwin.
Engl. wine saves water and water saves wine.
Fr. le vin économise l’eau et l’eau économise le vin.

BAE/(M’)BAE exp. (**) (*) [bae/mbae] (It is plausible that this expression may come from the French il me paraît ‘it seems to me’); Engl. it seems (to me) that..., maybe,
they say that..., it may well be that...; Fr. il se peut bien que..., peut-être bien que..., on dit que..., il paraît.

[mˈbae maj ben ti:]  
lit. maybe is she inside house  
Engl. she might be in the house.  
Fr. peut-être bien qu’elle est dans la maison.

[nøske be uˈplanə dla əf, me bae nøz e.m waχ]  
lit. (he) has not been replacement of the hip, but it-seems-to-me he has need enough  
Engl. he hasn’t had a hip replacement, but he may well be in need of one.

[ˈœ va ihan, hag æ.... no ðe ɡram paʁ lɪt a ʁe: sɔ tʁɛt aloε, bae, nuzket...]  
lit. him was on-his-own, and er... he-had one gram per litre and was-doing 130, maybe, I-don’t know...  
Engl. he was on his own and er... he had one gram (of alcohol) per litre (of blood) and he was doing 130 (km/h), I think maybe, dunno...  
Fr. il était tout seul et euh... il avait un gramme par litre et il faisait du cent-trente, je crois bien, j’sais pas...

BARN nf. [bae̞^n]/[bae̞^n] PU barlenn; Engl. lap, knee; Fr. genoux (partie supérieure de la cuisse d’une personne assise).

[va bae̞^n isaːt]  
lit. on lap her father  
Engl. on her father’s lap.  
Fr. sur les genoux de son père (à elle).

BARZH prep. [bes/beus] PU barzh; Engl. while; within, before; Fr. pendant que, avant de.

[ˈkeɫes ˈle:be uɛn bes tɔn bæs]  
lit. a-lot-of work they-did-imp. while come big (context: Discussion about how children learn).  
Engl. they do a lot of work while growing/until they grow.

BAZH-YOUD nm. [bazˈjɔ:t] lit. stick-porridge; Engl. stick for mixing porridge; Fr. bâton à bouillie. Also see youd.
[χəʁə ʒɔn də ˈdɛpʊt o ˈwikɛt ɡa ˈbajˈdʒuːt!]
lit. you is-∗p.*-come to catch a coating with the stick porridge
PU c’hwï zo o vont da dapout ur wiskad gant ar bazh-yod!
Engl. you are going to get a good smack bottom in a minute! You’ll get a hiding in a minute!
Fr. tu vas prendre une bonne fessée/raclée (avec le bâton à bouillie)!

**BE (BEZ when preceding a vowel) ∗p. [be/bez]**

This word, a derivative of *bezañ* ‘to be’, precedes the conjugated forms of *kaout* and *bezañ*, when they are placed at the beginning of a sentence.

[be pɔs wɛχ?]  
lit. ∗p you-have enough?  
PU be’peus a-walc’h?  
Engl. do you have enough?  
Fr. tu en as assez?

[be zɔs ɔn ˈχɔes]  
∗p has one still  
PU bez ez-eus (unorth.) un c’hoazh.  
Engl. there is still one.  
Fr. il y en a encore un.

[be po ɡwin ˈpɔt?]  
∗p. you-will-have wine man/boy?  
PU Bez ez po gwin, paotr?  
Engl. will you have wine, boy?  
Fr. tu prendras du vin, gars?

[bem ɛ̃]  
∗p sit.-be there/here  
PU bez emañ aze  
Engl. he/she is here.  
Fr. il/elle est là.

Dialogue:
Q: [pœs kæd œn yu’zie ˈte?]  
lit. you-have not a computer?  
PU Peus ket un urzhiater?∗  
Engl. you don’t have a computer?  
Fr. vous n’avez pas d’ordinateur?  
A: [be meʃl]  
lit. ∗p I-have  
PU be meus!  
Engl. I do!  
Fr. si!

∗ See this neologism in §6.1 Make-up of the Breton vocabulary.
BE (**)(*), adv. [be] PU pa; Engl. when+ v.; Fr. quand + v.  
Note: this word is used with reference to both present and past events in BCB.

[be vwaχ ’jaun χi po ket ly’ne:du]  
lit. when you-were young you had not spectacles  
PU pa oac’h yaouank, c’hwi ’poa ket lunedoù.  
Engl. when you were young, you did not have glasses.  
Fr. quand tu étais jeune, tu n’avais pas de lunettes.

[’gwelox vo dox gelv en’dao be vox di’gwe:t be ’buik]  
lit. better will-be to-you call in turn when you-will-be arrived in Briec  
PU gwelloc’h vo deoc’h galv en dro be voc’h degouezet e Briec.  
Engl. better if you call again once/when you have arrived in Briec.  
Fr. il vaut mieux que tu rappelles quand tu seras arrivé à Briec.

[be ve død ṣn ’tuaktæw]  
lit. when was come the tractor  
PU pa e oa deut an traktor.  
Engl. when the tractor arrived."  
Fr. quand le tracteur est arrivé.

BEC’H nm. or f. [beχ] Engl. 1) effort, exertion 2) conflict; Fr. 1) effort physique 2) tension, conflit.

[døz’ty uşi en tأم beχ benak døz’ty ṡn baω ‘ãnːel]  
lit. immediately I-do a bit exertion some immediately I-am short breath  
PU diouzhtu e ran un tamm bec’h bennak, diouzhtu on berr-anal.  
Engl. as soon as I exert myself I struggle breathing/I am short of breath.  
Fr. dès que je fais un effort, le souffle me manque.

BEM (**)(*), prep. [bem/bemǝ] PU bemdez; Engl. every day; Fr. tous les jours.

[bem dArk dǝɛk!]  
lit. every-day piece little-thing  
PU bemdez (un) tamm draig!  
Engl. every day, there is something/some new challenge!  
Fr. tous les jours y a quelque chose (à quoi on doit faire face)!

Context: This common expression refers to the problems that occur every day in life.

BENN(**)(*), adv. [bǝn] Engl. when + v., in + segment of time (an hour, a week etc.).  
It probably originates from the expression a-benn. Benn is the lenited form of penn  
meaning ‘head’ or ‘tip’. When preceding a verb in BCB, it can be used to refer to future  
as well as past events. Fr. ‘quand’.

— Although the Breton phrase uses a pluperfect, the meaning intended is that of a perfect, which is typical  
of BCB.
**[pøs kem galv ’neõ benn ˈŋn œə]**
lit. you-have not only call him head an hour
PU peus ket nemet gervel anezhañ benn un eur.
Engl. just call him in an hour.
Fr. tu/vous n’as/avez qu’à l’appeler dans une heure.

**[benn no ’deg le]**
lit. head he/she-had ten years
PU benn en doa deg vloaz.
Engl. when he was ten.
Fr. quand il avait dix ans.

**BENNAK adj.** [bɛn’nak/bnak/mnak] Engl. some (sort of); Fr. quelconque.

**[œn dwa mnak]**
lit. a thing some
PU un dra bennak
Engl. something.
Fr. quelquechose.

**[œn bɔ’nak]**
lit. a some
PU unan bennak
Engl. somebody
Fr. quelqu’un.

**BENN PEVAR(**(*)**) adv [bɛn pe’væːəɾ]** PU pevare; Engl. when (interrogative); Fr. quand (interrogatif).

**[bɛn pe’væːəɾ vo?]**
lit. head/tip what-tide will-be
PU pevare e vo?
Engl. when will it be?
Fr. ça sera quand?

**BEZ (see be)**

**BOMINO adj.** (*)(**) possibly fr. bomissañ ’to vomit’ or derivatives; Engl. incredible, great, terrible, horrific; Fr. incroyable, super, terrible, horrible.

**[bomino e]**
lit. unbelievable is
PU bomino eo.
Engl. it’s unbelievable.
Fr. c’est incroyable, époustouflant.

**[daɛf a ve tʁeːu bomino]**
lit. ISIS vp. does things horrible
PU Daech a ra traoù bomino.
Engl. ISIS does horrific things.
Fr. Daech fait des choses horribles.

**BIDOIG n.m. [bɪˈdo-ɪk] PU ‘bidoc’hig’; Engl. ‘youngest child, kid (young goat)’; Fr. ‘benjamin, chevreau’.

[hus zo bɪˈdo-ɪk]
lit. this (female)-one is youngest-child
PU honnez zo ar bidoc’hig.
Engl. she is the youngest.
Fr. c’est la benjamine.

**BLEÑCHENN nf. ['blɛʃɛn] pl. BLEÑCHOÛ (*)& ['blɛʃu] Engl. twig; Fr. brindille.

**BOZAD n.f. ['beuzet] pl. bozadoù [beuˈzedɔ] Engl. the contents of two joined hands; Fr. jointée.

[o ˈfeuzet guʃn]
PU ur vozad greun.
Engl. two joined hands full of grain.
Fr. une jointée de grain.

**BRANSIELEZH nf. (*)& (**) [bʁɑːˈʃeː.lɛ/bʁɑˈʃe.lɛs] PU ‘brañsigell, brañsellerezh’;
Engl. swing; Fr. balançoire.

**BUTUN nm. ['bʊtʊn/'bʊtʊn] (also see pouezh) Engl. tobacco; Fr. tabac.

[ˈɛxɔn 'bʊtn]
lit. silver/money tobacco
PU arc’hant butun.
Engl. tip, gratuity, tobacco money.
Fr. pourboire, pour les cigarettes.

**CHAÑCH v. [ʃa̞ɲ] PU sachañ; Engl. pull; Fr tirer, tracter.

**CHEÑCH v. [ʃɛɲ] PU chañch, cheñch; Engl. change; Fr. changer.

**CHEÑCH TOULL-PENNEK (**)(*) exp. [ʃɛɲ ʃuˈpenek] lit. change hole heady
(may be a reference to one’s hind quarters taking the place of the head in a somersault);
Engl. somersault; Fr. galipette.

**CHOU! exclamation [ʃu!] Engl. shoo! Used for shooing chickens away; Fr. zou! ouste!
pour chasser les poules.

**CHUKA v. ['ʃyka] PU ‘chugal’; Engl. ‘suck’; Fr. ‘sucer’.

**CHUKENN nf. ['ʃykon] Engl. lolly pop; Fr. sucette.
Daleou n.pl. Engl. last furrows ploughed along the edges of a field; Fr. fourrieres/chaintres.

[mẽ zo xo ma da’leo] lit. me is doing my last-furrows
PU Me zo oc’h ober ma daeleou. Engl. I am ploughing my last furrows. (Sentence uttered by YLD as he was close to death in January 2015).
Fr. Je fais mes fourrières. (Phrase exprimée par YLD au seuil de la mort en janvier 2015).

DAM conj. (**)(*)[däm] (abbreviation of PEDAM) PU petramant; Engl. or; Fr. ou.

[lju gwenn däm lju ’melen?] lit. colour white or colour yellow
PU liv gwenn pe liv melen? Engl. white or yellow?
Fr. blanc ou jaune?

DAM (**)(* ) conj. [däm] PU abalamour (ma/da), ’blam (ma/da); Engl. because, Fr. parce que.

Context: Used in response to the questions pedam? or dam petra? ‘why?’


Dialogue:
Speaker 1: [mẽ som sebe’tyːst ven dæ, pjea] lit. me/I stayed stupefied (lit. sabbathed) for the thing, what.
PU: me a chom sabatuet evit an dra, petra. Engl. I was quite surprised by it.
Fr. ça m’a vraiment étonné.
Speaker 2: [däm pjea?] lit. because what?
PU ’blam petra?
Engl. Why?
Fr. pourquoi?
Speaker 1: [däm tyt dœs no’e:ʒu ’ex*, go’zeis ’gelek ’ketɔx vi bœ’e’zą:nek] lit. because people from the ages there, speak-pres.hab. French rather for/than Breton
PU ’blam tud deus an oadoù-aze, a gaozeis(unorth.) galleg kentoc’h evit brezhoneg.
Engl. because people that age generally speak French, rather than Breton.
Fr. parce que les gens de cet âge-là parlent généralement français, plutôt que breton.

DA PEGEM (**)(* ) conj. [da pegem]

dan pegem tœu azo ñm be faːmasil] lit. so how-many things vp. is in pharmacy
PU kement-all a traou a zo er farmasi!
Engl. there is such an amount of stuff in this pharmacy!
Fr. qu’est-ce qu’il y a comme choses, dans cette pharmacie!

**DEHOÙ adj.** [djufiˈdu] PU dehou; Engl. right (-hand side); Fr. droit(e).

[zju aˈgle]  
lit. right and left.  
PU (A) zehou hag (a) gleiz  
Engl. here, there and everywhere.  
Fr. à gauche, à droite.

**DISKONTER n.m.** [diˈkɔːte] PU diskonter; Engl. traditional healer; Fr. guérisseur, rebouteux.

**DISTAÑ v.** [distən] lit. to de-fire; PU ‘distanañ’; Engl. ‘to cool’; Fr. refroidir, rafrâîchir.

[əˈmuːv ə mɪˈplːət vi diˈtən ən duˈu]  
lit. the sea is used to de-fire the water  
PU ar mor a vez implijet evit distanañ an dour.  
Engl. the sea is used to cool the water (with reference to a nuclear reactor).  
Fr. la mer est utilisée pour refroidir l’eau (d’un réacteur nucléaire).

**DIVALO adj.** [diˈvləlo] PU divalav; Engl. bad, mediocre; Fr. mauvais, médiocre.

[ˈhɛsa zo o ˈpen diˈvelo]  
lit. this (masculine)-one is a head mediocre  
PU Hennez zo ur penn divalav.  
Engl. he is cantankerous.  
Fr. il a mauvais caractère.

**DIVUS (*) adj.** [diˈves] PU (uncertain) ‘dieub’ (which means ‘free’) or possibly ‘divus’ (meaning ‘entertainment, leisure’) used as an adjective, hence the sense of ‘not busy’; Engl. free, available; Fr. libre, disponible.

[neŋ zo ˈdiːves ato ˈbremə]  
lit. we is free always now  
PU ni zo divus atao, bremañ.  
Engl. we are always free, now.  
Fr. maintenant, on est toujours libres.

**DOUAR LAPIN loc.** [ˈdɔwaɾ ˈlepin] lit. soil rabbit; PU douar lapin; Engl. light dusty soil; Fr. terre légère et poudreuse.

**DISKRIAL (*) v.** [diˈkeil] PU dekrial; Engl. to criticize; Fr. critiquer.

**DIVIZ n.m.** [diˈvij] Eng. agreement, talk, condition; Fr. accord, dialogue, condition.
[gel ðet ’keme me ’fweæ’tab ge di’vij de zes ne dwɔ’w ben mɔ’z em ’zuto]  
lit. can you-do take my mobile phone, with condition to send (in)turn head I-have need of-it  
PU gall a rit kemer ma fortabl gant diviz da zigas anezhañ en dro benn ‘meus ezhomm deuzoutañ.  
Engl. you can have my cell-phone, provided you bring it back when I need it.  
Fr. tu peux prendre mon portable, à condition de me le ramener quand j’en aurai besoin.  

DONT v. [dɔn] Engl. come, become, go; Fr. venir, devenir, aller.  

[i ðe ’bɛmme]  
lit. she comes everyday  
PU he a teu bemdeiz.  
Engl. she comes every day.  
Fr. elle vient tous les jours.  

[desty ɔe o bɛx be ’nek tɔ a bɛ:s ’deɔ]  
lit. immediately does a exertion some/any come the cough to-him  
PU diouzhtu e ra ur bec’h bennak, teu ar bas dezhañ.  
Engl. as soon as he exerts himself, he starts coughing.  
Fr : dès qu’il fait un effort physique, il se met à tousser.  

[dɔn ko:s zo ’stæə:t]  
lit. to-come old is hard  
PU dont kɔzh zo start.  
Engl. growing old is tough.  
Fr : c’est dur de vieillir.  

[be vɑm dɔt tyd ’jauŋ]  
lit. when we-were come people young  
PU pa oamp deuet tud yaouank.  
Engl. when we became young adults.  
Fr. quand on est devenu grands adolescents, quand on a quitté l’adolescence.  

[nɔs ke kis ’teŋ be diŋ dɔn de lex mε leχ]  
lit. has not question none to-me come to place if/that place  
PU ‘Neus ket kistion ebet din, dont da lec’h ma lec’h.  
Engl. There is no way I am going to go here, there and everywhere (for the benefit of this person).  
Fr. Il n’est pas question que j’aille courir partout (pour cette personne).  

[ ’nɔm ke dwat dɔn n’pleχ bɛt]  
lit. we-had not right come nowhere none  
PU noamp (unorth.) ket droet dont neplec’h ebet.  
Engl. we were not allowed to go anywhere.  
Fr. on avait le droit d’aller nulle part.  

[o ’fɛvaʁ maŋ tɔn]  
lit. their four they-are-sit. come.
PU o fewar ‘maint (o) tont.
Engl. the four of them are going.
Fr. ils y vont tous les quatre.

DROUK nm. [dɔ̃k] Engl. harm, pain, anger; Fr. mal, douleur, colère.

[ˈveʃu ja dɔ̃k be ɛ̃ xo特征 en dve]
lit. times comes anger in one doing a thing
PU (a) wechoù, ya drouk barzh un oc’h ober un dra.
Engl. sometimes, while doing something, you get angry.
Fr. quelquefois, quelqu’un s’énerve en faisant quelquechose.

[ˈdjuel! dɔ̃k vo ˈbæ̃s]
lit. watch-out harm will-be inside
PU diwall! Drouk vo e-barzh.
Engl. watch out! He/she is going to get angry.
Fr. Attention! Il/elle va se mettre en colère.

bundle of sticks; Fr. fagot de bois.

EHAN nm. [ˈheːn] Engl. cease, break, pause; Fr. cesse, arrêt, pause.

[hep ˈheːn]
lit. without cease
PU hep ehan
Engl. continuously, ceaselessly.
Fr. sans arrêt, constamment.

[ən nəbod ˈɛ̃mzeu zo bez e beď ɛmə tyt hep ˈheːn]
un nebeut amzer zo, bez eo bet amān tud hep ehan.
lit. a small-quantity time is, be is been here people without cease
Engl. not long ago, we had people here continuously.
Fr. Il n’y a pas longtemps, on a eu des gens ici sans arrêt.

EN-UR (it is necessary to consult the entry for NAR in order to understand the two meanings of this locution in BCB) conj. [næːv/naː/naːt] lit. in a; PU en ur; Engl. in a,
while + v; Fr. (tou) en + v.

[ˈtapeʃι bet be penˈiτi, ˈneʃ, naθ vɔ deˈgepe]
lit. caught is been in Penity, him in the going to Kemper
PU tapet eo bet (e-)barzh Penity, anezhañ, en ur vont da Kemper.
Engl. he got caught (speeding) in Penity, on his way to Quimper.
Fr. il s’est fait choper (par un radar) à Penity en allant à Quimper.

E-SERR conj. [sɛːr/sæːr] Engl. while, at the same time as; Fr. (tou) en...

[bɔ be neθ eːɔ bɔ̃ ˈkefe sɛw koˈzeːl?]
lit. well er... we drink a drop coffee while talk
PU bon, bah... ni a ev ur banne kafe e-serr kaozeal?
Engl. well, er... shall we have a cup of coffee, while talking?
Fr. bon, ben on prend un coup de café, tout en parlant?

ESTON adv ['hes⁸n / hes] (fr. old Fr. estoner ‘to stun, to astonish)
Engl: much, a great deal, a huge amount of; Fr: énormément.

[nes ket hes kemn el gif ko’mel ‘neõ]
lit. has not much so much like friends him
PU e neus ket eston kement all giz kamaladed, anezhañ.
Engl. he hasn’t got that much, by way of friends.
Fr. il a pas tant d’amis que ça.

[mẽ gau ‘hes⁸n an dœ xa]
lit. me love a great deal the thing there
PU me a gar eston an dra aze (an dra-se).
Engl. I really love that.
Fr. j’aime vraiment beaucoup ça.

['hes⁸n ‘gleo zo bet]
lit. hugely rain is been
PU eston a glav zo bet.
Engl. there has been a hell of a lot of rain.
Fr. on a eu des tonnes de pluie/il est tombé des cordes.

FARDET adj. ['fas:det]
Engl. dressed up, made up. Fr. endimanché, sur son trente et un.

[xu zo 'faœ:det 'heu xœx, pjeœ mex hõn amõs plax ؛ do 'fuikɔ b⁷'nak?]
lit. you is dressed-up today you, where you are going this manner girl? to a wedding-lunch some?
PU C’hwi zo fardet, hirio, ac’hanoc’h, pelec’h emaoc’h o vont a mod-se, plac’h? D’ur friko bennak?
Engl. You sure are all dressed up today! Where are you going to, girl? To a wedding?
Fr. T’es bien sapée, aujourd’hui, toi! Où tu vas donc, la fille? À un mariage?

FRI-LOUS n.m. [fuï lu:z]/[fuï lu:s] lit. nose dirty ; Engl. snot, egg chalaza. Fr. morve, germe de l’oeuf.

[o vi zo gwet ðez a ’blys⁸n, a ’melen, e: guẽn ag e fuï lu:z]
lit. an egg is made of the shell, the yolk, the white and the nose dirty
PU ur vi zo graet deus ar pluskenn, ar melen, ar gwenn hag ar fri-lous.
Engl. an egg is made of a shell, a yolk, a white and some snot (the chalaza).
Fr. un oeuf se compose de la coquille, du jaune, du blanc et de la morve (du germe).

[ɔ tam fuï lu:s]
lit. a bit nose dirty
PU un tamm fri-lous.
Engl. some snot, a little snot-pot (a snotty little child).
Fr. de la morve, une petit gamin morveux (et non un petit morveux, qui se dirait un tamm lousig).

**GAST** n.f. and excl. [ˈɡas] lit. prostitute; Engl. whore, damn! Fr. la vache ! putain !

[ˈɡast e ɻɛst!]
lit. whore (of) the whore!
PU gast ar c’hast!
Engl. freakin’ hell!
Fr. putain de merde!

**GAST FALL** exp. [ˈɡast fal] pl. **GASTOÙ FALL** [ɡastu fal] lit. prostitute bad; Engl. of a person: son-of-a-bitch, prick, of an animal: nasty/dangerous one; Fr. personne: sale con, animal: saloperie.

[ˈe̞ŋ zo o ɡasˈfel]
lit. him is a whore bad
PU eñ zo ur gast fall.
Engl. he is a nasty piece of work.
Fr. c’est un sale con, c’est une salope.

**GAOL** n.f. [ˈɡeol] Engl. start of a forked branch, crotch; Fr. base de deux branches formant fourche, entrejambe.

[ˈplɑtɛt ɴɔs o tɔl bʊts be i ˈɡeol]
lit. planted he-has a blow boot inside his crotch
PU plaɪtɛt e-neus ur taol botez e-barzh e gaol.
Engl. he/she gave him a good kick in the crotch.
Fr. il/elle lui a donné un bon coup de pied dans l’entrejambe.

**GAD** n.m. or f. [ɡeːt] Engl. hare; Fr. lièvre.

[χʊə zo ɡɪf ɔn ˈteɪko ɡeːt]
lit. you is like a bull hare
PU C’hwi zo giz un taro gad
Engl. You are a real skirt chaser.
Fr. Tu cours comme un lièvre! T’es un vrai coureur de jupons!

**GIZ** n.f. [ɡɪʃ/gis] lit. guise; Engl. manner, way; Fr. manière, façon.

[ˈɡiʃə]
lit. manner there
PU giz-se.
Engl. like that, so-so.
Fr. couci-couça.

Dialogue:
Q: [mad n ˈtrau?]
lit. good the things?
PU Q: Mat an traoù?
Engl. Q: You well?
Fr. Q: Ça va?
A: [ˈɡiʃə]
lit. way there
PU Giz-se.
Engl. So so (not great).
Fr. Couci-couça.

GLEET pp. of v. dleout [gle:t] PU dleet.
[ˈgle:t vadɔm mɔn]
lit. owed was to-us go
PU gleet (e) oa deomp mont.
Engl. we should have gone, we were meant to go.
Fr. on était censé y aller.

GWELLOC’HIG adj. [gweˈʃɔik] fr. gwelloc’h ‘better’+ diminutive suffix -ig

Dialogue:
Q: [psɔ mo-d ja?]  
A: [gweˈʃɔik]
lit. Q: which sort mode (vp.) goes? A: better+diminutive suffix.
Fr. Q: comment ça va? A: un petit peu mieux.

GOAP n.m. [gwep] Engl. mockery; Fr. moquerie.
[ne a ne gwep ba i ne:v stek]
lit. the one vp. does mockery, in his rear sticks
PU An hini a ra goap, (e)-barzh e reor stag.
Engl. If you cast mockery, it sticks to your backside.
Fr. La moquerie colle au cul du moqueur.

GOEZ f. (***) (*) nm. [ɡwɛs]/[ɡwe:s] pl. – IOÙ [ˈɡweʃu] PU gwazh; Engl. small stream, brook, ditch or open drain with running water; Fr. petit ruisseau, fossé où coule de l’eau, rigole.
[o wɛs]/[ɔ we:s]
PU ur wazh.
Engl. a small stream.
Fr. un petit ruisseau.

GORRE (see war gorre).

GOUEL MARI GOULOU exp. [ɡuɛl maʁi gulu] Engl. ‘Candlemas’; Fr. ‘La Chandeleur.’
lit. to holiday Mary light, hide the candlesticks, break the distaffs
PU Da Gouel Mari Goulou, kuz ar c’hantolorioù, torr ar c’higili.
Engl. On Candelmas, hide the candlesticks and break the distaffs.
Fr. À la chandeleur, rangez les chandeliers et cassez les quenouilles.

This saying refers to the increase of daylight and temperature in February, which makes it possible to save on candles and to return to work in the open. This leads to the abandonment of spinning work, which was typical winter work, and to the breaking of the now useless distaffs.

**GOURD** adj. [ˈɡuːt] Engl. damp; Fr. humide.

Lit. the sheets is too damp for collect them
PU al liñserioù zo re gourd evit dastum anezhe.
Engl. the sheets are too damp to be brought in.
Fr. les draps sont trop humides pour être rentrés.

**HEUS** nm. [hɔs] pl. **HEUSOÙ** [ˈhɔsu] Engl. leggings; Fr. guêtre, housseau.

[ˈbutu hɔs]
lit. shoes leggings
PU botoù heus.
Engl. tall boots, rubber boots.
Fr. des bottes montantes, des bottes en caoutchouc.

**KAMM DIGAMM** exp. [kɑ̃ diˈɡɑ̃] lit. Limp de-limp; Engl. hobbling along; Fr. cahin-caha, clonc-clonc, en boitant.

Lit. he is gone in turn to the work limp de-limp
PU Eñ zo aet en dro d’al labour kamm digamm.
Engl. he limped back to work.
Fr. il est retourné au travail clonc-clonc.

**KEM** adv. [kem] PU ket nemet; Engl. just, only, apart from; Fr. que, seulement, sauf.

[ˈpɔs kem galv neɔ bɛn ɔn œʁ]
lit. you-have not only call him head an hour
PU peus ket nemet gervel anezhañ benn un eur.
Fr. tu/vous n’as/avez qu’à l’appeler dans une heure.

[no kem deg ˈɔʁɔ]
lit. not had only ten euros
PU n’en doa ket nemet deg euro
Engl. she/he only had ten euros.
Fr. il/elle (n’)avait que dix euros.
KEN adv. conj. and prep. [kìn/ken]

1) adv. Engl. a little while ago; Fr. tout à l’heure.

2) adv.+ adj.+ all; Engl. so + adj.; Fr. si + adj./qu’est-ce que + sj. + être + adj.

3) conj. Engl. while, for as long as, up to/until; Fr. tant que, jusqu’à ce que.

4) prep. Engl. but for; Fr equivalent: sauf/à part.

KESKIÑ (***) v. [keski] probably fr. kestal ‘to ask for offerings’; Engl. to insist to; Fr. s’acharner à.

[eõ a gesk de ’gâne, poʃ gän fel ’spɔtys] lit. he insists to sing though he sings bad horrible
PU Eñ a gesk da ganañ, posubl e-gan fall spontus.
Engl. He insists on singing, even though he sounds awful.
Fr. Il s’acharne à chanter, alors qu’il chante comme une casseroles.
KEUZ nm. [kœʒ] Engl. regrets; Fr. regrets.

[mœs bet kœ mœs flæstm a hes]
lit. I-have been regrets I-have squashed the cat
PU meus bet keuz, (e) meus flastret ar c’hazh
Engl. I felt awful for running the cat over.
Fr. j’ai eu des regrets d’avoir écrasé le chat.

KILAÑ v. [ki-le] Engl. reverse ; Fr. reculer.

[eœ nøs pu'jyøt bek mœs 'ki-lat]
lit. he he-has pursued until I-have reversed
PU eñ e-neus pourchuet beteg e-meus kilet.
Engl. he insisted until I yielded.
Fr. il a insisté jusqu’à ce que je cède.

KIOZENN nf. [ki'ozan] Engl. female dog; Fr. chienne.

KISTION nf. [kis'teɲ] Engl. word used to express that some action is or was necessary, or that a decision was made to undertake it; Fr. mot exprimant qu’une action est ou était nécessaire, ou qu’il a été décidé de l’entreprendre.

[be vœ dœd õn 'twaktœ, kis'teɲ dœn deiz 'ketœ gã, to, eœ no 'hærpœt õn 'twaktœ be 'kœçt au peuŋk]
Lit. head/when was come the tractor, question to-come/go day first with-it, he had stopped the tractor in middle the field. 
(Context: the first time M’nD’s husband used a tractor).
PU Benn e oa deut an traktor, kistion dont d’an deiz kentañ gantañ, eñ en-doa harpet an traktor e-kreiz ar park.
Engl. When the tractor arrived and the day came to start using it, he stopped it in the middle of the field.
Fr. Quand le tracteur est arrivé, et qu’il a fallu commencer à l’utiliser, il l’a arrêté au milieu du champ.

[be vœ kis'teɲ zës du u de ke-a]
Lit. when was question to-send water to house
PU Pa oa kistion da zigas dour d’ar gër.
Engl. when the decision was made to bring running water to the house (via a pipe from a spring).
Fr. quand on a voulu amener l’eau (d’une source par un tuyau) à la maison.

[kis’teɲ be din mœn de lec me lec]
Lit. question none to-me go to place if place
PU kistion ebet din, mont da lec’h ma lec’h
Engl. there is no question of me going here, there and everywhere.
Fr. il n’est pas question que j’aille par monts et par vaux.

KLASK v. [klesk] Engl. look for; Fr. chercher.
PU bez ez eus unan met da klask emañ. Engl. there is one, but it still has to be found. Fr. il y en a un, mais il faut encore le trouver.

KOK *nm. ['kok] Engl. ‘rooster, chicken (meat)’, Fr. ‘coq, (viande de) poulet.’

 PU grit din un tamm kok ! Engl. Give me a piece of chicken! Fr. Donne-moi un morceau de poulet!

In the Briec area, *gallus gallus domesticus* chicks were not sexed nor slaughtered as chicks. Females were used to produce eggs and males were eaten young as roast chicken, while females past the age of laying were eaten in stews. Therefore, most roast chicken was rooster meat, hence the term *kok*, lit. ‘rooster’ for ‘chicken’.

KONT *nm. [kɔ̃] Engl. account; Fr. compte.

 PU (e) neus bet e gont. Engl. he has had enough. He had what he deserved. He’s had it. Fr. il a eu son compte.

KORN-TRO *n.m. ['kwæʁn twɔ̃] PU korn-tro; Engl. (generally inside) corner (formed by two [generally] inside walls meeting); Fr. coin (généralement interne) formé par deux murs se rejoignant. This expression is sometimes used for any sort of (inside or outside) corner involving walls.

 KOUAR (see skouer/skouar) This word results from a case of rebracketing.

KOUKOU (C’HOARI) *exp. ['kuku] Engl. play hide-and-seek, have sex; Fr. jouer à cache-cache, faire l’amour.

PU ar re-se zo bet (o) c’hoari koukou a-dreñv ar bern plouz. Engl. these two have been making out behind the haystack.
Fr. ces deux-là ont fait la culbute derrière le tas de foin.

**KOULÂR** exp. [ˌkuˈlæɾ] lit. opportune-time say; PU koulz lâr; Engl. you might as well say, as good as; Fr. autant dire, pratiquement.

[œ vɛk meʁ o tʁe, me ,kuˈlæɾ]
lit. him was not dead through, but opportune-time say
PU eñ (ne) oa ket maro tre, met koulz lâr.
Engl. he wasn’t completely dead, but as good as.
Fr. il était pas complètement mort, mais pratiquement.

**KOVAD** nf. [ˈkɔvət] pl. kovadoù [koˈve du] Engl. bellyful; Fr. ventrée.

[e nɔs ˈplɔtɛt o ˈhovət]
lit. he he-has planted a bellyful
PU e neus plantet ur c’hovad.
Engl. he gobbled up a bellyful.
Fr. il s’est enfilé une ventrée.

**KROGAD** [ˈkʁɔɡaɾ] nm. Engl. quantity that can be grasped with a hook, period of time, encounter between fighting individuals or fighting forces in battle; Fr. quantité pouvant être rassemblée sur un crochet, engagement violent entre deux personnes ou deux armées.


[kʁoˈgeːʒu tɔ ɑˈmimə]
lit. moments come here-in-guise-this
PU krogadoù en/he a teu amañ-e-giz-mañ.
Engl. sometimes he/she comes here.
Fr. des fois il/elle vient ici.

**LESKIÑ** v. [ˈleski] Engl. burn on a hot surface; Fr. brûler par contact avec une surface chaude.

[e ˈjuːt zo ˈleːsket]
PU Ar youd zo lesket.
Engl. the gruel is burnt.
Fr. la bouillie a brûlé.

**LESSENN** nf. [ˈleːsən] pl. LESSENNOÙ [lɔˈsɔ nu] PU kentel, lessenn; Engl. lesson; Fr. leçon.

[lɔˈsɔ nu bʁəˈzɔːnek]
lit. lessons Breton
PU lessennou brezhoneg.
Fr. leçons de Breton.
LIOU nm. [lju/liu] PU liv; Engl. colour; Fr. couleur.

[ˈvi nɛ̃ lju]
lit. vinegar colour
PU gwinegr-liv.
Engl. wine vinegar.
Fr. vinaigre de vin rouge

[veˈleːke lju kɛ̃ de ˈzuː]
lit. see(hab.) colour no-more from-him
PU ne weller ket liv ken deusoutañ.
Engl. you don’t ever see him/it, anymore.
Fr. on n’en voit plus la couleur.

LISSER nm. ['li:sə] pl. lisserioù [liˈseo]; PU liñser-iou; Engl. bedsheet; Fr. drap.

LUIADENN nf. [ˈlyːdɛn] pl. luiet [ˈlyːi:t] PU luc’hedenn, pl. luc’hed; Engl. lightning; Fr. éclair.

LODENN nf. ['loːdn] PU lodenn; Engl. part; Fr. partie de.

[al 'loːdən 'vœese]
lit. the lot biggest
PU al lodenn vrasañ.
Engl. the most part, most of.
Fr. la plus grande partie, la plupart.

MAKES exp. ['mekəs] Engl. you damn + adj’, ‘all you are is a...’ ‘a hell of a’; Fr. sacré, méga.

[ˈmakəs tɔm ˈluːsik!]
lit. you-damn piece dirty-little-one
PU Makes tamm lousig.
Engl. you sure are a little scoundrel!
Fr. t’es qu’un sale petit morveux!

MARC’H n.m. [maʃ] PU marc’h; Engl. gelding; Fr. cheval mâle castré, hongre.

[tɔm a tɔm a’ma{x ay a ga]}ˈnə be̊̄c]
lit. piece and piece the gelding vp goes with/by the magpie
PU tamm ha tamm ar mac’h a ya gant ar bik.
Engl. the magpie eats the horse bit by bit/little strokes fell great oaks/things are done a bit at a time.
Fr. petit à petit, l’oiseau fait son nid.

MARCHIGO n.m. [maʁʃˈɡo] PU marsikod, fr. mascot; Engl. choir boy; Fr. enfant de coeur.

315
MARE n.m. [mæɾ] Engl. time, moment; Fr. moment.

[op mæɾ fæl e]
lit. a tide/time bad is
PU ur mare fall eo.
Engl. it is not a good time.
Fr. c’est pas le (bon) moment.

[mæ ke mæ ʁ]
lit. not is not tide
PU n’emañ ket ar mare.
Engl. It is not the right season/time.
Fr. C’est pas le (bon) moment/ C’est pas la saison.

MARI KERZH LAEZ exp. [mæʃi ke ʁe z lɛʃ maʃi ke ʁe z lɛʃ] lit. Mary goes up; PU Mari kerz a laez; Engl. a waitress who goes up to the bedrooms with customers, a slut; Fr. une serveuse qui monte, une traînée.

MICHÄNS exp. [mɛʃ ʃɑ ʁ] PU emichaëns; Engl. I hope, I wish, maybe; Fr. peut-être, espérons que.

[meʃ ʃa jɛ]
lit. maybe will-go-she
PU emichaëns ez ay(-he).
Engl. maybe everything will go fine.
Fr. j’espère que ça ira.

MIZER nf. ['mi: zɛ/ mi: zɛ] Engl. misery, hardship; Fr. mal, misère à faire qqch.

[ˈeŋ nɔs bet ˈmi: zɛ ða vˈbe ən ðə ɾeθə]
lit. him has been misery in the doing the thing this
PU eŋ e neus bet miser, en ur ober an dra-se.
Engl. he had a hard time doing that.
Fr. il a eu du mal à faire ça.

[neŋ nɔs ˈmi: ɾeθ, ˈpɔkæς tɨt!]
lit. we has misery, poor people!
PU ni e neus miser, paourkaezh tud!
Engl. life is tough on us, poor people! (saying).

MOD nm.[mo:d] Engl. way, mode; Fr. manière.

[(a)mɔsa]
lit. par. mode-this
PU (a)-mod-se.
Engl. this way.
Fr. comme ça.

[me mo:d]
lit. same mode
PU memes mod.
Engl. same way, the same.
Fr. pareil.

[pʰəˈmoːd?]
lit. what sort mode?
PU peseurt mod?
Engl. I beg your pardon?
Fr. comment?

MONT vb. [mɔn] (pp. aet [ɛt]) Engl. go, become; Fr. aller, devenir.

In addition to its literal meaning indicating movement in space, this verb is used to express change of state exactly as ‘to go’ is in English in expressions like ‘to go bad’.

[mɔn ɡɔn tɔn]
lit. go with the fire
PU Mont gant an tan.
Engl.: To burn down, to go up in flames.
Fr.: Brûler, partir en fumée.

[mɔn də fel]
lit. go to bad
PU Mont da fall.
Engl. go off, go bad, rot; Fr.: pourrir, tourner.

MOUCH-GOULOÛ adj. [muʃ ˈgulu] Engl. that which snuffs candles; Fr. ce qui est capable de moucher (dans le sens d’éteindre) une chandelle.

[o fuː miʃ ˈgulu]
lit. a nose snuff-light
PU ur fri mouch-gouloû.
Engl. a big protruding nose, a big schnozz.
Fr. un (gros) tarin.

MUIOC’H det. and pron. [ˈmɛʁleʃ or (rarely) ˈmyjɔʃ] Engl. more; Fr. plus.

[χwɔn pɔs mɛʁleʃ?] lit. desire you-have more?
PU c’hoant peus muioc’h?
Engl. do you want more?
FR. tu/vous en veux/voulez plus?

[veŋ a vɛŋ/vy a vy]
lit. to more par. more
PU da vuioc’h a vuioc’h.
Engl. more and more.
Fr. de plus en plus.
MUNIG coll. [ˈmyːnik] PU minwig; Engl. white part of the bread; Fr. mie.

[da ʊ̃ goˈwɛ ɛ̃ myːnik, da ʊ̃ ˈjɛn̩ ə ɕɛn] 
lit. to the ones old the white part, to the ones young the crust 
PU D’ar re gozh ar minwig, d’ar re yaouank ar c’hrenn. 
Engl. The white part of the bread is for the old, the crust is for the young. 
Fr. Au vieux la mie, aux jeunes la croûte.

NA (following a vowel) conj [na] PU ha; Engl. and; Fr. et.

[an maʁi na me] 
PU Anne-Marie ha me. 
Engl. Anne-Marie and me. 
Fr. Anne-Marie et moi.

NA adv. [ne] 
PU ken... (all) 
Engl. so (adv), to such a great extent. 
Fr. que (adv exclamatif)

[nə geˈluːdys eˈdue] 
lit. and powerful is God 
PU Na galloudus eo Doue! 
Engl. So powerful is God! 
Fr. Comme Dieu est puissant!

[ne ˈkeːə e e vɔ̃ ba sidnɛl] 
PU ken ker eo ar vuhez e Sydney! 
Engl. how expensive is living in Sydney! 
Fr. Qu’est-ce que la vie est chère à Sydney!

NAER nf. [nɑœːˈvɪˈva] 

[ʒə nɑœːˈv] 
PU un naer. 
Engl. A (grass) snake. 
Fr. Un serpent, une couleuvre.

NAER-WIBER nf. [nɑœːˈviːva] PU naer-wiber; (note that [ˈviːva] , contrary to PU wiber is close to the Latin etymology of the word, from vivus ‘alive’).

[ʒə nɑœːˈviːva] 
PU Un naer-wiber. 
Engl. an adder, a viper. 
Fr. Une vipère.
(it is necessary to refer to EN-UR in order to understand the two meanings of this word) *conj. unorth.* [næ³]/[næ³][næ³]. lit. in a; metaplasm of *en-ur*; PU en-(ur), en (un); Engl. in (a), while + v; Fr. en (un(e)), dans l’intervalle de, (tout) en + v.

[ˈeŋ nes aˈjoː et iˈle: bæh næ³ o noːs] (note that in this sentence [næ³ o noːs] can also be pronounced [næ³ ɔn oːs]).
lit. him he-has finished his work in-a a (sic) night
PU eñ e-neus achuet e labour en un noz.
Engl. he finished his work in a night.
Fr. il a fini son travail en une nuit.

[ˈeŋ nes aˈjoː et iˈle: bæh ʃɛnˈdeːvæs]
lit. him he-has finished his work in-a a day
PU eñ e-neus achuet e labour en un deveZH.
Engl. he finished his work in a day.
Fr. il a fini son travail en une journée.

[ˈeŋ nes nimˈtwɔxat ne³ esˈkene kwet]
lit. him he-has oneself cut in-a saw wood
PU eñ e-neus en em troc’het en-ur heskennat koad.
Engl. he cut himself while sawing wood.
Fr. il s’est coupé en sciant du bois.

NÂR *nf. unorth.* [næ³wənɛː] see NAER.

NÂR VIVA *nf. unorth.* see NAER-WIBER.

NI *sj. pron.* [ni] (also see *nign, nim* and *nomp*) PU ni; Engl we, us; Fr. nous.

This is the second form given by Le Scao (1945, 168) for *nous ‘we’*. This implies that he considered it to be less frequent than the form he gives first: *nign* (see below). This matches my own observation of *ni* as a form practically unused in BCB.

NIGN *sj. pron.* [niŋ/niŋ] PU ni; Engl. we, us; Fr. nous. (also see *ni, nim* and *nomp*)

This is the first form given by Le Scao (1945, 168) for ‘we’ and it is the most common form. The next most common form is *nomp* (see below).

NIM *sj. pron.* [nim] PU ni; Engl we, us; Fr. nous. (also see *ni, nign* and *nomp*).

In my experience, *Nim* is only used by speakers from the Gulvein area. *Nim* is the most commonly used equivalent of ‘we’ in Plonvell, near Karaez (Wmffre 1998, 26).

NIOKUN *pron.* ['ŋɔ-kən]/['nɔeŋkən] PU nikun; Engl. none, not a single (applies mainly to persons); Fr. aucun(e) (appliqué surtout aux personnes).

[mæs bɾøː be. mæs ˈŋɔ-kən be]
lit. I-have brother none. I-have none none.
PU Meus breur ebet, meus nikun ebet.
Engl. I have no brother, none at all.
Fr. j’ai pas de frère, j’en ai aucun.

**NOMP** *sj.pron* [nɔm] PU ni; Engl we, us; Fr, nous. (also see *ni, nign and nim*).

This is the second most commonly used form after *nign* amongst my informants. It is used more frequently by those of my informants who live west of Briec. All four forms, *nign, nomp, nim, ni* are known and understood by all BCB speakers.

**NOZ-DEIZ** *exp.* Engl. day and night; Fr. nuit et jour.

[ˈeõ u̯ãk ˈkeut en okˈsijen nozde̞] lit. he must have the oxygen night-day
PU Eñ rank kaout an oksijen noz-deiz.
Engl. he needs oxygen day and night.
Fr. il lui faut de l’oxygène nuit et jour.

**OKUP** v. [ˈɔkyp] PU okupiñ; Engl. look after; Fr. s’occuper de.

[nim ˈɔkyp do̞s pezh u'zex ˈpjɛax] lit. oneself look-after of piece vp look up-against-you, what!
PU en em okup deus pezh a sell ouzhoc’h, petra!
Engl. mind your own business, alright!
Fr. occupe-toi de tes affaires, quoi!

**OARC’H** *nm.* (as spelt by Le Scao 1945, Fr/Bret 77) [ɔ’ax]/[waχ] PU ozac’h; Engl. farm boss; Fr. maître de la ferme.

[emə nwaχ syln] lit. this-one the boss Sulien
PU emañ zo an ozac’h Sulien.
Engl. he is the boss of Sulien (name of farm).
Fr. c’est le patron de Sulien.

**PAR** *adj.* [pa:*] Engl. equal; Fr. égal.

[en ‘dœu zo’pa:u en el de’gi:le] lit. the two is equal the one to the other
PU an daou zo par an el d’egile.
Engl. they are both the same.
Fr. Ils se valent.


[ɔ po ˈjaun koːs] lit. a man young old

---

See 2.4.3.8.8 [ɔ].
PU ur paotr yaouank kozh
Engl. a bachelor.
Fr. un vieux garçon.

[ɔ pɔ 'beŋ]
lit. a boy small
PU ur paotr bihan
Engl. a little boy.
Fr. un petit garçon.
(note that sandhi pronunciation applies here in some other dialects, notably that of Plounévezel, resulting in [po pi̯ɛ̃n]. This is not the case in BCB).

[ɔ pɔˈsaut]/[ɔ poˈzaut]
lit. a boy-cow
PU ur paotr-saout
Engl. 1) a cowherd who also may perform other tasks relating to cows, in particular feeding them, changing their litter and milking. 2) an electric fence.
Fr. 1) un gardien de troupeau, un vacher. 2) une barrière électrique.

[pøs ke pɔˈsaut ˈdoːbe]
lit. you-have not boy-cow to do
PU peus ket paotr-saout d’ober.
Engl. you haven’t got much to do.
Fr. t’as rien à faire, t’es pas chargé de famille.

[a pɔˈtaˈwɔːs]
lit. the boys red
PU ar paotred rous.
Engl. the seasonal farmhands.
Fr. les journaliers saisonniers.

PE conj. PU pa; Engl. when, whether; Fr. ‘quand, que’.

[pe vɛχ ˈkɔtn pe vɛχ ket]
lit. when you-are-pres.habit satisfied when you-are-pres.habit not
PU pa vec’h kontant pa vec’h ket.
Engl. whether you are happy or not, whether you like it or not.
Fr. que tu sois/vous soyez content ou pas.

PEDAM (pe)dəm conj. PU petramant; Engl. or; Fr. ou. (See DAM).

PEGEM adv. (***) (*) fr. pegement ‘how much’.

[pegem dɔn e a foˈws?] 
lit. how(-much) deep is the ditch/hole
PU pegem don eo ar fos?
Engl. how deep is the ditch/hole?
Fr. quelle profondeur fait le fossé/la fosse?
PENN *nm.* [pɛn] Engl. tip, butt, head; Fr. bout, tête.

[beˈpɛn ˈnɛn]  
lit. in head o’ road  
PU ē penn an hent.  
Engl. at the end of the road.  
Fr. au bout de la route.

[mɔn da/va pɛn ʊɔk]  
lit. go-inf. to/on head forward  
PU mont da/war penn araok  
Engl. go ahead/forward.  
Fr. vas-y, commence. En avant.

[ˈkɛ̃z da geta mɔn va pɛn ʊɔk]  
lit. go to first go on head forward!  
PU Kerzh da gentañ, mont war penn araok!  
Engl. Go first, move ahead!  
Fr. Passe devant, avance!

[xœ ʒɔ twæ̃ ʁɛn a twæ ʁæ ʃ spɛn]  
lit. you is break-head and break-ass up-to-head  
PU c’hwi zo torr-penn ha torr-revr ouzhpenn.  
Engl. you are a pain in the neck and, what’s more, a pain in the ass.  
Fr. t’es un casse-cul et en plus, un casse-couilles.

PENN YOUD *nm.* [pɛnˈjuːt] PU penn youd; Engl. tadpole, sulky antisocial person; Fr. têtard, mauvaise tête. See youd.

PEÑSELIAÑ *v.* [pɛˈselje] Engl. mend; Fr. raccommoder.

[dau pɛˈselje i lweːʁ]  
lit. must mend his sock  
PU dao penseliañ e loer.  
Engl. I got to mend his sock.  
Fr. Il faut que je lui raccommode sa chaussette.

Untranslatable on its own. I have only heard it in the very common expression below:

[gij peˈʁɑ̃]  
lit. guise what-moment/piece  
PU giz perann.  
Engl. as if.  
Fr. comme si.

[kemn al ˈbɛʁɔ vaj fiʃɛt... gij peˈhɑ̃ vwaj hɔn do ˈf 조직]
lit. so-much other was she adorned... guise what-moment-piece was she (vp.) going to a wedding-(banquet).

PU kement-all brao oa he fichet... giz perann oa he o vont d’ur friko.

Engl. she was so beautifully dressed... as if she was on her way to a wedding-(banquet).

Fr. elle portait des vêtements si chics, qu’on aurait dit qu’elle allait à un (repas de) mariage.

PEZHEN. [ˈpeʃ] Engl. piece, whole; Fr. entier, entière.

[vaˈluːwa nɔ ˈfeʃ]
lit. potatoes in their piece
PU avaloù douar en o fezh
Engl. potatoes cooked whole.
Fr. pommes de terre entières.

[aˈviʃə ˈtu ne ˈfeʃ]
lit. the loaf is all in her piece
PU ar vichenn zo tout en he fezh.
Engl. the loaf of bread is whole.
Fr. la miche est entière.

PIKOUS LOUSE exp. [ˈpikuˈluːʃ] lit. ‘rheum dirty’ ; Engl. sleep (gunk), rheum; Fr. chassie.

PIZMIGRA v. [pisˈmeɡe]/[pisˈmeɡe] PU pismigad; Engl. nitpick, split hair; Fr. pinailler, pinocher.

PIZMIGER (*) nm. [pisˈmeɡe] pl. -IEN PU pismiger; Engl. hair-splitter; Fr. pinailleur/se.

[ˈneʃ kem o pisˈmeɡe!]
lit. not you-are only a hair-splitter
PU n’oc’h ket nemet ur pizmiger!
Engl. you are just splitting hair!
Fr. t’es qu’un pinailleur!

PLUSKENN (*) (**) nf. [ˈplyʃ°n] Engl. peel, thin shell; Fr. pelure, coquille.

[o ˈplyʃ°n vi]
lit. a peel egg
PU ur pluskenn-vi
Engl. an eggshell.
Fr. une coquille d’œuf.

POCH prep. [pɔʃ] PU posubl, daoust ma; Engl. possible, in spite of, even (if), although; Fr. malgré, bien que, même si.

[eɔ ˈzo et me:s, poʒ ˈle glao]
lit. him is gone out possible was-doing rain
PU eñ zo aet maez, poch ree glav.
Engl. he went out in spite of the fact it was raining.
Fr. il est sorti malgré le fait qu’il pleuvait.

[pɔʃ koˈmɑːse heu, aˈjyvən ket ʊŋk a mɔʁs]
lit. possible start today, I-would-finish not before prep. Tuesday
PU posubl komañs hirio, achufen ket a raok a meurzh.
Engl. even starting today, I would not finish before Tuesday.
Fr. même en commençant aujourd’hui, je ne finirais pas avant mardi.

[pɔʃ ma jɛːn dan ostwali, veˈlefen ke kɑɡuˈvuju ˈbem⁹]
lit. even I went to the Australia, I-would-see not kangaroos every day
PU posubl ma yeen d’an Australia, velefen ket kangourouioù bemdeiz.
Engl. even if I went to Australia, I wouldn’t see kangaroos every day.
Fr. même si j’allais en Australie, je ne verrais pas des kangourous tous les jours.

POUEZH v. [pweːz] PU pouesañ; Engl. weigh; Fr. peser.

[puˈeːz ˈbytyn]
lit. weigh tobacco
PU pouezhañ butun.
Engl. to-weigh tobacco, to nod one’s head while dozing off and coming to in quick succession, to drift off. In such circumstances, a person’s head assumes an oscillation akin to that of a set of scales.
Fr. piquer du nez et se réveiller alternativement.

[vaʁ buˈeːz]
lit. on weight
PU war bouezh
Engl. in relation to, regarding.
Fr. à propos de, dans le domaine de.

[waʁ buˈeːz ɑn ˈdɛvwaʁ]
lit. on weight the homework
PU war bouezh an devoirs.
Engl. with regards to homework.
Fr. à propos des devoirs.
Context: MTC is talking about homework (devoirs in French) for a seniors’ workshop she attends.

POURPREZ coll.m. ['pu̯aʁpɛʃ] Engl. buildings; Fr. bâtiments (fr. Fr. pourpris ‘building’).

[o peːz 'pu̯aʁpɛʃ]
lit. a piece building
PU ur pezh pourprez.
Engl. a building.
Fr. un bâtiment.
lit. buildings good vp. is here
PU ‘Pourrez mat a zo amañ.’
Engl. ‘There are nice buildings here!’
Fr. ‘Y a des beaux bâtiments ici!’

Context: comment made by an elderly mayor of Briec in an excursion to Lourdes in the 1950s. This has stuck to the memory of his Briec co-travellers who expected a more dignified and spiritual assessment of the holy place.

RAMP adj. [ʁɑ̃p] Engl. (sitting) astride upon something; Fr. à cheval sur.

lit. him was astride on top the beam
PU eñ a oa ramp war gorre ar sol.
Engl. he was sitting astride the beam.
Fr. il était à cheval sur la poutre.

RAZHEDENN nf. [ueje’dn] pl. RAZHED [’ueet] Engl. rat; Fr. rat.

Note that the word for ‘rat’ in PU is râzh and its plural is râzhed. Interestingly, the singular in BCB is based on the plural râzhed to which the singulative ending -edenn is added.

REO nm. [’reo] PU rev; Engl. white frost, jelly (especially the savoury kind); Fr. gelée blanche, gelatine alimentaire (surtout sur le pâté de tête).

RONT adj. [ʁɔn] Engl. round; Fr. rond.

lit. put-inf. it-m in the one round, the one long has been his account.
PÜ lakaat anezhañ ‘barzh an hini ront, an hini hir ’neus bet e gont.
Engl. put it up the round hole, the long one has had its fill.
Fr. mets le dans le trou rond, le long a eu son compte.
Context: Though the rhyme is obscene (as it refers to the anus [the round hole] and the vulva [the long hole] and by implication to a lifetime of sexual intercourse), the words are cryptic enough to be unintelligible to the innocent ears of the child they were addressed to. In this case, a grandmother used these words jocularly, speaking to her granddaughter who was administering a suppository to her.

RUSKELL n.f. [’uyse] PU ruskenn; Engl. skin, peel, thin shell, bark; Fr. peau fine d’un fruit ou légume, coquille fine, écorce.

lit. apple earth through skin
PU aval douar dre ruskell.
Engl. potatoes cooked with their skin on.
Fr. pommes de terre en robe des champs.
SA../SAGA/SAÑS GA unorth. adv. [sa/sake/sãs ge] PU asambles gant.; Engl. with, along with, together with; Fr. ensemble avec.

[sake me go’mel]  
lit. together with my comrades  
PU asambles gant ma gomaled.  
Engl. (together) with my friends.  
Fr. (ensemble) avec mes amis.

[sagānip / sankenôm]  
lit. together-with-me/ together-with-us/we  
PU asambles ganin, asambles ganeomp.  
Engl. together, with me, with us.  
Fr. ensemble, avec moi, avec nous.

SERR prep. [se^2/sæ u] see E-SERR.

SKELIENN nf. SKELIÔU (**) (*) [skelien/skelju] Engl. stick obtained by splitting a fine branch in four; Fr. tige obtenue en fendant une branche fine en quatre. Skelioù were used as firewood to achieve rapidly a high temperature, in particular under the cast iron crêpe-making plates.

SKOUER (SKOUAR) nf. [skwær] PU ‘skouer’, Engl. ‘example, model, set square’, Fr. ‘exemple, modèle, équerre’

[døskwær i nbo u]  
lit. from set square his brother  
PU deus skouar he vreur.  
Engl. compared to his brother.  
Fr. comparé à son frère.

[dəskwær dĩn]  
lit. from set square to-me  
PU deus skouar din  
Engl. compared to me.  
Fr. comparé à moi.

SORTEIN v. Engl. to come out with, to exclaim; Fr. sortir (dire qqch).

[hi a zœ’teis ‘tœu drol]  
lit. she comes-out-with(frequentative form) things funny/bizarre.  
PU he a sorteis traoù drol.  
Engl. she comes out with weird things.  
Fr. elle vous sort des trucs bizarre.

SORD n.m. [’swæ^t] - ED PU so(u)rd; Engl. newt, lizard; Fr. salamandre, lézard.  
Note that lizards are rarely seen in the Briec area. Newts, on the other hand, must have been more common and although newts are amphibians and lizards are reptiles, my informants consider newts as lizards. The word [’swæ^t] should therefore be
considered to apply, in BCB, to any non-mammalian vertebrate with an elongated body and a tail. This is confirmed by Du Rusquec (1895, 283) who lists the word as meaning ‘crawling animal’ (‘bête rampante’).

[o ˈzwæ*l  o  mɛl ˈswæ*t ˈnɪl]  
it. a newt/lizard, an enormous newt/lizard the-one is!  
PU ur sord, ur mell sord an hini eo!  
Engl. it’s a lizard! A mother of a lizard! (commenting a video showing a six-foot goanna shown to the speaker).
Fr. C’est un lézard, un sacré gros lézard!

STREWAÑ v. [ˈstrˠewə]  
Engl. spread, spill, sow; Fr. répandre, renverser, semer.

[ne na ˈstʁɔn ket, na ˈzaspyɲ ket]  
lit. the-one not sow not, not gather not  
PU an hini ne strew ket ne zastum ket.  
Engl. he who sows not, does not harvest / you only reap what you sow.  
Fr. si on ne sème pas, on ne récolte pas.

STRINKAÑ v. [ˈstrˠikə]  
Engl. splash; Fr. éclabousser.

[ˈdiwɛ, dʁe ˈstʁiko ˈpautut]  
lit. careful, thing will-splash everywhere.  
PU diwal, dra strinko partout.  
Engl. watch out, it’ll splash everywhere.  
Fr. attention, il va y en avoir partout /ça va éclabousser partout.

SUL GOUEL BEMME exp. [jyl ɡwel ˈbɛme]  
PU Sul gouel bemdeiz; Engl. every day, day in, day out; Fr. tous les jours, sept jours sur sept.

TAMMIG n.m. [ˈtamʲi]  
Engl. little piece; Fr. petit morceau.

[bep ˈtamʲi]  
lit. each little bit.  
PU bep tammig  
Engl. a bit at a time, little by little.  
Fr. petit à petit.

[əxe ˈsə*bet ˈprɛʁʒɛ na ˈwɛnɛ ˈwju a ˈwɛl zo et kyt bep ˈtamʲi]  
lit. the ones last is been Pierre Jin and René Riou, the ones other is gone away each little bit.  
PU ar re ziwezhad zo bet Pierre Jin ha René Riou, ar re all zo aet kuit, bep tammig.  
Engl. the last ones (to have a farm within the boundaries of Briec) were Pierre Jin and René Riou, the others left one by one.  
Fr. les derniers (à avoir une ferme dans Briec) étaient Pierre Jin et René Riou, les uns après les autres.

TAPOUT v. [tep]  
Engl. catch; Fr. attraper.
[ˈkeməs ˈtepət e ˈato]
lit. so-much caught is always.  
PU kement-se tapet eo atav.  
Engl. what we got, we got. At least, we got that.  
Fr. c’est toujours ça de pris.

TARDE (**)(*)

[dɛk ˈtæəde]  
lit. yesterday evening.  
PU dec’h tarde.  
Engl. yesterday evening.  
Fr. hier soir.


[ˈeːɡ zo ɡiʃ ŋn ˈtəwoˈɡaːt, e ˈxalup ˈseːز ˈpæəs nau ɔ nos]  
lit. him is guise a bull hare, vp. gallops seven parish in-a a (sic) night=:  
PU Eñ zo giz un tarv-gad, e c’haloup seizh parrez en un noz.  
Engl. He is like a jack-hare (a skirt-chaser), he covers seven parishes over one night.  
Fr. Il court comme un lièvre; il fait sept paroisses en une nuit.


[o tʃɔt fel]  
lit. a tongue bad  
PU an teod fall.  
Engl. an ill-speaker/nasty gossip.  
Fr. une mauvaise langue.

[aːe zo ˈtʃɔtu fell]  
lit. the ones is tongues bad  
PU ar re zo teodoù fall.  
Engl. these people are ill-speakers/nasty gossips.  
Fr. ils sont mauvaises langues.

TEUREUG nm. [tœ̂uk] pl. -ET [ˈtœ̂ukət] Engl. tick (parasite); Fr. tique.

[məkəs təm tœ̂uk fel!]  
lit. mega piece tick bad  
PU makes tamm teureug fall!  
Engl. what a pest, a nuisance (referring to a person)!  
Fr. quel sale caractère!

TOULL nm. [tul] Engl. hole; Fr. trou.

[fə̃ təl pənək]  

"See ‘Nar.’
lit. change hole heady
PU cheñch toull penneg.
Engl. somersault.
Fr. galipette.

**TOULL AR VIGOUDEN** *exp.* lit. the hole in which the Bigouden people live (coastal region, south-west of Kemper). The Bigouden are often the butt of negative characterisations, in particular, they are accused of being stingy. Describing their region as ‘a hole’ fits with these characterisations.

[anˈæl zo be ˈtul a viˈɡuːdən]
lit. the wind is inside hole of Vigouden
PU an avel a zo e-barzh toull ar Vigouden.
Engl. the wind comes from the south-west and will bring rain.
Fr. il y a un vent de pluie venant du sud-ouest.

**TOURMANT BEMDEIZ** *exp.* [ˈtuʁmɑ̃ bɛm] lit. torment every day; Engl. the daily struggle; Fr. la bagarre quotidienne.

**TRAOÛ KUIT** *exp.* [tro̞/trɔ̞ˈkube] lit. things off; PU Traou kuit! Engl. away we go/let’s get into it! Fr. C’est parti/Allons-y!

Dialogue

PN: [gɛl a ˈvɔ̃n aʁeˈʒistʁe?] lit. can I do record?
PU gall a ran arejistrañ?
Engl. may I record?
Fr. je peux enregistrer?
YLD: [ˈale ˈtrɔ̞/ˈkube!] lit. let us go/Alright, away we go!
PU ale, traou kuit!
Engl. away we go!
Fr. allons-y!

**TRAP** *n.f.* [tuʁp] Engl. ‘trap’; Fr. ‘piège’.

[ɔn tuʁp ˈloːɡɔt]
lit. a trap mice
PU un trap logod.
Engl. a mousetrap.
Fr. un piège à souris.

[ve do lek ˈtuʁpu ˈloːɡɔt]
lit. be(habitual) necessity put traps mice
PU vez dav lakaat trapeu logod
Engl. we must set up mouse traps.
Fr. il faut poser des pièges à souris.
TROIAD n.f. [ˈtʁɔjɛt] Engl. a walk, a drive; Fr. un tour, une promenade à pied, ou en voiture, ou à vélo etc.

[ma ke ˈbage. ə ˈhiʃə ˈbʁɛmə ˈneʒ, sas ge i po be-ŋ eŋ et do. w an ˈtʁɔjɛt]
lit. is(sit.) not inside house in-manner-this now him, together with his boy little him gone to do a turnful
PU n’emañ ket er gër amañ e-giz-se bremañ, anezhan, asambles gant e paotr bihan eŋ aet d’ober un troiad.
Engl: he isn’t here (at home) now; he has gone out (for a little car ride) with his grandson.
Fr: il est pas là pour le moment. Il est allé faire un tour avec son petit-fils.

TREUJENN n.f. [ˈtʁɔʒen] TREUJOÙ [ˈtʁɔʒu] Engl. (generally) thick stalk; Fr. tige (souvent) épaisse.

[ˈtʁɔʃet mœs tut ŋn ˈdʁɔ ʒu kol]
lit. cut I-have all the stalks cabbage
PU troc’het meus tout an drojoù kol.
Engl. I cut all the cabbage stalks.
Fr. j’ai coupé toutes les tiges de choux.

[ŋe ke dɔo ni t, ŋn .dʁɔ ʒeŋ zo glez ʃwe]
PU n’eo ket ao an ed, an dreuenn zo glas c’hoazh.
Engl. the wheat is not ripe, the stalks are still green.
Fr. le blé n’est pas mûr, la tige est encore verte.

TREUZOÛ n.m.pl. [tʁεʒu] Engl. threshold; Fr. seuil.

[ɛt ɛŋ eɔl vaʁ ŋn tʁεʒu]
lit. gone the sun on the threshold
PU Aet eo an heol war an treuζouë.
Engl. She is past her prime.
Fr. Elle a passé son heure de gloire.

TROUILHENN (*) n.f. [ˈtʁœjɛn] PU truilhenn; Engl. rag (to wipe with), old piece of clothing; Fr. chiffon. See TROUILHOÛ

[ʒn tœm ˈtʁœjən]
PU un tamm truilhenn
Engl. 1) a rag (to wipe with) 2) an old piece of clothing.
Fr. 1) un chiffon 2) une guenille.

TROUILHOÛ n.m.f.pl. [ˈtʁœju] PU truilhouë; Engl. rags; Fr. chiffons.

[nøskem ˈtʁœju tut]
lit. has only rags all
PU e neus ket nemet truilhouë tout!

(*) Generally spelt truilhɔù in dictionaries.
Engl. she/he has nothing but rags (for clothes)!
Fr. elle/il n’a que des hardes!

VEZ (fr. v. bezañ)

[ve ke ˈkeːn]
lit. be not no-more
PU vez ket ken.
Engl. it’s no longer the case/it’s not like that, anymore.
Fr equivalent: plus maintenant/c’est plus comme ça.
Context: talking about the Bretons’ old passion for getting each other drunk.
[ve ke ˈkeːn ... bez e bed a ˈəʊk... me ve ke ˈkeːn]
PU ne vez ket ken, bez eo bet araok, met ne vez ket ken.
Engl. it’s not (done) anymore. Before, it was, but it isn’t anymore.

WAR GORRE prep. [,vaˈgwaː] lit. on top; Engl. on, on top of; Fr. sur.

YOUD nm. [ju t] PU yod/youd; Engl. boiled oatmeal, porridge; Fr. bouillie d’avoine.

[penˈju t]
lit. head porridge
PU penn yod.
Engl. tadpole, contrary/stubborn person/sulker.
Fr. têtard, entêté, boudeur.

[ve ke o penˈju t eχ!]
lit. do not your head porridge you
PU (ne) rez ket ho penn youd, ac’hanoc’h!
Engl. stop being antisocial! / stop being a gruff sulky head!
Fr. arrête de faire ta mauvaise tête!

ZEÑTO (*) (**) [ˈzɛto] Engl. what one decides, one’s will; Fr. ses volontés.

I have not been able to identify a PU form for the word [ˈzɛto]. It may be a derivative of the informal preposition deuzoutañ ‘to him’, pronounced [døˈzuto] or [ˈzuto].

[me veɔ ke gwɛt i ˈzɛto, eɔ a vɔː s]
lit. if be-pres.hab. not done his will, him vp. sulks
PU ma vezet ket graet e [ˈzɛto], eñ a voñs.
Engl. if he doesn’t get his way, he sulks.
Fr. si on fait pas ce qu’il veut, il boude.

[ˈeɔ ʊə kem i ˈzɛto]
lit. him do only his will
PU Eñ ra ket nemet e [ˈzɛto].
Engl. he just does what he wants.
Fr. il fait ses volontés.
Appendix IV
Excerpt from Wmffre’s report

9.1. Final fortis nn-mm-ll and nt-mp in Briec

PN notes a particular pronunciation of final fortis [n-m-I] in Briec (which corresponds to orthographic nn-mm-ll and nt-mp). In his words:

I have occasionally encountered this morpheme transcribed nː or n and I considered adopting one of these transcriptions. However I find nː unsatisfactory as the final n I want to transcribe does not so much have a lingering quality (implied by :) or a reinforced quality (implied by n), as it has a resonant quality. I therefore decided to use the transcription n^n, which, in the absence of evidence that it was used elsewhere, was somewhat worrisome for me. Cornec, who uses n(n) (1996, 756) provided me with the reassurance that someone else has noticed something particular about the pronunciation of some final ns in BKB, and that this peculiarity is a resonant character, i.e. the sound n is produced twice. As Cornec’s transcription n(n) clearly indicates, by placing the second n between brackets that its intensity is less than that of the first n, I decided to keep n^n, because the superscript position (not available to Cornec on the typewriter he used) indicates a lesser intensity for the second n. [43]

Cornec (1996, 755 and 760) reports that both /n/ and /l/ come in a ‘soft’ (‘douce’) and in a ‘strong’ (‘forte’) version. Goyat (2012, 87), with regard to the Plozévet dialect also reports a ‘soft’ and a ‘strong’ version of /l/, respectively [l] (soft) and [ll] (strong). With regard to /n/ he also reports two versions: [n] and [nn], though he does not qualify them by using the terms ‘soft’ and ‘strong’. /I have also noticed that BKB and, more generally, central Breton feature two different ways of pronouncing /n/ and /l/ in a final position. For me, however, what the above authors describe as ‘strong’ consonants, are rather consonants which are produced in a resonant fashion. This phenomenon involves a prolongation of the sound of each of these consonants, which, in my perception, resonate in the phonatory organs of the speakers. In addition, I have noticed that this phenomenon also concerns /m/. … I have considered the notation [nn] and [ll], but I have decided against them as they imply a redoubling of the consonant with equal strength as is, for example, the case in Italian in the word anno, [ˈanˌnɔ], ‘year’, which is different from the resonance I perceive in BCB. [79]

The above passages require extended commentary:

- In the second passage, the initial sentence (“Cornec (1996, 755 and 760) reports that both /n/ and /l/ come in a ‘soft’ (‘douce’) and in a ‘strong’ (‘forte’) version.”) suggests that a distinction exists in Briec Breton between lenis and fortis n and l without a consequent IPA transcriptional difference to indicate a contrast. However, an inspection of the source material shows that Cornec not only applies the categorisation of lenis and fortis to these sonorants, but also to r which is not only a domal fricative in Briec but is also vocalised. Furthermore,
contrary to n/nn [755], l/ll [760], the distinction between r/rr [760] is one which – even in the conservative apical Léon variant – had been neutralised to r in final position [Falc’hun 1955: 50] meaning that Cornec’s Briec examples of lenis/fortis r/rr, the ‘lenis’ teir ‘teja against the ‘fortis’ berr ‘baea (both vocalised), simply represents a hypothetical difference based on Breton orthography and the underlying etymological-historical justifications.

- Against a seemingly hypothetical, undemonstrated and non-transcribed contrast between fortis and lenis sonorants in Cornec’s consonant tables, the transcription n(n) for three words under the label “consonne forte” (namely guen(n), kren(n), lân(n)) in another page [756], seems a rather underwhelming way to indicate a significant contrast. What is more, even if one persists to understand that Cornec’s transcription n(n) implies a significant contrast, that contrast may not necessarily equate with PN’s interpretation of it. For example, Cornec’s brackets may indicate that the consonant is sometimes n and sometimes nn with the nn representing a geminate (long) realisation. I understand PN has met Cornec but whilst he does propose an interpretation of Cornec’s phonetic symbolism it does not appear that PN had actually asked and verified with Cornec what the latter meant by that particular transcriptional convention.

- Gary German [1984: 11, 42, 47, 54–55] also transcribed /nn, ll/ in the dialect for nearby of St-Yvi but has since informed me [personal communication] that he no longer subscribes to this transcription convention since he views them as simply allophones of /n, l/ following stressed short vowels and no longer favours their recognition as separate phonemes. He ascribes the inclusion of /nn, ll/ in his thesis to the undue influence, at the time, of Falc’hun’s consonantic systematisation (which was justified for Falc’hun’s own Leon Breton). German’s only ‘phonetic’ description of the difference is fortis as opposed to lenis, derived from Falc’hun (1955), which implies gemination. We may wonder whether Cornec too might have been influenced by Falc’hun’s conventions.

- Goyat [2012: 78, 87, 91] for Plozévet has [nn, ll, rr] as allophones of /n, l, r/ following stressed short vowels. He too describes them as is fortis as opposed to lenis, a terminology also derived from Falc’hun and without further discussion imply gemination as the phonetic feature of differentiation.

- Following instrumental phonetic studies carried out on his own Léon Breton, Falc’hun [1955: 44–51, 59–62, 65–70, 90–92, 94, 105–23] established the fact that among the sonorants there existed a lenis (‘faible’) variant /n, l, r/ distinct from the fortis (‘fort’) variant /nn, ll, rr/ the latter of which was characterised by increased duration/length. This difference was phonemic in Léon Breton inasmuch as minimal pairs existed in the context of initial lenition. Falc’hun was the most experienced active scientific dialectologist and phonetician of Breton in the 1950s and his findings based on the distinct Leon dialect with its strong consonant system (see below for NALBB confirmation) was extended uncritically to other dialects in budding dialect descriptions throughout the 1960s, 1970s and beyond.

- PN refers to Italian double nn as in anno as a redoubled [n] (“redoubling”). In Wiktionary, I find the word transcribed phonemically as /an.no/ or phonetically [ˈän̩o]. It looks as if the syllable break symbol [.] of the
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phonemic transcription has been misinterpreted by PN as the secondary stress
mark [ˈan ˌnɔ] (PN’s final [ɔ] for [o] is also wrong). The transcription given by
PN resembles the Polish treatment of redoubling double nn which does not
represent lengthening but a repeated realisation of the [n] separated by an
unstressed [a], i.e. Anna ‘anana (Wiktionary exemplifies the pronunciation of
Polish *fontanna* in a phonemic transcription as /fon tanaː/, identically to the
Italian /an.no/ which shows inconsistency since I know it to be pronounced
fotana, something for which the spelling and regular penultimate stress in
Polish did not prepare me).

PN, recalling his grandfather’s peculiar pronunciation of French words includes:
“Producing a final / as [l] when speaking French is common amongst speakers of
BCB and emulates the pronunciation of Breton words such as [pel] *pell* ‘far’.” [59],
and he gives two examples on the same page: *mil* rather than *mil* for *mille* ‘1,000’
and *pil* rather than *pil* for *pile* ‘battery’. This suggests a true reason for suspecting a
particular kind of [l], particular inasmuch as it is different from French [l], but one
should be wary of proposing a transcriptional distinction purely due to contrast with
another language. Could it be that it is actually the lowered vowel in *mille, pile* that
are responsible for the perception of [l] as being different? PN states that this
realisation of ‘resonant’ ll is common in Briec Breton, but can he demonstrate the
contrast with French with other vowels (pelle, malle, folle) ? And is there any
significance that he does not remember any example from his grandfather in
monosyllables with a vowel ending -nne and -mme? One should be wary in
introducing a novel never-as-yet phonetic distinction in language description.

PN’s term “resonant” is not of the clearest. Trask [1996: 307], firstly, defines the
term as an equivalent of ‘sonorant’ which does not correspond to PN’s examples.
Trask’s second definition is equivalent to Laver’s ‘open approximation’ which
approximates ‘approximants’ and thus could, according to some phonetic analyses,
include [h] or [ʔ] [Trask 1996: 30, 248, 307]. Despite PN describing the sound as
resonating “in the phonatory organs” [79] which could describe a central Breton
realisation, he also describes “a resonant character, i.e. the sound n is produced twice”
[43] which would suggest a Polish-like realisation (rather than an Italian one). He also
describes it as “a prolongation … of these consonants” [79] which would suggest the
lengthened realisation which is phonemic in Léon Breton while also discounting both
“a lingering quality (implied by :)” [43] and “a reinforced quality (implied by n)” [43]
(the equation of [nn] as “reinforced” does not correspond to phonetic terminology,
but to a phonemic one for Korean derived from that language’s orthography although
nowadays the term ‘tense’ rather than ‘reinforced’ seems to be favoured: thus Korean
/pp/ = a phonetic [p] whose quality has “eluded precise description” and has been
“the subject of considerable phonetic investigation” sometimes described as tense,
hard, glottalised or fortis [Wikipedia s.v. *Korean phonology*]). And, as if the
preceding descriptions are not confusing enough, PN adds that “the voicing of /n/ at
the end of words in Breton in general and in BCB in particular, tends to resonate and
linger on (as shown in the orthography of many words ending in -nn).” [128]

It is likely that PN’s fortis [n-m-1] are not geminate (?) reinforced since they never
occur within a word, e.g. *soubennou su be\-\nu* ‘soups’ [136]. This argues against the
transcription representing Falc’hun’s Léon geminates which are best illustrated by a
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The length mark on the vowel is wrong.
minimal-pair ho karrig ‘your little-cart’ VS ho kariig ‘your little-leg’ (also illustrated in ALBB kirri [362] and NALBB parrez [007]). The strong gemination of nn-mm-$\ddot{i}$ in monosyllables and intermedially is basically a characteristic of Leon Breton and some adjacent areas [NALBB: poumer 046, unneg 064, c’hwennad 288, kezekenned 332, banne 496]. In other Breton dialects, the gemination is not noticeable enough to warrant phonetic transcriptions although some linguists have been tempted to apply Falc’hun’s doubling of sonorants for their dialect description.

Could it be that PN’s [n$^m$ - m$^m$ - I] do reflect a phonetic phenomenon which he heard, then the best I can say is that th are derived through a process of ‘Chinese whispers’ from the orthography and from Cornec’s apparent confirmation with three monosyllables (gwenn, krenn, lann) noted with of [n(n)] on one page [1996: 756] but none of the other sonorants (tomn tom [755], poull pul [760], all ai [762]) with Falc’hun’s influential precepts on the Breton consonant system in the background? Cornec’s [n(n)] is ambiguous to say the least (see above). If PN’s [n$^m$ - m$^n$ - I] do reflect a phonetic phenomenon which he heard, then the best I can say is that the phenomenon in question might be similar to the quality of the final nasal consonants [n-$m$-$\eta$-$n$] in monosyllabic words such as kant, sant, tant, koot, c’hwant, hent, pont, ront, eontr, montr, mond, tond, kambr, pemp, bomb, timbr, krant, stark, zenk, hint (std. $i$=$\eta$ in the central Breton of Ploubavézel. This is a phenomenon which I believe is unreported so far and which was first pointed out to me by my father, Humphrey Humphreys, also a Breton dialectologist, when I was composing my Central Breton booklet around 1998 although I did not follow it up and transcribed it – wrongly, or rather misleadingly, I now believe – as n$^i$, m$^n$ [Wmffre 1999: 5] in which the superscript indicating a weakened realisation (both Plourin (1982) for St-Servais and Favereau (1984) for Poullaouen had adopted the same convention). Long before, Humphreys [1982: 377] had published his interpretation of the final nasals in these contexts, practically hidden in a short review in Studia Celtica where, concerning a Bigouden dialect, he wrote: “on ne trouve pas cet assourdissement qu’on trouve dans le Pays Fañch et le Poher, [stâŋ’], qui ont également [pem$^n$] pemp ‘cinq’, [po$^n$] pont”.

Having cogitated for a number of years about this matter I now believe the transcription of the unvoicing in these contexts to be only a partially correct solution. Having had the experience of hearing a similar phonetic phenomenon accompanying final sonorants in short-vowelled monosyllabic words in Donegal Gaelic and their comparison to Danish stød. I tend to hold the view that a more correct phonetic transcription needs to show an unvoiced glottal stop in pôn$, \text{pem}$, stål$ to represent the central Breton sound in final nn-mm-nk. In pre-pause final contexts, these Breton consonants tend to be pronounced as something akin to the Danish stød (see Wikipedia s.v. Stød) and the Donegal Irish Gaelic lenis finals n, l, r and semivowels j, w (also all in pre-pause final position, following short vowels). This phenomenon [...] has sometimes been described in articulatory terms as an unvoiced glottal stop and the Danish, Donegal Irish and my impressionistic experience of the central Breton examples feel as if the phenomenon is accompanied with something akin to a ‘tense tonal uplift’ and a tensening of the glottis. In the case of central Breton and of Danish – but not Donegal Gaelic – the process leading from a stop to a glottal is termed ‘debuccalisation’ or ‘deoralisation’.

Verbal roots sant, rent, kont, stank, lonk (with their many derivatives) do not exhibit this phenomenon.
Why connect these final nasal clusters of central Breton with a possibly hitherto unnoticed realisation of double \( nn-mm-ll \) by PN? Apart from the likely under-reporting of such a feature I have heard an emphatic pronunciation of gwenn \( jɛ̃ \) as \( jɛ̃? \) by a speaker from Cléden-Poher and know of historically different words tann, onn, sonn, lamm which are pronounced in central Breton as if they were tant, ont, sont, lamp all of which suggest a link between monosyllabic final geminate nasal sonorants and monosyllabic final nasal clusters.

However, against the identification of PN’s \( [n^n - m^m - l^l] \) with central Breton \( [n^? - m^? - ñ^-p?] \) are, not so much the absence of the latter two central Breton \( [ñ^-p?] \) in Briec for they do not include a large number of words but, the existence of PN’s \( [l^l] \), for which a central Breton \( *[l?] \) cannot be accounted. Irrespective of PN’s argument for the geminate \( nn-mm-ll \), can we suppose a central Breton-like final glottal stop \( [?] \) in Briec. PN notes c’hwant \( ɔwɔn \), at least once [226] which due to its equivalence with the orthographical form cannot be used as proof of \( [?] \) but there is a rather interesting expression containing an anomalous \( [t] \). PN writes:

\[
\text{eon hag eon! ‘exactly!, precisely!’ is realised ‘eɔn, ta ɔeɔn or ‘jɔn, ta ɔjɔn / “Eeun is pronounced [eɔn] or [jɔn] if said rapidly or due to personal manner of speech. / it is probable that, to the native speaker, the [d] of ‘eɔn da ɔeɔn, is perceived as being in final position as confirmed by YLD’ with whom I was once discussing this expression, who said: ‘Er... one would tend to put a } t \text{ at the end of eɔnt.’”’ [128]}
\]

This is suggestive of a similar phenomenon but hardly proof enough to establish the regular existence of the phenomenon in Briec. It is likely that Humphreys (1982), quoted above, discounting the unvoiced glottal stop in such contexts in the Bigoudén area, could conclude thus after having discussed the phenomenon with Goyat, a native speaker and specialist of Plozévet and other Bigoudén dialects.

Related to the question of the final fortis \( nn-mm-ll \) is the question of gemination of the articles before a vowel (see under section §8.8).

Conclusion

Unless PN can demonstrate in a more convincing way the existence of a significant distinction between final \( nn-mm-ll \) and final lenis \( n-m-l \) in monosyllables he would be advised to dispense with his phonetic convention \( [n^n - m^m - l^l] \) and retain only \( [n-m-l] \) for Briec Breton. Cornec’s contribution is too unclear to be used as support for anything and the ambiguities demand that PN verify what André Cornec meant with regards to these sounds.